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Abstract 

On activation, platelets release two types of extracellular vesicle (EV); procoagulant 

microvesicles and exosomes. Platelets contain abundant microRNAs which can be packaged into 

EV and released into the blood, making a significant contribution to circulating microRNA. We 

aimed to characterise the EV released from platelets, profile their microRNA content and then 

identify and observe the effects of the EV microRNA on targets in monocytes.  

Washed platelets from healthy subjects were maximally stimulated with agonists specific for 

GPVI (CRP-XL), PAR1 (SFFLRN), PAR4 (AYGPKF), P2Y1/P2Y12 (ADP). Released EVs isolated by 

differential centrifugation were characterised by size (Nanosight), the exosome-specific markers 

CD63 & HSP70 (western blotting), and the procoagulant characteristics of microvesicles 

(Annexin-V binding and thrombin generation). RNA was isolated from EV populations, reverse 

transcribed, amplified, and the microRNA profiled on TaqMan microRNA microarrays. Targets 

for platelet-derived EV (pdEV) were then identified using a detailed bioinformatic approach, and 

the effect of the pdEV on the protein expression of these targets in monocytes was investigated. 

Stimulation through GPVI was the most potent generator of pdEV and produced a mixed 

population of exosomes and microvesicles. Stimulation at the PAR and P2Y receptors resulted 

in predominantly exosome production. Degradation of ADP with apyrase, significantly reduced 

both microvesicles and exosome production following stimulation with all agonists. The pdEVs 

contained between 57-79 different miRNA with a core of 45 miRNA observed throughout. 

From these 45 microRNA we identified 3592 predicted targets and 811 previously validated 

targets. Incorporation of platelet-monocyte interaction transcriptome datasets identified 34 

targets in monocytes with strong evidence for regulation by pdEV microRNA. Addition of pdEV 

to whole blood revealed that they were preferentially targeted to monocytes and incubating 

them with primary monocytes and THP-1 cells demonstrated their uptake (flow cytometry and 

confocal microscopy) and the transfer of their microRNA cargo (RT-PCR). Critically, the delivery 

of microRNA via pdEV caused reduced protein expression of two selected targets; the 

haematopoietic transcription factor LMO2 and the scavenger receptor SCARB1 in culture. 

Together, these results indicate that platelets produce EV in an agonist-dependent manner 

which is reliant on secondary ADP signalling. The microRNA profile released is consistent 

regardless of agonist and comprises a group of microRNA with many potential interactions in 

monocytes. The pdEV are preferentially taken up by monocytes in the blood where they are able 

to alter protein expression of targets such as SCARB1, which has potential implications in the 

development of atherosclerosis.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Cardiovascular Disease 

Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) is the single largest cause of mortality worldwide and recent data 

indicates that it is responsible for 30% of all deaths. Whilst the overall pattern of disease 

affecting the world has shifted over the last 20 years the threat to health posed by CVD remains 

constant (Lozano et al., 2013). Due to its prevalence in all countries, regardless of their industrial 

and economic status, high rates of CVD is a trend that is predicted to continue (Lopez et al., 

2006, Mathers and Loncar, 2006, Deaton et al., 2011). It has been well established that CVD is 

heavily influenced by issues such as poor diet and a lack of exercise but despite their modifiable 

nature the global mortality and morbidity of CVD has not decreased (Kelly et al., 2012, Roger et 

al., 2012). The lack of CVD reduction through the modification of risk factors means that research 

into the disease mechanisms, potential therapies and diagnostic tools is necessary to identify 

those at risk and reduce the burden of CVD on global health and finances (Deaton et al., 2011).  

CVD is a broad class of conditions involving disease of the heart such as heart failure and 

myocardial infarction (MI; heart attacks) and those affecting the peripheral circulation, e.g. 

stroke and deep vein thrombosis. A pathology underlying many of these diseases is 

atherosclerosis, a chronic condition which causes narrowed and hardened arteries that can 

potentially trigger more severe acute events (Hansson, 2005). 

1.1.1 Atherosclerosis 

Atherosclerosis is the formation of fatty plaques in artery walls that reduce the size of the vessel 

lumen and stiffen the vasculature, due to loss of elasticity. Atherosclerosis progresses with age 

and is thought to be present in all adults, it takes decades of continual development before there 

is any clinical manifestation (Ross, 1999). The development of this condition is outlined in Figure 

1.1 which demonstrates progression from fatty streaks (A) to advanced lesions (E). The extent 

and rate of development of an individual’s atherosclerotic burden can be influenced by 

environmental and genetic risk factors. Smoking, consumption of alcohol and a poor diet, in 

tandem with a sedentary lifestyle, can lead to increased circulating cholesterol, hypertension, 

diabetes and obesity which all increase the incidence of atherosclerosis (Howard et al., 1998, 

Kadoglou et al., 2008a, Kadoglou et al., 2008b, Creager et al., 2003, Mokdad et al., 2001). 

Alongside lifestyle factors, inherited conditions such as hypercholesterolemia, where circulating 

low-density lipoproteins (LDL) is raised lead to increased atherosclerotic progression (Goldstein 

and Brown, 1985, Tousoulis et al., 2003).  
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 The fatty streaks begin with an accumulation of LDL within the endothelium of the vasculature, 

possibly initiated through endothelial damage, the LDL is then oxidised (oxLDL) (Figure 1.1B). 

This triggers the expression of receptors such as vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) and 

P-selectin on the luminal side of the vessel endothelium and release of factors, such as 

Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor (M-CSF) within the plaque or vessel wall which leads to 

the recruitment and infiltration of monocytes (Figure 1.1G) (Moore and Tabas, 2011, Gebuhrer 

et al., 1995, Ley et al., 2011). P-selectin is a cell adhesion molecule found in endothelial cells and 

platelets, it is stored in granules which are translocated to the membrane, leading to surface 

expression following activation through inflammatory cytokines or agonists such as thrombin. 

Platelets are also attracted to these sites of endothelial damage and act to facilitate monocyte 

accumulation through P-selectin to P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 (PSGL-1) interactions making 

them an important factor in plaque development (Kuckleburg et al., 2011, Furman et al., 1998, 

Huo et al., 2003, Ley et al., 2011, Nofer et al., 2010).  

Once monocytes are present within the plaque they differentiate into macrophages in response 

to M-CSF and phagocytose the oxidized-LDL through scavenger receptors. The oxLDL is 

hydrolysed to form cholesterol which the macrophages either exocytose or retain as lipid 

droplets within cytoplasmic vesicles (Brown et al., 1980). As the macrophages become laden 

with cholesterol they become larger and their morphology alters leading to them being 

described as foam cells (Figure 1.1C/G-ii) (Maxfield and Tabas, 2005). Eventually the foam cells 

become overloaded with cholesterol and combined with their pro-inflammatory environment 

they undergo apoptosis which further increases the inflammatory status of the fatty plaque 

(Tabas, 2010, Tabas et al., 2010). 

The combination of apoptotic cells, cholesterol deposition and inflammatory signals lead to the 

proliferation of smooth muscle cells in the media layer of arteries, and eventually the 

permeation of these into the plaque region. The development of a necrotic core follows, and 

unless smooth muscle cell proliferation is prevented through nitric oxide signalling from the 

endothelium resulting in the clearance of apoptotic cells then the plaque will continue to 

develop (Palmer et al., 1987, Furchgott and Zawadzki, 1980). At this stage the plaque is still 

stable and in most cases will have no clinical presentation, although large stable plaques can 

present as angina pectoris.  
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Figure 1.1 – The development of atherosclerosis A) shows the elements of a healthy artery wall under physiological 
conditions, B) demonstates the intial phase of atherosclerosis whereby LDL accumulates in the vessel wall and is 
oxidised to oxLDL. C) Monocytes are attracted to the area of endothelial damage and there is further accumaltion of 
LDL/oxLDL. D) Further monocyte accumulation, which differentiate to macrophages and phagocytose the LDL to form 
foam cells. There is also apoptosis and cholesterol deposition contributing to the formation of a necrotic core. E) Plaque 
rupture and F) thrombus formation in response to plaque rupture, causing vessel occlusion and tissue ischaemia. G) 
The involvement of monocytes; LDL infiltrates the damaged endothelium, is hydrolysed to oxLDL leading to 
endothelium expression of P-selectin which attracts monocytes and these move into the vessel wall where they 
become macrophages and then foam cells (ii) through the ingestion of cholesterol. Based on work by (Libby, 2001). 

Atherosclerotic plaques such as these most frequently develop at artery bifurcations or other 

areas of non-laminar flow which reduces nitric oxide levels in the endothelium making 

endothelial cells more prone to activation (Zand et al., 1999, Asakura and Karino, 1990, Liao, 

2013, Gimbrone et al., 1997). The development of advanced lesions within the coronary arteries, 

termed coronary artery disease (CAD), triggers reduced blood flow, starving the myocardium of 

oxygen and essential nutrients. As this becomes more severe it presents as chest pain, termed 

angina pectoris. However in some situations the first indication of CAD will be a MI where a 

coronary artery becomes completely occluded triggering myocardial ischaemia. Total occlusion 

is an acute event that is initiated by plaque rupture, which occurs when plaques become 

unstable, or the cap of the plaque is eroded, and the contents of the plaque come into direct 

contact with the blood, leading to the development of a thrombus which can completely block 

the artery (Virmani et al., 1999). 
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1.2 Haemostasis 

The blood is essential for the transport of nutrients to, and waste products away from the organs 

and tissues of the body and it has crucial roles in the immune response, homeostasis and 

haemostasis (Alberts et al., 2008). Blood is a complex mix of cells, plasma, extracellular vesicles 

(EVs), lipoproteins, proteins, lipids and small molecules such as glucose (Basu and Kulkarni, 

2014). Each of these has a specific function that is dependent on effective communication 

between all components of the blood and vasculature. This communication is reliant upon a 

diverse network of signals, and dysfunction of the network has the potential to cause disease 

(Chesney et al., 1997, Kozek-Langenecker et al., 2003). 

The maintenance of the blood in a fluid state within the vasculature is termed haemostasis and 

involves equilibrating three key factors that if unbalanced result in thrombosis. The three factors 

make up Virchow’s triad and are defined as; blood flow stasis, injury to the vascular endothelium 

and the ease of blood clotting (Chung and Lip, 2003). Divergence from the conserved equilibrium 

can be triggered by interrupted or slowed blood flow, damaged endothelial cells as a result of 

altered shear stress or hypertension, and hypercoagulability as seen following trauma, or in 

conditions such as cancer or inherited defects in specific elements of the coagulation cascade. 

Maintenance of haemostasis involves a complex network of factors in the circulation that 

include  platelets, the vascular endothelium, microvesicles and coagulation factors (Rasche, 

2001). There are many events that can lead to deviation from haemostasis, for example 

endothelial injury triggers clot formation to prevent blood leaving the vessel. 

The process of forming a clot results in the blood transitioning from a liquid to a solid, gel-like 

state through a controlled, localised response. Injured endothelial cells expose the blood to 

constituents of the underlying extracellular matrix such as von Willebrand factor (vWf) and 

collagen. An interaction between the exposed vWf and the glycoprotein (GP) Ib/V/IX complex 

on platelets tethers platelets to the damaged endothelium, but this is a transient interaction 

which results in the platelets rolling. If the level of endothelial damage and therefore exposed 

vWf is high enough then the platelet rolling will be slow allowing for the formation of stronger 

attachments (van Gils et al., 2009). Stable attachment is then achieved through two receptors; 

GPVI and GPIa-IIa, which bind to the exposed collagen. The interaction though GPVI propagates 

calcium signalling, triggering platelet activation and granule secretion which releases secondary 

mediators such as adenosine diphosphate (ADP) into the local environment. 

These secondary mediators feed back onto the platelets and cause platelet shape change and 

membrane protein transformation including activation of integrins such as the GPIaIIa and 
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GPIIb-IIIa complexes. The GPIIb-IIIa complex promotes platelet recruitment and clot stabilisation 

through binding to fibrinogen (Versteeg et al., 2013, Vine, 2009, Roberts et al., 2004). Further 

clot growth and stabilisation occurs through platelet recruitment of monocytes via specific 

surface receptor interactions; critically the interaction of P-selectin with PSGL-1. In parallel the 

coagulation cascade triggers the cleavage by Factor-Xa, of prothrombin to thrombin, which 

converts fibrinogen to fibrin, an insoluble protein that is cross-linked by Factor-XIIIa and in doing 

so stabilises the clot.  

In conjunction with intercellular communication and negative feedback loops clots are able to 

successfully form appropriately sized and stable haemostatic plugs that prevent blood leaving 

the vessel but do not cause complete occlusion (Davie, 1995). This is a multi-modal process and 

involves inhibitory factors such as tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI), Protein-C and 

antithrombin that inhibit coagulation and limit thrombus growth, as well as fibrinolytic factors 

such as plasminogen, which when converted to plasmin can break down the fibrin clot. Protein-C 

is activated through the binding of Protein-C and thrombin to the thrombomodulin receptor on 

the surface of endothelial cells, activated Protein-C then degrades Factor-Va and Factor-VIIIa, 

thereby inhibiting the coagulation cascade (Dahlback and Villoutreix, 2005). Antithrombin is a 

constitutively active serine protease inhibitor (serpin) found in the plasma that binds to, and 

blocks the active sites of the serine proteases; FIXa, FXa, FXIa, and FXIIa. The affinity of 

antithrombin for these factors is significantly enhanced by the presence of heparin sulfates or 

clinical administration of heparin (Blajchman, 1994). In addition, as the clot grows over intact, 

healthy endothelium it encounters PGI2 released from endothelial cells. This triggers cAMP 

production in platelets, which inhibits calcium flux and therefore reduces activation (Stitham et 

al., 2011). Alongside the mechanisms acting to reduce platelet activation, fibrinolysis also 

occurs, preventing excessive clot growth. Plasminogen is a circulating enzyme that binds to fibrin 

in the clot and is converted to plasmin by Tissue Plasminogen Activator (TPA) and urokinase 

(UPA), which are slowly released from damaged endothelium. Plasmin then acts to lyse the 

thrombus through cleavage of the fibrin mesh, thereby removing the clot from the healing 

endothelium (Chapin and Hajjar, 2015). 

In response to atypical pathologies such as atherosclerotic plaque rupture, clot formation is not 

as well controlled and can become overwhelmed by the release of large amounts of 

prothrombotic material such as collagen and tissue factor (TF)+ve microvesicles. This prevents 

normal regulation of the haemostatic processes and can lead to total vessel occlusion, resulting 

in acute events such as MI or stroke (Jackson, 2011). As platelets are the central player in 

thrombosis, patients who survive the acute events of strokes and MI are treated with anti-
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platelet drugs to prevent reoccurrences. These therapies include the widely used 

cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitor, aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid (ASA)) (Campbell et al., 2007), ADP 

receptor antagonists such as clopidogrel, prasugrel and ticagrelor (Wijeyeratne and Heptinstall, 

2011) and risk factor controllers such as statins (e.g. atorvastatin) which lower cholesterol 

(Stancu and Sima, 2001) thereby reducing plaque growth. However these treatments are 

ordinarily used to slow atherosclerotic progress or following acute events to prevent secondary 

occurrences; research into the mechanisms driving the disease, including platelet-monocyte 

crosstalk is required to allow intervention before acute events. 

1.3 Platelets 

1.3.1 Structure, formation and function 

Anucleate platelets have a circular, biconvex morphology, a diameter between 2-3µm and under 

physiological conditions humans have ~250 million/mL of blood. Platelets are released into the 

circulation following budding from megakaryocytes in a process known as thrombopoiesis that 

occurs in the bone marrow. Platelets are produced when mature megakaryocytes form 

pseudopodal processes, called pro-platelet elongations, in a microtubule driven process 

(Michelson, 2007). These elongations project into the vasculature of the bone marrow sinusoids 

and twisting of the proplatelets microtubules under the shear stress in the vessel causes 

individual pre-platelets to break off and then mature into platelets in the circulation (Thon and 

Italiano, 2010, Thon et al., 2010). Each megakaryocyte fragments into ~8000 platelets, which 

circulate for ~10 days before being phagocytosed in the spleen or liver (Kaplan and Saba, 1978). 

Platelet formation is regulated by the circulating levels of thrombopoietin, a growth factor that 

stimulates megakaryocytes via its specific receptor, the myeloproliferative leukaemia protein 

(MPL). Circulating levels of thrombopoietin is regulated by platelets which also express MPL; 

platelets bind thrombopoietin and degrade it, therefore when platelet concentrations are low 

there is increased circulating thrombopoietin resulting in increased stimulation of 

thrombopoiesis. Recent evidence suggests that thrombopoiesis may also be controlled by 

microRNA expression, for example miR-150-5p promotes megakaryocyte differentiation and 

platelet production (Barroga et al., 2008). 

As mentioned previously, platelets are central to the process of thrombosis and haemostasis but 

they also have many other biologically significant roles (Jacoby et al., 2001). Platelets localise to 

sites of inflammation and infection, and through the release of the many chemokines and 

cytokines they contain, and through their interactions with leukocytes they mediate the 
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inflammatory response (Smyth et al., 2009, Semple et al., 2011, Gawaz et al., 2005). Activated 

platelets also contribute to angiogenesis in normal vessels and tumours, and to atherosclerosis 

through interactions with leukocytes (Egan et al., 2011, Sabrkhany et al., 2011, Battinelli et al., 

2011). This suggests that platelets have the potential to modify a variety of disease pathologies 

and so understanding their role in intercellular communication and diseases such as 

atherosclerosis and cancer is crucial to the development of new therapeutic targets and 

improving clinical outcomes (Semple et al., 2011, Jackson and Schoenwaelder, 2003). 

1.3.2 Platelet activation  

Many platelet functions require activation and this can be triggered by a number of different 

stimuli, resulting in dramatic shape change from a plate-like morphology to a sphere with a 

multitude of pseudopodal extensions, followed by aggregation and degranulation. Clot 

formation and the platelet activation involved in this process incorporates a number of signalling 

cascades that act through membrane receptors. Platelets express a wide variety of receptors on 

their surface that fall largely into two categories (Figure 1.2). Firstly, receptors that respond to 

agonists; predominantly G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) and immunoreceptor tyrosine-

based activation motif (ITAM) receptors, and secondly, adhesion receptors that are mainly 

integrins. These receptors all have roles within the platelet and act, to various degrees, through 

a variety of intercellular signalling pathways. 

Figure 1.2 – Adhesion and agonist receptors on the platelet surface A schematic of a platelet showing the main 
platelet receptors, their agonists and the phospholipase C pathways that they signal through. Figure adapted from 
(Jackson and Schoenwaelder, 2003). 
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1.3.2.1 Pathways of activation 

A key point in these agonist evoked pathways is signalling through phospholipase C (PLC), which 

initiates calcium signalling, leading to platelet activation and functional effects, such as shape 

change or granule secretion. PLC catalyses the reaction that transforms Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

bisphosphate (PIP2) to Inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and Diacylglycerol (DAG) and this 

triggers the release of calcium from intracellular stores (Szumilo and Rahden-Staron, 2008, 

Williams, 1999). There are two variants of PLC in platelets, PLC-γ and PLC-β, each of which 

functions downstream of a distinct set of receptors (Figure 1.2). 

1.3.2.1.1 PLC-γ 

PLC-γ is found downstream of many of the GP receptors that are associated with clot formation 

through binding, adhesion and stabilisation of a clot and it’s structure (Jackson and 

Schoenwaelder, 2003). The initial interaction occurs through GPVI and GPIb/V/IX which induce 

the activation of integrins such as GPIa-IIa and GPIIb-IIIa, resulting in the formation of a firm 

platelet clot. GPVI is a platelet specific member of the immunoglobulin superfamily of type 1 

transmembrane glycoproteins and it forms complexes with the dimeric, ITAM-containg 

fragment crystallisable (Fc) receptor γ-chain. GPVI is the primary activation receptor for collagen 

on platelets and is required for adhesion to collagen (Nieswandt et al., 2001b, Nieswandt and 

Watson, 2003). 

The GPVI receptor recognises the glycine-proline-hydroxyproline sequence present on triple 

helical collagens, which are shared by a cross-linked collagen related peptide (CRP-XL) and 

convulxin, a toxin in snake venom (Asselin et al., 1997, Morton et al., 1995, Jandrot-Perrus et al., 

1997, Atkinson et al., 2001). Binding of any of these results in the cross-linking of adjacent GPVI 

receptors, which triggers tyrosine phosphorylation by Src kinases within the ITAM (Asselin et al., 

1999).  Subsequently, signalling through Src and Syk proteins leads to the activation of PLC-γ2 

which cleaves PIP2 to IP3 and DAG causing the release of intracellular calcium through the 

calcium channel ORAI1 (Feske et al., 2006, Williams, 1999, Szumilo and Rahden-Staron, 2008). 

Activation of GPVI with the specific agonists CRP-XL or convulxin leads to rapid aggregation and 

degranulation of platelets in an ADP- and thromboxaneA2-independent response. However 

activation following binding of collagen is slower and requires the release and feedback of ADP 

and thromboxaneA2 to achieve a full response (Quinton et al., 2002, Atkinson et al., 2001, 

Nieswandt et al., 2001a).  

The GPIb/V/IX complex is a four subunit glycoprotein comprised of GPIbα, GPIbβ, GPIX and GPV 

in a 1:2:1:1 ratio. GPIbα binds to vWf although the complex also has binding sites for thrombin, 
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macrophage-1 antigen (MAC-1; αmβ2) and P-selectin. Its interaction with vWf is important for 

the initiation of platelet adhesion. This is a transient interaction, which causes the rolling of 

platelets until stable adhesion through other platelet glycoproteins is achieved (Marchese et al., 

1999, Nieswandt and Watson, 2003). Recent evidence suggests that there is a mechanosensing 

domain in the GPIbα receptor which unfolds when GPIbα is bound to vWf in a high shear stress 

environment and this leads to changes in GPIbβ and GPIX triggering platelet signalling, however 

the role of this complex in the initiation and propagation of platelet activation is still under 

debate (Zhang et al., 2015b).  

The integrin GPIa-IIa (α2β1) is also a collagen receptor on platelets that binds to monomeric 

type1 collagen and is important for adhesion. The strength of this interaction is dependent on 

activation of the integrin via secondary signals through other pathways such as GPVI, ADP and 

thromboxaneA2 (Moroi et al., 2000). The downstream signalling from GPIa-IIa through PLC-γ is 

important for platelet spreading and thrombus stabilisation (Suzuki-Inoue et al., 2001, Inoue et 

al., 2003).  

GPIIb-IIIa (αIIbβ3) is an integrin complex which acts as a receptor for fibrinogen and vWf, and 

leads to firm adhesion of platelets to fibrinogen resulting in clot stabilisation and growth (Savage 

et al., 1996). The GPIIb-IIIa complex is one of the most abundant platelet receptors but under 

normal conditions it has low binding affinity for its ligands vWf and fibrinogen. However, when 

platelets are activated the inside-out signalling triggers a conformational change that 

significantly increases the receptors binding capacity for vWf and fibrinogen leading to 

fibrinogen-mediated platelet activation (Shattil, 2006, Shattil, 1999, French and Seligsohn, 

2000).  

1.3.2.1.2 PLC-β 

PLC-β transduces signals from GPCRs and is critical in the recruitment of further platelets to the 

clot, platelet shape change, platelet secretion and aggregation. The GPCRs are reactive to 

soluble mediators that are released by platelets into the local environment of a clot following 

GPVI activation (Offermanns, 2006).  

ADP is released from platelet dense granules or cells of the damaged vasculature. It acts on the 

P2Y1 and P2Y12 purinoceptors that are coupled to Gq and Gi G-proteins respectively. These G-

proteins function to activate PLC-β signalling resulting in sustained platelet activation and 

procoagulant activity. In addition, platelet response to low levels of thrombin, collagen and 

thromboxane are reliant on secondary ADP signalling (Murugappa and Kunapuli, 2006, Gachet, 

2006, Gachet et al., 2006). ADP is known to have different functions via the P2Y1 and P2Y12 
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receptors; stimulation at P2Y1 triggers the principal but weak and reversible activation, which is 

sustained by subsequent stimulation at P2Y12 receptors, but P2Y12 activation cannot occur 

without P2Y1 priming (Gachet, 2008). In addition, there are data that suggests that these 

receptors may have separate roles in EV production, procoagulant activity and Rac activation 

(Soulet et al., 2005, Leon et al., 2003, Kahner et al., 2008).  

Thrombin is a major platelet activator, which acts through the protease activated receptors 

(PAR) 1 and 4. It is formed through activation of the coagulation cascade by the cleavage of 

prothrombin by Factor-Xa; a process that is amplified by the tenase and prothrombinase 

complexes that form on cell surfaces, including those of activated platelets and microvesicles 

(Heemskerk et al., 2002). Thrombin activity at PAR receptors functions through multiple G-

proteins including Gq/G12/G13 and GI leading to platelet activation and degranulation. Low doses 

of thrombin have been shown to act at PAR1 alone and in humans, high concentrations can also 

signal through PAR4. There are specific peptides that target PAR1 (Ser-Phe-Leu-Leu-Arg-Asn-

NH2) and PAR4 (Ala-Tyr-Pro-Gly-Lys-Phe-NH2) that can be used as receptor-specific agonists 

(Kahn et al., 1998, Offermanns et al., 1994).  

The third major group of platelet GPCRs are the TP receptors for thromboxane, which is a 

short-lived agonist synthesised from arachidonic acid by COX-1. Activation of the TP receptors 

leads to platelet activation via Gq and G12/13 G-proteins, triggering platelet activation through the 

PLC-β pathway (Heemskerk et al., 2002). Inhibition of thromboxane activity leads to prolonged 

bleeding times and unstable thrombi in mice (Thomas et al., 1998). As well as ADP, thrombin 

and thromboxane there are several other platelet agonists that act at GPCRs stimulating or 

potentiating activation through the PLC-β pathway, these include epinephrine and serotonin 

which are weak agonists and require secondary mediators to truly activate platelets (Hjemdahl 

et al., 1994, King et al., 2009, Li et al., 1997). 

1.3.3 Platelet-releasate 

As listed above, there are a number of different stimuli that trigger platelet activation resulting 

in dramatic shape change, degranulation, increased procoagulant activity and aggregation. A 

slice through a platelet ‘at rest’ is shown in Figure 1.3, it contains a large number of vesicles and 

secretable factors that are released following activation. Platelets have been shown to directly 

secrete in excess of 300 molecules following activation from intracellular storage granules and 

as EV and their cargo (Coppinger et al., 2004, Pienimaeki-Roemer et al., 2014).  
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Figure 1.3 – Platelet structure A simplistic cut-through of a platelet depicting its structure and the presence of internal 
granules and organelles. 

There are three types of intracellular storage granules found in platelets; α-granules, dense 

granules and lysosomes, which release their contents directly into the extracellular 

environment. The α-granules are unique to platelets, although similar to the Weibel Palade 

bodies of endothelial cells. They contain the largest population of releasable molecules and 

include factors involved in haemostasis (e.g. vWf and Factor-V), angiogenesis (e.g. Vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF)), anti-angiogenesis (e.g. angiostatin), growth factors, 

proteases, cytokines and necrotic factors (Coppinger et al., 2004, Coppinger et al., 2007, Gawaz 

et al., 2005). The dense granules, also known as γ-granules, are unique to platelets in mammals 

but are similar to acidocalsisomes found in bacteria and unicellular eukaryotes (Ruiz et al., 2004). 

Dense granules contain smaller secretable molecules such as calcium, histamine, serotonin, 

polyphosphate, adenosine-triphosphate (ATP) and ADP. Their main roles are in cell signalling 

and haemostasis (King et al., 2009). Lysosomes are structurally similar to α-granules and are 

predominantly responsible for the secretion of digestive enzymes (Rendu and Brohard-Bohn, 

2001). 

1.4 Extracellular vesicles 

In addition to releasing their granule contents platelets release several types of membranous 

EV; specifically microvesicles, and exosomes. EVs are released by most cell types into bodily 

fluids such as the blood, saliva, urine and cerebrospinal fluid (Zlotogorski-Hurvitz et al., 2015, 

Ashcroft et al., 2012, Oosthuyzen et al., 2013, Quinn et al., 2015). Platelet-derived EV (pdEV) 

were first mentioned in the literature in 1946 (Chargaff and West, 1946) but it took until 1999 
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for both microvesicles and exosomes to be characterised as being released from platelets 

(Heijnen et al., 1999). Research into EVs has expanded exponentially over the last 2 decades due 

to the recognition of their roles in intercellular communication, and their potential to act as 

readily accessible biomarkers of a diverse array of diseases (Yanez-Mo et al., 2015). 

Despite the attention the field has received there are still fundamental questions over how the 

EV subtypes are defined and in isolating separate EV populations, which has led to difficulties in 

determining specific markers or functions (van der Pol et al., 2016). Many of the problems have 

been caused by EV isolation techniques that attempt to, but are ultimately unsuccessful in 

isolating discrete EV subtypes, such as ultracentrifugation (Taylor et al., 2011, Taylor and Shah, 

2015, Tauro et al., 2012). Such studies then attribute their findings to a single EV subtype despite 

the EV population being heterogeneous. Notwithstanding the confusion there are some 

generally accepted characteristics of microvesicles and exosomes, shown in Figure 1.4.  

Microvesicles are larger EV, ranging between ~100-1000nm although microvesicles larger than 

400nm are rarely found in the blood (Mathivanan et al., 2010, Gyorgy et al., 2011b). The main 

cellular sources of microvesicles in the circulation are platelets, megakaryocytes, erythrocytes 

and leukocytes, particularly monocytes, but almost all cells can release them (Arraud et al., 2014, 

Berckmans et al., 2001, Ashcroft et al., 2012, Flaumenhaft et al., 2009). Ordinarily they are 

released following cellular activation, however low constitutive release is also observed 

(Cauwenberghs et al., 2006).  

Microvesicles are formed through the activity of the lipid transporter enzymes; 

Aminophospholipid Translocase P type ATPase, ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) transporters and 

Transmembrane protein 16F that were originally identified as flippase, floppase and 

scrambalase, respectively. The flippase enzymes target the external phospholipids 

(phosphatidylcholine/sphingomyelin) for internalisation, whilst the floppases target internal 

phospholipids (phosphatidylserine (PS)/phosphatidylethanolamine) for externalisation in an 

ATP dependent event. Scramblases promote the switching of the phospholipids and do this in a 

calcium-dependent manner (Aye et al., 2009). In addition, increased calcium activates 

phosphatases such as calpain which degrade the cytoskeletal proteins e.g. actin (Piccin et al., 

2007, Morel et al., 2011). Taken together these changes result in membrane budding/blebbing, 

as shown in Figure 1.4 (Hugel et al., 2005, Pegtel, 2014).  
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The overall structure of microvesicles is a phospholipid bilayer vesicle with a high level of 

negatively-charged phospholipid, predominantly PS, on the outer leaflet. This provides one of 

the major functional characteristics of microvesicles, the support of blood coagulation. Platelet 

microvesicles are highly pro-coagulant and have been implicated in disease with evidence 

suggesting that they may play a role in tumour metastasis and angiogenesis (Hugel et al., 2005, 

Zhang and Yang, 2012). The outer membrane is also comprised of antigens characteristic of 

platelets e.g. CD61. Microvesicles have also been shown to contain over 500 different proteins, 

(Janowska-Wieczorek et al., 2005, Smalley et al., 2008) including those involved in coagulation 

(e.g. fibrinogen), transport (e.g. VAMP8) and intracellular signalling (e.g. PKC, SRC) (Garcia et al., 

2005, Jin et al., 2005). This combination of contents makes microvesicles extremely effective 

intercellular signallers. 

Exosomes are smaller than microvesicles, ~40-100nm and have also been heavily investigated. 

The understanding of roles for exosomes began with their identification as vesicles removing 

unwanted proteins from reticulocytes in 1987 (Johnstone et al., 1987). Shortly after their 

discovery it was observed that B-lymphocytes released vesicles into the body that were antigen 

presenting, thereby demonstrating an immunological role for exosomes (Raposo et al., 1996). 

Exosomes are released from cells when multi-vesicular bodies (MVBs) fuse with the plasma 

membrane (Keller et al., 2006, Thery et al., 2009). This is illustrated in Figure 1.4 and occurs 

either constitutively, or as a result of stimulation, from a variety of cells such as macrophages, 

platelets and endothelial cells (Denzer et al., 2000, Bhatnagar et al., 2007, Saunderson et al., 

2008).  

Exosomes form within MVBs through inward budding of the MVBs membrane, a process that is 

mediated by the Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport (ESCRT) and Rab-GTPases 

(Ludwig and Giebel, 2012, Vlassov et al., 2012, Pegtel, 2014). Some MVBs are delivered to the 

lysosomes for degradation whilst others are recycled back to the plasma membrane where they 

release exosomes. The mechanisms that govern MVBs fate are poorly understood but an 

abundance of the sphingolipid, ceramide, within the MVB’s membrane is thought to lead to 

exosome budding into the MVB. This is due to endosomal micro-domain fusion and directs the 

MVB to the cell membrane rather than lysosomes (Trajkovic et al., 2008). 

The molecular composition of released exosomes is determined by their cellular origin as this 

influences the membrane composition and vesicle contents. Unlike microvesicles the exosomal 

membrane does not fully represent the membrane of their cell of origin and due to their 

intracellular creation exosomes have a distinct membrane signature, expressing tetraspanins at 
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significantly greater levels than normal membranes (Stoorvogel et al., 2002, Conde-Vancells et 

al., 2008). Tetraspanins are a family of transmembrane proteins which localise to microdomains 

where they stabilise and modulate the function of other transmembrane proteins. Through this 

function they have been shown to be critical in cellular adhesion and fusion with demonstrable 

roles in egg-spermatozoa fusion and viral entry (Thali, 2009, Rubinstein et al., 2006a, Peng et al., 

2011, Li et al., 2014). These known actions, coupled with their enrichment on exosomes, have 

been investigated to demonstrate their roles in exosome targeting, uptake, cargo recruitment 

and biogenesis (Rana et al., 2012, Hemler, 2005, Morelli et al., 2004). 

Proteomic analysis of medulloblastoma-derived exosomes only identified a limited proteome of 

~150 proteins (Epple et al., 2012). However they do contain RNA, with exosomes being 

particularly abundant in microRNA from their cell of origin (Valadi et al., 2007, Diehl et al., 2012, 

Kosaka et al., 2013a). Recent evidence suggests that exosomes are the most concentrated 

source of microRNA in the circulation, which would explain the observed stability of microRNA 

in the blood and provide these EVs with a mechanism to significantly influence target cells (Gallo 

et al., 2012). Exosomes contain the necessary machinery, such as the Dicer and Argonaute 2 

complexes, to process and facilitate the activity of their RNA content, suggesting that exosomes 

are an integral part of the communication and regulation systems of the entire body (Landry et 

al., 2009, Jaiswal et al., 2012). 

As well as the physiological roles of EVs there are also pathological roles. Many researchers have 

attributed these to specific EV subtypes but as mentioned previously experimental limitations 

mean that these findings can only really be attributed to EV as a whole. For example exosomes 

released from tumours can transport molecules to suppress the immune system, such as NK Cell 

Receptor D (NKG2D) ligands which reduce the toxicity of natural killer cells, thereby enhancing 

tumour survival (Ashiru et al., 2010). However in this study cellular debris was removed with a 

10,000g centrifugation followed by pelleting of exosomes at 100,000g; a process that would not 

remove microvesicles and that would also co-isolate extra protein complexes and lipoproteins. 

Whilst EVs have been shown to be secreted from almost all cells of the body, it is platelets that 

are their most significant source in the blood. Up to 50% of EVs in the circulation of healthy 

individuals originate from platelets and the number of exosomes that can be released from a 

platelet is also exceptionally high suggesting an important role for EVs derived from platelets 

(Heijnen et al., 1999, Berckmans et al., 2001). Exosomes can fuse with target cells and shed their 

contents, potentially through a tetraspanin driven mechanism, thereby directly affecting the 

gene expression of that cell (Montecalvo et al., 2012, Risitano et al., 2012).  
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1.5 microRNA 

microRNAs are non-coding RNAs comprised of ~22 nucleotides that are conserved across the 

majority of animal and plant species. To date the human genome is reported to contain between 

1000-2000 different microRNA  (Lee and Ambros, 2001, Ambros et al., 2003, Mendell and Olson, 

2012). Over 60% of the protein coding genes in humans are thought to be modulated by 

microRNAs although this figure may be as high as 92% (Bartel, 2004, Friedman et al., 2009). 

MicroRNAs are negative regulators of gene translation that fine-tune protein expression via their 

interaction with mRNAs (Baek et al., 2008). MicroRNA transcription is a result of co-expression 

with nearby ‘host’ genes, or following methylation of their promoter sequences by transcription 

factors. Once transcribed they regulate protein expression at a post-transcriptional level 

through imperfect base pairing to complementary mRNA sequences (O'Donnell et al., 2005, 

Winter et al., 2009). 

MicroRNA biogenesis is a multi-step process shown in Figure 1.5, briefly, microRNA is 

transcribed by RNA polymerase II creating a hairpin-looped pri-microRNA. This is cleaved by 

Drosha to a pre-microRNA which leaves the nucleus in an Exportin-5/Ran-GTP-mediated 

process, the pre-microRNA is then cleaved to mature microRNAs by Dicer. Pri- and Pre-

microRNA have hairpin structures that can become 2 separate, mature microRNAs known as the 

guide (-5p) and passenger (-3p) strands. The guide and passenger strand from each pre-

microRNA duplex can have separate fates and will either be incorporated into the mRNA binding 

RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) or degraded (Winter et al., 2009). Several factors 

influence whether a strand is incorporated into the RISC; firstly, the thermodynamic stability of 

the molecule, generally the least stable molecule will integrate with the RISC and the most stable 

is degraded although it is also possible for both strands to be functional (Krol et al., 2010, 

Khvorova et al., 2003). Secondly, cell type; recent evidence suggests that one strand from the 

pre-microRNA may be degraded in a certain cell whilst the inverse may occur in another cell (Liu 

and Abraham, 2013). A third possible factor is the environment, for example some microRNAs 

may have specific roles in development, but not in any processes beyond (Ro et al., 2007). Both 

the secondary and tertiary factors are likely to be significantly influenced by the mRNA milieu of 

a particular cell, which may define how these mRNA interact with the microRNA (Seitz, 2009). 
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Figure 1.5 – MicroRNA biogenesis A schematic of microRNA biogenesis, pri-microRNA is transcribed by RNA 
polymerase II, pri-microRNA is cleaved to pre-microRNA by Drosha and then exported from the cell in an Exportin-5 
and Ran-GTP driven process. Once outside the nucleus the pre-microRNA is cleaved to mature microRNA by Dicer and 
then incorporates into the RISC for functional activity. 

The effectiveness of protein repression by microRNA is highly variable, with most interactions 

causing less than 50% reduction. Binding of microRNA to target sequences on mRNAs 

predominantly occurs in the microRNAs seed region which is comprised of 6-8 nucleotides at 

the 5’ end of the microRNA (nucleotides ~2-8). Binding is also observed at nucleotides 13-16, 

although this is considered to be a secondary site (Grimson et al., 2007). Binding to mRNA 

follows microRNA incorporation into the RISC, which requires microRNA to bind to the RISCs 

Argonaute protein. The complex triggers target protein repression, microRNA can cause mRNA 

degradation as a result of perfect binding of the microRNA to its target. This is a phenomenon 

normally observed in plants however (Voinnet, 2009). In animals the usual outcome is 

translational repression due to imperfect binding (Bartel, 2009, Hoy and Buck, 2012).  

Each microRNA can target hundreds of genes that are often in related biological pathways, and 

individual genes can be targeted by multiple microRNAs. Much of our current knowledge about 

microRNA interactions is based upon computer generated predictions and so our understanding 

of the role microRNA play in normal and disease states is far from complete (Baek et al., 2008, 

Lee et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1.6 – MicroRNA binding MicroRNA are incorporated into the RISC and then bind to complimentary bases in the 
3’-UTR of mRNA. The most important binding region is the seed region as binding here can only tolerate 1 mismatch 
and normally comprises of binding between 6-8 pairs of nucleotides. Following binding at the seed region, binding 
spreads to other regions which are more tolerant of mismatches. A) Shows the structure of an individual microRNA 
binding to an mRNA with the specific binding regions highlighted. B) If the microRNA binds to the mRNA imperfectly 
then translation of the mRNA is repressed (animals). C) If the microRNA binds to the target mRNA perfectly then the 
mRNA will be degraded (plants). 

MicroRNAs are likely to influence almost every pathway and function within the human body to 

some extent and validating these interactions experimentally has proved challenging. This 

makes it difficult to link specific targets to individual microRNA, but many studies have identified 

microRNAs essential to specific functions. For example miR-181a-5p was shown to be involved 

in haematopoietic differentiation, driving haematopoietic progenitor cells towards a B-

lymphocyte fate (Cheng et al., 2010). MiR-494 mediates apoptosis and reduces expression of 

activating transcription factor 3, potentially implicating it in acute kidney injury (Lan et al., 2012). 

Recent studies have also found that specific microRNA are essential to the biogenesis and 

physiological function of platelets, as well as diseases involving them such as Polycythaemia 

Vera, examples are listed in Table 1.1 (Bruchova et al., 2008, Opalinska et al., 2010, Edelstein 

and Bray, 2011, Dangwal and Thum, 2012, Dahiya et al., 2015, McManus and Freedman, 2015). 
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Table 1.1 – Platelet associated microRNA Details of microRNA which have been identified as functionally important 
in platelet production or function and several microRNA expressed in platelets which have shown correlation to 
disease. 

Researchers have taken two approaches to studying microRNAs in disease; understanding the 

functional role of microRNA at a molecular level to identify therapeutic targets, and observing 

microRNA expression in disease to identify potential biomarkers. Investigations of the role of 

microRNA in disease initially centred on cancer, but now extend to almost all diseases 

(Kaudewitz et al., 2016, Kannan et al., 2009, Chen et al., 2008, Li et al., 2011). There are 

numerous studies exploring the role and diagnostic potential of microRNA as biomarkers in CVD 

and the extent of this research suggests that there is great potential for clinical applications 

(Latronico et al., 2007, D'Alessandra et al., 2010, D'Alessandra et al., 2012, Dimmeler and Zeiher, 

2010, Fichtlscherer et al., 2011, Gupta et al., 2010, Kukreja et al., 2011) 

Studies of different CVD conditions have already yielded results, with both biomarkers and 

functional microRNAs being identified, and in some cases validated using animal models. For 

microRNA Proposed role Reference 

Platelet Biogenesis 

miR-146a-5p 
Decreased megakaryocytopoeisis by 

targeting CXCR4 
(Labbaye et al., 2008) 

miR-10a-5p 
Decreased megakaryocytopoeisis via 

HOXA1 targeting 
(Garzon et al., 2006) 

miR-34a-5p 
Increased megakaryocyte differentiation 

through targeting MYB 
(Navarro et al., 2009) 

miR-155-5p 
Inhibits megakaryocytopoeisis by targeting 

ETS-1 and MEIS-1 
(Edelstein and Bray, 2011) 

miR-150-5p 
Enhances megakaryocyte differentiation by 

targeting c-MYB 
(Edelstein and Bray, 2011) 

miR-130a-3p 
Decreased megakaryocytopoeisis through 

targeting of MAFB 
(Stakos et al., 2012) 

Platelet Function 

miR-223-3p 
Platelet activation through P2Y12 receptor 

expression downregulation 
(Landry et al., 2009) 

miR-200b-3p 
Platelet hyperreactivity through 

downregulation of PRKAR2B 
(Nagalla et al., 2011) 

miR-107-3p 
Platelet hyperreactivity through 

downregulation of CLOCK 
(Nagalla et al., 2011) 

miR-96-5p 
Platelet granule exocytosis through 

downregulating VAMP8 
(Kondkar et al., 2010) 

miR-495-3p 
Platelet hyperreactivity through targeting 

KLHL5 for downregulation 
(Stakos et al., 2012) 

Disease associated biomarkers 

miR-26b-5p Polycythaemia Vera (Bruchova et al., 2008) 

miR-340-3p and  
miR-624-5p 

Increased in platelets of patients with 
premature coronary artery disease 

(Sondermeijer et al., 2011) 

miR-490-5p/-3p 
Increased expression in platelets of 

patients with essential thrombocytopenia 
(Xu et al., 2012) 
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example, miR-24-3p is elevated under the hypoxic conditions observed in some CVD, and has 

been shown to modulate vascular regeneration following MI in zebrafish (Fiedler et al., 2011). 

MiR-92a-3p is part of the microRNA-17/92 cluster that is upregulated in several tumours and 

studies in mice observed that it was influential in the recovery of ischaemic tissue (Bonauer et 

al., 2009). Recently miR-590-5p and miR-199a-5p were shown to promote re-entry to the cell 

cycle of ex-vivo cardiomyocytes in rats, suggesting a potential mechanism for heart tissue repair 

(Eulalio et al., 2012). In addition to these studies in animal models, data from studies in human 

blood have identified miR-126-3p as a positive indicator of future MI and miR-223-3p and miR-

197-5p showing negative correlation with future MI, suggesting these microRNAs could be used 

as readily accessible biomarkers. An additional but significant finding of these studies was that 

the microRNA of platelets and pdEV had a huge influence on the microRNA in the blood 

(Latronico et al., 2007, Zampetaki et al., 2012).  

Previous studies have highlighted the importance of platelets and the microRNA they release via 

EVs on the microRNA profile of the blood. This is an area that has attracted a lot of attention 

over the last few years.  Landry et al. were the first group to  profile microRNA in human platelets 

using a real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) approach, and subsequent studies have 

used several different polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and microarray-based methods to profile 

platelet microRNA (Landry et al., 2009, Nagalla et al., 2011, Sondermeijer et al., 2011, Osman 

and Falker, 2011, Stratz et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2012). To date the parity between these datasets 

has not be analysed, but comparisons of microRNA profiling techniques suggest that there may 

be differences, indicating that differences between experimental approaches have a significant 

impact on microRNA profiling (Meyer et al., 2012, Mestdagh et al., 2014, Chugh and Dittmer, 

2012, Jensen et al., 2011). There are currently no studies that have produced a detailed profile 

of the microRNA released from platelets, but microRNA within EV from the plasma and other 

cells have been studied as potential biomarkers of disease, and as agents of intercellular 

communication (Valadi et al., 2007, Collino et al., 2010). 

The transfer of microRNA and its functional effects within other cells are areas that warrant 

thorough investigation. Studies in vitro have shown that microRNA can be transferred via 

exosomes and that this microRNA remains functional following transfer due to the protection 

from RNAse in the blood conveyed by the EV (Fevrier and Raposo, 2004, Montecalvo et al., 2012, 

Stoorvogel, 2012, Laffont et al., 2015). There is still debate over the mechanism by which 

microRNA is carried in the blood and microvesicles, exosomes, apoptotic bodies, Argonaute 

complexes and lipoproteins all being suggested as potential vehicles. Increasingly the evidence 
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suggests that exosomes are the predominant carrier (Zernecke et al., 2009, Arroyo et al., 2011, 

Vickers et al., 2011, Gallo et al., 2012).  

The mechanism by which platelets release microRNA has not, to date, been studied 

systematically. EVs have been shown to contain large amounts of microRNA but studies from 

other cell types suggests that the microRNA profile of exosomes may not reflect the microRNA 

profile of the cell of origin (Mittelbrunn et al., 2011, Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012, Pigati et al., 

2010). Investigating pdEVs specifically is important due to their high proportion in the blood, 

contributing up to 50% of circulating EVs and with this the released platelet microRNA makes a 

significant contribution to the population of circulating microRNA (Arraud et al., 2014). In 

addition, exosomes represent an opportunity for these packages of microRNA to be targeted at 

other cells due to the enrichment of fusogenic tetraspanins in their membranes (Takeda et al., 

2003, Zhu et al., 2002, Rubinstein et al., 2006a, Li et al., 2014). A cell that has been shown to 

interact with platelets in the circulation, in both homeostatic and pathological processes is the 

monocyte, and in particular, the interaction of platelets with monocytes is important in their 

activation and recruitment to sites of inflammation.  

1.6 Platelet-Monocyte crosstalk 

The intercellular communication between platelets and monocytes can occur through different 

mechanisms; direct interaction, soluble mediators, lipid intermediates and EV transfer (Figure 

1.7) (Freedman and Loscalzo, 2002, Cerletti et al., 1999, Baltus et al., 2005, Mause et al., 2005). 

Direct interaction is the most frequently studied and has been shown to play a role in monocyte 

recruitment into the thrombus and atheroslerotic plaques. The initial attachments via P-selectin 

and PSGL-1 trigger secondary interactions between GPs and integrins such as platelet GPIb, 

GPIIb-IIIa and Junction Adhesion Molecule C (JAM-C) binding to MAC-1 on monocytes. 

Interaction between CD40L on platelets and CD40 on monocytes also forms, triggering 

intercellular signalling which propogates signalling between the cells by upregulating monocyte 

integrin expression e.g. MAC-1 (van Gils et al., 2009).  

Attachment of platelets to monocytes is seen in the circulation and the number of these 

aggregates has been correlated with disease including CAD (Furman et al., 1998), MI (Michelson 

et al., 2001) and stroke (Smout et al., 2009). The formation of these circulating aggregates also 

leads to monocyte activation which causes increases in PSGL-1 and integrins such as MAC-1. This 

strengthens the monocyte-platelet interaction, increases binding to the endothelium (Alonso-

Lebrero et al., 2000, Snapp et al., 2002) and upregulation of inflammatory signalling through 
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interleukin-1β (IL-1β) release and CD40 expression (Weyrich et al., 1995, Weyrich et al., 1996, 

Zimmerman et al., 1996) potentially driving further inflammation at sites of interaction.  

 

Figure 1.7 – Platelet-Monocyte interactions Diagram of the interactions of platelets and monocytes following platelet 
activation including direct interaction or signalling through secondary mediators and EV released from platelets. 

These direct interactions occur in the circulation and following monocyte recruitment into 

inflammatory environments such as the thrombus. The attachments position monocytes and 

platelets directly next to each other which increases the ability of platelets to communicate with 

monocytes via alternative mechanisms such as soluble mediators and lipid intermediates. When 

platelets are activated they degranulate which causes the release of α- and dense-granules 

containing a multitude of proteins that can act on nearby cells (Senzel et al., 2009, Coppinger et 

al., 2004). The chemokine, CXCL4/Platelet Factor 4 (PF4) is released in large quantities from α-

granules and drives monocyte survival and differentiation into macrophages (Sachais et al., 

2002, Scheuerer et al., 2000). IL-1β is released from platelets and when this acts on monocytes 

it triggers cholesterol retention through inhibition of the Cholesterol Efflux Regulatory Protein 

(CERP), which can trigger foam cell formation and therefore contribute to CAD and related 

pathologies (de Villiers and Smart, 1999, Lindemann et al., 2001, He et al., 2015). 

In addition, EVs provide a mechanism for cell-cell communication, both in an acute setting, 

following platelet activation, or due to their constitutive release as a steady-state 

communication mechanism. PdEVs can function over greater distances and potentially target 

specific cells due to the protective environment that they provide and the specific receptors on 
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their membrane (Aatonen et al., 2012, Cauwenberghs et al., 2006). Microvesicles have been 

shown to enhance monocyte adhesion to the endothelium as a result of inflammation (Barry et 

al., 1998, Mause et al., 2005) whilst in-vitro experiments have shown the delivery of pdEV 

microRNA to macrophages (Laffont et al., 2015). Taken together these studies demonstrate that 

EV communication between platelets and monocytes is an important axis of interaction that 

warrants further investigation. In addition, circulating pdEV have an abundance of microRNA 

which can significantly alter the function and fate of target cells, which presents a real 

opportunity to identify new therapeutic targets and improve our understanding of intercellular 

communication between these cell types. 

1.7 Aims and objectives 

This introduction has highlighted several areas of unmet research and the experimental work in 

this thesis aimed to address some of these. We hypothesise that platelets release and deliver 

microRNA to monocytes via EV (predominantly in exosomes), resulting in altered protein 

expression in the monocytes, and that this interaction plays a role in the development of 

atherosclerosis/CAD. These questions are addressed in four interlinked studies, each of which is 

presented in a separate chapter. 

Chapter 2 describes an investigation into the pattern of EV release from platelets following 

stimulation with different agonists by systematically characterising the EVs released to address 

two related questions; whether different EV populations were generated by specific agonists, 

and whether there were stimuli that resulted in the release of a pure population of exosomes. 

The studies included the use of specific platelet inhibitors to elucidate the secondary signalling 

pathways leading to release of exosomes and microvesicles. 

Chapter 3 compared the profiles of microRNA released from platelets following stimulation with 

different agonists with that of the parent platelets to determine whether there was any 

preferential release of specific microRNAs, and to identify potential microRNA biomarkers of 

platelet activation. 

Chapter 4 utilised the pdEV microRNA profiles to explore their potential targets in monocytes 

developing a novel, in-depth approach using multiple datasets. 

Chapter 5 aimed to observe the transfer of microRNA from platelets to monocytes via pdEV 

and attempted to identify the functional effects of this transfer on potential targets identified 

in Chapter 4.  
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2 Characterising platelet-derived Extracellular 

Vesicles 

2.1 Introduction 

As already discussed, EV are rapidly growing in significance in areas ranging from drug delivery 

to biomarker identification (Yanez-Mo et al., 2015). However there are still large gaps in our 

knowledge surrounding their normal function within the body and the state of the field is 

constantly shifting (van der Pol et al., 2012a). Debate continues to surround the nomenclature 

used, characteristics of the different EV subpopulations, isolation techniques and their 

functional role (van der Pol et al., 2016). 

Throughout this thesis the term EV has been used as an umbrella term for all vesicles. Two 

further terms have been used to refer to EV subtypes; microvesicles and exosomes, with 

microvesicles referred to larger EV (~>100nm) that expose negatively charged phospholipids, 

such as PS and exosomes being defined as smaller EV (~<100nm) that display markers such as 

CD63 and HSP70 (Boilard et al., 2015). These terms are in line with current guidelines from the 

International Society on Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV) but they are not yet used throughout the 

literature, making some comparisons difficult (Arraud et al., 2014, Yanez-Mo et al., 2015). 

Many techniques have been utilised for EV isolation; various centrifugation approaches (density-

gradient (Aatonen et al., 2014), ultracentrifugation (Taylor et al., 2011) and differential 

centrifugation (Thery et al., 2006)) as well as filtration (Lobb et al., 2015), size exclusion 

chromatography (Welton et al., 2015, de Menezes-Neto et al., 2015) and immune-capture 

(Tauro et al., 2013), with each technique having its own advantages and disadvantages. Along 

with the range of isolation techniques, the methods to characterise EV have also grown. The 

standard methods include flow cytometry, dynamic light scatter, electron microscopy and 

proteomics, but more recent approaches have included Raman spectroscopy, surface plasmon 

resonance, RNA-sequencing, resistive pulse sensing, Nano-particle Tracking Analysis (NTA), 

thrombin generation (TG) assays and atomic force microscopy (van der Pol et al., 2016, Gardiner 

et al., 2013). This provides researchers with a wealth of tools with which to characterise EV, 

meaning that more information is available about the different subtypes. However this is 

currently leading to less, rather than more consensus. 

Many of these issues need to be resolved before a true understanding of the importance of EVs 

in a mechanistic and clinical setting can be truly exploited. Increasingly, elevated levels of EV 
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have been identified in many disease states such as acute myocardial infarction (Stepien et al., 

2012, Jung et al., 2012, Boulanger et al., 2001), acute ischemic stroke (Simak et al., 2006), 

unstable plaques (Sarlon-Bartoli et al., 2013) and type 2 diabetes (Koga et al., 2005a). They have 

also been shown to confer functional effects on the cells that take them up including calcification 

of vascular smooth muscle cells (Kapustin et al., 2015), increased leukocyte adherence (Cai et 

al., 2015) and cell cycle arrest (Burger et al., 2011). EVs are found in extracellular environments 

throughout the body; from spinal fluid to the blood. Platelets have been shown to be responsible 

for up to 50% of the total EV population in blood, meaning that understanding these EV has 

important implications for intercellular communication in the circulation and for potential 

clinical applications such as utilisation for drug delivery or biomarkers (Melo et al., 2015, 

Kwekkeboom et al., 2014, Ailawadi et al., 2015, Arraud et al., 2014). 

Platelets have many biological roles in haemostasis, development and immunity and platelet-

derived EV (pdEV) contain a variety of cargo with which these tasks can be achieved. Platelets 

release both microvesicles and exosomes upon activation. This heterogeneity was first reported 

in 1999 (Heijnen et al., 1999), although pdEV had been observed as early as 1967 when they 

were described as ‘platelet dust’ (Wolf, 1967) and their thrombotic potential was described in 

1946 (Chargaff and West, 1946). EV release from platelets is constitutive (Cauwenberghs et al., 

2006) and is enhanced by shear stress or activation through specific receptors (Aatonen et al., 

2012, Kahner et al., 2008). Studies have been conducted to characterise EV production from 

platelets but this has so far predominantly utilised proteomics and flow cytometry (Aatonen et 

al., 2014, Garcia et al., 2005, Jin et al., 2005, Xiao et al., 2002).  

Despite a lack of clarity on the basic characteristics of pdEV, many studies have focused on their 

interactions with other cells. They have been shown to interact with endothelial cells (Huber 

and Holvoet, 2015, Laffont et al., 2013), neutrophils (Duchez et al., 2015), monocytes (Losche et 

al., 2004, Setzer et al., 2006) and macrophages (Laffont et al., 2015, Sadallah et al., 2011). In 

interacting with other cells pdEV have been implicated in a variety of processes including 

apoptosis (Gambim et al., 2007, Janiszewski et al., 2004), inflammation (Hulsmans and Holvoet, 

2013), platelet aggregation (Xiao et al., 2002), monocyte recruitment (Mause et al., 2005) and 

have been shown to transfer RNA (Risitano et al., 2012),. In addition to these physiological 

functions, pdEV have also been implicated in pathological processes, for example in 

cardiovascular diseases (Danielson and Das, 2014). Causing endothelial dysfunction following MI 

(Boulanger et al., 2001), and pdEV from septic shock patients have been reported to induce 

myocardial dysfunction (Azevedo et al., 2007). 
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Taken together, this body of work demonstrates the critical function that pdEV have to play in a 

variety of elements of health and disease. Whilst current research is piecing together some of 

the functional effects, we still know very little about the pdEV characteristics and their release 

mechanisms, or whether widely used anti-platelet therapy has a significant effect on their 

release. The work in this chapter aims to provide a fuller picture on the characteristics of EV 

released from platelets that have been activated by different agonists and examine whether any 

of these stimuli generated a pure population of exosomes. Therefore, as detailed in Table 2.1, 

platelets were stimulated with agonists directed against the GPVI receptor (CRP-XL), the PAR-1 

and PAR-4 thrombin receptors (PAR1-AP,  PAR4-AP and thrombin), and the P2Y1 and P2Y12 

receptors (ADP) to stimulate the release of EV which were then characterised by flow cytometry, 

NTA, the TG assay and western blotting. Concentrations of all agonists were selected by titration. 

Table 2.1 – Agonists used to stimulate platelet activation The table lists the agonists used for platelet stimulation in 
this chapter. The targeted receptors are listed alongside the agonist used, agonist concentration and the PLC pathways 
activated through that receptor. 

Agonist Receptor(s) 
PLC 

pathway 

Agonist 

Concentration 

CRP-XL (Collagen mimetic peptide (GCO-[GPO]10GCOG-NH2)) GPVI Gamma 2µg/mL 

PAR1-AP (SFLLRN) PAR1 Beta 10µM 

PAR4-AP (AYGPKF) PAR4-AP Beta 200µM 

ADP (Adenosine di-phosphate) P2Y1/P2Y12 Beta 50µM 

thrombin (Factor 2) PAR1/PAR4 Beta 0.32U/mL 

 

2.2 Aims  

To characterise the pdEV released in response to different agonists and to determine the effects 

of platelet inhibitors on pdEV release to determine whether any specific pathway could produce 

an EV population comprised solely of exosomes. 
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2.3 Materials and methods 

All reagents purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham, England unless otherwise stated. 

2.3.1 Blood collection 

Blood was collected from healthy volunteers who had provided written consent based on ethical 

approval from the University of Leicester Ethical Practices Committee (ref: ahg5-97b2). 

Experienced phlebotomists collected blood using a BD Vacutainer Safety-Lok™ Blood Collection 

Set. To prevent platelet activation due to venous stasis the tourniquet was removed following 

successful venepuncture.  

Blood was collected through a 21 butterfly gauge needle into Vacutainers; the first 1mL was 

collected into a Vacutainer tube containing EDTA (5.4mg) and additional blood was collected in 

4.5mL aliquots into Vacutainers containing sodium citrate (0.105M, 3.2%) up to a total volume 

of 45mL. The EDTA anticoagulated blood was used to perform a full cell count using a Beckmann 

Coulter AcTdiff haematology analyser.  

2.3.2 Preparation of Platelet Poor Plasma (PPP) 

Citrated whole blood was centrifuged at 1800g for 30minutes at RT. The upper layer, of PPP was 

aspirated taking care not to disturb the lower layers.  

2.3.3 Preparation of pooled plasma 

Pooled plasma was prepared from 20-25 healthy donors to use as a standard reagent in the TG 

assay. Six tubes of citrated blood were collected simultaneously from each donor, as described 

above. Corn Trypsin Inhibitor (CTI) (Cambridge Biosciences, Cambridge, UK) was immediately 

added to each blood tube (18.3µg/mL), which were centrifuged at 1800g for 30minutes at room 

temperature (RT). PPP was carefully collected from blood tubes and pooled into a single batch 

and 1mL aliquots stored at -80oC. All samples were collected and processed within 2hours. 

2.3.4 Preparation of serum 

Whole blood was collected into serum separator tubes (BD) containing silica which activated the 

clotting of the blood. Once the blood was taken into the tube it was inverted 6 times and left for 

30minutes at RT. The tubes were then centrifuged at 2000g for 15minutes and the supernatant 

above the acrylic gel retained as serum. 
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2.3.5 Preparation of washed platelets 

Acid-citrate-dextrose (ACD) (0.085M tri-sodium citrate, 0.071M citric acid, 0.11M glucose) was 

added to each citrated sample of whole blood at a ratio of 1:6 (v/v) and then centrifuged at 160g 

for 20minutes at RT with slow acceleration and deceleration. This separated the whole blood 

into an upper layer of platelet rich plasma (PRP), a thin central layer, the buffy coat, containing 

the white blood cells and a lower layer predominantly of red blood cells. The PRP layer was 

removed using Pasteur pipettes and transferred into LP4 tubes, taking extra care to leave ~500µl 

as a buffer above the buffy coat to prevent the PRP being contaminated with leukocytes. Freshly 

prepared Prostacyclin (PGI2, Enzo Lifesciences, Exeter, UK) at a concentration of 200µg/mL was 

added to the PRP to a final concentration of 200ng/mL. The tubes of PRP were centrifuged at 

600g at RT for 20minutes to pellet platelets, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet re-

suspended in 1mL HEPES buffered saline pH6 (HBS.pH6) (150mM NaCl, 5mM KCl, 1mM MgSO4, 

10mM HEPES – 0.22µm filtered and taken to pH6 with 2M HCl), before making up to 3mL with 

HBS.pH6 and adding freshly prepared PGI2 (200ng/mL). The platelets were again sedimented by 

centrifugation at 600g at RT for 20minutes and platelets re-suspended in 1mL HBS pH7.4 (HBS) 

(as HBS.pH6 but balanced to pH7.4). Following this final wash step the concentration of the re-

suspended platelets was measured using the Beckmann Coulter AcTdiff haematology analyser 

and diluted using HBS to the required platelet concentration; typically 250x103/µl unless stated 

otherwise. 

2.3.6 Activation of washed platelets 

For platelet activation platelets were resuspended in HBS.Ca (HBS supplemented with 2mM 

CaCl2). Platelets were then incubated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL, Professor Richard Farndale, 

Department of Biochemistry, the University of Cambridge), PAR1-AP (10µM, SFLLRN), PAR4-AP 

(200µM, AYGPKF), ADP (50µM), thrombin (0.32U/mL) or in the absence of any agonist either 

individually or in combination for 10minutes at 37oC. The concentrations for platelet agonists 

were determined by titration; carried out with samples from at least 3 separate blood donors, a 

titration of PAR4-AP is detailed in Figure 2.1.  
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2.3.6.1 Titration of PAR4-AP 

 

Figure 2.1 – Titration of PAR4-AP (AYGPKF) To ensure that agonists were used at optimal concentrations they were 
titrated; washed platelets were activated with increasing concentrations of PAR4-AP and the activation of platelets 
was measured via P-selectin expression using flow cytometry. An unstained sample and a sample containing an isotype 
antibody were used as controls. A) Shows the percentage of P-selectin positive platelets with each agonist 
concentration and B) shows the median fluorescence intensity at each concentration, the selected concentration of 
200µM is indicated with a dotted line (n=3±SD). 

2.3.7 Inhibition of washed platelets 

In experiments where platelets were inhibited, washed platelets in HBS.Ca were incubated with 

Apyrase (80µg/mL), Hirudin (10U/mL), aspirin (500µM) or the in-house CD61 monoclonal 

antibody RFGP56 (500ng/mL) (Watkins et al., 2002) for 15 minutes prior to activation. All 

inhibitors were titrated to achieve maximal inhibition. 

2.3.8 Platelet-releasate 

2.3.8.1 Isolation of platelet-releasate following activation of washed platelets 

Samples of activated washed platelets were immediately centrifuged twice at 2500g for 

15minutes at RT. The EV-rich supernatant was retained after each spin and transferred to a clean 

Eppendorf tube and used immediately for future experiments or frozen in 1mL aliquots at -80oC. 

2.3.8.2 Isolating Extracellular Vesicles using ExoQuick 

A second technique to isolate EV from fluids utilised the commercial product ExoQuick (System 

Biosciences). ExoQuick uses polyethylene glycol to precipitate EV from solution and allowed the 

formation of an EV pellet using low speed centrifugation. Isolation of EV from the releasate of 

activated washed platelets was carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 

240µl of ExoQuick solution was added to the EV rich supernatant. The mixture was then vortexed 

and incubated for 24hours at 4oC. The samples were then centrifuged at 1500g for 30minutes at 

4oC, the supernatant was carefully removed and the remaining pellet centrifuged at 1500g for 

5minutes. Any remaining supernatant was aspirated and the pellet of EV was gently re-

suspended in of 0.1µm filtered HBS. 
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2.3.9 Flow cytometry 

2.3.9.1 Detection of degranulated platelets 

An LP3 tube was setup for each sample containing 42µL of HBS and 2µL of Anti-hP-selectin – 

Fluorescein (R&D Systems, MN, USA) [clone: 9e1] antibody. Washed platelets (5μl), either 

unactivated or following agonist stimulation were added and the tubes incubated at RT for 

20minutes. Following incubation, sample tubes were diluted with 450µl of 0.2% Formyl Saline 

(FS) (0.2% Formaldehyde in 0.85% (w/v) NaCl) following the 20minute incubation and then 

incubated for a further 20minutes. A 50µl aliquot was taken and diluted in 450µl HBS and then 

run on a Gallios flow cytometry system (Beckmann Coulter).  

Two controls were used for each experiment; firstly a tube containing HBS and unactivated 

platelets and secondly an isotype control, 2µl of Mouse IgG1 Fluorescein isotype (R&D Systems) 

[clone: 11711] instead of Anti-hP-selectin – Fluorescein. The tube without antibodies was used 

to identify the platelet on the basis of Forward Scatter (FSc) and Side Scatter (SSc) and the 

isotype control was used to set the background fluorescence.  

 

Figure 2.2 – Representative flow analysis of P-selectin expression Above is an example of a negative (A) and positive 
(B) analysis of washed platelets for P-selectin using flow cytometry. Platelets were identified using an FSc (Log) vs SSc 
(Log) plot and the platelet population was gated. The platelets were then analysed for P-selectin expression on the 
FL1 channel using a histogram. Isotype controls were set at ~2%+ve events and then positive events were detected as 
events within this gate. 
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All antibodies and fluorescent proteins were titrated, using the same conditions as in 

experiments. Briefly, up to 10 doses of antibody were tested alongside corresponding doses of 

isotype control to achieve optimal separation between positive and negative events, testing 

both the percentage of positive cells and median fluorescent intensity. An example titration is 

shown for Annexin-V FITC in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 – Annexin-V FITC titration  As with agonists, all antibodies and fluorescent reagents for flow cytometry 
were titrated to achieve optimal doses. Above is an example using the Annexin-V FITC fluorescent protein; increasing 
concentrations of Annexin-V were used to detect microvesicles released from washed platelets.  An unstained and 
no-calcium condition were used as controls. A) shows the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) on the left axis and 
percentage of Annexin-V positive events on the right axis for all tested conditions (n=3±SD) and B) shows the overlaid 
histograms from all experimental conditions. 
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2.3.9.2 Detection of microvesicles released from washed platelets 

For each sample a tube was set up containing 40µL of HBS.Ca and 5µL of Annexin-V-FITC (Becton 

Dickinson and Co., NJ, USA). There were 2 controls, one containing 45µL of HBS.Ca and no 

Annexin-V-FITC and secondly a tube with 40µL of HBS and 5µL of Annexin-V-FITC. This second 

tube lacked calcium, which is required for Annexin-V to bind, so served as a negative control. 

Washed platelets (5µ), either unactivated or following agonist stimulation were added to each 

tube and the tubes incubated at RT for 10minutes. Samples were diluted with 450µl of HBS.Ca 

(or HBS without calcium for the negative control) after which a 50µl aliquot was taken and 

diluted in 450µl HBS.Ca (or HBS for the control) and run on the flow cytometer. The tube without 

antibodies was used to set up the FSc vs SSc gate and the tube without calcium was used to set 

the fluorescence gating for Annexin-V positive events. 

 

Figure 2.4 – Representative flow cytometry analysis of Annexin-V binding An example of a negative, without calcium 
(A) and positive, with calcium (B) analysis of washed platelets and their EV for Annexin-V binding using flow cytometry. 
Platelets and their EV were identified using an FSc (Log) vs SSc (Log) plot with flow cytometer laser settings optimised 
for small particle detection. The platelets and EV were gated and then analysed for Annexin-V binding on the FL1 
channel using a histogram. Isotype controls were set at ~2%+ve events and then actual positive events were detected 
as events within this gate. The final plot shows how the different sized (FSc) populations stain differently for Annexin-
V. Plot (B) also shows an alternate gating strategy used to analyse EV alone. The FSc vs Annexin-V plots are annotated 
to identify the platelet and EV populations. On the FSc vs SSc or Annexin-V plots, red events indicate Annexin-V negative 
vesicles or cells, dark blue events bind low amounts of Annexin-V and light blue events represent vesicles or cells with 
high Annexin-V binding. 
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2.3.10 Nano-particle Tracking Analysis (NTA) 

The size and concentration of EV was measured in the platelet-releasate using a Nanosight 

NS500 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Samples were diluted, using 0.1µm filtered HBS, so 

that each video recorded between 500-1000 tracks. The Nanosight tracks each visible particle in 

the sample individually and determines size using the principal of Brownian motion. It then 

compiles data from all of the particles tracked in the video. The output appeares as a trace 

(Figure 2.5) which provides smoothed information of the concentration of particles at 1nm size 

intervals. It is possible to determine the mode particle size (highest peak) and particle 

concentration (area under the curve) from these traces. 

 

Figure 2.5 – Example NTA trace NTA provided information on the size distribution and concentration of EV 
populations, this graph shows an example trace from the Nanosight. The Nanosight plots particle concentration 
(particles x106/mL) against particle size (nm) from which it is possible to determine the overall concentration of 
particles using the area under the curve and the mode particle size. 

Prior to running samples, experiments were carried out to identify the optimum settings for the 

instrument. It was possible to change acquisition of data through alterations in camera level 

which modified the camera gain (camera sensitivity) and camera shutter speed (amount of light 

captured). Analysis of the data could be altered through changes to the detection threshold 

which determined the minimum characteristics for an observed item to be deemed a particle 

and therefore be tracked in the analysis. Optimisation experiments were first carried out using 

standard polystyrene beads and then with pdEV.  Briefly; 100nm, 200nm and 400nm polystyrene 

beads and CRP-XL stimulated platelet-releasate were analysed using camera levels 6, 8, 10 and 
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12 (plus 14 and 16 for beads). The mode particle size, total particle concentration and 

concentration of particles <120nm were recorded. The results are illustrated in Figure 2.6.  

Graph A show that 400nm particles displayed variation in size, which did not correlate with the 

camera level, and that the concentration detected increased slightly at camera level 16, which 

may suggest an increase in background detection.  

Graph B shows that for 200nm polystyrene beads the size recorded did not vary across any of 

the camera levels, apart from a slight rise at level 16, but the recorded concentration fell as the 

camera level increased.  

Graph C demonstrates the results for 100nm beads; their recorded size did not change across 

camera levels 6-14 but these beads were undetectable at level 16, and their measured 

concentration was significantly reduced at camera levels above 12. As the predominant particle 

size in platelet-releasate is known to be between 100-200nm the experiment looking at pdEV 

samples focused on camera levels 6-12 as there was no loss in the detected number of the 100 

and 200mm polystyrene beads at these camera levels.  

Analysis of the pdEV is shown in graph D, the mode particle size was consistent at all camera 

levels and the concentration was highest at camera level 12. Therefore camera level 12 was 

selected for carrying out NTA experiments with pdEVs.  

The effects of changing the detection threshold are shown for 100nm beads in part E and pdEV 

in part F. With 100nm beads there were no differences between any detection threshold 

settings, however with the pdEV, increases in the detection threshold caused decreases in the 

particle concentration and mode particle size. At detection thresholds higher than 10 the mode 

particle size stabilised but the concentration continued to decrease. Therefore the detection 

threshold was set at 10 for all subsequent experiments to ensure that less bright particles were 

not missed.  
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Figure 2.6 – Optimisation of Nanosight instrument settings The Nanosight NS500 instrument has an array of settings 
which can be adjusted to optimise sample collection and analysis. Before collecting results from samples these settings 
were optimised. The effects of camera level (changes in camera shutter speed and camera gain) were tested using 
400nm (A), 200nm (B) and 100nm (C) polystyrene beads as well as EV from washed platelets (D). In addition the 
detection threshold was tested using 100nm beads (E) and platelet-derived EV (F) (n=3 throughout).For all graphs the 
mode particle size (left Y axis) is shown by the black bars and the particle concentration (right Y axis) is represented by 
the green line (total particle concentration) and red line (concentration of >120nm particles). 

Based on these preliminary experiments it is clear that biological samples are more sensitive to 

changes to Nanosight instrument settings making the selection of a single setting difficult. These 

experiments also demonstrate the difficulty of using beads for the optimisation of biological 

samples due to the differences in their refractive index (Gardiner et al., 2014, van der Pol et al., 

2014, Varga et al., 2014). However ensuring that the machine settings were standardised was 

important to allow for direct comparisons between samples. Therefore all biological samples 

were processed at 25oC using camera level 12 (Camera shutter–600, Camera gain–350) and all 

samples were processed using a script to ensure they were treated uniformly. The script loaded 

the sample, recorded 3 x 60 second videos and advanced the sample between each recording, 
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meaning each video recorded a different section of sample. Data was then analysed using the 

NTA 2.3 software and the standard settings (detection threshold-10 / Blur–Auto / Minimum 

expected particle size–auto) and results for each sample were an average of the 3 videos. 

Samples were diluted so that each 60 second video recorded between 500 and 1000 events. 

2.3.11  Thrombin generation 

TG was used to assess the thrombin-producing potential of the EV samples, to allow 

differentiation between procoagulant microvesicles and exosomes in the samples. EV 

preparations were spiked into pooled plasma (2.3.3) and TG was triggered by the PRP reagent 

(1pM TF). To prevent the concentration of EV in each sample confounding the results, samples 

were first analysed using NTA and diluted to equalise the EV concentration in all samples. 

Samples that had been incubated with platelet inhibitors were diluted using the same factor as 

the matched uninhibited sample. 

EVs, prepared as described in 2.3.8.1, were spiked into pooled plasma at a ratio of 1:5 and 80µL 

of this was added to 20µL of the PRP trigger reagent in a well of a 96-well plate. Each sample 

was analysed in triplicate and normalised against an additional well of the same pooled plasma 

using the thrombin calibration reagent which prevented the effects of donor-to-donor variation. 

Once the plate was loaded with trigger reagent and sample the plate was inserted into a 

Fluoroscan Ascent (Thermo Labsystems, Waltham, USA). The instruments tubing was flushed 

with wash solution (HBS with 100mM CaCl2) and then the FluoCa Kit reagents (were mixed (1:40 

substrate solution to buffer) (Fluo-Buffer [HBS and 0.1M CaCl2] and the Fluo-Substrate [2.5mM 

Z-Gly-Gly-Arg-AMC in DMSO]) and loaded into the dispenser in the instrument. Thrombin 

generation was initiated by the addition of 25µL of the FluoCa kit mixed reagent to each well.  

The fluorescence was measured every 20seconds for 1hour; the fluorogenic substrate in the 

FluoCa kit reagent is broken down in the presence of thrombin resulting in fluorescence that is 

directly proportional to the amount of thrombin being generated. The software used the 

recorded values to produce a trace of TG and allowed the assessment of several variables, as 

shown in Figure 2.7; Lag time – the time taken for TG to start, time to peak (ttPeak) – the time 

taken before thrombin production was at its peak rate, peak thrombin – the peak rate of 

thrombin production and Endogenous Thrombin Potential (ETP) – the total thrombin produced 

by the sample. 
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Figure 2.7 – Example of a TG assay trace TG measures the amount of thrombin produced by a sample over time. From 
the trace generated by the assay it is possible to gain information on 4 metrics which are sensitive to different things 
in the assay. The time taken for TG to initiate is termed ‘Lag Time’, the time taken to reach maximal TG is ‘Time to 
peak’ (or ttPeak), the maximal thrombin generated in a single measurement is the ‘Peak thrombin’ and the total 
thrombin produced, as represented by the area under the curve is the ETP. 

 

2.3.12 Western blotting 

2.3.12.1 Protein extraction, concentration and quantification 

2.3.12.1.1 Protein Extraction with RIPA buffer 

RIPA buffer (50mM Tris, 150mM NaCl, 0.5% Sodium Deoxycholate, 0.1% sodium 

dodecylsulphate (SDS) and 1% Triton X-100) was supplemented with protease (P8340) and 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktails (P5726) and then either added to liquid samples containing EV 

in a 1:1 ratio, or directly onto cell pellets. The samples were vortexed and placed on a rocker at 

4oC for 30minutes. Samples were mixed thoroughly by pipetting and then centrifuged at 12000g 

for 15minutes (4oC). The supernatant was retained and stored at -20oC in fresh Eppendorf tubes. 

2.3.12.1.2 Concentration of protein with ethanol 

Samples of extracted protein were thawed and 100% cold ethanol was added in a 5:1 ratio (v/v). 

The mixture was placed at -20oC for 2hours and then centrifuged at 15000g for 15minutes (4oC). 

The supernatant was carefully removed and the pellet was air dried. The pellet was then re-

suspended in 90% cold ethanol and centrifuged at 15000g for 15minutes (4oC). The supernatant 

was removed and the pellet air dried to remove any ethanol. Once all ethanol had evaporated, 
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the pellet was re-suspended in 50µL 1% SDS in HBS, using a heat block at 50oC if necessary. The 

re-suspended samples were centrifuged at 10000g for 10minutes to pellet any residual 

particulate matter. The supernatant, comprising the concentrated protein was then stored 

at -20oC. 

2.3.12.1.3 Protein quantification with the Detergent Compatible (DC) protein assay 

The concentration of protein in the samples was quantified using the DC protein assay (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, California, USA). Samples were thawed and 4µL diluted with 12µL HBS. A series of 

standards were prepared by diluting BSA (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, USA (A4503)) in 1% SDS in 

HBS (1.5, 1.25, 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0 mg/mL). A 5µL aliquot of sample or standard was added to 

each well of a 96 well plate with each sample measured in triplicate. To each well 25µL of 

working reagent A’ was added (20µL reagent S in 1000µL reagent A) and then 200µL of reagent 

B. The plate was gently agitated to mix, incubated at RT for 15minutes and then read in a 

Novostar microplate reader (BMG Labtech, Cary, North Carolina, USA) at 688nm. The protein 

standard samples were used to create a standard curve in GraphPad Prism 6. The unknown 

sample concentrations were interpolated from the standard curve and these values were then 

normalised for dilution. 

2.3.12.2 Polyacrylamide Gel Preparation 

Polyacrylamide gels for protein separation were prepared by hand-casting 10% (w/v) gels. 

Briefly 7mL of resolving gel solution (mixing 5.53mL MilliQ water, 7.5mL 1M Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 

6.67mL 30% Acrylamide/Bis-solution (29:1), 200µL 10% (w/v) SDS, 100µL 10% (w/v) ammonium 

persulphate (APS) and 10µL N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)) was poured 

between a 1.5mm glass spacer plate and plain glass plate secured in a gel casting frame. 

Isopropanol (1mL) was poured on top to ensure a level finish and the gel was left to set (~1hour). 

Once the resolving gel was set, the isopropanol was poured off and washed away with MilliQ 

water and a 4% (w/v) stacking gel solution (7.35mL MilliQ water, 1.25mL 1M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 

1.33mL 30% Acrylamide/Bis-solution (29:1), 100µL 10% (w/v) SDS, 50µL 10% (w/v) APS and 10µL 

TEMED) was made up and poured on top of the resolving gel until the glass plates were 

completely filled. A 1.5mm well comb with either 10 or 15 wells was then inserted into the gel 

while it set. The combs were removed and the wells washed with MilliQ water, the finished gels 

were either used immediately or stored in a sealed polythene bag at 4oC overnight. 

2.3.12.3 Sample preparation 

25µg of sample was run per well, the volume required for this was determined by the protein 

concentration resulting from the DC protein assay. The sample was diluted with 5x loading 
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buffer (0.31M Tris-HCl pH6.8, 350mM SDS, 50% Glycerol, 0.05% Bromophenol Blue in MilliQ 

water) and a total volume of 40µL (10 well gel) or 25µL (15 well gel) was achieved by dilution 

with MilliQ water. Once the solution of sample, loading buffer and MilliQ water was mixed it 

was heated at 95oC for 5minutes to denature the proteins.  

2.3.12.4 Gel Electrophoresis 

Gels were assembled into the electrophoresis tank which was then filled with ~1 Litre 1x SDS 

PAGE running buffer, dilute from 5x running buffer (125mM Tris-Base, 1M Glycine, 15mM SDS 

in MilliQ water). The wells were loaded with denatured protein sample and 5µL of the protein 

standard ladder (PageRuler Plus 10-250kDa, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the end well 

of each gel. The lid and power apparatus were hooked up to the electrophoresis tank and the 

gel was electrophoresed at 100v for 15minutes and then at 120v for 90-120minutes or until the 

samples had run to the end of the gel. 

2.3.12.5 Membrane transfer 

The transfer of each gel required 1 gel holder cassette, 2 fibre pads, 4 filter papers (7cm x 9cm) 

and 1 polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane (7cm x 9cm) (GE Healthcare). 10minutes 

before the gel finished running the PVDF membrane was soaked in methanol for 20seconds, 

then MilliQ water for 2minutes and finally transfer buffer (25mM Tris-Base, 200mM Glycine, 

10% Methanol in MilliQ water) for 5minutes. Simultaneously the filter paper and fibre pads were 

soaked in transfer buffer for 5minutes.  

After the gel had finished running the front glass plate was removed and the stacking gel section 

was discarded. The resolving gel was rinsed in transfer buffer and the transfer apparatus was 

setup within the cassette. From the bottom upwards; transfer cassette, fibre pad, 2 x filter 

paper, polyacrylamide gel, PVDF membrane, 2 filter papers, fibre pad and the other side of the 

transfer cassette. After the second set of filter papers were added the apparatus was gently 

rolled to remove any air bubbles. The completed cassette was loaded into the transfer apparatus 

ensuring that the current would run from the polyacrylamide gel towards the PVDF membrane. 

The tank was filled with ~1litre transfer buffer and the apparatus was run at 63v for 75minutes. 

Whilst running the transfer apparatus was kept cool with an ice pack.  

2.3.12.6 Immunodetection 

Following transfer, the PVDF membrane was washed in Tris-buffered saline with tween 

(TBS.Tween) (25mM Tris-Base, 0.14M NaCl, 2.5mM KCl and 0.1% Tween 20 (Polyoxyethylene 

sorbitan monolaurate) in MilliQ water) and then transferred to blocking buffer (TBS.Tween and 
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5% (w/v) Marvel milk powder (Premier International Foods Ltd, Long Sutton, UK)). The 

membrane was incubated overnight in the blocking solution at 4oC and then rinsed in 

TBS.Tween, followed by a 15minute wash on a shaker and 2x10minute washes in TBS.Tween. 

Primary antibodies to CD63 (in-house monoclonal, antibody culture supernatant used at 1:5 

dilution) [Clone: RFAC4] and Heat-shock protein 70 (HSP70) (System Biosciences, used at a 

1:1000 dilution) were prepared through dilution in blocking buffer to a total volume of 15mL per 

membrane. The primary antibody solution was added to the membrane and incubated at RT for 

1hour. 

The membrane was rinsed twice in TBS.Tween and then washed twice for 15minutes and twice 

for 5minutes in TBS.Tween on a shaker at RT. During the final wash the secondary antibodies 

were prepared, a Sheep Anti-Mouse IgG, Horseradish Peroxidase (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, 

UK, used at a 1:7500 dilution) [clone: NA931] for the CD63 primary antibody (Chronos et al., 

1993) and Goat anti-Rabbit IgG, Horseradish peroxidase (System Biosciences, used at a 1:20000 

dilution) for the HSP70 primary antibody, in a total volume of 15mL of blocking buffer. The 

secondary antibody was then added to the PVDF membrane and incubated for 1hour at RT. 

Following incubation the membrane was rinsed twice in TBS.Tween and then washed twice for 

15minutes and 4x5minutes in TBS.Tween on a shaker at RT.  

While the last wash was being carried out the chemiluminescent western blotting detection 

reagent (Amersham ECL Prime Western Blotting detection reagent, GE Healthcare) was 

prepared. Once the washing was complete each membrane was incubated with 2mL of the 

detection reagent for 1minute. The excess solution was then removed and the membrane was 

placed between 2 polythene sheets and excess solution gently rolled out. The membrane was 

immediately imaged on an ImageQuant Las 4000 (GE Healthcare) using the chemiluminescence 

setting and an exposure time appropriate for the membrane. 

2.3.12.7 Secondary only controls 

An extra two lanes containing 5µL of protein standard ladder (PageRuler Plus, 10-250kDa) and 

25µg of platelet protein (extracted with RIPA buffer from the platelet pellets of 12 pooled 

samples) were run where appropriate to act as a secondary only control. These were transferred 

onto the same PVDF membrane and then cut away. They were treated identically except for the 

primary antibody stage where they were incubated in blocking solution without antibody 

instead of with a primary antibody. They were developed at the same time and this allowed the 

identification of non-specific binding.  
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Preliminary results 

Initial experiments were carried out to optimise protocols for flow cytometry, NTA and the use 

of ExoQuick to isolate EV. Washed platelets were stimulated with CRP-XL, thrombin and PAR1-

AP alone or in combination and then analysed.  Flow cytometry was used to observe platelet 

degranulation and PS exposure on EV and NTA to determine EV size distribution and 

concentration. 

2.4.1.1 Flow cytometry and NTA 

Preliminary experiments confirmed that the protocol used to wash platelets, as outlined in 2.3.5, 

yielding unactivated platelets that were able to respond to stimulation with agonists. Figure 2.8 

shows that only 5.3% of platelets were activated during isolation, as determined by flow 

cytometric detection of P-selectin, and there was no increase in Annexin-V binding beyond the 

isotype control. In addition only low levels of constitutive EV release were observed by NTA. 

Figure 2.8A also demonstrates that platelets activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), thrombin 

(0.32U/mL) and PAR1-AP (10µM) became activated, as indicated by significantly increased P-

selectin expression due to degranulation.  Over 85% of platelets expressed P-Selectin when 

stimulated with these concentrations of agonists demonstrating that they caused maximal 

activation. Activation with CRP-XL also generated significantly more microvesicles, as measured 

by Annexin-V binding to EV, compared to resting samples (28.2% vs 2.96%; p=<0.0001) (Figure 

1.8B), or compared with stimulation with PAR1-AP or thrombin (28.2% vs 6.18% and 7.5% 

respectively; p=<0.0001 for both). However stimulation with thrombin or PAR1-AP resulted in 

the release of significantly more Annexin-V binding microvesicles than in resting samples (6.18% 

and 7.5% vs 2.96%,p=<0.001 and p=<0.01 respectively).  

NTA analysis also revealed differences between the EV released through stimulation of the GPVI 

receptor by CRP-XL and those released in response to PAR activation, Figure 2.8C. PAR1-AP 

stimulation resulted in the highest concentrations of vesicle release and had a mode particle 

size of ~200nm. However in response to stimulation with thrombin the concentration of EV 

released was almost 60% less than that with CRP-XL, and the mode particle size was significantly 

lower at ~100nm. When the agonists were used in combination; CRP-XL + PAR1-AP resulted in 

EV release that was very similar to that seen with either agonist alone, however the addition of 

thrombin to CRP-XL or PAR1-AP resulted in a vesicle population resembling that observed with 

thrombin alone. These experiments suggest that platelets release different populations of EV in 
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response to stimulation with different agonists. Further experiments were carried out to define 

the contribution of microvesicles and exosomes to these different populations. 

 

Figure 2.8 – Flow cytometry and NTA data from preliminary EV experiments Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were 
activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM) and thrombin (0.32U/mL), alone and in combination. A) Platelet 
activation was measured via P-selectin using flow cytometry (n=5+/-SD, One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction), B) 
Annexin-V expressing microvesicles were detected with flow cytometry using Annexin-V binding (n=5+/-SD, One Way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) and C) the size distribution and concentration of the pdEV were measured using NTA 
(n=6) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 
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2.4.1.2 Using ExoQuick to isolate EV 

An initial aim was to determine the localisation of microRNA within EV populations and this 

required the separate isolation of exosomes from microvesicles. ExoQuick is a reagent that 

isclaimed to specifically isolate exosomes from solutions such as plasma using a proprietary 

polymer (Taylor and Shah, 2015) without the need for ultracentrifugation. The data in Figure 2.9 

demonstrates the use of ExoQuick and its effect on EV size and concentration.  

 

Figure 2.9 – Nanosight traces of EV before and after treatment with ExoQuick Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were 
activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL) + thrombin (0.32U/mL), CRP-XL (2µg/mL) + PAR1-AP (10µM) or thrombin (0.32U/mL) 
alone and then incubated in buffer or ExoQuick overnight. The resulting EV population was measured using NTA (n=4). 

Samples of pdEV rich supernatant were incubated overnight with ExoQuick at 4OC, and then 

centrifuged to pellet exosomes captured by ExoQuick (2.3.8.2). The pellet was re-suspended in 

HBS and analysed alongside an identical sample that had not been treated with ExoQuick using 

NTA. Samples of exosomes isolated with ExoQuick showed a reduction in mode EV size and a 

substantial reduction in concentration compared to the untreated samples. The pdEV generated 

by thrombin or by CRP-XL + thrombin and incubated with ExoQuick appeared similar; both had 

mode vesicle sizes of 89nm and the NTA traces showed almost identical EV size distribution. 

pdEV generated using CRP-XL + PAR1-AP also changed following incubation with ExoQuick but 

compared to samples generated with thrombin or CRP-XL + thrombin the mode EV size was 

larger (121nm), and EV concentration was significantly higher but with a similar size distribution. 

This suggested that ExoQuick was able to effectively isolate exosome sized vesicles from samples 
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generated through platelet activation with thrombin or thrombin + CRP-XL, but not PAR1-AP + 

CRP-XL but the specificity of this was not checked with exosomal markers. 

2.4.2 Further characterisation of EV 

Following these initial studies it appeared that different agonists may be able to trigger the 

release of different EV populations, making this a plausible method for separate isolation of 

microvesicles and exosomes. Thrombin caused the release of smaller EVs, suggesting it was 

potentially a trigger for exosome production; thrombin acts at the PAR1 and 4 receptors and to 

explore this in further experiments platelets were stimulated through each of these receptors 

using specific peptides (PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP). CRP-XL was used to target the GPVI receptor 

and ADP was introduced to activate platelets via the P2Y1 and P2Y12 receptors.  

 

Figure 2.10 – Extracellular vesicle generation, isolation and characterisation workflow A schematic to show the steps 
taken to produce and characterise EV. Platelets were isolated from whole blood and then activated with a variety of 
agonists. Differential centrifugation was used to remove platelets and cell debris before EV samples were analysed 
using flow cytometry, the TG assay, Western blotting and NTA. 

The overall workflow for the characterisation of pdEV is shown in Figure 2.10. In brief, platelets 

were isolated from healthy volunteers using the protocol outlined in 2.3.5. The washed platelets 

were made up at 450x103/µL and then activated with the selected agonists for 10minutes at 

37oC to trigger EV release. The resulting samples were centrifuged as described in 2.3.8.1, and 

the EV rich supernatant was characterised. Flow cytometry was used to identify Annexin-V 

binding microvesicles, the TG assay was used to detect procoagulant microvesicles, western 

blotting to identify the exosomal markers CD63 and HSP70 and NTA to quantify EV size 

distribution and concentration. 
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2.4.2.1 Flow Cytometry 

2.4.2.1.1 P-Selectin expression on activated platelets 

 

Figure 2.11 – P-selectin expression on platelets following activation Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were activated 
with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated and then analysed for 
P-selectin expression using flow cytometry (n=6+/-SD, One Way ANOVA with Tukey's correction) (* p=<0.05, ** 
p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 

P-Selectin was measured by flow cytometry as previously described, 2.3.9.1. The data in Figure 

2.11 indicates that for this experiment the isolation of platelets from whole blood did not cause 

significant activation or degranulation with only 11.2% of resting platelets positively expressing 

P-Selectin. Over 90% of isolated platelets stimulated with CRP-XL, PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP 

expressed P-selectin whilst 60% of platelets stimulated with ADP positively expressed P-selectin. 

Agonists were titrated for optimal activation, therefore these values represent maximal P-

selectin expression in response to each agonist. ADP is a weaker platelet agonist and, as has 

been previously shown, generates lower levels of P-selectin expression in response to platelet 

stimulation (Janes et al., 1994). 

2.4.2.1.2 Annexin-V binding to microvesicles 

In the absence of activation only 4% of released EV were found to be Annexin-V binding 

microvesicles exposing negatively charged phospholipids. When platelets were stimulated 

through GPCRs with PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP or ADP that activate the platelets through the PLC-β 

pathway, there was no significant change in the number of Annexin-V+ve events. However when 
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platelets were stimulated via the GPVI receptor with CRP-XL, which acts through the PLC γ 

pathway, there was a significant release of platelet-derived microvesicles that bound Annexin-

V. Over 42% of the EV released from platelets stimulated with CRP-XL were Annexin-V positive, 

which was a significant increase over the resting platelets (p=<0.01) and all other agonists 

(p=<0.05). This demonstrated that stimulation with CRP-XL produced significantly more 

Annexin-V+ve microvesicles than all other agonists. 

 

Figure 2.12 – Annexin-V binding to EV generated by stimulating platelets Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were 
activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated and then 
analysed using flow cytometry. EV were gated and Annexin-V binding was measured by flow cytometry (n=5+/-SD, 
One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 

 

2.4.2.2 Analysis of pdEV by NTA 

NTA was used to determine the concentration and size distribution of EV released from 

platelets. Samples were diluted to optimal concentrations and then measured using the 

Nanosight NS500, as described in 2.3.10. Figure 2.13A shows that CRP-XL caused the release of 

significantly more EV than resting platelets and an observable but not significant increase 

beyond the other agonists. PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP did not have a significant effect on EV 

release beyond the control. Figure 2.13B shows that almost all samples had a similar mode EV 

size to resting platelet samples. The only agonist that appeared to show a change from the 

normal mode vesicle size was ADP; however this was a variable and therefore not significant, 
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the extent of this is shown in Figure 2.13C. The large SD bars for the vesicle concentration and 

mode size demonstrated the variability between individual donors particularly with reference 

to the response to CRP-XL. This probably reflects the known inter-individual differences in GPVI 

response related to genetic polymorphisms (Jones et al., 2009, Joutsi-Korhonen et al., 2003). 

Overall the Nanosight data showed that there was a clear increase in the number of EV released 

following platelet stimulation, but the size profile of these EV was not agonist dependent. 

However pdEV concentration did vary between agonists, with a significantly higher number 

observed following stimulation with CRP-XL. However this technique did not allow for the 

observation of differences between microvesicle and exosome contributions to each agonist’s 

pdEV population. 

 

Figure 2.13 – NTA of pdEV Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), 
PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated and resulting samples were differentially centrifuged to produce 
an EV rich supernatant which was measured using NTA and measurements corrected for sample dilutions. A) 
Extracellular Vesicle concentration (n=5+/-SD, One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) and B) mode particle size 
were measured using NTA (n=5+/-SD, One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, 
**** p=<0.0001). C) Shows the average size distribution in all samples (n=5). 
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2.4.2.3 Analysis of the thrombin generating potential of pdEV 

The TG assay was used to observe the amount of procoagulant microvesicles in pdEV samples. 

The PRP reagent was used to trigger TG in the assay; it contains TF but minimal amounts of 

phospholipid meaning the generation of thrombin is reliant on the negatively charged 

phospholipids exposed on the membranes of microvesicles. EV concentrations were measured 

using the Nanosight and the samples were standardised by diluting with PBS to 2x108 EV/mL for 

each sample. This ensured that any observed changes were due to differences in the presence 

of microvesicles and the associated negatively charged phospholipids rather than the total 

number of EV in the sample. The assay measured the amount of thrombin generated over time 

and this is plotted as a curve in Figure 2.14E. From the trace the samples relative attributes (as 

outlined in Figure 2.7) can be determined (Figure 2.14A-D). 

Microvesicle detection using the PRP reagent is most sensitive to the peak thrombin (Figure 

2.14A) and ETP (Figure 2.14D) metrics. The peak thrombin showed a pattern very similar to that 

observed with the Annexin-V binding assay (Figure 2.12). All agonists gave a significantly higher 

peak thrombin value than the resting platelet control (CRP-XL – 161.47nM, PAR1-AP – 50.90nM, 

PAR4-AP – 35.24nM and ADP – 67.20nM vs resting – 19.83nM, p=<0.0001 for all) but CRP-XL 

generated significantly more thrombin than the other agonists (p=<0.0001). This pattern was 

similar for the ETP data, however the differences in ETP between the different agonists were 

not as marked (CRP-XL – 2084nM/min, PAR1-AP – 1207nM/min, PAR4-AP – 730nM/min and ADP 

– 1455nM/min vs resting – 410nM/min, p=<0.0001 for all). Despite their insensitivity to the 

presence of differences in phospholipid the ttPeak (CRP-XL – 14.24min vs resting – 

17.14minutes, p=<0.0001) and lag time (CRP-XL – 6.23min vs resting – 7.34minutes, p=<0.0001) 

showed a significant reduction with the CRP-XL stimulated EV and a slight but not significant 

increase with PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP. 

The TG assay data again showed that pdEV generated with all agonists contain microvesicles 

that express negatively charged phospholipids on their surface. However, CRP-XL produced 

significantly more microvesicles than the other agonists. 
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Figure 2.14 – TG assay analysis of pdEV Washed platelets (250 x 103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-
AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated and then EV were isolated using differential 
centrifugation. Phosphatidylserine exposing microvesicles were measured using the TG assay to identify A) the peak 
thrombin, B) the ttpeak thrombin, C) the lag time and D) the ETP (n=5+/-SD, One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) 
(* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). E) Shows the average TG trace for each sample. 
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2.4.2.4 Western blotting for exosomal markers in pdEV 

Western blotting was used to detect the exosomal marker, CD63. Protein lysates from pdEV 

samples were prepared as described in 2.3.12.1 and then Western Blotting was performed as 

described in 2.3.12. The results in Figure 2.15 demonstrate the presence of CD63 in pdEV 

samples generated by all tested agonists. The smeared band in all lanes was typical of western 

blotting for CD63 as it has 3 N-linked glycosylation sites which can be differentially glycosylated. 

The concentration of CD63 detected in the samples is highest in the EV derived from platelets 

stimulated with CRP-XL with platelets showing the next highest concentration and PAR1-AP, 

PAR4-AP and ADP having very similar concentrations.  

The second blot showed the absence of the CD63 monoclonal primary antibody. This blot acted 

as a control to ensure the protein detected on the first blot is specifically the secondary antibody 

bound to the CD63 primary antibody and not just non-specific binding of the secondary 

antibody. There was no non-specific binding and therefore the protein detected by the primary 

antibody in the first blot is CD63. This data indicates that all of the pdEV samples were positive 

for the exosomal marker CD63, and therefore contained exosomes. Although only partially 

quantitative there appeared to be greater numbers of CD63+ve EVs (i.e. exosomes) released in 

response to CRP-XL than to the other agonists, and that ADP was more effective at generating 

exosomes than either PAR-AP on its own. 

 

Figure 2.15 – Western Blot for CD63 on pdEV  Washed platelets (450 x 103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), 
PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM) or ADP (50µM) and then EV were isolated using differential centrifugation. The 
exosomal marker CD63 was detected using Western Blotting with 25µg of protein from each condition and whole 
platelet lysate (representative of multiple blots). 
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2.4.3 Effects of anti-platelet agents on EV release from platelets 

Following the characterisation of pdEV generated with different agonists the results showed 

that different activation pathways lead to the release of different EV populations. All agonists 

were found to stimulate the release of both procoagulant microvesicles and exosomes; CRP-XL 

released the highest concentration of both and caused significantly greater procoagulant activity 

whilst the other agonists released populations predominantly comprised of exosomes. In these 

previous experiments there was no control of secondary pathways such as the ADP released 

from platelets upon activation which may feed back onto the cells. Therefore, to dissect the EV 

release pathways more precisely, specific inhibitors were utilised to isolate parts of the 

activation pathway that may be influencing the release of EVs. Figure 2.16 details the anti-

platelet agents used and their targets; hirudin to inhibit thrombin, apyrase to inhibit ADP, aspirin 

to inhibit thromboxane and RFGP56 to inhibit outside-in signalling through the GPIIb-IIIa 

receptor. 

 

Figure 2.16 – Anti-platelet agents used to investigate the release of EV from platelets A representation of the platelet 
receptors targeted by the agonists and inhibitors used in proceeding experiments.  

The inhibitors were used alongside the previously used agonists and the resulting EV samples 

were characterised as before. This allowed for the characterisation of both microvesicles and 

exosomes and any differences that might occur due to the use of the inhibitors. The results for 

inhibition with aspirin and apyrase are shown in detail below in Figures 1.16 to 1.22. There were 
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no effects with Hirudin or RFGP56 but the results for these are shown in the summary table 

(Table 2.2). 

2.4.3.1 Flow cytometry of pdEV samples with inhibitors present 

2.4.3.1.1 P-Selectin expression 

Platelet activation with CRP-XL was not significantly affected by aspirin or apyrase, although 

apyrase did cause a 20% reduction in P-selectin exposure (Figure 2.17). Inhibition with aspirin 

caused no change in platelet activation following stimulation with PAR1-AP, however apyrase 

caused a significant reduction in P-selectin expression (58%, p=<0.01). The inhibitors 

demonstrated a very similar pattern of effect on platelets stimulated with PAR4-AP; aspirin had 

no effect and apyrase caused a 59% reduction (p=<0.001). When platelets were stimulated with 

ADP, apyrase unsurprisingly caused a significant reduction in P-selectin expression, 75% 

(p=<0.0001). There was also a noticeable reduction of 27% when the platelets were inhibited 

with aspirin. Overall apyrase caused significant reductions in P-selectin expression against the 

weaker agonists (PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP), but the effect was marginal when platelets were 

stimulated with CRP-XL. 

 

Figure 2.17 – Relative change in P-selectin expression following inhibition of platelets Washed platelets (250x103/µL) 
were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated in buffer 
or in the presence of aspirin (500µM) or apyrase (80µg/mL). Platelet activation was measured via P-selectin expression 
using flow cytometry, results were normalised by agonist to the uninhibited sample and are shown as a relative change 
from the uninhibited samples (n=6+/-SD, Plotted as a Min to Max box and whisker plot with median, One Way ANOVA 
with Tukey’s correction) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 

 

2.4.3.1.2 Annexin-V binding 

Platelets stimulated with CRP-XL had previously been shown to release the highest 

concentration of Annexin-V binding microvesicles (Figure 2.12) and inhibition with apyrase 
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before activation with CRP-XL resulted in a 59% reduction in microvesicle release (p=<0.001). 

But microvesicle release was not significantly reduced by apyrase in platelets stimulated with 

PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP. The concentration of microvesicles released by PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP 

and ADP without inhibitors was lower than with CRP-XL as shown in Figure 2.12 suggesting that 

a reduction from this baseline would be difficult to detect. The release of Annexin-V binding 

microvesicles from activated platelets was not inhibited by aspirin.  

 

Figure 2.18 – Relative changes in Annexin-V binding on platelet-derived Extracellular vesicles inhibited with apyrase 
or aspirin Washed platelets (250x103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), 
ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated in buffer or in the presence of aspirin (500µM) or apyrase (80µg/mL). Microvesicle 
formation was then measured via Annexin-V binding using flow cytometry, results were normalised by agonist to the 
uninhibited sample and are shown as a relative change from the uninhibited samples (n=6+/-SD, Plotted as a Min to 
Max box and whisker plot with median, One Way ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** 
p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 

 

2.4.3.2 NTA of pdEV samples with inhibitors present 

The NTA results in Figure 2.19 demonstrate the effects of aspirin and apyrase on EV 

concentration (Figure 2.19A) and mode EV size (Figure 2.19B). EV generated following platelet 

stimulation with CRP-XL had a consistent mode particle size regardless of inhibition. Aspirin 

caused a slight, but variable, 15% reduction in EV concentration and apyrase caused a 63% 

reduction (p=<0.0001). EV from PAR1-AP stimulated platelets showed no change in mode size 

following aspirin inhibition whilst apyrase caused a 25% reduction (p=<0.05) but there was no 

significant effect on pdEV concentration. Following PAR4-AP stimulation inhibition with aspirin 

had no effect on mode particle size or concentration. However apyrase caused a significant 

reduction in EV concentration, 26% (p=<0.05) but no change in mode EV size (9%). EVs generated 

by ADP saw no change in mode EV size or concentration with aspirin but apyrase caused a 
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significant reduction in EV concentration (43%, p=<0.01), there was no effect on the mode 

vesicle size. 

These results are also shown as Nanosight traces in Figure 2.19; clear reductions in EV 

concentration were caused by apyrase (dotted lines) with all agonists except PAR4-AP and the 

pdEV size distribution was consistent regardless of agonist and inhibitor combination. The NTA 

data did not reveal any clear information on the relative amounts of exosomes or microvesicles 

in the samples. 

 

Figure 2.19 – Relative change in mode vesicle size and vesicle concentration of pdEV in response to aspirin and 
apyrase determined by NTA Washed platelets (250x103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), 
PAR4-AP (200µM), ADP (50µM) or left unstimulated in buffer or in the presence of aspirin (500µM) or apyrase 
(80µg/mL). EV were then isolated via differential centrifugation and analysed for mode particle size (A) and 
concentration (B) using NTA, results were normalised by agonist to the uninhibited sample and are shown as a relative 
change from the uninhibited samples (n=6+/-SD, Plotted as a Min to Max box and whisker plot with median, One Way 
ANOVA with Tukey’s correction) (* p=<0.05, ** p=<0.01, *** p=<0.001, **** p=<0.0001). 
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2.4.3.3 Thrombin Generation of pdEV samples with inhibitors present 

The TG assay indicated that TG supported by CRP-XL generated pdEV was altered in the presence 

of both inhibitors. Aspirin caused significantly increased lag time (+10%, p=<0.05) and ttpeak 

(+21%, p=<0.0001) and decreased ETP (-6%) and peak thrombin (-37%, p=<0.0001). Apyrase 

caused increases in lag time and ttpeak (-19% and -32% respectively, p=<0.0001 for both) and 

significant reductions in peak thrombin (-65%, p=<0.0001) and ETP (-38%, p=<0.0001). These 

results demonstrate a significant reduction in the production of procoagulant microvesicles 

from CRP-XL stimulated platelets inhibited with both aspirin and apyrase. 

The peak thrombin and ETP of PAR1-AP pdEV were significantly reduced with apyrase (-27% and 

-35% respectively, both p=<0.0001) and aspirin (-18%, p=<0.01 and -23%, p=<0.0001). There was 

no significant change to lag time but a significant reduction in ttpeak was observed with both 

inhibitors (aspirin; -6%, p=<0.01 and apyrase; -9%, p=<0.0001). PAR4-AP generated pdEV had no 

noticeable change in lag time, ETP and peak thrombin following inhibition with aspirin or 

apyrase. However ttpeak showed a significant reduction with apyrase, 7% (p=<0.001) but no 

change with aspirin. ADP generated pdEV were unaffected by aspirin inhibition but apyrase 

caused significant reductions in ETP, -42% (p=<0.0001) and peak thrombin (-41%, p=<0.0001). 

These results show that aspirin and apyrase caused some small but significant reductions in 

procoagulant microvesicle production from platelets stimulated with PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and 

ADP. As with the previous assays, apyrase caused the most significant reduction in procoagulant 

microvesicles and the changes caused by the inhibitors were greater than observed with flow 

cytometry reflecting the ability of TG to analyse the full sample through changes in activity rather 

than analysing only detectable particles. 
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2.4.3.4 Western Blotting of pdEV samples with inhibitors present 

Of the inhibitors, apyrase had consistently exhibited the strongest effect on the pdEV 

populations whereas aspirin had only caused significant effects in the TG assay. Therefore 

apyrase treated samples were analysed by western blotting for the exosomal markers CD63 

(Figure 2.22) and HSP70 (Figure 2.23). 

2.4.3.4.1 Western blotting for CD63 

CD63 appeared as a smear on the western blot (Figure 2.22A) due to the differential 

glycosylation of the protein, but the main band was consistently found at ~40kDa. The apyrase 

treated and control samples for each protein were run in adjacent lanes and this clearly showed 

that apyrase caused reductions in CD63. Protein levels, determined by densitometry, are shown 

in B and the normalised values for each agonist in C. CRP-XL samples contained the most CD63 

with slightly less observed in samples released from PAR agonist stimulated samples and the 

level of CD63 in pdEV following ADP stimulation was the lowest and was comparable to the level 

observed following apyrase inhibition of the other agonists. From the normalised data it is clear 

that apyrase caused a significant reduction in CD63 expression in pdEV samples with all agonists 

(CRP-XL; -78% (p=0.0048), PAR1-AP; -86% (p=0.0109), PAR4-AP; -87% (p=0.0030) and ADP; -65% 

(p=0.00007). The ~75% reduction in CD63 expression suggests that there were significantly less 

exosomes released from platelets inhibited with apyrase. The data from platelet lysate, when 

compared to EV samples, suggests that CD63 was concentrated in EV, although without a 

housekeeping control protein for normalisation this was not conclusive.  

2.4.3.4.2 Western blotting for HSP70 

The main band on the blot (Figure 2.23A) was found at ~70kd which was consistent with the 

proteins expected location and the band was more distinct than that of CD63, making 

differences easier to quantify. The amount of protein was quantified with densitometry (B) and 

normalised (C). The blot shows that there was an obvious difference between the level of HSP70 

in the apyrase and control samples and this was confirmed by the densitometry data which 

showed that the samples run on the blot in Figure 2.23A were reduced following inhibition (CRP-

XL; -30%, PAR1-AP; -60%, PAR4-AP; -86% and ADP; -36%). Overall this demonstrated that there 

was a large reduction in the production of exosomes following inhibition with apyrase. 
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Figure 2.22 – A western blot to detect CD63 in pdEV samples generated in the presence of apyrase Washed platelets 
(250x103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM) or ADP (50µM) in buffer or in 
the presence of apyrase (80µg/mL). A) EV were isolated via differential centrifugation and 25µg of protein was 
analysed by Western blotting for the exosomal marker CD63 [~40kDa] (representative of 3 blots), B) protein expression 
was quantified using densitometry (representative of blot shown in A) and C) the results from 3 blots were normalised 
for each inhibitor to show the effect of apyrase on exosome production (n=3+/-SD, Multiple t-test using the Holm-
Sidak method). 
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Figure 2.23 – A western blot showing the protein expression of HSP70 in pdEV samples and the effect of apyrase on 
this expression Washed platelets (250x103/µL) were activated with CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP 
(200µM) or ADP (50µM) in buffer or in the presence of apyrase (80µg/mL). A) EV were isolated via differential 
centrifugation and 25µg of protein was analysed by Western blotting for the exosomal marker HSP70 [~70kDa] 
(representative of 2 blots), B) protein expression was quantified using densitometry (representative of blot shown in 
A) and C) the results from 2 blots were normalised for each inhibitor to show the effect of apyrase on exosome 
production (n=2). 
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2.4.3.5 Summary of platelet-derived EV inhibition 

The effects of anti-platelet agents on EV release from platelets are summarised in Table 2.2. 

Aspirin had only minor effects on the characteristics of the EV population released from platelets 

compared to uninhibited samples. The only significant effect was that PAR1-AP and CRP-XL 

generated EV with a reduced ability to generate procoagulant microvesicles, as measured by the 

TG assay. However inhibition with apyrase caused significant reductions in both microvesicle 

and exosome production as evidenced by results from flow cytometry, the TG assay, western 

blotting and NTA. Table 2.2 also summarises the results from the same experiments using 

hirudin and RFGP56. In these experiments there were no significant changes observed 

demonstrating that the inhibition of extracellular thrombin or fibrinogen does not affect pdEV 

release in this model. 
  

Table 2.2 – A summary of the changes in EV characteristics caused by anti-platelet agents The results from 
experiments characterising the effects of aspirin and apyrase on platelet-derived EV (Figures 1.17 to 1.23) are 
summarised in the upper table. In the lower table are the results of experiments looking at the effect of platelet 
inhibition with hirudin and the monoclonal antibody RFGP56 on platelet-derived EV. 
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2.5 Discussion 

The role of EV as intercellular communicators (Ludwig and Giebel, 2012, Loyer et al., 2014), 

diagnostic markers (Vlassov et al., 2012, Gaceb et al., 2014, Willeit et al., 2013) or as therapeutic 

delivery vehicles (Ailawadi et al., 2015, Shtam et al., 2013, Johnsen et al., 2014) has been well 

established. However there still remains confusion in the field as to how the different subtypes 

of EV are defined, the best methods to isolate and characterise them and how each subtype 

contributes to the roles of EVs (van der Pol et al., 2016).  

The interchangeable use of the terms exosomes and microvesicles to describe all EV within a 

population, or the use of alternative terms such as oncosomes (Di Vizio et al., 2012), ectosomes 

(Sadallah et al., 2011), and nanovesicles (Srivastava et al., 2015) significantly complicates the 

current literature. There is also a lack of consistency in techniques used to characterise EV 

subtypes, with many studies using a single technique, such as flow cytometry to define their EV 

populations. Together these factors mean that understanding the role of EVs, particularly 

specific functions of EV subtypes is challenging.  

An example of the confusion caused is determining the localisation of microRNA in the 

circulation; both exosomes (Cheng et al., 2014, McDonald et al., 2013) and microvesicles (Loyer 

et al., 2014) are reported as the source of circulating cell-free microRNA. However the use of 

the term exosomes in these studies did not refer to a pure population as they used simple 

ultracentrifugation methods. For example Cheng et al. used a low speed 11,000g centrifugation 

to remove cellular debris and then a single 100,000g centrifugation for 90minutes to pellet all 

EV meaning that they were unable to effectively separate exosomes from microvesicles, while 

the study by Loyer et al. used the term microvesicles as an umbrella term for all EV, meaning 

this question remains unanswered.  

We defined microvesicles by their larger size >100nm and their procoagulant activity; a result of 

surface expression of the negatively charged phospholipid, PS, which was identified by their 

ability to bind Annexin-V, as measured by flow cytometry and their ability to generate thrombin, 

measured in the TG assay. Exosomes were defined by their smaller size, ~<100nm as measured 

by NTA and enrichment for tetraspanins, as determined by Western blotting for the exosomal 

markers CD63 and HSP70 (Boilard et al., 2015, van der Pol et al., 2016). 

It is known that platelets release both exosomes and microvesicles (Heijnen et al., 1999, Boilard 

et al., 2015, Aatonen et al., 2014), and that stimulation of platelets by CRP-XL, through the ITAM 

receptor, GPVI, is the most potent stimulus for procoagulant microvesicle generation (Aatonen 
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et al., 2014). pdEV are significant contributors to the EV population in the circulation (Arraud et 

al., 2014) making platelets an ideal cell type to identify which EV populations released into the 

circulation contain microRNA. Currently our understanding of the EV populations released from 

platelets with different agonists is limited and the research that has been carried out is 

confounded by inconsistent application of EV terminology.  We therefore explored whether it 

was possible to generate a population comprised solely of exosomes through the 

characterisation of pdEV released with different agonists and with the addition of specific 

inhibitors.  

2.5.1 Release of pdEV 

Detailed characteristic profiles of pdEV from CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP stimulated 

platelets were established. We observed that the agonists separated into 2 groups; firstly, CRP-

XL, which generated a mixed population of EV containing both microvesicles and exosomes. The 

number of procoagulant microvesicles was significantly greater with CRP-XL than all other 

agonists, as demonstrated by Annexin-V binding (Figure 2.11) and measures of procoagulant 

activity (Figure 2.14). However, alongside microvesicles, CRP-XL also generated significant 

numbers of exosomes, as evidenced by the presence of smaller EV (>100nm) (Figure 2.13) and 

the identification of the exosome marker, CD63 (Figure 2.15). The second group of agonists; 

PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP directed at GPCRs all generated significantly fewer EVs overall and 

markedly less Annexin-V binding microvesicles (Figure 2.12). The consequences of this would be 

a reduced thrombotic potential (Figure 2.14). However the samples still contained smaller EV 

(Figure 2.13) and the exosome markers CD63 (Figure 2.15/Figure 2.22) and HSP70 (Figure 2.23). 

These data suggested that there are discreet activation pathways that trigger the release of 

microvesicles and exosomes from platelets. CRP-XL triggered the release of both procoagulant 

microvesicles and exosomes whereas the other agonists predominantly released exosomes. 

Interestingly the separation of these groups matched the separation of the PLC pathways 

through which these agonists signal; CRP-XL activates the PLC-γ pathway and PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP 

and ADP utilise the PLC-β pathway. PLC acts to transform PIP2 to IP3 and DAG which triggers 

release of intracellular calcium and PKC activation. PLC-β is found downstream of the GPCRs for 

soluble agonists such as ADP and thrombin and PLC-γ is the pathway downstream from 

receptors such as GPVI and GPIIb-IIIa, and whilst PLCs have been identified in pdEV, their specific 

role in pdEV release is yet to be elucidated (Garcia et al., 2005, Nonne et al., 2005). 

The effect of the two groups of agonists triggering different pathways is shown in Figure 2.24. 

This difference in response to different agonists suggests that microvesicles and exosomes may 
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have distinct roles to play in the circulation, although this is speculative and interpreting this 

through current data would be a challenge due to the remaining confusion in EV terminology 

(van der Pol et al., 2016).  

 

Figure 2.24 – Proposed differential EV release in response to different agonists A) CRP-XL acts on platelets to signal 
through the PLC-γ pathway, resulting in the release of microvesicles and exosomes. B) PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP 
signal through PLC-β and this results in the release of a predominantly exosomal EV population. 

The role of the two PLC pathways was further investigated through the use of anti-platelet 

agents. Blocking secondary pathways of platelet activation with hirudin, aspirin, apyrase and the 

monoclonal antibody RFGP56 allowed for the analysis of secondary signalling pathways in 

response to CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP. Inhibition with aspirin caused some changes 

to the procoagulant activity of released pdEV and apyrase caused significant changes to the 

characteristics of released pdEV. Apyrase caused reductions in the number of microvesicles and 

exosomes produced and therefore demonstrated that extracellular ADP had a crucial role within 

pdEV release and a potential mechanism for this is shown in Figure 2.25.  

 

Figure 2.25 – Proposed role of ADP in EV release from platelets ADP is critical to EV release, as evidence by EV release 
inhibition in the presence of apyrase. We theorise that A) ADP is released from the platelet granules following 
stimulation and B) this extracellular ADP feeds back onto platelets to increase EV release. 
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The role of ADP as a secondary mediator of platelet activation and function is not a new concept; 

ADP plays a role in aggregation, and at high concentrations (>0.5µM) induces two phases of 

aggregation, although the secondary phase is predominantly due to thromboxaneA2 production 

with a contribution from the release of further ADP (Smith, 1981). In addition, aggregation in 

response to weak agonists (e.g. serotonin or epinephrine) is potentiated by secondary ADP 

release (Mustard and Packham, 1970, Hjemdahl et al., 1994). This response is also observed with 

low doses of collagen or CRP-XL, however at higher concentrations these agonists overcome the 

need for secondary ADP for platelet activation (Quinton et al., 2002, Atkinson et al., 2001). This 

is demonstrated in the P-selectin data (Figure 2.17) that shows apyrase was unable to cause 

reduced platelet activation in response to CRP-XL stimulation. However apyrase did inhibit EV 

release following CRP-XL stimulation suggesting that pdEV release is still dependent on 

secondary ADP release and this secondary ADP signal is triggered by platelet degranulation, as 

ADP is stored within the platelet dense granules (King et al., 2009, Rendu and Brohard-Bohn, 

2001). ADP is known to act through two separate purinergic receptors; P2Y1 and P2Y12. Previous 

studies have shown that these two receptors have differential functions in TG and signalling 

pathways (Soulet et al., 2005, Leon et al., 2003). It is therefore possible that only one of these 

receptors may be required for EV release and some initial work has been carried out in this area 

which suggests that the P2Y12 receptor is the primary ADP receptor that promotes EV release 

(Kahner et al., 2008).  

The ADP released from platelet granules could work in two ways to induce increased EV release; 

it could act on adjacent platelets and increase the overall level of platelet activation, resulting in 

more pdEV release. Alternatively the initial stimulus from the agonists could act as a priming 

stimulus and then the secondary ADP may cause EV release beyond that observed constitutively. 

There is some evidence to support the first theory; apyrase prevents complete activation of 

platelets with CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP (Figure 2.17), thereby preventing EV release. 

This suggests that the ADP released from stimulated platelets acts in an autocrine and paracrine 

way to trigger EV release from further platelets, thereby potentiating the initial stimulus. 

However there is not enough evidence in this work to conclude that this is the mechanism by 

which ADP is critical to EV release. 

In comparison to the effects of apyrase the other inhibitors demonstrated significantly less, if 

any, effect on EV release. The lack of response to aspirin is supported by other studies, although 

this was only a secondary observation or whilst using lower doses of aspirin (100mg compared 

to 450mg here) (Lubsczyk et al., 2010, Pfister, 2004). However this does not explain the effect 

of aspirin on the thrombotic potential of pdEV generated with CRP-XL and PAR1-AP. It is possible 
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that aspirin caused a slight reduction in the production of microvesicles which was not observed 

through flow cytometry due to size limitations, but could be seen in the functional TG assay. This 

small effect would need further investigation but could have important clinical implications due 

to the widespread use of aspirin (Campbell et al., 2007). 

Unlike aspirin and apyrase, there were no significant effects on the characteristics of pdEV 

released in response to any agonist following inhibition with hirudin or RFGP56. The lack of 

effect with hirudin suggests that in this isolated system that additional thrombin following a 

primary stimulus does not play a role in EV release and having observed the same results for 

PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP there seems to be no differential response between the receptors that 

thrombin stimulates. However there is evidence that PAR4, rather than PAR1 stimulation 

triggers ceramide synthesis in platelets (Chen et al., 2013). The sphingolipid, ceramide, is present 

in the membrane of multivesicular bodies and has been shown to be critical for the production 

of exosomes. It induces endosomal micro-domain merging which leads to domain budding into 

the MVBs and results in formation of exosomes (Trajkovic et al., 2008). This suggests that you 

would expect to see greater exosome production in PAR4-AP stimulated samples but the results 

cannot confirm this theory. 

RFGP56 is directed against GPIIb-IIIa and blocks fibrinogen from binding and consequently 

prevents platelet aggregation. There is currently limited evidence on EV release following 

activation at this receptor, although it has been reported that it may play a role in the 

constitutive release of microvesicles in stored platelets (Cauwenberghs et al., 2006). The 

evidence from our experiments using RFGP56 proposes that outside-in signalling through the 

GPIIb-IIIa receptor was not involved in pdEV release following stimulation with all agonists. 

However this observation should be viewed with caution as the experiments were carried out 

with washed platelets so there would be little or no fibrinogen, which is the main GPIIb-IIIa 

agonist, present.  In a study by Gemmell et al. platelets were re-suspended in platelet poor 

plasma, which contains fibrinogen, rather than calcium supplemented buffer and under these 

conditions inhibition of GPIIb-IIIa resulted in reduced EV production (Gemmell et al., 1993). 

Outside-in signalling through GPIIb-IIIa acts through the same PLC-γ pathway as CRP-XL 

stimulation so it is not surprising that there is evidence for its role in EV production. This suggests 

that carrying out our experiments in PRP or plasma-supplemented washed platelets may yield 

different results. 

As mentioned previously there were some anomalous results; apyrase did not significantly 

reduce the number of Annexin-V binding microvesicles detected with flow cytometry and in all 
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experiments apyrase was only able to achieve a maximal inhibition of ~75%. The minimal 

changes in Annexin-V positive microvesicles released from platelets inhibited with apyrase and 

stimulated with PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP observed by flow cytometric analysis was likely to 

have been caused by the low numbers of microvesicles generated by these agonists (Figure 

2.12). This meant that detecting a reduction on an already small population was challenging and 

this will have been exacerbated by the limitations of flow cytometry in detecting EV (Gardiner 

et al., 2015). The other interesting finding was that apyrase was unable to completely inhibit EV 

release from platelets. It is possible that the apyrase dose was not high enough to cause 

complete inhibition despite the apyrase being titrated to achieve an optimal dose. An alternative 

explanation is that platelets release EV constitutively through an ADP-independent mechanism 

as stated previously. Cauwenberghs et al. noted that this release is triggered by GPIIb-IIIa 

signalling (Cauwenberghs et al., 2006) and the absence of an effect of apyrase on the 

unstimulated control samples in the inhibitor assays suggests that there are separate 

mechanisms of constitutive release. 

Taken together these results demonstrate that platelets release EV in an agonist-dependent 

manner that could potentially be explained by signalling through different PLC pathways. We 

also found that ADP had a clear role to play as a secondary mediator of EV release from platelets. 

However it was not possible to utilise the differential agonists and inhibitors to produce a 

completely pure population of exosomes for further study, although signalling with PAR1-AP, 

PAR4-AP and ADP definitely produced a population which predominantly contained exosomes. 

2.5.2 Technical considerations for isolating and characterising EV 

Whilst differential EV release in response to different agonists appeared clear from the data, 

there were a few anomalous results. Firstly, the differences between samples using the flow 

cytometry assay for Annexin-V binding microvesicles (Figure 2.12) and the thrombotic potential 

of the samples in the TG assay (Figure 2.14). Both measured the level of PS on the platelet 

microvesicles and both showed significantly more microvesicles in the CRP-XL stimulated 

samples. However, the other 3 agonist’s pdEV (PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP) matched the control 

in the flow cytometry assay but had a significantly greater thrombotic potential than control 

samples in the TG assay. This is likely to have been caused by the limitations with detecting EV 

by flow cytometry due to their small size and low refractive index.  Estimates suggest that even 

the best flow cytometers cannot detect vesicles <200nm (Gardiner et al., 2014, van der Pol et 

al., 2016, Coumans et al., 2014, Varga et al., 2014). This indicated that the flow cytometry assay 

was only able to see a portion of the procoagulant microvesicles whereas the TG assay measured 
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the presence of all procoagulant, PS+ve positive microvesicles in the sample, suggesting that the 

TG assay is more sensitive to microvesicles than flow cytometry. 

The samples of EVs released by ADP showed an interesting but insignificant trend towards being 

smaller in the Nanosight (Figure 2.13B). When this was analysed using the NTA traces (Figure 

2.13 C) the presence of smaller particles was clear, as although the ADP trace resembled the 

others it did not have a single peak. This was likely to have been caused by the detection of out-

of-focus particles which cause intensive light scatter that mimics large numbers of small particles 

rather than a single particle. The sensitivity to small changes in focus means that the NTA 

measurements of EV are not perfect and in some studies inaccuracies of up to 70% have been 

reported when NTA is compared to other measures of EV enumeration and characterisation 

such as flow cytometry and tuned resistive pulse sensing (van der Pol et al., 2014).  

A further technical issue in the characterisation of pdEV samples is the lack of a housekeeping 

protein for western blotting. To date no single marker has been identified that is present at 

stable levels in all EV or EV subtypes that allows for normalisation of samples.  Therefore the 

strength of CD63 bands could not be interpreted as fully representative of the number of 

exosomes within the sample. Attempts have been made to compile extensive databases on the 

markers and content of EV but these are yet to yield a true marker of either exosomes or 

microvesicles suggesting significant heterogeneity in EV populations (Keerthikumar et al., 2015, 

Kalra et al., 2012).  

While carrying out this work the field of EVs has expanded at a significant rate resulting in 

advancements in techniques to isolate and characterise EV as well as attempts to remove 

discrepancies in nomenclature. The low speed differential centrifugation method (2.3.8.1) that 

was used here has been widely used in EV research and this method has been shown to 

successfully remove cells and cell debris but retains EV and other soluble factors released from 

the platelet into the supernatant (Aatonen et al., 2012, Aatonen et al., 2014, Gyorgy et al., 2012, 

Gardiner et al., 2014, Lacroix et al., 2012). However, this meant that the resulting supernatant 

used in the EV assays also contained over 300 soluble factors derived from platelet granules as 

described in several proteomic studies of the platelet-releasate (Coppinger et al., 2004, Kamath 

et al., 2001).  

Conversely the platelet-releasate analysed by Coppinger et al. was not devoid of all EV as the 

maximum centrifugation speed used in their study was 50,000g, so some of the 300 proteins 

identified by this group could derive from exosomes. An example could be the transmembrane 

protein CD63, reported by Coppinger et al., which is not a soluble protein and is enriched in the 
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membranes of exosomes (Conde-Vancells et al., 2008). This suggests that our pdEV samples will 

have been contaminated with additional soluble proteins, but perhaps not >300 as many of 

these could be exosome proteins. However, these additional proteins isolated alongside the EV 

would be unlikely to affect flow cytometry as they are soluble and therefore undetectable. They 

would not affect the TG assay as the PRP reagent used was dependent upon the PS on the 

microvesicle surface and western blotting would be unaffected as this was looking at the specific 

exosomal markers CD63 and HSP70. However there is a possibility that it may affect EV 

concentration measurements with NTA as protein aggregates can be indistinguishable from EV 

or lipid accumulations (Webber and Clayton, 2013, Gardiner et al., 2014).  

In this study the EV were not isolated using ultracentrifugation which would have provided a 

mechanism by which it was possible to remove some of the soluble proteins in the samples. 

Currently ultracentrifugation is the most popular protocol for EV isolation following the initial 

differential centrifugation steps, normally involving one or more centrifugations at ≥100,000g 

for up to 16hours (Taylor and Shah, 2015, Taylor et al., 2011, Tauro et al., 2012). There has been 

considerable debate over whether ultracentrifugation leads to the formation of EV aggregates, 

causes changes in EV functionality and leads to the co-isolation of other factors such as proteins 

and lipids (Bard et al., 2004, Gyorgy et al., 2011a, Gyorgy et al., 2011b, van der Pol et al., 2012a). 

Recent data has shown that this aggregation may be dependent on the cell of origin with pdEV 

being particularly susceptible to aggregation (Linares et al., 2015, Yuana et al., 2015). This 

suggests that the use of ultracentrifugation is not ideal for the isolation and subsequent 

characterisation of pdEV. However, there are other techniques which may improve the purity of 

the EV preparations.  

Size-exclusion chromatography has seen a revival in EV research, it enables researchers to 

separate EV from contaminating proteins and lipids and has been shown to be particularly useful 

with plasma samples (Boing et al., 2014, de Menezes-Neto et al., 2015). This technique utilises 

cross-linked polysaccharide polymers such as sepharose to separate EV from contaminating 

proteins and lipids. It is a technique that has been previously used to isolate platelets (Zucker et 

al., 1974, Lages et al., 1975) and through the use of sepharose CL-2B has been shown to 

successfully isolate EV into fractions separate from contaminants such as high-density 

lipoprotein (HDL). However this method can result in the loss of EV ~>75nm in size, suggesting 

that many exosomes will be removed (van der Pol et al., 2016, Boing et al., 2014). It is now 

possible to purchase commercially mass-produced chromatography columns from Cell-guidance 

systems (Welton et al., 2015) and iZon Science (Oxford, UK) (Lobb et al., 2015) suitable for 

isolation of EV populations. 
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In addition, there has been an increase in the availability of alternative commercial reagents for 

EV isolation. Exo-Spin columns, available from Cell-guidance systems use a proprietary polymer 

to precipitate the exosomes from solution, ExoQuick (System Biosciences) uses polyethylene 

glycol with low speed centrifugation to precipitate exosomes from solution, and Total Exosome 

Isolation Reagent from Thermo Fisher Scientific uses a proprietary derivative of the above 

precipitation methods. All of these commercial methods have been compared in studies and 

found to show poor exosome specificity, low yield and significant contamination, especially 

when used to isolate exosomes from plasma or serum (Van Deun et al., 2014, Taylor and Shah, 

2015, de Menezes-Neto et al., 2015, Lane et al., 2015, Oosthuyzen et al., 2013). In the 

experiments here the ExoQuick reagent was briefly tested with mixed results, using NTA it 

appeared to isolate smaller, exosome-like vesicles. But, ExoQuick is a solution containing 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 which simply acts to precipitate high molecular weight (MW) 

proteins and protein complexes from a solution meaning that there is no specificity for 

exosomes or even EV, and results in contamination with HDL and protein aggregates. The Exo-

spin columns were also tested (data not shown) but the result from these was poor with no 

changes in EV size following exosome isolation with the column, and a large reduction in EV 

concentration.  

Further techniques which have been utilised include immunoaffinity separation and filtration. 

The immune isolation of exosomes using magnetic beads has been carried out numerous times 

and with different markers e.g. HER2 for breast cancer EVs (Koga et al., 2005b), EpCAM for colon 

cancer EVs (Tauro et al., 2012), various HLA antibodies for antigen-presenting cell exosomes 

(Clayton et al., 2001) and CD63 beads for saliva exosomes (Zlotogorski-Hurvitz et al., 2015). It is 

evident that a variety of markers have been used, but no single marker can be utilised for all 

exosomes or microvesicles. Current evidence suggests that any one individual marker is only 

capable of capturing a subset of EVs and that the diversity between EVs released from single cell 

lines is vast meaning that there may not even be cell-specific markers for exosomes (Smith et 

al., 2015, Bobrie et al., 2012). 

Filtration has been widely used as a method to isolate EVs but in many cases it has been used 

alongside other methods, such as ultracentrifugation to remove larger EV e.g. apoptotic bodies 

using 0.45 and 0.22µm filters (Epple et al., 2012, Azevedo et al., 2007, Lobb et al., 2015). 

However it has been noted that forcing EV through small pore filters can cause distortion and 

rupture, resulting in alterations to characteristics and functionality (Witwer et al., 2013). More 

recently, ultrafiltration with 100kDa molecular weight filters has been used with studies 
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suggesting that this technique provides a simpler method with comparable yields to 

ultracentrifugation whilst maintaining functional activity (Lobb et al., 2015, Nordin et al., 2015).  

In addition to changes in isolation techniques the field of EV research has built up a wealth of 

information on EV subtype characteristics, but there is a distinct lack of consistency. As a result 

the definitions of EV subtypes have become looser rather than more precise in recent years. For 

example reports from the 2015 ISEV meeting in Washington suggest that exosomes could be up 

to 250nm in size, that exosomal markers, such as CD63, could be expressed on microvesicles, 

and that EV with exosome-like characteristics are released directly from the membrane rather 

than through the endosomal pathway (ISEV, 2015, Booth et al., 2006). These findings are from 

as yet unpublished work so cannot be explored in detail and the conclusions could be caused by 

the contamination of microvesicle preparations with exosomes and vice versa. However these 

results either suggest the need for greater standardisation in methodologies or demonstrate 

that the differences between microvesicles and exosomes are less distinct than previously 

believed.  

Alongside the changes in EV isolation techniques used, numerous new techniques for their 

characterisation, such as Raman spectroscopy (Smith et al., 2015, Tatischeff et al., 2012), tuned 

resistive pulse sensing (van der Pol et al., 2014, Lane et al., 2015, Coumans et al., 2014), cryo-

electron microscopy (Arraud et al., 2014, Yuana et al., 2013), proteomics (Pienimaeki-Roemer et 

al., 2014, Bard et al., 2004) and improved flow cytometry protocols (Pospichalova et al., 2015, 

Headland et al., 2014) have been developed. These offer opportunities to identify novel 

characteristics of exosomes such as specific markers or functional attributes which may help 

with the long term problem of separating the EV sub-populations. 

Raman spectroscopy allows for the characterisation of individual vesicles by measuring inelastic 

light scatter in response to a laser caused by molecular vibrations. This produces a chemical 

composition fingerprint for individual vesicles that can provide distinguishable characteristics 

such as phospholipid and cholesterol composition (Tatischeff et al., 2012). Interestingly this 

technique has identified heterogeneity in vesicle populations from single cell lines and 

similarities in sub-populations between cell lines (Smith et al., 2015). This technique is in its 

infancy and more work is needed to explore its possible applications in EV research. 

Tuned resistive pulse sensing is a more established technique for EV characterisation and utilises 

changes in electrical current caused by the passage of EV through a pore to define EV size and 

concentration. It has been utilised in a very similar way to NTA and produces similar results (van 

der Pol et al., 2016, Coumans et al., 2014). Cryo-electron microscopy is another technique which 
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has gained traction in the field of EV research. It has proved very useful because unlike other 

electron microscopy techniques it does not significantly alter the size and morphology of the EV 

(Dubochet, 2012). Cryo-electron microscopy has been used to accurately describe the EV 

populations of the plasma (Arraud et al., 2014, Yuana et al., 2013) and findings from cryo-

electron microscopy studies are widely used as the gold-standard for phenotyping EV in 

heterogeneous populations. 

Flow cytometry is the most widely used technique for EV research despite significant 

shortcomings with regards to lower limits of size detection (Gardiner et al., 2015), swarm 

detection (whereby multiple EV are simultaneously detected by the flow cytometers laser and 

treated as a single event) (Harrison and Gardiner, 2012, van der Pol et al., 2012b) and difficulty 

in determining particle size due to EVs refractive index (van der Pol et al., 2014). However recent 

advances such as impedance-based flow cytometry, wide angle FSc and the use of UV lasers for 

FSc detection have improved flow cytometry, meaning it is now possible to observe EV as small 

as 200nm in size (Pospichalova et al., 2015, van der Pol et al., 2016). In addition techniques that 

capture EV onto antibody-coated beads that are then run through the flow cytometer with the 

EV still bound have proved useful in phenotyping EVs as this solves the problem of size and 

swarm detection (Gyorgy et al., 2012). Another potential improvement in flow cytometry is the 

use of imaging flow cytometers, these enable the visualisation of each event passing through 

the laser so it is possible to distinguish single vesicles from those passing through as aggregates 

(Headland et al., 2014). Flow cytometry currently remains the predominant technique for EV 

research due to its widespread availability, relative simplicity to use and ability to measure 

multiple characteristics simultaneously. Improvements in instrumentation that further reduce 

the size limitations of flow cytometry will enhance its functionality in EV research. 

Taken together the improvements in isolation and characterisation represent a real opportunity 

to separate microvesicles and exosomes and determine whether they are simply on a spectrum 

of EV subtypes or truly different populations with different implications in health and disease. 

However evidence suggests that there is significant heterogeneity in EV populations and that 

there are differences between exosomes in the same samples. There is some evidence for this 

here; western blotting for the exosomal markers CD63 and HSP70 on identical samples revealed 

that these markers were differentially affected by apyrase (Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23). 

Suggesting that they are perhaps not co-expressed and instead represent different exosome 

sub-populations. 
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Having assessed the currently available techniques to both isolate and characterise EV it appears 

that there is still no method by which it is possible to accurately separate exosomes from 

microvesicles. However newer techniques such as size-exclusion chromatography are producing 

preparations of EVs that retain functional activity and are freer from contaminants. Pairing this 

with new characterisation techniques means that elucidating new unique characteristics which 

will allow for the separation of microvesicles and exosomes is more feasible. By carrying out our 

isolations in a closed system and triggering EV release with agonists targeted specifically at 

platelets we have produced an EV rich supernatant containing both exosomes and microvesicles. 

Whilst the preparations were likely to contain other soluble factors, these were unlikely to have 

altered the results of the assays carried out to characterise the EV.  

Overall this work observed the production of differential EV populations from platelets using 

different agonists; microvesicles and exosomes with CRP-XL and predominantly exosomes with 

PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP. Further work is required to identify the exact signalling pathways 

activated in pdEV release but it appears that differential PLC pathways play a critical role in 

differentiation between exosome and microvesicle release and that ADP is an integral secondary 

mediator. During this work we were unable to isolate a purely exosomal population for further 

study and so future work will be carried out comparing the pdEV from all agonists or pdEV 

generated by PAR1-AP as it produced a predominantly exosomal population with a higher yield 

than the other GPCR agonists. 
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3 Platelet and pdEV microRNA 

3.1 Introduction 

MicroRNA are a class of small non-coding RNAs responsible for post-transcriptional regulation 

of mRNA translation. They influence cellular function by targeting the 3’-region of mRNA species 

leading to altered protein expression. MicroRNA and their associated machinery have strong 

evolutionary conservation demonstrating that their function is vital in an array of organisms 

(Ambros et al., 2003, Baek et al., 2008). MicroRNA have been identified throughout the human 

body, predominantly localised within cells, but a growing body of research has looked at 

extracellular microRNA particularly within body fluids such as saliva, urine and the blood 

(Etheridge et al., 2011, Creemers et al., 2012). 

Detailed microRNA profiling of the blood has been carried out and these studies have revealed 

a rich network of functional microRNA species within granulocytes, monocytes and even 

anucleate platelets (Merkerova et al., 2008). The presence of extracellular RNA in the blood was 

first suggested in 1972, but was largely disregarded due to the known RNAse activity in plasma 

(Kamm and Smith, 1972). Recent research has revealed, however, that there is a wealth of cell-

free microRNA that is unexpectedly stable over time (Mitchell et al., 2008). Interestingly, 

exogenous microRNA introduced into the blood did not display the same stability and was 

degraded, suggesting that extracellular microRNA are normally protected (Tsui et al., 2002). 

Research suggests that there may be multiple mechanisms that confer this protection including 

the microRNA forming complexes with RNA binding proteins (e.g. AGO2, NPM1) (Arroyo et al., 

2011) and HDL (Vickers et al., 2011) or microRNA localising within EV (El-Hefnawy et al., 2004, 

Valadi et al., 2007). There is increasing evidence that the majority of extracellular microRNA 

within the circulation is located within EV (Diehl et al., 2012, Kosaka et al., 2013b, Valadi et al., 

2007). 

The first suggestion that circulating RNA was protected by EV was in 2003 and was hypothesised 

following evidence that protection was removed after treatment with detergents (El-Hefnawy 

et al., 2004). The plasma is known to contain ~40 million EV per mL meaning there is a large 

amount of genetic material in circulation (Arraud et al., 2014). There is contrasting evidence in 

the literature over whether the microRNA content of EV is a reflection of the cell of origin or 

whether there is selective loading. It is suggested that some microRNA are found at higher or 

lower levels in secreted EV, thereby representing selection (Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012, Collino 

et al., 2010, Chen et al., 2010, Ohshima et al., 2010, Pigati et al., 2010). However there is 
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currently very little understanding of the mechanism by which this occurs and whether there is 

a functional reason for this selectivity. Alongside the debate on microRNA loading into EV there 

is a separate question over whether the EV simply contain cellular contents for disposal or 

functional molecular entities targeted at other cells (Kosaka et al., 2013b). 

There is mounting data that indicates that circulating microRNA within EV have an important 

role to play in intercellular communication. Exosomes have been proposed as the primary 

source of microRNA, and this was determined by showing that levels of ceramide, which controls 

exosome secretion, correlated with the level of secreted microRNA (Kosaka et al., 2010). 

Determining the exact function of microRNA within EVs has proved challenging due to the 

wealth of circulating microRNA, the ‘fine-tuning’ nature of microRNA and the additional RNA 

and protein content within EV. However several studies have shown successful transfer, 

followed by subsequent functional effects. MicroRNA transfer via EVs has been demonstrated 

in macrophages (Ismail et al., 2012), from T-cells to antigen presenting cells (Mittelbrunn et al., 

2011), between murine dendritic cells (Montecalvo et al., 2012) and from telocytes to cardiac 

stem cells (Cismasiu and Popescu, 2015). Understanding the processes involved in microRNA 

transfer via EV in the circulation presents an opportunity for therapeutic intervention via the 

utilisation of a natural, biological mechanism. Alongside the growing field of functional 

investigations on microRNA transferred within EV, attempts are being made to utilise EV 

microRNA as biomarkers of health and disease. 

MicroRNA packaged within EV in the blood possess many characteristics that make them ideal 

for use as biomarkers; they are readily accessed, have a stable profile, are quantifiable and have 

been shown to be specific (e.g. expression at particular points in development) (Etheridge et al., 

2011). Levels of EV are increased in disease due to increased release from affected tissues and 

this provides an opportunity for detection of disease specific microRNA released from these 

sites. For example, in the circulation following an MI (Boulanger et al., 2001, Stepien et al., 2012) 

or a stroke (Simak et al., 2006) and in the blood of patients suffering with diabetes mellitus (Chen 

et al., 2008, Duan et al., 2014). There are many ongoing studies attempting to use EV as sources 

of microRNA biomarkers (Quinn et al., 2015) 

Research on pdEV in the circulation has already shown that platelets have an exceptionally high 

microRNA to mRNA ratio (Bray et al., 2013) and that platelets are responsible for up to 50% of 

circulating EV (Arraud et al., 2014). Platelet-derived EV have been shown to transfer microRNA 

to other cells and exert functional effects following transfer (Laffont et al., 2013, Laffont et al., 

2015). Although there is currently no evidence for biomarker identification in circulating pdEV, 
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intracellular platelet microRNA is altered in sickle cell anaemia (Jain et al., 2013) and circulating 

microRNA changes with antiplatelet therapy (Willeit et al., 2013). This makes pdEV potentially 

important contributors when identifying biomarkers in the circulation.  

This information suggests platelets have a large role to play in the production of circulating EV 

microRNA, however, there is much that we do not yet understand about its value in cell-cell 

communication and it’s potential as a biomarker. In this chapter we looked at the microRNA in 

platelets, the release of it from platelets into EV and what this meant with regards to circulating 

EV microRNA.  

3.2 Aim 

To profile the microRNA content of platelets and pdEV and to identify the effects of using 

different agonists on the profile of EV microRNA.  

To observe how the released pdEV microRNA influences the content of microRNA in plasma and 

to utilise this information to identify microRNA that could act as a biomarker of platelet 

activation in blood. 
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3.3 Materials and methods 

The process to investigate the microRNA in all samples followed a simple 4 step method as 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. Total RNA was extracted, RNA was reverse transcribed in the presence 

of specific primers and then the cDNA was pre-amplified. Finally, amplified cDNA was utilised in 

individual TaqMan assays for single microRNA or on microRNA microarrays to identify the 

microRNA contained within the sample. 

 

Figure 3.1 – The workflow for analysing the microRNA profiles using TaqMan microRNA microarrays and individual 
TaqMan assays A step by step overview of the processes used to measure the RNA in samples. Including information 
on the a) RNA extraction, b) reverse transcription (RTr), c) amplification and measurement using d)i) individual assays 
and d)ii) TaqMan microRNA microarrays. 

3.3.1 RNA extraction 

3.3.1.1 miRNeasy micro kit 

The miRNeasy micro kit (Qiagen) is an all-in-one kit for total RNA extraction. Briefly, 700µl of 

Qiazol lysis reagent (containing guanidine salts and phenol) was added to 200µL liquid samples 

or to cell pellets, which were then mixed by vortexing and incubated at RT for 5 minutes. 140µl 

of chloroform (>99.5% with 100-200ppm amylenes as stabilisers) was added to the lysed sample 

and briefly vortexed followed by a 3 minute incubation at RT. Samples were centrifuged at 

12000g for 15 minutes at 4oC to separate the sample into 3 phases. The upper aqueous phase 

(~400µl) was carefully aspirated into a fresh eppendorf and diluted with 1.5x (v/v) 100% ethanol 
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(~600µl) and mixed by vortexing. The solution was added to RNeasy MinElute spin columns 

(filter columns which bind RNA) and centrifuged at 13000rpm for 30 seconds, the flow through 

was discarded. This was followed by 3 separate buffer washes; 700µl RWT buffer (contains 

guanidine salts and ethanol for washing contaminants from the columns), 500µl RPE buffer 

(washing buffer for removing salts and phenols from the columns) and 80% ethanol (from 100% 

molecular-grade ethanol) which were washed through by centrifugation at 13000rpm for 30 

seconds, 30 seconds and 2 minutes respectively. The RNeasy MinElute spin columns were then 

dried by centrifugation at 13000rpm for 5 minutes with no solution in the columns. The total 

RNA bound to the columns was eluted using 30µl 10mM Tris buffer (10mM Tris, pH8) which was 

added directly to the membrane in the column, this was washed through by centrifugation at 

13000rpm for 1 minute and collected in a fresh eppendorf. The total RNA was measured using 

a Nanodrop spectrophotometer and stored at -20oC. 

3.3.1.2 Cel-miR-39-3p spike-in control 

Aliquots of 2x1010 copies/µL cel-miR-39-3p (ucaccggguguaaaucagcuug) were thawed on ice and 

diluted 1 in 5 to a concentration of 4x109 copies/µL and then diluted 1 in 25 to a working 

concentration of 1.6x108 copies/µL. 3.5µL of this working solution was added to samples 

undergoing RNA extraction, immediately after lysis with Qiazol and before the addition of 

chloroform. The RNA extraction then proceeded as described above and cel-miR-39-3p was 

detected using RT-PCR. 

3.3.1.3 Measuring total RNA with the Nanodrop Spectrophotometer 

RNA samples were analysed using a Nanodrop 8000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). The instrument was initialised with 2µl deionised RNAse free water and then blanked 

using 2µl 10mM Tris buffer. A 2µl aliquot of RNA was added to the pedestal and the Nanodrop 

measured the transmission of light through the sample at specific wavelengths, providing 

information on the concentration (ng/µl) and purity (based on the 260/280 ratio) of RNA in the 

sample. 

3.3.2 RNA RTr 

3.3.2.1 RTr with Megaplex RT primers 

Extracted RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA for downstream applications such as RT-PCR 

using the TaqMan microRNA RTr kit combined with the TaqMan Megaplex primers Pool A v2.1 

and Pool B v3.0 or specific primers for individual microRNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific).   
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A RTr master mix was made; 0.8µl Megaplex RT primers (either Pool A v2.1 (381 unique 

microRNA) or Pool B v3.0 (377 unique microRNA) with both containing control probes for U6 

snRNA, RNU44, RNU48 and ath-miR-159a), 0.2µl dNTPs (a dNTP mix with dTTP), 1.5µl 

Multiscribe Reverse Transcriptase (an enzyme from a recombinant moloney murine leukaemia 

virus), 0.8µl 10x RT buffer (proprietary buffer containing Tris-HCl, KCl and MgCl2), 0.9µl MgCl2, 

0.1µl RNAse Inhibitor and 0.2µl nuclease free water, per sample. A 4.5µl aliquot of the master 

mix was added to 3µl of each RNA sample for a total reaction volume of 7.5µl in a 50µl PCR tube. 

Tubes were centrifuged and incubated on ice before carrying out the following thermal cycling 

protocol; 40 cycles [16oC – 2minutes / 42oC – 1minute / 50oC – 1second], 85oC – 5minutes and 

then samples were held at 4oC before storage at -20oC.  

3.3.2.2 RTr with individual microRNA primers 

As above replacing the 0.8µl Megaplex RT primer pools with 0.8µl of a single specific TaqMan 

primer for an individual microRNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific), thereby creating a single cDNA 

product. 

3.3.3 cDNA Pre-amplification 

For samples being analysed on the TaqMan microRNA array cards, a higher cDNA concentration 

was required than provided by RTr reactions alone. Therefore samples were pre-amplified using 

the same primer pool as the RTr reaction. 

3.3.3.1 Pre-amplification with Megaplex pre-amplification primers 

Pre-amplification reactions utilised the 2x TaqMan pre-amplification master mix and the 

Megaplex pre-amplification primers Pool A v2.1 and Pool B v3.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 

Megaplex pre-amplification primer pool used for pre-amplification reactions was selected to 

correspond to the Megaplex RTr primer pools used in the RTr reaction for each sample.  

The Pre-amplification reactions used 22.5µl of a master mix, comprising; 12.5µl TaqMan pre-

amplification master mix, 2.5µl Megaplex pre-amplification primers (either Pool A v2.1 or Pool 

B v3.0) and 7.5µl nuclease free water which was added to 2.5µl of cDNA in a 50µl PCR tube. The 

tubes were briefly centrifuged at 1000g for 1minute and then incubated on ice for 5 minutes 

before undergoing thermal cycling; 95oC – 10minutes / 55oC – 2minutes / 72oC – 2minutes / 12 

cycles [ 95oC – 15seconds / 60oC – 4minutes] / 99.9oC – 10minutes and then samples were held 

at 4oC. The pre-amplified cDNA was diluted in 75µl 10mM Tris buffer and stored at -20oC. 
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3.3.4 Individual PCR assays 

3.3.4.1 Individual TaqMan primer assays 

Individual PCR assays were used to validate findings from the TaqMan microRNA arrays cards 

and to investigate treatment effects on specific microRNA. TaqMan primers for RTr and RT-PCR 

reactions were purchased together (Thermo Fisher Scientific). RTr primers were used in the RTr 

reactions as described in 3.3.2.2 and the resulting cDNA product was used in conjunction with 

the RT-PCR primers for individual TaqMan primer assays.  

Briefly, a master mix of 5µl TaqMan fast master mix, 0.5µl TaqMan RT-PCR primers (detailed in 

Table 3.1) and 1.5µl nuclease free water per sample was added to 3µl cDNA in a 96-well PCR 

plate which was then sealed and centrifuged (3000rpm for 1minute) before a 5minute 

incubation on ice. The plate was then run on a Viia 7 instrument (Applied Biosystems) using the 

standard fast chemistry protocol; 95oC – 20seconds / 40 cycles of [95oC – 1second / 60oC – 

20seconds]. Fluorescence was detected at the end of each cycle and automatically plotted on a 

logarithmic scale from which the Cycle Threshold (Ct) values were determined for each well, 

samples were assayed in triplicate and averages calculated. Controls with no template cDNA 

(nuclease free water was used instead) were run as no template controls to detect non-specific 

amplification. 

Table 3.1 – MicroRNA primers used for RT-PCR A list of the targets of primers used for single RT-PCR including 
information on the target, target sequence, targets chromosomal location, the product code from Thermo Fisher 
Scientific and the Megaplex primer pool associated with the target. 

microRNA Mature targets sequence Chromosomal 
location 

Product 
code 

Megaplex 
primer pool 

hsa-miR-223-3p UGUCAGUUUGUCAAAUACCCC 

Chr.X: 
65367812-

65367921 [+] 

4427975 - 
000526 

A 

hsa-miR-21-5p UAGCUUAUCAGACUGAUGUUGA 

Chr.17: 
57918627-

57918698 [+] 

4427975 - 
000397 

A 

hsa-miR-146a-5p UGAGAACUGAAUUCCAUGGGUU 

Chr.5: 
159912359-

159912457 [+] 

4427975 - 
000468 

A 

hsa-miR-106a-5p AAAAGUGCUUACAGUGCAGGUAG 

Chr.X: 
133304228-

133304308 [-] 

4427975 – 
002169 

A 

U6 snRNA 

GTGCTCGCTTCGGCAGCACATATACTA 
AAATTGGAACGATACAGAGAAGATTA 
GCATGGCCCCTGCGCAAGGATGACAC 
GCAAATTCGTGAAGCGTTCCATATTTT 

- 
4427975 - 

001973 
A & B 

cel-miR-39-3p UCACCGGGUGUAAAUCAGCUUG - 
4427975 - 

000200 
- 
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3.3.5 TaqMan microRNA array cards 

3.3.5.1 TaqMan Array Human microRNA A and B card set – version 3.0 

Pre-amplified cDNA was run on the TaqMan microRNA array cards (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

each sample was reverse transcribed and pre-amplified as previously described. A master mix 

was made up for each TaqMan array card comprising of 450µl TaqMan fast master mix, 441µl 

nuclease free water and 9µl pre-amplified cDNA. The master mix was vortexed and 100µl was 

loaded into each of the 8 reservoirs at the end of the microfluidic microarray card. The array 

card was then centrifuged at 1200rpm for 2 minutes and sealed using the microarray card sealer. 

The now empty reservoirs were cut off the card and the microarray was incubated for 5 minutes 

on ice. Following the incubation the microarray card was loaded into a Viia-7 real-time PCR 

instrument (Applied Biosystems) and run using the following protocol; 95oC – 20seconds / 40 

cycles of [95oC – 1second / 60oC – 20seconds]. Fluorescence was detected and Ct values 

determined as with the individual PCR assay. 

3.3.6 Analysis of TaqMan microRNA microarray data 

After running the TaqMan microRNA microarray cards on the Viia-7 real-time PCR instrument 

the RUO software analysed the traces from the individual PCR reactions and set thresholds for 

each probe so that the threshold line crossed the trace during the exponential phase. The point 

at which the trace crossed the threshold determined the Ct value for that probe as shown in 

Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 – Example RT-PCR trace RT-PCR was used to assess the levels of microRNA in samples, this shows the basic 
elements of a RT-PCR trace; baseline, exponential and plateau phases and how the Ct value is extracted using the 
fluorescence threshold. This average Ct value of the triplicates shown here was 25.1256732. 
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The Viia-7 RUO software exported a data file that listed the Ct values for all of the microRNA 

probes on that array. The analysis of each array was then carried out to produce a list of 

expression values for the microRNA in that sample that could be compared to other samples. 

The steps for this analysis are outlined in Figure 3.3 and are described in detail below. 

 

Figure 3.3 – Workflow for analysing the raw data from TaqMan microRNA microarrays A breakdown of the 3 key 
steps taken to convert the raw Ct values from the TaqMan microRNA microarrays to relative expression data usable 
in downstream analyses. 

 

3.3.6.1 Filtering the raw data for anomalies 

Due to the low concentration of the samples and the small size of microRNA the raw data values 

determined by the software could not be completely relied upon and several checks had to be 

made to remove potential anomalies. Firstly any probes with raw Ct values over 35 were 

removed due to low confidence that values this high represented actual detection of the specific 

microRNA. Secondly traces were manually checked to ensure that the expected baseline, 

exponential and plateau phases were present. These manual checks were made as the software 

was unable to tell the difference between anomalous traces which crossed the threshold and a 

normal trace crossing the threshold. The final filtration step was to remove any microRNA that 

did not appear in 100% of array replicates carried out on that sample type. This ensured that 

single instances of microRNA detection were not able to affect the overall results and that the 

observed microRNA profiles were representative of at least 3 replicates. 
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3.3.6.2 Normalisation with U6 snRNA 

Each TaqMan microRNA microarray card (both A v2.1 and B v3.0) contained a variety of control 

probes. Each array card had 4 separate wells containing probes for the non-coding small nuclear 

RNA U6 (U6 snRNA). U6 snRNA has been widely used as a housekeeping gene due to its stability 

across a wide variety of samples and it was also identified as one of the most stable probes in 

my datasets using NormFinder (3.3.6.5). Each microarray card was normalised separately using 

the average Ct value of all 4 U6 snRNA probes on that array. The average Ct value was subtracted 

from the Ct of the probe of interest and this gave a value termed the ∆∆Ct. 

3.3.6.3 Calculating relative expression of microRNA 

The relative expression (RE) values for each microRNA were calculated using the ∆∆Ct value, 

which was put into the following formula for each probe on all arrays:  

“2-∆∆Ct / (2 to the power of negative ∆∆Ct)” 

This made the RE values reflect the doubling in gene concentration observed with an increase 

of 1 in Ct value and provided directly comparable expression values. 

3.3.6.4 Calculating an average expression profile for pdEV 

For the further analyses carried out on the platelet and pdEV microRNA profiles it was useful to 

summarise all of the separate agonist pdEV microRNA profiles in a single profile. Therefore the 

average RE expression of all 90 microRNA identified within pdEV was calculated by averaging 

the expression values for all 4 separate agonist profiles.  

3.3.6.5 NormFinder 

NormFinder is a Microsoft Excel add-in that was used for identifying normalisation genes. It used 

an algorithm to assess the stability of all genes across an array (http://moma.dk/normfinder-

software Date accessed – 9/7/2014) (Andersen et al., 2004). This method provided an estimation 

of expression variation, meaning that genes with low variation in expression were the strongest 

candidates for normalisation. 

3.3.6.6 Comparison between platelet microRNA datasets 

Whilst the profiling of the microRNA contained within pdEV is novel, investigating the microRNA 

within platelets has been carried out numerous times (Sondermeijer et al., 2011, Landry et al., 

2009, Ple et al., 2012a, Stratz et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2012, Osman and Falker, 2011, Nagalla et al., 

2011, Bray et al., 2013). Collating the data from these other datasets provided an opportunity 

to assess the quality of the data collected through the work carried out here. The previous 

http://moma.dk/normfinder-software
http://moma.dk/normfinder-software
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datasets were identified through searching PubMed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed Date 

accessed – 9/7/2014) and the GEO datasets database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds Date 

accessed – 9/7/2014) for platelet microRNA profiles. These datasets had all been produced using 

platelets from healthy donors on a variety of microRNA profiling platforms. 

The pre-existing datasets of platelet microRNA were generated using different microRNA 

profiling platforms. Therefore the first step to allow comparisons was to update all of the 

platforms’ naming nomenclatures to that found in miRbase v20 (http://www.mirbase.org/ Date 

accessed – 16/3/2015). RE data was obtained for each dataset and this was normalised so that 

the most highly expressed microRNA was given a value of 1000 and all other microRNA in the 

dataset were scored relative to the most highly expressed microRNA using the following 

formula: 

“Normalised expression = [RE of gene of interest / RE of most highly expressed gene] x 1000” 

The normalised datasets were then directly compared to each other by generating heatmaps 

and correlations between the datasets calculated using GENE-E (3.3.7.2.1). 

3.3.6.7 Comparative analysis with platelets, pdEV and plasma microRNA 

A plasma dataset was kindly provided by my co-supervisor, Dr J H Pringle, whose student Dr M I 

Aslam had carried out the analysis. The dataset was produced using the TaqMan microRNA 

microarray cards v2.1 and analysed plasma from healthy donors, produced using a 30minute 

centrifugation at 1800g (RT). 

The datasets were sorted so that differences between the v2.1 and v3.0 TaqMan microRNA 

microarray cards were removed.  The raw Ct values were filtered as above to remove anomalous 

traces and probes with a Ct value above 35. The ∆∆Ct was then calculated using U6 snRNA to 

normalise the cards as described above, 3.3.6.2, and then RE was calculated using the 2-∆∆Ct 

method. The RE datasets were compared using Venn diagrams (3.3.7.1), scatter plot matrices 

(3.3.7.3) and correlations were calculated using GraphPad prism (3.3.7.4).  

3.3.6.8 Comparative analysis with 40 tissues profiled using TaqMan microRNA 

microarrays 

microRNA profile datasets were collated from Life Technologies who produced the data using 

their TaqMan microRNA microarray cards (Liang et al., 2007), they profiled 40 different samples 

using the TaqMan microRNA microarray A card v2.1, which looked for 381 unique microRNA. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds
http://www.mirbase.org/
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The raw Ct values from the platelet, average pdEV and plasma microRNA profiles were 

compared with the 40 tissues and the microRNA from the different TaqMan microRNA 

microarray A card versions were aligned. NormFinder (3.3.6.5) was then used to identify a 

microRNA expressed consistently across all 43 samples; leading to hsa-miR-324-5p being used 

to normalise all of the samples. The ∆∆Ct was calculated as above (3.3.6.2) using hsa-miR-324-

5p and then the RE was calculated using the 2-∆∆Ct method. 

The RE values were entered into MeV to generate heatmaps with hierarchical clustering 

(3.3.7.2.2.1) and to identify potential biomarkers using a 2 group t-test (3.3.7.2.2.2). The data 

were also analysed using GraphPad Prism to show how the different samples correlated 

(3.3.7.4). 

3.3.7 Statistical analysis techniques for comparing microRNA profiles  

Once the datasets were normalised and the relative expression calculated it was possible to 

identify similarities and differences between the groups.  

3.3.7.1 Venn diagrams 

Venn diagrams were used to show the overlap between different subgroups, they were created 

using online software provided by a joint enterprise between The Flanders Interuniversity 

Institute for Biotechnology and The University of Ghent (bioinformatics.psb.ugent/webtools/Venn 

Date accessed – 10/4/2014). The lists of microRNA were added to the software which calculated 

the overlap between groups. 

3.3.7.2 Microarray analysis software 

3.3.7.2.1 GENE-E 

GENE-E (Broad Institute, Harvard, USA - http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/GENE-

E/ Date accessed – 27/5/2014) was used to visualise and analyse microarray data. GENE-E was 

created and developed by Joshua Gould. 

3.3.7.2.1.1 Generating Heatmaps with GENE-E 

To generate heat maps the RE data was opened with GENE-E which automatically generated 

heatmaps that could be manipulated aesthetically and analysed using a variety of statistical 

techniques including hierarchical clustering, ordering, correlation comparisons and filtering. The 

heat maps were used to display similarities and differences between sample groups 

file:///C:/Users/Ashley/Downloads/bioinformatics.psb.ugent/webtools/Venn
http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/GENE-E/
http://www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/software/GENE-E/
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3.3.7.2.1.2 Hierarchical clustering in GENE-E 

Hierarchical clustering re-ordered samples based upon their inter-relatedness, which was 

analysed using Pearson correlation with average linkage. 

3.3.7.2.1.3 Analysis of correlation between datasets in GENE-E 

All samples within a comparison were analysed to assess their correlation. This used a Pearson 

correlation calculation to generate r2 values for each pair of samples and then these values were 

mapped into a similarity matrix which was colour coded like a heatmap. The samples were also 

reordered to cluster similar samples. 

3.3.7.2.2 Multi-Experiment Viewer (MeV) 

MeV is an open source microarray analysis tool, (http://www.tm4.org/ Date accessed – 

27/5/2014) which provide a package of microarray analysis tools (Saeed et al., 2003). It was used 

as well as GENE-E as it provided the ability to perform more detailed analysis between subsets 

of data. 

3.3.7.2.2.1 Hierarchical clustering in MeV 

Hierarchical clustering was performed as in GENE-E utilising Pearson correlation with average 

linkage. 

3.3.7.2.2.2 Analysis of differences in individual microRNA across datasets in MeV 

A 2 group t-test was performed to compare the microRNA profiles of 40 tissues to platelets, 

average pdEV and plasma. For the t-test the samples were split into the 40 tissues and the other 

3 (platelets, average pdEV and plasma) and equal variance between the samples was assumed. 

The significance threshold was set at p<0.01 and the results were adjusted for multiple 

comparisons using standard Bonferroni correction. 

3.3.7.3 Scatter plot matrices 

Scatter plot matrices were generated using GraphPad prism these allowed for the visualisation 

of the correlation between sample groups and individual samples. 

3.3.7.4 Dataset correlations 

Dataset correlations for samples were also carried out using the statistical software GraphPad 

Prism (GraphPad Software Incorporated, La Jolla, USA). RE values were loaded and a correlation 

analysis was applied to compute Pearson correlation co-efficients which were represented as r2 

values. 

  

http://www.tm4.org/
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3.4 Results 

The results in this chapter focus on obtaining the microRNA profile of platelets, and pdEV and 

comparing these results to microRNA profiles of plasma, and previously published studies on 

platelets, and utilising this information to identify potential biomarkers of platelet activation. 

3.4.1 RNA extractions from platelets and platelet-derived EV 

Platelet and pdEV samples were prepared in two studies; the first used 45mL of blood from 4 

healthy donors, the platelets were isolated (2.3.5) and separated into 2 equal volume aliquots, 

one of which was pelleted and one was activated with thrombin to generate EV that were 

isolated by differential centrifugation (2.3.8.1), followed by overnight incubation with ExoQuick 

(2.3.8.2). For the second study, 4 sets of EV samples were prepared; 45mL of blood was collected 

from 3 different healthy donors and the platelets were isolated by washing. The platelets were 

then split into 4 aliquots and each was activated by a different agonist to generate EV. The 

agonists used were; CRP-XL (2µg/mL), PAR1-AP (10µM), PAR4-AP (200µM), thrombin 

(0.32U/mL) and ADP (50µM) followed by differential centrifugation to produce an EV rich 

supernatant, as in Chapter 2. Following preparation of the samples, the total RNA was extracted 

using the miRNeasy micro kit (3.3.1.1) and the quantity and quality of this RNA was measured 

using a Nanodrop ND8000 spectrophotometer (3.3.1.3), the results of which are shown in Table 

3.2.  

The concentration of RNA in these samples was low (between 29 and 3ng/µL), but this was 

unsurprising due to low input volumes. The ratio of absorbance at 260nm and 280nm reflects 

the purity of samples; a value of 2.00 is deemed as pure for RNA and all of the samples had a 

value within ±10%. The 260/230 ratio identified the presence of contaminants that absorbed at 

230nm (e.g. phenol and guanidine), the expected value was again 2.00 and all of the samples 

had values within ±17%. The lower values, such as 1.67 for replicate 3 in the PAR1-AP generated 

EV indicated the sample may have been contaminated with EDTA, carbohydrates or phenols 

which all absorb at ~230nm. The samples listed in Table 3.2 were used for microRNA profiling 

with the TaqMan microRNA microarray cards. Before profiling the samples were reverse 

transcribed, 3.3.2.1, and amplified using the Megaplex Primer pools A and B as described in 

3.3.3.1. 
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Table 3.2 – Information on the RNA samples used for the TaqMan microRNA microarrays The quality and quantity 
of RNA extracted from platelets and pdEV was measured using a Nanodrop ND8000 spectrophotometer prior to RTr 
and amplification for use on the TaqMan microRNA microarrays. 

Sample type Replicate Concentration 

(ng/µl) 

Total RNA 

(ng) 

260/280 

ratio 

260/230 

ratio 

Platelets 

1 29.58 739.50 1.85 1.84 

2 11.18 279.50 1.81 1.68 

3 18.16 454.00 1.92 1.91 

4 9.86 246.62 1.96 1.8 

Thrombin generated EV 

(ExoQuick) 

1 14.49 362.25 1.90 1.75 

2 6.59 164.75 1.88 1.88 

3 8.81 220.32 1.89 1.92 

4 6.94 173.70 1.92 1.76 

CRP-XL generated EV 

1 8.88 177.68 1.95 1.72 

2 6.15 123.18 1.97 1.78 

3 3.26 65.26 1.88 2.07 

PAR1-AP generated EV 

1 4.12 82.54 1.93 1.77 

2 3.35 67.14 2.08 1.86 

3 3.43 68.78 1.88 1.67 

PAR4-AP generated EV 

1 3.05 61.18 2.01 1.9 

2 6.88 137.74 1.88 1.77 

3 3.24 64.86 1.90 1.77 

ADP generated EV 

1 3.61 72.22 1.86 1.71 

2 3.47 69.56 1.91 1.79 

3 3.30 66.08 1.95 1.79 

 

3.4.2 TaqMan microRNA microarray cards 

3.4.2.1 Individual sample microarray results 

To profile the samples using TaqMan microRNA microarray cards v3.0, as described in 3.3.5.1; 

9µL of cDNA was mixed with 450µL TaqMan fast master mix and 441µL MilliQ water, loaded into 

the TaqMan microRNA microarray cards and run on a Viia7 RT-PCR instrument. The data were 

filtered to remove anomalous results, normalised to a ∆∆Ct value using the average expression 

of U6 snRNA on each microarray card and then RE was calculated using 2-∆∆Ct (3.3.6). A summary 

of the results from the microRNA profiling are shown in Table 3.3.  
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Table 3.3 – Overview of microRNA profiles of platelets and pdEV Details of the results from the TaqMan microRNA 
microarrays, providing information on each replicate, and the averaging of replicates including total numbers of 
microRNA and the most abundant microRNA in each sample. 

Sample type Replicate Number of 
microRNA 

Number of 
consistently expressed 

microRNA 

Most abundant 
microRNA 

Platelets 

1 259 

220 

hsa-miR-223-3p 
2 309 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 344 hsa-miR-223-3p 
4 328 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Thrombin generated 
EV (ExoQuick) 

1 154 

62 

hsa-miR-223-3p 
2 116 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 122 hsa-miR-223-3p 
4 109 hsa-miR-223-3p 

CRP-XL generated EV 
1 146 

79 
hsa-miR-223-3p 

2 123 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 108 hsa-miR-223-3p 

PAR1-AP generated 
EV 

1 102 
66 

hsa-miR-223-3p 
2 92 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 131 hsa-miR-223-3p 

PAR4-AP generated 
EV 

1 100 
57 

hsa-miR-223-3p 
2 90 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 92 hsa-miR-223-3p 

ADP generated EV 
1 99 

71 
hsa-miR-223-3p 

2 119 hsa-miR-223-3p 
3 127 hsa-miR-223-3p 

 

The number of microRNA identified in the replicates for each sample type was variable with a 

difference of 85 between replicates 1 and 3 in the platelet samples, representing an increase of 

32%. The EV samples showed a similar pattern with the identification of ~40 more microRNA in 

the largest compared to the smallest profiles for each pdEV sample type, accounting for 25-33% 

of microRNA identified. When the replicates for each sample type were combined to produce a 

definitive microRNA profile of consistently identified microRNA, the platelet profile contained 

220 microRNA; thrombin generated pdEV; 62, CRP-XL pdEV; 79, PAR1-AP pdEV; 66, PAR4-AP 

pdEV; 57 and ADP pdEV; 71 (Figure 3.4A). This pattern in the number of microRNA species 

identified in pdEV closely reflected the concentration of EV produced by the different agonists, 

as seen in (Figure 2.13).  

Overall the number of consistently expressed microRNA in pdEV populations was very similar 

and the number of microRNA consistently expressed in platelets was significantly greater than 

detected in EV. Figure 3.4B shows a comparison between the expression profiles of the different 

samples, the ranked RE levels in all of the pdEV samples follow a very similar pattern with a few 

microRNA with very low expression (RE=<0.5) and most microRNA having RE levels between 0.5 
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and 10 and a few highly abundant microRNA (RE=>10). In contrast the platelet profile contained 

a significant number of low abundance (RE=<0.5) microRNA. The most abundant microRNA in 

all replicates of all samples was hsa-miR-223-3p, the expression of which, was significantly 

greater than any other microRNA. The function of this microRNA is explored further in Chapters 

4 and 5. 

 

Figure 3.4 – Number and ranked RE of microRNA identified A) Information on the number of consistently identified 
microRNA in platelets and each pdEV sample type. B) Sigmoid plots comparing the ranked distribution of microRNA 
RE across the platelet and pdEV samples. 

Whilst an initial analysis provided information on the number of microRNA identified and the 

spread of microRNA expression, a more in depth analysis was required to investigate how the 

different groups were related. However before this it was important to validate some of the 

results from the microarrays using single assay RT-PCR.  

3.4.2.2 Validation of microarray findings 

miR-223-3p and miR-21-5p were selected for validation; miR-223-3p as it was the most 

abundant microRNA in all samples and miR-21-5p as it was consistently expressed in all samples 

but had significantly lower expression than miR-223-3p (average pdEV RE = 6.56 vs. 509.63). For 

validation, 4 new samples were generated for each sample type in exactly the same way as the 

microarray samples and analysed using a single probe RT-PCR reaction for miR-223-3p and miR-

21-5p, as described in 3.3.4. The results of these validation experiments are shown in Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3.5 – Validation of TaqMan microRNA microarray results A) hsa-miR-223-3p and B) hsa-miR-21-5p were 
identified using the TaqMan microRNA microarrays, and these results were validated using individual RT-PCR assays. 
The graphs compare the Ct values achieved on the microarrays (n=3 or 4±SD) to a separate cohort of samples 
measuring the same microRNA expression using a single TaqMan microRNA assay (n=4±SD, multiple t-tests with Holm-
Sidak correction for multiple comparisons).  

Figure 3.5 shows that the values obtained from single RT-PCR reactions match those obtained 

from the microarrays. For miR-223-3p, the results of the microarray for the platelet and 

thrombin generated EV samples are 2 Ct cycles higher than the individual assays (p=0.008 and 

0.004 respectively). However all of the other EV generated samples have microarray and single 

RT-PCR assay results within 1 Ct cycle of each other. When looking at miR-21-5p the results 

correlate strongly, with all samples except for the PAR4-AP generated EV being within a single 

Ct cycle of each other. These results suggest that the microarray results are a true reflection of 

the expression of miR-223-3p and miR-21-5p and it is likely that other results will follow this 
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pattern. However if further analyses identified microRNA of interest the results were 

independently verified. 

3.4.2.3 Comparison of pdEV microRNA with platelet microRNA 

Following the preliminary analysis and verification of the data from the TaqMan microRNA 

microarrays it was possible to carry out a more in depth analysis. 

3.4.2.3.1 Top 10 microRNA – Comparison of expression 

The relative expression of the 10 most abundant microRNA were directly compared, these 10 

microRNA were identified by averaging the RE of all microRNA across all samples and then taking 

the 10 most abundant microRNA from this list. This produced a list containing miR-223-3p, miR-

146a-5p, miR-19b-3p, miR-24-3p, miR-126-3p, miR-106a-5p, miR-191-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-30c-

5p and miR-92a-3p. 

Figure 3.6 shows expression levels of these 10 microRNA in all samples. Looking at the 

expression of miR-223-3p it is clear that it was expressed at a significantly greater level than any 

other microRNA, with on average a 14-fold greater abundance than the second most abundant 

microRNA. A comparison of the expression of miR-223-3p across the different sample types 

shows that it is almost twice as abundant in platelets and CRP-XL generated EV compared to 

PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP generated EV. The low expression levels in PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP 

generated EV is consistent across all of the different microRNA species shown. The overall trend 

of expression appears consistent for all sample types with only one clear anomaly; miR-30c-5p 

in thrombin generated EV. MiR-30c-5p has significantly higher expression in thrombin generated 

EV than any other sample; 3 times the expression of platelets and ~10 times the expression in 

all other EV populations. This suggests that the microRNA profile of thrombin-derived pdEV was 

different to the other pdEV, although many of the microRNA observed in the thrombin samples 

(Figure 3.6) correlate strongly with the other samples. This could in turn suggest that there is 

compartmentalisation of miR-30c-5p through increased incorporation of this microRNA into 

pdEV generated by thrombin. 
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3.4.2.3.2 Comparison of total microRNA expression profiles 

The analysis of the similarities and differences between the microRNA profiles using the highly 

expressed microRNA revealed few differences and so the analysis was extended to compare 

complete microRNA profiles. Table 3.3 showed that the full profiles appear very similar, with all 

pdEV samples having analogous numbers of microRNA and sharing miR-223-3p as the most 

abundant microRNA. However further techniques were required to enhance the detail of this 

analysis; the full microRNA profiles were analysed using heatmaps, Venn diagrams, scatter plot 

matrices and correlation statistics. 

The heatmaps in Figure 3.7 were generated using GENE-E (The Broad institute) as described in 

3.3.7.2.1.1 using normalised relative expression data. The heatmap was ordered based upon the 

expression of the microRNA in platelets; microRNA that were not identified in a sample appear 

grey. The heatmap confirmed the findings in Figure 3.6; it showed that the highly expressed 

microRNA, particularly the 10 most abundant were expressed at consistent levels in all samples 

and this trend largely continued for the 35 most abundant microRNA with 3 notable exceptions; 

miR-484-5p, miR-454-5p and let-7a-5p. These 3 microRNA were detected with high expression 

in platelets but were not present in any of the pdEV samples suggesting that they are selectively 

retained in platelets. MiR-484-5p has been implicated in mitochondrial fission (Wang et al., 

2012a), miR-454-5p in TGF-β/SMAD signalling (Liu et al., 2013) and let-7a-5p, as part of the let-

7 family has roles in cell development and differentiation. All of which could be potential reasons 

for the retention of these microRNA, although, due to the sequence homology of the let-7 

family, the absence of let-7a may be compensated for by the presence of let-7d/e/g (Boyerinas 

et al., 2010). 

The low abundance platelet microRNA were less likely to be identified within pdEV samples, with 

only 15 of the 110 (14%) least abundant platelet microRNA being observed in any of the pdEV 

populations. The heatmap clearly shows that beyond the highly expressed microRNA there was 

more variation in the microRNA profiles with thrombin generated EV being particularly different. 

12 of the 62 (19%) microRNA in thrombin pdEV were unique, CRP-XL EV had 6 (7%) unique 

microRNA, PAR1-AP EV had 1 (miR-744), PAR4-AP EV had no unique microRNA and ADP EV had 

5 (7%). Overall this suggested that either all of the low abundance platelet microRNA were 

selectively retained in platelets or the profiling platform was not sensitive enough to detect 

them. Taken together the data suggests that there was no clear evidence of selection into pdEV 

based upon the agonist used. 
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These differences in overall microRNA profile were explored further in the Venn diagram (Figure 

3.8) which clearly shows that all microRNA identified in pdEV were expressed within platelets 

and from the 5 separate populations of pdEV there was a core group of 36 microRNA expressed 

in all samples. This Venn diagram adds further evidence to the suggestion that the microRNA 

profile of thrombin generated EV was significantly different to all other pdEV. There were 12 

microRNA unique to thrombin generated pdEV representing almost 20% of the microRNA profile 

that were completely separate and there were 10 microRNA that were found in all 4 of the other 

pdEV samples that were not detected in thrombin generated EV. The difference in the observed 

profile of thrombin generated pdEV is likely to be due to their production in a separate 

experiment with different donors and the use of an additional isolation step with ExoQuick, as 

described in 3.4.1, so should not be over-interpreted. 

Figure 3.9 added a statistical analysis to the inter-pdEV comparison; the scatter plot matrix on 

the left showed that the Log2 transformed relative expression values were correlated. From 

these figures it was clear that the thrombin microRNA profile was very different, as 

demonstrated by the Pearson correlation coefficients. The other 4 pdEV samples correlated 

closely with r2 values of between 0.8902 and 0.9463 (p=<0.0001), whereas the highest 

correlation coefficient for the thrombin samples was 0.7117 when compared to ADP generated 

EV and the correlation was as low as 0.5739 when tested against the microRNA profile of PAR4-

AP generated EV. However, despite these differences the correlations were still significant 

(p=<0.0001). 
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Figure 3.7 – Heatmap comparing microRNA profiles of platelets and pdEV A heatmap to compare the complete 
profiles of microRNA in platelets and the EV they release in response to a variety of agonists. The heatmap is split into 
2 sections; section 1 on the left is continued from the top of section 2 on the right. 
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Figure 3.8 – A Venn diagram showing the overlap in microRNA profiles A Venn diagram to show how many microRNA 
are shared between whole platelets and the EV they release and between the EV released from platelets in response 
to different agonists. 

 

Figure 3.9 – Correlation of EV microRNA profiles The microRNA profiles of the various EV populations were assessed 
using a correlation matrix and Pearson correlation statistics in GraphPad prism. The figure shows the correlation 
between the Log2 RE values of each pair of EV populations as a scatter plot and the associated correlation coefficients. 
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Taking the results from Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 together it was clear that the 

thrombin generated EV microRNA profile was different to that of CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and 

ADP generated EV. The thrombin pdEV samples were prepared with ExoQuick, which used a 

polyethylene glycol based approach to prepare a solution containing exosomes and this change 

in preparation and the use of different donors at a different time suggested that these samples 

were not directly comparable. Therefore the next section reanalysed the comparison between 

pdEV and the core microRNA without the results from the thrombin pdEV. The future analyses 

against other datasets then used an average pdEV microRNA profile, compiled as detailed in 

3.3.6.4, from the microRNA profiles of CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP generated pdEV. 

3.4.2.3.3 Venn diagram comparing platelets and platelet-derived EV microRNA profiles 

Figure 3.10 shows the changed dynamic of the overlap in microRNA profiles between platelets 

and pdEV. The pdEV were made up of 90 unique microRNA, all of which were found in platelets; 

these 90 made up the average pdEV microRNA profile used in future analyses. With the removal 

of the thrombin pdEV the 4 remaining pdEV samples have increased overlap, with a core group 

of 46 microRNA being detected in all samples. The figure also shows that 75 of the 90 microRNA 

in pdEV were detected in 2 or more populations and 62 in 3 or more, emphasising how closely 

related the microRNA profiles were, regardless of the agonist used to generate the pdEV. This 

reflected the results of Figure 3.9 and suggested that the agonist used to stimulate EV release 

from platelets did not affect the profile of microRNA released. This was an interesting result 

considering the differential populations of EV released from platelets in response to the same 

agonists in chapter 2. 

 

Figure 3.10 – Overlap in microRNA profiles between whole platelets and pdEV  A Venn diagram showing the overlap 
between the microRNA profiles of whole platelets and pdEV released from platelets through stimulation with CRP-XL, 
PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP. The figure is broken into 2 sections; firstly looking at platelets and the average of pdEV 
and then a breakdown of the overlap between the different EV populations. 
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3.4.2.3.4 Analysis of highly expressed microRNA 

To further analyse the microRNA profile of platelets and pdEV the 46 microRNA identified as 

being present in all samples by the Venn diagram in Figure 3.10 were used to generate a 

heatmap in GENE-E (3.3.7.2.1.1). The resulting heatmap is shown in Figure 3.11 from which 

several observations can be made; firstly the platelet and pdEV profiles showed high visual 

similarity with high and low abundance microRNA being the same in almost all samples. 

However the heatmap does show lower levels of mIR-21-5p and miR-451 in platelets compared 

to that of the pdEV. Secondly, the commonly researched miR-17/92 cluster and its paralogues 

miR-106a/b account for 10 of the 46 consistently expressed microRNA. This suggests that these 

EV may exert functions closely tied to the roles of this cluster of microRNA. The heatmap and 

Venn diagram provide visual information on the similarities between the sample types, however 

a statistical analysis was required for validation. 
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Figure 3.11 – The 46 consistently expressed microRNA in platelets and pdEV 46 microRNA were identified as 
consistently expressed in all populations of pdEV and in unstimulated whole platelets, these 46 microRNA are 
visualised here as a heatmap, allowing for comparisons between expression levels in the different EV populations and 
platelets. 

3.4.2.3.5 Comparison of microRNA expression using gene expression heat-maps 

The similarity of expression between the 46 consistently expressed microRNA in pdEV was 

measured using the similarity matrix function in GENE-E (3.3.7.2.1.3). In generating the similarity 
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matrix the software calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients for each pair of pdEV 

replicates and used these values to generate a heatmap. In addition the samples were clustered 

using average linkage, showing which samples were most like each other. The results of this 

analysis are shown in Figure 3.12 which demonstrates that the correlation of the microRNA 

profiles of pdEV were significantly similar with almost perfect correlation r2=>0.99 (p=<0.0001). 

By assessing each individual replicate it was clear that the expression of these 46 microRNA 

showed strong inter-individual stability. The hierarchical clustering demonstrated that there was 

very little to differentiate the donors; only the PAR4-AP EV from donor 3 showed any difference. 

The consistency of expression of these 46 microRNA suggests that their presence within samples 

was reliable and that investigating functional effects of these microRNA would be useful in 

future work. The uniformity of microRNA profile in pdEV, regardless of agonist, indicated that 

there is possibly only one release mechanism for microRNA from platelets, such as exosomes. 

 

Figure 3.12 – Similarity matrix heatmap comparing the expression of 46 consistently expressed microRNA in all 
pdEV replicates Pearson correlation using average linkage was calculated between the microRNA profiles of each 
individual replicate of pdEV generated using CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP. The similarity matrix was clustered 
using hierarchical clustering to move samples with similar profiles closer to each other.   
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3.4.3 Comparison of platelet microRNA datasets 

Whilst the profiling of the microRNA contained within pdEV was novel, investigating the 

microRNA within platelets had been carried out numerous times (Sondermeijer et al., 2011, 

Landry et al., 2009, Ple et al., 2012a, Stratz et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2012, Osman and Falker, 2011, 

Nagalla et al., 2011, Bray et al., 2013). Therefore, having profiled the microRNA of platelets, a 

comparison to the previous datasets provided an opportunity to assess the quality of the data 

collected here. The previous datasets of platelets from healthy donors were identified as 

described in 3.3.6.6. To allow comparisons between them the microRNA nomenclature was 

updated to the current miRbase version and the relative expression data normalised to a 

comparable scale, as described in 3.3.6.6. The datasets were then aligned and the data was 

entered into GENE-E to allow for visualisation and comparison. 

Table 3.4 shows that all of the previously published profiles used different platforms, although 

two pairs of these differed only slightly, with the studies of Landry et al. and Nagalla et al. both 

using versions of the Exiqon miRcury LNA array. The Osman & Falker dataset used TaqMan 

microRNA microarrays which was the same as the platform used in the present experiment. The 

number of microRNA identified varied significantly with Xu et al. identifying almost twice as 

many as Landry et al. (389 vs 219), however 4 of the 7 profiles identified between 219 and 233 

microRNA. The analysis also looked at the most abundant microRNA in each dataset and found 

that 4 of the datasets identified miR-223-3p as the most abundant and it was in the top ten of 

the other 3 datasets. MiR-21-5p, miR-103a-3p and let-7i-5p were the most abundant in the other 

3 datasets, whilst these microRNA were expressed in all the other datasets, they were not highly 

expressed, particularly miR-103a-3p. In the dataset generated for this thesis miR-223-3p was 

expressed at significantly greater levels than all other microRNA, and for this to be different to 

3 of the datasets suggests significant discrepancies between the different platforms and 

methods. 

These inconsistencies were highlighted when the data was visualised as a heatmap in GENE-E 

(Figure 3.13) in which the microRNA were ordered based upon average expression across all 

datasets. The most abundant microRNA were listed first and it was apparent that their presence 

was consistent across all samples, although their level of expression was not always the same. 

However as the abundance of the microRNA decreased so did the uniformity of microRNA 

identification between the datasets. Table 3.5 highlights these changes; 513 microRNA were 

identified between the 7 datasets but only 81 microRNA were identified in all datasets (<25% of 
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each dataset) and 278 (54% of all the microRNA) were identified in 3 or less of the datasets, 

although these were predominantly microRNA with lower abundance.  

The correlation of the platelet microRNA profiles was analysed using Pearson correlation and 

the results of this were mapped into a similarity matrix with hierarchical clustering using GENE-

E (Figure 3.14). The similarity matrix showed that the correlation between the different datasets 

was not particularly strong. The two datasets with the strongest correlation were Osman et al. 

and our dataset, with an r2 value of 0.836, the next strongest correlation was between Landry 

et al. and Nagalla et al. (r2=0.6429). These 2 pairs of strongly correlated microRNA profiles were 

likely present due to sharing versions of the same microRNA profiling platform. The remaining 

datasets correlated with r2 values of between ~0.4 and ~0.6, although correlations with the 

Sondermeijer et al. dataset were weak throughout. This findings demonstrate the challenges of 

identifying, comparing and interpreting microRNA data from the literature. 
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Table 3.4 – A comparison of platelet microRNA profiles The details for the 7 microRNA profiles are compared, providing information on when and how the samples were profiled, 
information on the samples used and the resulting microRNA profiles. 

Source of array 

(reference) 

Year Sample microarray Number of 

microRNA 

identified 

Most abundant 

microRNA 

(Landry et al., 2009) 2009 

Washed platelets from healthy volunteers 

with a CD45+ depletion step to remove 

leukocytes (n=unknown) 

Exiqon miRcury LNA 

Array v8.1, miRbase 8.2 
219 hsa-miR-223-3p 

(Nagalla et al., 2011) 2011 

Washed platelets from healthy volunteers 

with CD45+ depletion step to remove 

leukocytes (n=19) 

Exiqon miRcury LNA 

Array v11.0, miRbase 

13.0 

284 hsa-miR-223-3p 

(Xu et al., 2012) 2012 

Washed platelets from healthy donors with 

density centrifugation to remove leukocytes 

(n=30) 

G4470c human 

microRNA gene chip, 

miRbase 12.0 (Agilent) 

389 hsa-miR-21-5p 

(Stratz et al., 2012) 2012 

Washed platelets from healthy volunteers 

with a CD45+ depletion step to remove 

leukocytes (n=5) 

Geniom Biochip miRNA 

homo sapiens, miRbase 

12.0 

233 hsa-miR-103a-3p 

(Osman and Falker, 

2011) 
2011 

Washed platelets from healthy volunteers 

with a CD45+ depletion step to remove 

leukocytes (n=6) 

TaqMan human 

microRNA microarray 

v2.1 

281 hsa-miR-223-3p 

(Sondermeijer et al., 

2011) 
2011 

Washed platelets from healthy male 

volunteers (n=12) 

Illumina Human v2 

microRNA beadarray, 

miRbase v12 

224 hsa-let-7i-5p 

Ambrose 2014 

Optimised washed platelet protocol for 

obtaining platelets from healthy donors 

without leukocyte contamination (n=4) 

TaqMan human 

microRNA microarray 

v3.0 

220 hsa-miR-223-3p 
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Figure 3.13 – Comparison of platelet microRNA profiles The platelet microRNA profiles identified from the literature were 
compared using a heatmap. Each sample shows the normalised relative expression of platelet microRNA and provides a 
comparison between the microRNA profiles identified in each study (Full-resolution image available on included CD). The 
heatmap is split into 2 sections; section 1 on the left is continued from the top of section 2 on the right. 
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Table 3.5 – Overlap in microRNA between different platelet microRNA profiles The platelet microRNA profiles from the 
different sources were analysed using Venn diagram software to identify how many of the microRNA species were shared 
between the datasets. 

Number of datasets Number of microRNA 

7/7 81 

6/7 47 

5/7 56 

4/7 51 

3/7 50 

2/7 85 

1/7 143 

Total 513 

 

 

Figure 3.14 – A similarity matrix comparing platelet microRNA profiles The correlation between the 7 microRNA profiles of 
platelets were calculated with Pearson correlation using average linkage and the results were mapped into a similarity matrix 
with hierarchical clustering. 
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3.4.4 Comparing platelet and platelet-derived EV microRNA to plasma 

Information in the literature suggest that platelets are responsible for up to 50% of the EV in blood 

(Arraud et al., 2014). Therefore it seemed logical that the microRNA content of the plasma, which 

contains all EV from the blood, is heavily influenced by the microRNA content of pdEV. Therefore the 

microRNA profiles of platelets and pdEV were compared to a microRNA profile of plasma. The plasma 

dataset (3.3.6.7) was generated using the same TaqMan microRNA microarray cards used in the 

present study allowing for a straightforward analysis. A comparison is shown in Table 3.6 which 

revealed that platelets and plasma contained similar numbers of unique microRNA species and that 

the most highly expressed microRNA in plasma was also miR-223-3p. 

Table 3.6 – Overview of the microRNA profiles of platelets, pdEV and plasma Information on the microRNA profiles of 
platelets, platelet-derived EV and plasma identified using TaqMan microRNA microarrays.  

Sample Number of consistently 

identified microRNA 

Most highly expressed 

microRNA 

Platelets 220 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Average platelet-derived EV 90 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Plasma 234 hsa-miR-223-3p 
  

When the microRNA profiles were analysed for overlap using Venn diagrams (Figure 3.15) it was clear 

that the overlap between the three groups was significant. All three shared 86 microRNA, which 

represented 96% of the pdEV microRNA, and left 41 microRNA as exclusive to platelets and 59 only 

detectable in plasma. This showed that, as predicted, the platelets and pdEV shared a large number of 

their microRNA with the plasma. Interestingly there were four microRNA that were present in pdEV 

but not in plasma; miR-374-5p, miR-151-5p, miR-155-5p and miR-320b, but all of these microRNA were 

expressed at very low levels in pdEV (~1000 fold less than miR-223-3p). 

 

Figure 3.15 – Overlap of the microRNA profiles of platelets, pdEV and plasma The microRNA profiles of platelets, pdEV and 
plasma were analysed using Venn diagram software to identify the number of overlapping microRNA. This was then visualised 
as a Venn diagram with the number of microRNA in each group shown. 
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It was clear that the overlap between the plasma and platelet/pdEV samples was significant and 

further evidence for this is provided in Figure 3.16, which shows the correlation of each pair of datasets 

visually and statistically. The scatter plots showed the RE of the shared microRNA species; 175 for 

platelets vs plasma, 86 for pdEV vs plasma and 90 for platelets vs pdEV. The plots clearly showed a 

strong correlation in expression between the different samples and this is backed up by the Pearson 

correlation coefficients which were all >0.98 and all statistically significant (p=<0.0001). This added 

further evidence to the suggestion that platelets contribute significantly to the microRNA profile of the 

plasma. 

 

Figure 3.16 – Scatter plot matrix and correlation statistics comparing platelets, pdEV and plasma The microRNA profiles of 
platelets, pdEV and plasma were analysed using GraphPad prism to show their correlation visually, and statistically using 
Pearson correlation coefficients. 
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3.4.5 Identifying a microRNA biomarker of platelet activation 

EV are released from platelets, both constitutively and following activation and their microRNA 

content has a large influence on the microRNA of the plasma (Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16), suggesting 

that the pdEV microRNA species could act as a biomarker of platelet activation. Whilst EV and the 

microRNA in the circulation may come from a variety of sources, pdEV make a significant contribution 

and may contain specific markers of platelets. To investigate this further a large scale analysis of 

microRNA profiles from throughout the body was carried out using pre-existing data from 40 tissues 

profiled using the same TaqMan microRNA microarray platform (Liang et al., 2007). The dataset is 

described in, 3.3.6.8, and an overview of the findings is shown alongside the information on platelets, 

pdEV and plasma in Table 3.7. The study used only the A card from the TaqMan microRNA microarrays 

and so the platelet, pdEV and plasma microRNA profiles were adjusted to show only the microRNA 

from this card. The table shows that between 120 and 170 microRNA were detected in most of the 

samples with notable exceptions for the placenta (211) and testes (194/195). In the majority of the 

samples the most abundant microRNA was miR-26a-5p which is the 14th most abundant in platelets 

and is not found in the top 25 in pdEV.  

To identify a biomarker of platelet activation the data was analysed with the aim of finding a microRNA 

which displayed unique or increased expression in platelets, pdEV and the plasma compared to the 

other tissues. To attempt to identify the biomarker all of microRNA profiles were entered into MeV 

(3.3.7.2.2) following normalisation using the ∆∆Ct method (3.3.6.2). Previous data was normalised 

using the control probe U6 snRNA which was stable in the platelet and pdEV samples (as identified by 

NormFinder (3.3.6.5)), but U6 snRNA was not stable across this dataset of more diverse cells and 

tissues and so NormFinder was again used to identify a stable gene. The result from the NormFinder 

analysis on this dataset are shown in Table 3.8, which revealed that miR-324-3p was the most stable 

and so was used to normalise the datasets.  
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Table 3.7 – The microRNA profiles of 43 samples used for analysis The microRNA of 43 samples was analysed using TaqMan 
microRNA microarray card A. The results below show the number of microRNA identified and the most abundant microRNA 
for each sample type. 

Sample Number of microRNA 

identified 

Most abundant 

 microRNA 

Adipose 141 hsa-miR-26a 

Adrenal 169 hsa-miR-26a 

Bladder 153 hsa-miR-26a 

Brain 166 hsa-miR-26a 

Breast 175 hsa-miR-26a 

Cervix 153 hsa-miR-26a 

Distal Colon 161 hsa-miR-26a 

Duodenum 159 hsa-miR-26a 

Fallopian Tube 149 hsa-miR-26a 

Ileum 152 hsa-miR-26a 

Jejunum 161 hsa-miR-26a 

Kidney 155 hsa-miR-26a 

Liver 137 hsa-miR-26a 

Lung 148 hsa-miR-26a 

Oesophagus 146 hsa-miR-26a 

Ovary 151 hsa-miR-26a 

Pericardium 157 hsa-miR-26a 

Prostate 161 hsa-miR-26a 

Proximal Colon 156 hsa-miR-26a 

Small Intestine 156 hsa-miR-26a 

Spleen 148 hsa-miR-26a 

Stomach 168 hsa-miR-26a 

Testicle 1 194 hsa-miR-26a 

Testicle 2 195 hsa-miR-26a 

Thymus 152 hsa-miR-26a 

Trachea 149 hsa-miR-26a 

Uterus 138 hsa-miR-26a 

Vena Cava 150 hsa-miR-26a 

Average pdEV 69 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Plasma 129 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Platelets 124 hsa-miR-223-3p 

Pancreas 177 hsa-miR-21 

Colon 152 hsa-miR-192 

Lymph Node 145 hsa-miR-142-3p 

Heart 143 hsa-miR-133b 

Left Atrium 149 hsa-miR-133b 

Left Ventricle 149 hsa-miR-133b 

Right Atrium 150 hsa-miR-133b 

Right Ventricle 149 hsa-miR-133b 

Skeletal Muscle 147 hsa-miR-133b 

Thyroid 147 hsa-miR-133b 

PBMC 138 hsa-miR-125b 

Placenta 211 hsa-miR-517c 
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Table 3.8 – Stable genes from the 43 tissues The data from the TaqMan microRNA microarray A cards were investigated 
using NormFinder to attempt to identify stable genes within the dataset. All microRNA were assessed and assigned a 
representative stability value, the 8 most stable are listed here. 

microRNA ID Stability value 

hsa-miR-324-3p 0.019 

hsa-miR-361 0.020 

hsa-miR-324-5p 0.022 

hsa-miR-28 0.022 

hsa-miR-101 0.023 

hsa-miR-106b 0.025 

hsa-miR-345 0.026 

hsa-miR-339 0.026 
 

The normalised relative expression datasets were entered into MeV and a heatmap with hierarchical 

clustering (Pearson correlation using average linkage) was generated (Figure 3.17), the overall pattern 

showed a large number of consistently expressed microRNA. The hierarchical clustering revealed that 

platelets, pdEV and plasma clustered separately, suggesting that their microRNA profiles were 

different, and that identification of a biomarker or biomarker signature may be possible. To analyse 

this further a correlation matrix was generated (Figure 3.18) which identified the Pearson correlation 

coefficient values between all samples. This demonstrated the cause of the hierarchical clustering 

pattern, as all 40 tissues from the research paper correlated with each other with r2 values >0.65. 

However the platelets, pdEV and plasma all had r2 values <0.65 when compared with the other tissues 

and the maximum correlation of 0.64 was between platelets and the spleen, likely reflecting the 

abundance of platelets in this organ. This separation of platelets, pdEV and plasma had the potential 

to aid in the identification of a biomarker but may also represent experimental differences. 

The datasets in MeV were tested by comparing each the expression of each microRNA expression in 

the 40 tissues and their expression in platelets, pdEV and the plasma using a 2 group t-test. The 

significance threshold was set at <0.01 and t-tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using 

standard Bonferroni correction (3.3.7.2.2.2). The results from this generated a heatmap, shown in 

Figure 3.19, and a results table, Table 3.9. The heatmap clearly showed microRNA are differentially 

expressed between the two groups, and produced 27 potential biomarkers. Of these 13 had reduced 

expression in platelets, pdEV and plasma compared to the other tissues and 14 were significantly 

increased. These 14 microRNA therefore have the potential to be utilised as biomarkers of platelet 

activation. Of the 14, miR-223-3p was selected for further analysis as the difference in expression 
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between platelets/pdEV/plasma and the other tissue was the greatest and it was the most abundant 

platelet, pdEV and plasma microRNA. The next choice was miR-106a-5p as it had the second largest 

difference and third choice was miR-146a, it had the fourth largest difference in expression but a 

stronger p-value than the third largest difference. The three microRNA are highlighted in the heatmap 

(Figure 3.19) and their expression in all 43 samples is shown in Figure 3.20. Both of these figures 

demonstrate their increased expression in platelets/pdEV/plasma compared to the other 40 tissues. 
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Figure 3.17 – A comparison of microRNA profiles of 43 samples from throughout the body The relative expression data for 
the microRNA profiles of 34 different tissues were loaded into MeV and visualised as a heatmap. Hierarchical clustering, using 
Pearson correlation with average linkage was applied to the samples and microRNA.  
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Figure 3.19 – Significantly differentially expressed microRNA – Platelets/pdEV/plasma vs 40 samples A 2 group t-test was 
carried out to identify microRNA which were differentially expressed in platelets/pdEV/plasma compared to 40 other tissues 
that had the potential to act as a biomarker of platelet activation. The microRNA deemed significantly different (p<0.01) by 
the t-test following standard Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons are shown. The 3 microRNA selected for further 
investigation as biomarkers are indicated with yellow stars. 
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Table 3.9 – Significantly differentially expressed microRNA – Platelets/pdEV/plasma vs 40 tissues The significant results from a 2 group t-test comparing microRNA expression in 
platelets, pdEV and plasma against 40 other samples. Each microRNA was tested individually between the 2 groups and the p-values were corrected using standard Bonferroni correction. 

microRNA ID 40 tissues mean 

expression 

40 tissues SD of 

expression 

Platelet, pdEV and 

plasma mean 

expression 

Platelet, pdEV and 

plasma SD of 

expression 

Difference in 

average group 

expression 

p-value Corrected  

p-value 

hsa-miR-223-3p 11.6318 2.58471 2574.36 1.49485 2562.73 3.56x10-12 8.78x10-10 

hsa-miR-146a-5p 2.82843 2.47942 198.088 1.10957 195.26 6.69x10-10 1.65x10-7 

hsa-miR-106a-5p 1.87905 1.79005 147.033 1.07177 145.154 6.66x10-16 1.65x10-13 

hsa-miR-17-5p 2.09943 1.85318 130.69 1.04247 128.59 2.64x10-14 6.53x10-12 

hsa-miR-191-3p 6.82108 1.67018 134.343 1.04247 127.522 4.78x10-13 1.18x10-10 

hsa-miR-9-3p 0.10658 3.16017 43.7133 1.40444 43.6067 2.31x10-8 5.72x10-6 

hsa-let-7e-5p 0.54337 1.65864 27.8576 2.00000 27.3143 6.66x10-16 1.65x10-13 

hsa-miR-374a-5p 1.8025 1.65864 24.2515 1.00000 22.449 1.39x10-8 3.44x10-6 

hsa-miR-186-5p 5.06303 1.72907 26.5382 1.40444 21.4752 7.93x10-6 0.001958 

hsa-miR-328-3p 0.68302 2.04202 14.9285 1.47427 14.2455 5.21x10-9 1.29x10-6 

hsa-miR-20b-5p 0.42632 3.07375 12.7286 1.31951 12.3023 6.29x10-6 0.001553 

hsa-miR-331-3p 0.87661 1.71713 7.6211 1.75321 6.7445 4.71x10-8 1.16x10-5 

hsa-miR-139-5p 0.42337 2.71321 6.82108 2.20381 6.39771 2.87x10-5 0.007097 

hsa-miR-301a-3p 0.09807 2.42839 3.4822 1.37554 3.38413 2.89x10-8 7.14x10-6 

hsa-miR-376a-3p 0.06426 2.32947 1.86607 2.05623 1.80181 5.98x10-8 1.48x10-5 

hsa-miR-185-5p 0.02646 1.49485 1.7411 2.41162 1.71464 7.05x10-9 1.74x10-6 

hsa-miR-340-5p 0.11266 1.82766 1.59107 3.4822 1.47842 3.28x10-8 8.11x10-6 

hsa-miR-22-3p 3.13834 2.36199 0.08839 11.7942 -3.04995 4.86x10-7 1.20x10-4 

hsa-miR-140-5p 7.01285 1.76541 1.09429 3.91768 -5.91855 1.42x10-5 0.003509 

hsa-miR-27b-3p 18.1261 2.07053 1.90528 1.6245 -16.2209 5.32x10-6 0.001313 

hsa-miR-92a-3p 24.4201 1.85318 0.07179 1.33793 -24.3484 4.44x10-16 1.10x10-13 

hsa-let-7f-5p 29.8571 1.95884 0.42045 58.4852 -29.4366 1.38x10-7 3.42x10-5 

hsa-miR-29a-3p 40.2244 1.7411 5.16941 1.33793 -35.055 1.56x10-7 3.86x10-5 

hsa-let-7c-5p 63.5579 2.00000 0.34628 2.34567 -63.2116 1.55x10-15 3.84x10-13 

hsa-miR-26b-5p 74.5429 1.94531 10.0561 3.86375 -64.4868 3.35x10-5 0.008286 

hsa-miR-125b-5p 88.647 3.01049 0.22531 1.04972 -88.4217 3.10x10-9 7.66x10-7 

hsa-miR-26a-5p 288.015 1.89212 42.2243 2.71321 -245.791 1.77x10-5 0.004365 
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Figure 3.20 – Relative expression of the 3 microRNA selected to test as biomarkers of platelet activation The relative 
expression levels of platelets, pdEV, plasma and 40 other samples are shown for the 3 microRNA (miR-106a-5p, miR-
146a-5p and miR-223-3p) selected to test as biomarkers of platelet activations 

The 3 microRNA; miR-106a-5p, miR-146a-5p and miR-223-3p were tested as biomarkers of 

platelet activation by activating platelets in 200µL of PRP with PAR1-AP at a variety of 

concentrations, and CRP-XL at a maximal dose of 2µg/mL. The activation in these samples was 

tested by flow cytometry (2.3.9.1) using a P-selectin assay. The results are shown in Figure 3.21, 

which demonstrates that CRP-XL acts as a strong agonist for platelet with all of the samples 

achieving over 90% P-selectin expression. The highest dose of PAR1-AP (1x10-5M) also achieved 

~90% activation, with the next highest dose (3x10-6M) causing between 72% and 95%  activation 

and the next lower dose (1x10-6M) causing up to 15% activation and lower doses not triggering 

any activation. 

 

Figure 3.21 – P-selectin expression on platelets activated in whole blood Platelets were activated with varying doses 
of PAR1-AP and CRP-XL, or left unstimulated in whole blood. PRP was then isolated using centrifugation and tested 
for platelet activation using the P-selectin assay on a flow cytometer A) shows the flow cytometry gating for platelets 
and, B) shows an example histogram for P-selectin. C) Shows the number of P-selectin positive events under each 
condition (n=12). 
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Based on the data from the platelet activation assays, the samples from 2 donors were removed 

as the platelets were not activated by PAR1-AP at any dose. The 3 highest doses of PAR1-AP 

activated blood were selected for further analysis alongside an unstimulated sample, the CRP-

XL stimulated blood and a serum sample from the 10 remaining healthy donors. Following the 

activation of whole blood the PRP was isolated as described in (2.3.3) and simultaneously serum 

was prepared (2.3.4). The RNA was extracted from these samples (3.3.1) and cel-miR-39-3p was 

spiked in to act as a control (3.3.1.2). A RTr for miR-223-3p, miR-146a-5p, miR-106a-5p and cel-

miR-39-3p was carried out (3.3.2) and RT-PCR was used to detect the expression of the 4 

microRNA. The results were normalised using spiked-in cel-miR-39-3p to generate ∆∆Ct values 

and from these values the relative expression was calculated for each donor and was compared 

in Figure 3.22.  

The results show that the expression of cel-miR-39-3p was consistent throughout the 

experiment, as expected for a control microRNA. The analysis of miR-223-3p showed that its 

expression was significantly increased in serum compared to all other conditions. There was no 

significant increase with platelet specific stimulation, through CRP-XL and PAR1-AP and no 

evidence of a dose dependent response. MiR-146a-5p was significantly increased in the serum 

compared to the low dose PAR1-AP (1x10-6M) sample. The other conditions showed no 

significant increase beyond the unstimulated sample, although the relative expression of miR-

146a-5p in CRP-XL and PAR1-AP (3x10-6M) stimulated plasma was increased. The results were 

similar for miR-106a-5p, with a significant increase in miR-106a-5p observed in serum samples. 

There was also a small increase with all platelet agonists and the effects of PAR1-AP did appear 

to be dose dependent, but these changes were not significant. Taken together these results 

suggest that these biomarkers are unlikely to be suitable as specific markers of platelet 

activation as it was not possible to readily detect their increased expression in response to 

platelet activation. They were all significantly increased in serum samples but this is not solely a 

reflection of platelet activation. 
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Figure 3.22 – Relative expression of platelet biomarkers following platelet activation in whole blood The level of 
expression of miR-223-3p, miR-146a-5p, miR-106a-5p and cel-miR-39-3p (which was spiked-in, to act as an internal 
control) were assessed in unstimulated plasma, stimulated plasma (3 doses of PAR1-AP and CRP-XL) and in serum of 
healthy donors using RT-PCR. Relative expression was calculated using the ∆∆Ct method with cel-miR-39-3p acting as 
a control gene, significance was determined using One-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons corrected using 
Bonferroni correction (n=10).  
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3.5 Discussion 

MicroRNA are a small, highly conserved species of non-coding RNA that have been shown to 

play critical roles in the regulation of mRNA translation and therefore protein function (Lee and 

Ambros, 2001, Winter et al., 2009). Their biological importance is well established, with 

estimates suggesting that they regulate up to 60% of protein coding genes, however there are 

still many unknowns with regards to their specific functions (Friedman et al., 2009, Baek et al., 

2008, Zhang et al., 2012). MicroRNA are found intracellularly and extracellularly with many cells 

and body fluids demonstrating specific signatures (Teruel-Montoya et al., 2014, Leidinger et al., 

2014, Liang et al., 2007, Landry et al., 2009). Cell-free microRNA have been found in the blood 

(Fichtlscherer et al., 2010, Chen et al., 2008), cerebrospinal fluid (Quinn et al., 2015), urine 

(Ramezani et al., 2015) and saliva (Gallo et al., 2012).  

Within the blood it has been shown that the extracellular circulating microRNA are resistant to 

the endogenous RNAse activity and are stable over time (Mitchell et al., 2008). This stability 

within the circulation, our ease of access to blood in patients and the specific nature of 

microRNA profiles has led to intense research into the possibility of circulating microRNAs acting 

as biomarkers of health and disease (Thum and Mayr, 2012, Zampetaki and Mayr, 2012b). Due 

to the obvious links with the circulation, cardiovascular function and disease has been an area 

of focus for circulating biomarkers. Increased miR-150 has been implicated in atrial fibrillation 

in heart failure patients (Goren et al., 2014) and lymphocyte activation (de Candia et al., 2013). 

Upregulation of miR-192 has been linked to the development of heart failure following MI, miR-

208b and miR-499 correlate with myocardial damage (Corsten et al., 2010) while 

downregulation of miR-223-3p and miR-146a-5p is seen in diabetes mellitus (Duan et al., 2014).  

The survival of microRNA in the circulation is considered to be due to the protection conferred 

on them by incorporation into EV (Laffont et al., 2013, Chen et al., 2010) or HDL (Vickers et al., 

2011, Wagner et al., 2013) and argonaute complexes (Arroyo et al., 2011). Although there is 

conflicting evidence for their predominant location within the circulation, several studies have 

indicated that EVs are the major source of cell-free circulating microRNA (Diehl et al., 2012, 

Cheng et al., 2014, Hunter et al., 2008, van der Pol et al., 2016). MicroRNA incorporation into EV 

rather than HDL or argonaute complexes offers the potential for targeting of microRNA to other 

cells as a method of intercellular communication (Ismail et al., 2012). This information, in 

combination with the knowledge that platelets significantly contribute to the EV population of 

blood (Arraud et al., 2014) makes platelet microRNA and pdEV microRNA potentially important 

factors in cardiovascular homeostasis (Dangwal and Thum, 2012, Edelstein and Bray, 2011, 
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Edelstein et al., 2013), disease (Stakos et al., 2012, Duan et al., 2014) and intercellular 

communication (Aatonen et al., 2012, Setzer et al., 2006, Laffont et al., 2015). 

Therefore we aimed to profile the microRNA contained within platelets, the EV that they release 

following stimulation and then compared these datasets to those of other platelet studies and 

investigated whether there was an opportunity to use this information for the identification of 

a biomarker of platelet activation. 

3.5.1 Platelet microRNA profile 

The microRNA content of platelets and pdEV were successfully profiled using TaqMan microRNA 

microarrays; 220 species of microRNA were identified in platelets and 79, 66, 57, 71 and 62 

microRNA were observed in CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP, ADP and thrombin generated pdEV 

respectively (Table 3.3). MiR-223-3p was the most abundant microRNA in all samples, 

demonstrating expression levels 14-fold greater than the next most abundant microRNA (Table 

3.7). The results also showed some evidence of selective loading of microRNA from platelets 

into pdEV. This phenomenon has been observed with other cell types and here we found miR-

21-5p and miR-451 were enriched in pdEV (Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012). 

Profiling of platelets revealed an abundant array of mature microRNA species covering ~6 logs 

in expression levels. The identification of 220 microRNA was broadly in line with previous studies 

which identified 219 (Landry et al., 2009), 224 (Sondermeijer et al., 2011) and 233 (Stratz et al., 

2012), although some studies have identified significantly more (389 (Xu et al., 2012)) but this is 

likely due to methodological differences. Platelets predominantly contain mature microRNA 

which they inherit from their precursor cell, the megakaryocyte (Hussein et al., 2009). Due to 

their anucleate nature, the microRNA content of platelets is important for regulation of their 

limited mRNA content and it has been shown that platelet mRNA has lengthened 3’-UTRs to 

enhance this control (Dittrich et al., 2006). Platelet microRNA have been shown to play roles in 

normal platelet function and thrombopoiesis, for example miR-223-3p can reduce P2Y12 

receptor expression (Landry et al., 2009, Ple et al., 2012a). Platelet microRNA have also been 

identified as biomarkers of platelet disease, with miR-26b being elevated in the platelets of 

polycythaemia vera patients (Bruchova et al., 2008). 

The platelet profile here found that platelets abundantly expressed miR-223-3p, miR-146a-5p 

and a variety of the microRNA from the miR-17/92 cluster (CRP-XL; -78% (p=0.0048), PAR1-AP; 

-86% (p=0.0109), PAR4-AP; -87% (p=0.0030) and ADP; -65% (p=0.00007)(Figure 3.6) with many 

of these microRNA having been shown to have important functions in health and disease. The 
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abundance of miR-146a-5p is likely to be carried over from the microRNA content of 

megakaryocytes, where it has an important function in the negative regulation of 

megakaryopoeisis through downregulation of CXCR4 (Dahiya et al., 2015, Labbaye et al., 2008, 

Opalinska et al., 2010). MiR-223-3p also has a role in megakaryopoeisis, where it regulates 

LMO2, a protein with a central role in haematopoietic lineage differentiation (Felli et al., 2009, 

Yuan et al., 2009), although this regulation can be achieved in the absence of miR-223-3p 

(Leierseder et al., 2013). The role of miR-223-3p in regulating the P2Y12 receptor means it has 

become a potential therapeutic target in cardiovascular medicine (Shi et al., 2013). The 

miR-17/92 cluster and its paralogues account for a group of 15 microRNA, 13 of which are 

expressed in platelets. These are the most intensively researched group of microRNA in various 

cells, and have been heavily linked with central cellular processes such as apoptosis and the cell-

cycle regulation (Mogilyansky and Rigoutsos, 2013, O'Donnell et al., 2005). As well as their 

functions within platelets all of these abundant microRNA have been shown to have roles 

throughout the body and it is this global role for microRNA which makes their intercellular 

transfer an intensive area of research. 

3.5.2 Comparison of platelet microRNA profiles between studies 

The profiling of the microRNA within platelets has been carried out by multiple research groups 

over the last six years and here we compared six previous datasets generated using a variety of 

profiling platforms (Table 3.4). The data revealed large differences between the platelet profiles 

from different studies with 170 more microRNA identified in the largest microRNA profile 

compared to the smallest (Xu et al. vs. Landry et al.). There was, however, uniformity for the 

most abundant microRNA, with 81 of these being identified in all studies. In addition over 50% 

of the studies identified miR-223-3p as the most abundant platelet microRNA, but similarities 

between the datasets beyond the abundant microRNA was low with 28% of all microRNA 

identified being uniquely expressed in one dataset (Table 3.5).  

The large differences between the datasets were unexpected as the platelet samples were all 

prepared from healthy donors using very similar isolation techniques. Even variation in the age, 

gender and race of participants would be expected to only account for small changes to a select 

few microRNA (Simon et al., 2014, Edelstein et al., 2013). Based on the information presented 

there are two likely explanations; the disparate profiling platforms used which cause 

methodological changes, and the difficulty comparing the available data from the different 

platforms. 
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The seven studies (including ours) used five different profiling platforms and even the two pairs 

of studies using the same platforms used different versions, due to miRbase updates (Kozomara 

and Griffiths-Jones, 2011). Three of the studies used microarray approaches, and four, including 

our own, used PCR-based arrays. While two of these four PCR-based arrays show the strongest 

correlation (r2=0.836) they did not form a cluster separate to the microarray based approaches 

(Figure 3.14) suggesting that the differences are not simply caused by the difference between 

these two technologies. Many studies have compared multiple microRNA profiling platforms 

with variable results and it is clear that each system has advantages and disadvantages (Chugh 

and Dittmer, 2012, Zampetaki and Mayr, 2012a, Baker, 2010). Of the techniques used to profile 

platelets, RT-PCR is believed to offer the greatest specificity and sensitivity with a broad dynamic 

range (Chen et al., 2005, Jensen et al., 2011). However PCR approaches have been shown to be 

limited in the recognition of microRNA with low abundance meaning that they are perhaps not 

the best system for low microRNA input (Jensen et al., 2011, Mestdagh et al., 2014). 

Like PCR, the microarrays used have advantages and disadvantages; they are extremely sensitive 

and frequently offer simple and efficient workflows. However they have a reduced dynamic 

range and are unable to differentiate between pre- and mature microRNA (Chugh and Dittmer, 

2012). The platelet profile of the samples in the Sondermeijer et al. study were drastically 

different to the other studies; one reason for this could be the use of bead based microarrays 

which require a difficult fractionation step to specifically isolate the smaller microRNA which can 

introduce significant bias (Liu et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2011). 

A large part of the problem with both microarrays and PCR based approaches is that they were 

designed based upon approaches for mRNA and DNA which are significantly longer, thereby 

causing problems with accurate probe detection. In addition, due to the requirement for specific 

probes within these systems they can only detect those microRNAs that have already been 

identified and documented and this is challenging in an environment where the list of known 

microRNA is constantly changing (Schopman et al., 2010, Baker, 2010, Mestdagh et al., 2014, 

Chiang et al., 2010). Further to the unintentional bias that all of these platforms introduce in 

microRNA detection they also use different sample preparation steps which will manipulate the 

microRNA in different ways resulting in changes to the prepared samples which are profiled 

(Mestdagh et al., 2014). 

The growing use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) offers an opportunity to overcome these 

challenges. NGS datasets were not compared in this analysis and early NGS microRNA datasets 

suffered from bias caused by the restriction endonucleases used in the library preparation 
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targeting subsets of microRNA due to the presence of their specific recognition site within the 

microRNA sequence that resulted in the removal of these microRNA for analysis. Attempts to 

profile microRNA with next-generation sequencing have yielded results similar to those 

observed here, whereby abundant microRNA are very similar but the lower expressed microRNA 

are variable (Simon et al., 2014). The technology and costs associated with NGS of microRNA 

have improved considerably making it a viable alternative, particularly when looking at less 

abundant microRNA, or when attempting to identify previously uncharacterised microRNA 

(Eminaga et al., 2013, Pritchard et al., 2012). An interesting platform is the NGS microRNA 

profiling by HTG Molecular, which generates libraries of only microRNA based on the current 

miRbase (Gerson et al., 2012). 

Beyond the differences between the profiling platforms there was a challenge in directly 

comparing the datasets. When all datasets are prepared in the same laboratory they can all be 

analysed using similar techniques (Mestdagh et al., 2014) but these datasets were collected 

from data repositories where the data was presented as normalised RE values (Tenopir et al., 

2011). This meant that different strategies were utilised to generate the values used for the 

comparison here. Whilst this will have had limited effect on the determination of whether a 

microRNA is present within the samples it does effect the comparison of relative expression 

profiles, as carried out in Figure 3.16 and this may significantly affect the correlation analyses. 

However the values in Table 3.5 still demonstrate that a binary analysis of the microRNA in each 

sample revealed significant differences, showing that it is not just the enumeration of microRNA 

concentration but also the absence or presence of them that varies. As the analysis does not 

alter the thresholds for presence of microRNAs in the sample these differences are likely to be 

due to the platform differences rather than the analysis conducted. 

Ultimately, laboratories will continue to use whichever platform is either readily available to 

them or, which offers a good compromise between cost, specificity and coverage. Whilst 

individual laboratories can demonstrate stability in their platform, comparing findings between 

different platforms in different labs is not reliable, making cross study comparisons challenging 

(Stratz et al., 2012, Tenopir et al., 2015). These challenges are increased by the depositing of 

normalised rather than raw data with limited opportunities of reversing the analysis which has 

been carried out. The aim of this analysis was to determine the quality of the microRNA profiling 

analysis carried out in this chapter but due to the platform differences this was not truly 

possible. However, it is clear that there was significant correlation between our data and the 

other dataset using the same platform suggesting that our experimental work was reliable. 
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3.5.3 PdEV microRNA profiles 

In this study we showed that platelets released microRNA into EV and that the content of these 

EV was made up entirely of microRNA found in platelets (Figure 3.8). Based on the evidence in 

the chapter 2 it was suggested that the microRNA was localised in exosomes rather than 

microvesicles but it was impossible to determine this with complete certainty. There were 

between 57 and 79 microRNA species in the populations of pdEV generated by different agonists 

and a core group of 46 of these were consistently expressed in 4 of these subtypes (CRP-XL, 

PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP) (Figure 3.11). The expression of these core microRNA within these 

groups was almost identical, with r2 values >0.995 (p=<0.0001) (Figure 3.12) suggesting that 

whilst the agonists triggered the release of disparate EV populations the microRNA contained 

within them was strikingly similar. The heatmap in Figure 3.7 demonstrated that the microRNA 

detected in pdEV were predominantly those found at high levels in platelets. This meant that, 

either only the most abundant microRNA were released from platelets or, that the low levels of 

microRNA in the pdEV samples prevented the detection of rarer microRNA species due to the 

level of sensitivity of the microRNA profiling platform (Mestdagh et al., 2014, Van Deun et al., 

2014). Despite this, the functional effects of transferred microRNA are likely to be triggered by 

only the most abundant microRNA, due to their relatively low copy number per EV (Chevillet et 

al., 2014) and so knowing the identity of abundant microRNA was essential for further study. 

Many of the most abundant microRNA in pdEV were found at similar levels in platelets, as shown 

by Figure 3.6. Several of the most abundant pdEV microRNA have well defined roles which do 

not directly involve platelets, suggesting that they could be transported from platelets to exert 

their functions. A study in Zebrafish showed that miR-24-3p (the fourth most abundant pdEV 

microRNA) triggered endothelial apoptosis through the downregulation of GATA2 and PAK4, 

resulting in reduced vascular integrity, suggesting that miR-24-3p could be a therapeutic target 

in diseases associated with ischaemia. MiR-126-3p has a central role in angiogenesis through 

regulation of the MAPK pathway inhibitor SPRED1 (Fish et al., 2008) and was previously believed 

to be an endothelial cell specific microRNA (Wang et al., 2008) although evidence from platelets 

and other haematopoietic lineages have shown this to be incorrect (Osman and Falker, 2011, 

Teruel-Montoya et al., 2014). MiR-106a-5p and members of the miR-17/92 cluster (10 of which 

are consistently expressed in pdEV samples) have been shown to play a critical role in 

monocytopoeisis (Fontana et al., 2007). These functions are all in cells which are potentially 

targets for pdEV transferred microRNA and there are many studies which have demonstrated 

the transfer and functional effects of microRNA from pdEV. 
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One such study demonstrated the transfer of miR-223-3p from platelets to HUVECs in culture 

and observed the downregulation of FBXW7 protein (Laffont et al., 2013). The same research 

group also carried out an extensive study looking at pdEV based microRNA transfer to primary 

human macrophages and observed effects on ATF3, ATP1B1, ATP9A and RAI14, all of which were 

miR-126-3p targets (Laffont et al., 2015). An important feature of many intercellular 

communication studies was the transfer of microRNA alongside their functional machinery, such 

as components of the RISC complex (Laffont et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2010, Li et al., 2012). The 

co-transfer of these proteins potentiates the microRNA function once it is transferred to another 

cell. The confirmed transfer of pdEV microRNA to the endothelium and other cells within the 

circulation emphasises the importance of understanding the microRNA released from platelets 

and how this is affected by different agonists. 

An interesting finding from the present study was that there was evidence for selective exclusion 

or enrichment of microRNA from platelets into their EV. MiR-484-5p, miR-454-3p and let-7a-5p 

were all abundantly expressed in platelets but were not detectable in any of the pdEV samples 

(Figure 3.7), while conversely miR-21-5p and miR-451 both appeared enriched in pdEV (Figure 

3.11). The concept of microRNA compartmentalisation is not novel, with growing evidence that 

this occurs in several cell types (Creemers et al., 2012, Hulsmans and Holvoet, 2013, Yanez-Mo 

et al., 2015, Johnsen et al., 2014). The EV released from THP-1 cells and HUVECs in culture have 

been shown to have significantly different microRNA profiles compared to their parent cells 

(Diehl et al., 2012) and miR-451 and miR-150-5p were found to be significantly enriched in EV 

released from HEK293T cells, OEC cells and HMEC cells (Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012). Mittelbrunn 

et al. found that the microRNA profiles of EV showed poor correlation to their original cells; 

r2=0.4 for primary dendritic cells, r2=0.33 for the J77 cell line (monocyte/macrophage) and r2=0.5 

for the Raji cell line (B-lymphocyte). They also noted that miR-760, miR-632, miR-654-5p and 

miR-671-5p were significantly enriched in all exosome populations (Mittelbrunn et al., 2011). All 

of these studies showed clear evidence of the sorting of microRNA into the EV that they release, 

although this has not yet been investigated in platelets other than in the present study. 

The work in this chapter only identified a select few microRNA which were incorporated into or 

excluded from, pdEV compared to the significant numbers of differentially included microRNA 

in other studies. Although taken at face-value the data here do suggest that there are >100 

microRNA species that are not included in EV released from platelets, however this may be due 

to the inability of the selected profiling platform to detect microRNA with low abundance from 

low concentration samples leading to a lack of knowledge on whether those microRNA are 

enriched or even present in pdEV. Another possibility is that the sorting in platelets is different 
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to the cells profiled in other studies. As an anucleate cell, platelets are unable to synthesise new 

microRNA and contain only small amounts of immature microRNA (Landry et al., 2009, Ple et al., 

2012a) whereas nucleated cells could readily generate the microRNA required for sorting into 

released EV. 

The mechanism by which the compartmentalisation of microRNA occurs is still yet to be 

elucidated. There are currently several theories including a neutral SMase2 pathway (Kosaka et 

al., 2013a), miR-1289 binding sites in the 3’ portion of microRNA allowing miR-1289 to act as a 

chaperone (Bolukbasi et al., 2012) and RISC complex selectivity (Frank et al., 2010). A knockdown 

of Ago2, a critical component of the RISC complex, resulted in a significant decrease in microRNA 

within EV, adding evidence for the latter (Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012). However, the theories all 

agree that there is a specific element of the microRNAs sequence that contributes to its selective 

loading into exosomes. 

The ability of cells to select microRNA for sorting raised the question of whether the microRNA 

released are no longer required and are being discarded, or whether they are being released to 

exert specific functions on other cells (Kosaka et al., 2013b). The microRNA that we observed to 

be selectively released have been implicated in a variety of functions. MiR-484, which was 

selectively retained in the platelets has been suggested as a biomarker in the circulation of 

several cancers (Lu and Lu, 2015, Zearo et al., 2014), suggesting that it is predominantly released 

under dysfunctional conditions. It also has roles in mitochondrial function which may indicate a 

reason for its retention (Wang et al., 2012a). MiR-451, which was enriched in pdEVs has 

previously been found to be enriched in EV released from hepatocellular carcinoma and 

HEK293T cells (Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012, Kogure et al., 2011). Its functions have not been 

widely studied but there are suggestions it may protect against oxidative stress in erythrocytes 

(Yu et al., 2010). MiR-21-5p was also enriched in EV and is a microRNA that has been implicated 

as a biomarker in a variety of cancers (Zheng et al., 2014, Yaman Agaoglu et al., 2011, Ouyang et 

al., 2013) leading to suggestions that it has important roles to play in cancer development via 

intercellular communication (Kosaka et al., 2013b, Turchinovich et al., 2011). Overall this data 

suggests that microRNA are specifically sorted into EV, but that the findings in this chapter 

suggest this is less evident in platelets, perhaps due to their anuclearity. 

3.5.4 Thrombin generated pdEV 

In this chapter the miR content of EV released from platelets following stimulation with five 

different agonists was profiled and the analysis indicated that the thrombin dataset was not in 

line with the other pdEV profiles. This may have been due to differences in the experimental 
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preparation of this set of samples so the differences could not be definitively attributed to a 

specific biological variation. There is significant evidence that small changes to sample 

preparation methods for EV isolation or RNA preparation can lead to changes in RNA profiling 

(Van Deun et al., 2014, Taylor and Shah, 2015, Taylor et al., 2011). The thrombin generated pdEV 

were prepared with an additional isolation step using ExoQuick which, as discussed in chapter 

2, is unable to selectively isolate exosomes. Van Deun et al. found that whilst the EV isolated 

with ExoQuick were comparable to those prepared with ultracentrifugation and OptiPrep with 

regards to their protein content, the mRNA profile was distinct. Preparation techniques for other 

samples such as plasma and serum have also been shown to have significant effects on the 

detected microRNA profile (Page et al., 2013, Cheng et al., 2013). The thrombin pdEV samples 

were also prepared from a separate cohort of healthy donors. All of this evidence taken together 

suggests that the removal of these samples was justified as the observed differences were likely 

to have been caused by experimental dissimilarities. Whilst the analysis excluded the sample 

generated with thrombin the receptors targeted by thrombin, PAR1 and PAR4, were individually 

investigated using the PAR1-AP and PAR4-AP agonists with results that indicated there was no 

clear difference between the expression profiles of these agonists. It would however have 

proved interesting to investigate the combined effect of these agonists through the use of 

thrombin or both agonists simultaneously, but time and cost limitations prevented us from 

revisiting these experiments. 

3.5.5 Localisation of microRNA in pdEV samples 

An overriding aim of this study was to determine the localisation of microRNA within the 

circulation, to attempt to resolve some of the confusions in the literature. The stability of 

microRNA in the blood is well established (Kamm and Smith, 1972, Stratz et al., 2012, Tsui et al., 

2002) and it is known that the survival of microRNA is dependent upon protection from 

endogenous RNase activity (Valadi et al., 2007, Russo et al., 2012). It has been suggested that 

this protection is from the microRNAs incorporation into argonaute complexes (Arroyo et al., 

2011), HDL complexes (Vickers et al., 2011, Wagner et al., 2013) or internalisation within EV 

(Cheng et al., 2014, Valadi et al., 2007, Diehl et al., 2012) and it’s localisation within EV has 

opened the debate surrounding whether microRNA is in exosomes or microvesicles. One of the 

key factors in this confusion is the microRNA profiling of supposedly specific fractions in samples 

where there is co-isolation of all of these protective complexes together due to the use of 

techniques such as ultracentrifugation (Yuana et al., 2014) 
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The evidence against the EV localisation of microRNA is that following size exclusion 

chromatography fractionation, most microRNA localise within the column rather than the 

predominant EV fraction, which the authors suggested demonstrated microRNA co-localisation 

with HDL or argonaute proteins (Boing et al., 2014). However in this study Boing et al. found that 

almost all of the EV >75nm in size, which is the major population of exosomes, was also lost 

following fractionation, suggesting that the microRNA could have also been localised within 

exosomes (van der Pol et al., 2016). In addition the localisation of microRNA with argonaute 

proteins cannot rule out the possibility that these complexes were within EV, as it has previously 

been shown that microRNA can be bound to Ago2 within EV (Landry et al., 2009, Li et al., 2012, 

Jaiswal et al., 2012).  

HDL have been shown to interact with platelets in the circulation and cause reduced aggregation 

in response to stimulation, reduced fibrinogen binding and reduced degranulation (Nofer et al., 

2010, Nofer et al., 1998). However there is no evidence for the synthesis or release of HDL from 

platelets and plasma HDLs were removed from this system suggesting that HDLs cannot be the 

mechanism by which the released microRNA are being protected from RNAse activity. This 

leaves EV as the likely primary mechanism for microRNA release from platelets in this 

experimental setup. 

As discussed in the previous chapter the methods employed here, as well as all currently 

available methods are unable to isolate pure populations encompassing the totality of either 

exosomes or microvesicles. While we found that only CRP-XL generated significant numbers of 

microvesicles we consistently observed the presence of exosomes in all pdEV samples. While 

the profile of EVs differed with the different agonists the microRNA profile was consistent 

regardless of agonist used to stimulate platelets. Therefore, it is plausible that the microRNA are 

located within the exosomes, since they are present at similar concentrations in all samples. 

Conversely, whilst all samples contained microvesicles there was no obvious correlation 

between the microRNA levels and the relative abundance of microvesicles. This suggests, 

although does not prove, that exosomes were likely to be the main source of microRNA. 

3.5.6 Identifying a biomarker of platelet activation 

The final section of this chapter attempted to utilise widely available datasets of microRNA 

profiles to identify a biomarker of platelet activation. Initial studies were carried out that showed 

the microRNA profile of platelets and pdEV demonstrated significant similarity to the microRNA 

profile of PPP, suggesting that the microRNA released from platelets in pdEV contributed 

significantly to the pool of microRNA within the plasma. Our study demonstrated similar findings 
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to a study by Willeit et al. which compared the profiles of platelets to PPP and serum (Willeit et 

al., 2013). It is known that that microRNA content of platelets is correlated with platelet 

reactivity and that they can be released in response to activation or disease (Nagalla et al., 2011, 

Valadi et al., 2007, Ple et al., 2012b). The microRNA content of the plasma is therefore likely to 

be sensitive to changes in platelet microRNA and in the present study we attempted to utilise 

this fact to identify a biomarker of platelet activation. In addition to detecting biomarkers in 

plasma, serum was also investigated as during the preparation of serum, platelets are maximally 

activated and therefore will release their pdEV containing microRNA. 

To identify the microRNA biomarker of platelet activation we compared a wide range of 

microRNA profiles as cell specific profiles have previously been identified (Merkerova et al., 

2008, Liang et al., 2007, Suh et al., 2004, Ruike et al., 2008). However this analysis was limited 

by available datasets and therefore a group of 40 tissues, profiled using the same TaqMan 

microRNA array platform as used here, were selected for analysis. The analysis identified several 

strong potential platelet biomarkers; miR-223-3p, miR-146a-5p and miR-106a-5p. These were 

tested in the blood of healthy donors but despite clear evidence that the platelets had been 

activated to the same level as in previous experiments and therefore would have released their 

microRNA, the results did not demonstrate these microRNA as suitable biomarkers as their 

detection was not notably altered by specific platelet activation. When copy numbers were 

calculated using the known values from the cel-miR-39-3p spike-in (data not shown) it was found 

that PAR1-AP activation (maximal dose) caused an average increase of ~7.5x107 copies of miR-

223-3p but due to the variability between the 10 donors this was not significant. 

The microRNA biomarkers were, however, significantly increased in serum collected from the 

same individuals. There is strong evidence that serum contains more concentrated microRNA 

(Wang et al., 2012b) and that some microRNA are actually enriched in serum compared to 

plasma (Cheng et al., 2013). Although there will have been significant platelet activation in the 

serum, this is unlikely to have been the sole contributor to the increase in these microRNA and 

it is to be expected that cell lysis and leukocyte activation will have been important factors, 

suggesting that these microRNA may not be solely sensitive to platelet activation. 

A limitation of the microRNA biomarker selection was that the profiling of the additional tissues 

had been conducted using only the A card from the TaqMan microRNA microarrays which 

restricted the profile to ~370 microRNA, all of which were more commonly expressed microRNA. 

This resulted in attempts to identify uniquely expressed microRNA from a pool of microRNA 

which were known to be widely expressed. Therefore the selected microRNA may not have 
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represented the best possible candidates and suggests that an approach where a wider variety 

of sample types, particularly those from the circulation, were extensively profiled would have 

yielded better results.  

The circulation is known to contain large quantities of circulating cell-free microRNA that is very 

stable and is built up over time through the release of microRNA from cells (Mitchell et al., 2008, 

Wang et al., 2012b). It is therefore possible that the acute stimulation in this study was 

insufficient to cause the build-up of enough of the specific microRNA species for an increase to 

be detected. Willeit et al. were able to demonstrate decreased miR-223-3p, miR-191-5p, miR-

126-3p and miR-150-5p in the plasma of healthy individuals taking the anti-platelet agents 

prasugrel and aspirin every day for a week. Prasugrel blocks the P2Y12 ADP receptor, which as 

the results in the chapter 2 show would result in a significant reduction in pdEV release in 

response to platelet activation and as miR-223-3p, miR-191-5p, miR-126-3p and miR-150-5p 

were all identified in pdEV it is likely that the reduced presence of these specific microRNA was 

due to a decrease in circulating pdEV. 

This group has gone on to demonstrate that plasma levels of miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p 

correlate with plasma levels of P-selectin, PF4 and other tests of platelet function (Kaudewitz et 

al., 2016). This data suggests that abundant platelet microRNA, which we have shown to be 

released from platelets in pdEV have the potential to act as biomarkers of platelet activation. 

Detection of this change in the study by Kaudewitz et al. required microRNA to be observed over 

a week to allow for a build-up of released microRNA to occur, and cause a significant change.  

Overall the data in this chapter demonstrated that platelets release microRNA upon activation 

with a variety of agonists, that the profile of released microRNA is almost identical regardless of 

which agonists is used and mirrors that of intact platelets. There is a core group of 46 microRNA 

that are released following stimulation with CRP-XL, PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP and the data 

here suggests, although does not prove that these are predominantly released within exosomes. 

In addition the microRNA profile of platelets and pdEV is closely related to that of the plasma 

suggesting the platelets make significant contributions to circulating microRNA. Despite this we 

were unable to demonstrate microRNA as biomarkers of acute platelet activation, despite other 

studies showing the profile of these microRNA in the plasma changes in response to prolonged 

anti-platelet therapy. We also compared the profiling of platelet microRNA using disparate 

platforms and found significant differences which could predominantly be attributed to the use 

of the different profiling platforms, suggesting work is needed to make cross-platform 

comparisons feasible.  
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4 Bioinformatic analysis of microRNA released from 

platelets in extracellular vesicles 

4.1 Introduction 

In chapter 3, the use of TaqMan microRNA arrays provided information on the range of 

microRNA released from platelets in response to a variety of agonists. It was relatively easy to 

interpret these data with regards to numbers of different microRNA, correlation between 

agonists and their abundance. However, assessing the potential functional role of these 

microRNA is significantly more challenging but ultimately more important. Our group has had a 

long term interest in the interaction of platelets and monocytes and these interactions can be 

split into two types; direct interactions (e.g. P–selectin to PSGL–1) and indirect interactions (e.g. 

soluble mediators released from platelet granules or EVs). The microRNA released from platelets 

fall into the latter category and their intercellular transfer within EV has been well documented 

in a range of different cells (Diehl et al., 2012, Fevrier and Raposo, 2004, Gidlof et al., 2013, 

Hulsmans and Holvoet, 2013, Hunter et al., 2008, Laffont et al., 2013). This transfer poses a 

fundamental question; if platelet–derived microRNA is being transferred to monocytes via EV, 

what biological effects could they have in the target monocytes? 

As explained in the introduction to this thesis, each individual species of microRNA can target 

hundreds of mRNA. Therefore a group of microRNA, such as those released by platelets have 

the potential to target thousands of mRNA and affect protein expression throughout the cell. 

Predicting where these changes will occur and whether or not they will be significant is a 

problem that has been explored extensively (Lewis et al., 2005, Krek et al., 2005, Sethupathy et 

al., 2006, Pandey et al., 2011). There are now numerous online databases of microRNA–mRNA 

interactions generated using different target prediction algorithms. These algorithms identify 

targets through a variety of characteristics such as sequence similarity and cross species 

conservation. These characteristics are determined from patterns in experimental data from 

microRNA overexpression or silencing experiments. Approaches used to explore these effects 

include measuring gene expression using microarrays (Laffont et al., 2015), observing protein 

expression with proteomics  through stable–isotope labelling with amino acids (SILAC) (Baek et 

al., 2008) and sequencing of microRNA bound mRNA sequences using crosslinking 

immunoprecipitation (Chi et al., 2009). 

Despite the wealth of information available from these high–throughput approaches the 

microRNA–mRNA interactions are predominantly indirect validations and therefore provide 
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prediction algorithms with some false patterns and anomalies. Consequently target prediction 

has a low success rate; experimental evidence suggests that various algorithms produce target 

lists with 24–51% precision (% = correct/total predictions) and have a sensitivity lower than 20% 

(total correct predictions/total known specific interactions) (Alexiou et al., 2009, Selbach et al., 

2008, Witkos et al., 2011). The authors of these papers suggested that it would be beneficial to 

utilise the combination of multiple algorithms with differing approaches to target generation. 

Therefore this approach was taken for predicting microRNA–mRNA interactions in this chapter.  

Alongside target prediction algorithms there are repositories containing validated targets from 

the literature that have been identified through direct scientific evidence. As the field of 

microRNA research has grown, so has the repository of validated targets. The largest database, 

miRTarBase, contains data from 4264 published articles detailing 324219 microRNA–mRNA 

interactions from 2619 human microRNA on 12738 genes meaning that there is almost certainly 

information on the microRNA(s) of interest (Hsu et al., 2014). Due to the extensive information 

on microRNA–mRNA interactions, identifying targets for future work is a large task. An easy 

option would have been to use a single prediction algorithm and select the best match or a 

target that was already of interest; an approach that has been successful in the past but usually 

applied when looking at the effects of a single microRNA (Lee et al., 2012, Navarro et al., 2009). 

When exploring the effects of multiple microRNA, such as those released from platelets, the 

story is less clear as multiple microRNA can work together to target a single mRNA or pathway 

(Alexiou et al., 2009, Witkos et al., 2011, Vlachos et al., 2012). 

The analysis in this chapter aimed to logically move through the microRNA target identification 

process and produce a list of targets with strong scientific evidence for further analysis. To 

identify targets, the prediction algorithms were utilised alongside the databases of validated 

targets and microarray data from monocyte–platelet interaction experiments.  

4.2 Aim 

To determine the potential effects of the consistently expressed microRNA released from 

activated platelets in EVs on monocytes. 
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4.3 Materials 

4.3.1 Monocyte gene expression datasets 

To enhance the analysis of pdEV microRNA interactions with monocytes two separate monocyte 

gene expression datasets were used to identify target genes with mRNA expression in 

unstimulated monocytes and expression that was altered following an interaction with platelets 

or platelet-releasate. Both of these datasets were generated from previous students within this 

lab using the Illumina Whole Genome 6 v2 expression microarrays. 

4.3.1.1 Monocyte interaction with CRP–XL activated platelets in whole blood  

Monocyte gene expression was analysed at two points; baseline and following 4hour incubation 

of blood, in which the platelets had been activated with CRP–XL (Figure 4.1). At baseline 8mL of 

blood was collected from normal healthy donors into EDTA tubes and used for monocyte 

isolation. For the 4hour activated sample, 15mL of blood was collected into citrate tubes and 

activated with CRP–XL (1µg/mL) and then incubated for 4hours at 37oC on a tilting plate followed 

by monocyte isolation. Monocytes were extracted from both samples using CD14 conjugated 

Dynabeads which utilise an immune magnetic technique to deplete whole blood of CD14+ve 

monocytes.  

 

Figure 4.1 – Workflow to measure the effect of platelet activation on monocyte gene expression A pictographic 
guide explaining the basic steps taken to measure monocyte gene expression before and after 4hour incubations with 
CRP-XL (1µg/mL) activated platelets in whole blood. 
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RNA was then extracted from the monocytes using a modified Trizol method from the Dynabead 

conjugated monocytes, amplified using an in vitro transcription method and then hybridised to 

the Illumina Whole Genome 6 v2 microarrays. The fluorescent signals from the microarrays were 

quantified using the Beadarray Reader and then analysed in Bead Studio and R to produce 

information on which genes were expressed in the samples and their level of expression. The 

baseline and 4hour CRP–XL stimulated samples were then compared using R to identify the FC 

in expression, the significance of this change (p–value) and a false discovery rate (FDR) corrected 

p–value (n=17). This dataset was produced by, and used with the permission of Dr Unni Krishnan 

(Krishnan, 2012). 

4.3.1.2 Monocyte interaction with platelet-releasate 

This dataset measured monocyte gene expression before and after incubation with platelet-

releasate, which was comprised of all the factors released from platelets following activation 

(Figure 4.2). Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMC’s) were isolated from citrated whole 

blood using a Lymphoprep method. Briefly, whole blood, collected from normal healthy donors 

was diluted 1:1 with PBS and then 15mL of blood solution was carefully layered over 10mL of 

Lymphoprep in a 50mL centrifuge tube. The sample was centrifuged at 1400rpm for 30minutes 

(RT) and the white PBMC layer was carefully removed using a pastette and transferred to a clean 

centrifuge tube. The PBMC’s were diluted 1:1 in PBS and then centrifuged at 1200rpm for 

7minutes (RT), the supernatant was discarded and the cells re-suspended in 3mL of PBS and 

centrifuged again for 5minutes at 1200rpm (RT). The final pellet was then re-suspended in PPP 

or platelet-releasate rich plasma which had been prepared simultaneously or for the baseline 

sample the monocytes were immediately extracted using the CD14 Dynabead method (4.3.1.1).  

Platelet-releasate rich plasma was prepared by centrifuging citrated whole blood at 180g for 

20minutes (RT), after which the PRP was retained. The PRP was activated with CRP–XL 

(500ng/mL) for 15minutes at 37oC and then centrifuged at 1800g for 30minutes to pellet cells 

and cell components; the platelet-releasate rich plasma supernatant was retained. The platelet-

releasate rich plasma will contain large numbers of pdEV containing the microRNA described in 

Chapter 3. PPP was prepared as previously described (2.3.2). The PPP and platelet-releasate rich 

plasma were incubated with the isolated monocytes for 4hours at 37oC. Monocytes from the 

4hour incubated samples were isolated using CD14 Dynabeads and the RNA was extracted and 

gene expression analysed as before.  

To determine the effects of the platelet-releasate the monocytes treated with plasma alone 

were used as a control and changes in gene expression caused by platelet-releasate rich plasma 
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were observed as changes greater than those seen with plasma alone (n=6). This dataset was 

produced by, and used with the permission of Dr Joy Wright (Wright, 2010). 

 

Figure 4.2 – Workflow to measure the effect of platelet-releasate on monocyte gene expression A pictographic guide 
explaining the basic steps taken to measure monocyte gene expression before and after 4hour incubations with 
platelet-releasate rich plasma and PPP. 
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4.4 Methods 

4.4.1 MicroRNA target identification 

The workflow involved in identifying microRNA targets is shown in Figure 4.3. i) MicroRNA 

targets were identified using either target prediction algorithms or ii) repositories of validated 

microRNA targets. The predicted targets were obtained using a combination of microRNA.org, 

miRDB and TargetScan and were iii) filtered to identify those found in all three databases and 

then iv) merged with the validated targets from miRTarBase. 

The data were merged to produce two networks; firstly, a network using the microRNA–mRNA 

target interactions identified in both the v) Validated AND Predicted datasets and secondly a 

larger dataset was created containing all of the targets from vi) both groups (Validated PLUS 

Predicted). vii) This data was then enhanced with monocyte gene expression data at rest and 

gene fold change (FC) data following 4hour incubation with activated platelets or platelet-

releasate. All of these strategies were combined to identify the best targets of pdEV microRNA. 

 

Figure 4.3 – The workflow to identify potential targets of pdEV microRNA The 45 consistently expressed microRNA 
from pdEV were analysed using three databases to identify predicted targets (microRNA.org, miRDB and TargetScan) 
and these were retained if found in all three databases and miRTarBase was utilised to find validated targets. These 
targets were then utilised for network generation. Following this the networks were merged to identify the total cohort 
of targets and the group of targets that were both validated and predicted. To these new networks the information 
from monocyte gene expression studies was added. Potential targets for future work were identified at all stages of 
the process. 
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4.4.1.1 Predicted targets 

Predicted microRNA targets were identified using three separate databases, which utilise 

different criteria to determine and score targets. The cut–offs and settings for each database 

were determined to identify targets with high precision: 

microRNA.org (August 2010 release) – Used the miRanda target prediction algorithm to 

produce a mirSVR score; determined by the complementarity of the microRNA sequence to the 

mRNA transcript, the energy required to allow binding with targets and was filtered based on 

cross–species conservation. This database contained >16million predicted microRNA binding 

sites in ~20 thousand human genes. 

Targets identified were filtered for a miRSVR score of >1, and where only a specific isoform of a 

gene contained the microRNA binding site the gene was still retained for further analysis (Betel 

et al., 2008). 

miRDB – Used a 5–fold approach to target prediction; seed–site conservation, quality of match 

within the seed–site, base composition, accessibility of the binding site and location in the 3’–

UTR. This produced a ‘target score’ between 50 and 100, with a greater number indicating a 

target was more likely to be real. miRDB contained targets for ~2500 microRNA which were 

predicted to have almost one million targets in 17925 human genes.  

The predicted targets were filtered to ensure that the ‘target score’ was greater than 60 (Wong 

and Wang, 2015, Wang, 2010). 

TargetScan (Release 7) – Generated a score based upon; complementarity of the seed-site, AU 

content of the target transcripts 3’–UTR and position within the 3’–UTR. Cross–species 

conservation was also considered, but was only used to weight the target score. The TargetScan 

prediction algorithm provided microRNA target information for 19475 human genes. 

The results grouped the microRNA into families and identified the transcripts targeted by each 

family. The data was filtered to allow the inclusion of non–conserved targets with a ‘Cumulative 

weighted context++ score’ of ≥–0.5 (Agarwal et al., 2015). 

Next the intersection between the three lists was analysed; the lists from each database for each 

microRNA were analysed using Venn diagram software (The Flanders Interuniversity Institute 

for Biotechnology and The University of Gent (bioinformatics.psb.ugent/webtools/Venn)). Only 

the microRNA targets which were detected in all three databases were retained for further 

analysis. In cases where the information from a single database wasn’t available, or there were 
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less than ten targets, microRNA targets were selected based on their presence in 100% of the 

remaining databases. 

4.4.1.2 Validated targets 

miRTarBase (release 6.0) – The largest and most up–to–date validated target database currently 

available; containing 324219 microRNA–mRNA interactions from 2619 human microRNA on 

12738 genes from 4264 published articles.  

The process to identify experimentally validated microRNA targets was much simpler. Targets 

identified through miRTarBase were filtered based upon the strength of the experimental 

evidence. Only targets which were backed up by strong evidence e.g. reporter assays and 

western blotting were retained for further analysis. Targets with weaker evidence such as 

microarray or next generation sequencing (NGS) were discarded due to the indirect nature of 

these approaches (Hsu et al., 2014).  

4.4.2 Network generation 

Visualisation of the data was carried out using the network generation tool, Cytoscape 2.8.3 for 

which the data was organised using Microsoft Office Excel 2010: 

Microsoft Office Excel 2010 – Used for data collation and manipulation for further analysis 

(Elliott et al., 2006). Data was input into Excel from the online microRNA–target identification 

tools. This data was organised so that every microRNA–target interaction was a separate entity 

for processing in Cytoscape. Node attribute data, such as gene expression level was also added. 

Cytoscape v2.8.3 – microRNA–target interactions were plotted and visualised using the Open 

Source Software platform Cytoscape v2.8.3 (The Cytoscape Consortium). Used to plot complex 

networks and to overlay attribute data. MicroRNA–mRNA interactions were plotted as edges 

between nodes (either a single gene or microRNA) and information such as expression data, 

strength of interaction and experimentally observed FC were plotted onto the networks 

(Shannon et al., 2003). 

The data from Excel was imported using the ‘network from file’ option with the data then 

mapping to nodes (microRNA and targets) and edges (interactions). MicroRNA were mapped as 

source interactions and the targets as target interactions due to the directional relationship. The 

network was analysed within Cytoscape to determine the relationships between targets and 

multiple microRNA allowing for the mapping of characteristics to specific nodes and edges. 

Networks were then arranged using the Force-directed layout which caused connected nodes 
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to attract each other whilst repelling all other nodes, thereby forcing nodes that have similar 

connections close together (microRNA with similar targets will cluster) (Chernobelskiy et al., 

2012). 

Due to the density of detail within these networks, the figures shown in this thesis are unable to 

display the data with sufficient resolution, therefore full resolution network images are 

downloadable from http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose.  

Once the separate networks for the Validated AND Predicted targets had been created, new 

networks were created by merging, as described in Figure 4.3. Following this, orphan nodes 

(nodes with no edges linked to other nodes) were deleted. A final network manipulation was 

carried out in Cytoscape to overlay monocyte gene expression data (4.3.1). For this the 

expression and expression change data from Excel were mapped to the target nodes and then 

utilised to determine the nodes visual appearance (Shannon et al., 2003).  

4.4.3 Pathway prediction 

Pathway analysis was conducted to determine if any pathways were directly influenced by the 

Validated AND Predicted targets. This was conducted using the consensus pathway database 

(CPDB) pathway analyser: 

CPDB (release 31) – This was a compilation database that acts to integrate networks of 

interaction between proteins, genes, metabolites etc. It contained data form 32 different 

repositories and provided information on 4953 pathways. These pathways were brought 

together from the INOH, PID, Biocarta, NetPath, Reactome, HumanCyc, KEGG, WikiPathways, 

SMPDB, PharmGKB, EHMN and SignaLink pathway databases (Kamburov et al., 2013). The 

analysis utilised hyper-geometric distribution to identify the over–representation of the 

inputted genes within pathways. This generated a p-value based on the probability of this over–

representation occurring by chance, an FDR adjusted p–value was also computed and termed 

the q–value.  

A gene set over–representation analysis was carried out using the microRNA targets HGNC 

symbols. The ‘pathways as defined by pathway databases’ analysis was selected with the 

following settings; all databases selected, minimum overlap with ‘input list=10’ and a p–value 

cut–off of 0.01. The results were then filtered to ensure that the q-value (FDR) was <0.01 and 

any duplicated identical pathways were removed (Kamburov et al., 2013). These thresholds 

were set to ensure that small pathways with low numbers of genes which focused on very 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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specific functions did not dominate the analysis. This would have disguised overall themes of 

the dataset. 

4.4.4 Gene Ontology Analysis of microRNA targets 

To determine the attributes of the genes identified as potential targets, they were submitted to 

a gene ontology (GO) analysis using the Panther DB gene list analyser; 

Panther DB (version 8) – Protein ANnotation THrough Evolutionary Relationship (PANTHER) is a 

classification system that contained detailed annotations on almost all genes. The GO terms 

place genes into groups based upon their molecular function (MF), the biological processes (BP) 

and the cellular component (CC) where the protein will be found (Mi et al., 2013b, Mi et al., 

2013a). 

The Gene ID list of the microRNA targets was submitted to the database, the organism was set 

to ‘homo sapiens’ and a functional classification analysis was carried out. The analysis results 

provided information on the level 1 GO terms separated into MF, BP and CC (Mi et al., 2013a, 

Mi et al., 2013b). 
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4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Analysed microRNA 

The scope of this chapter did not allow for the investigation of every microRNA identified in 

Chapter 3 therefore it focused on the core group of microRNA found to be present in all EVs 

released from platelets, regardless of the stimulus. This resulted in a group of microRNA that 

were consistently expressed, but did mean that a couple of relatively abundant microRNA such 

as miR-409-3p and miR-93 were excluded due to their absence from one or more of the samples. 

The overlap between the different pdEV populations released from platelets is shown in the 

Venn diagram in Figure 4.4., which found 90 unique species of microRNA detected in pdEV, but 

only 46 of these were found in all four of the sample types. These 46 were selected for further 

analysis. 

 

Figure 4.4 – Venn diagram showing the number of shared microRNA between platelets and their vesicles and 
between the different EV populations MicroRNA from the profiling of platelets and their EV allowed for the 
identification of overlap between microRNA found in platelets and their EV and then the breaking down of the EV 
released in response to a variety of agonists. 

One of the consistently expressed RNA identified by the TaqMan microRNA microarrays was the 

control transcript snRNA U6. snRNA U6 is a small nuclear RNA that forms part of a splicesome 

which is involved in post–translational modifications and so was disregarded for this analysis. 

The specifics of the remaining 45 microRNA species are detailed in Table 4.1; this includes 

previous IDs, the sequences, the microRNA family they belong to and their average expression 

in pdEV. 

There are several observations to note from Table 4.1; firstly there was a ~3300–fold spread of 

expression (AU) from 0.15 (miR–18b–5p) to 509.64 (miR–223–3p), and secondly the miR–17/92 
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cluster and its two paralogues, miR–106a and miR–106b were highly expressed. The miR–17/92 

cluster has been studied in great detail and contains; miR–17, miR–18a, miR–19a, miR–19b–1, 

miR–20a and miR–92a–1 with the paralogue miR–106a cluster containing miR–106a, miR–18b, 

miR–20b, miR–19b–2, miR–92a–2 and miR–363 and finally the 2nd paralogue miR–106b cluster 

contains miR–106b, miR–93 and miR–25. All those in bold, which represent ten of the fifteen 

microRNA from this cluster, were found to be consistently expressed in pdEV. The concentration 

of microRNA from this cluster suggested that it may have a key role in the effect of microRNA 

transported within pdEV. Research on this cluster indicated that it has strong links to cell death 

and differentiation (Mogilyansky and Rigoutsos, 2013, Fontana et al., 2007, Bonauer et al., 

2009). The targets of these and the other 35 consistently expressed microRNA were thoroughly 

investigated in this chapter.  
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Table 4.1 – Details of the 45 consistently expressed microRNA in pdEV Information detailing the ID, alternative IDs, 
microRNA family, microRNA sequence and the average expression in pdEV (shown numerically and as blue bars in final 
column) for the 45 microRNA released by platelets in response to all four agonists (CRP–XL, PAR1–AP, PAR4–AP and 
ADP). 
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4.5.2 microRNA target identification 

4.5.2.1 miR–223–3p target identification – a worked example 

The overall process for microRNA target identification used in this chapter was explained in 

Figure 4.3 but for clarity a worked example using miR–223–3p is illustrated in Figure 4.5. To 

identify predicted microRNA targets the microRNA.org, TargetScan and miRDB databases were 

searched for targets of miR–223–3p and returned 407, 339 and 242 targets respectively. 

Duplicates were removed from these lists leaving 338 (microRNA.org), 338 (TargetScan) and 242 

(miRDB). These were compiled into a Venn diagram to identify the intersection between them; 

56 unique targets, listed in Table 4.2. Alongside the identification of predicted targets, validated 

targets were identified from the miRTarBase, producing the 19 targets shown in Table 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.5 – A worked example of the microRNA target identification process used (miR–223–3p) MiR–223–3p was 
used as the search term in the microRNA.org, miRDB, TargetScan and miRTarBase databases. The outputs of the 
predicted target databases were filtered for duplicates and then targets found in all three databases were identified. 
The number of microRNA identified in each step is shown in the figure. 

By combining the information from multiple databases it increased the likelihood of a predicted 

target being real due to the multiple algorithms assessing a vast array of criteria (4.4.1.1). This 

did however result in a significantly reduced number of targets, e.g. for miR–223–3p the three 

databases produced a combined total of 918 targets. Of these, there were 675 unique targets 

with only 56 in all three databases, representing a 17% share of each databases targets. The 
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number of validated targets for miR–223–3p was significantly less than the number of predicted 

targets and only four targets were shared between the two groups. 

Table 4.2 – Predicted targets of miR–223–3p The predicted targets of miR–223–3p were identified from the 
microRNA.org, miRDB and TargetScan databases and are listed in the table with those also identified as Validated 
Targets being highlighted. 

Predicted Targets 
     

     

CLSTN1 KPNA3 SRP54 SP3 SEPT10 LYZL6 GTPBP8 RABGAP1L 

PAIP1 RERG ARMCX1 BRMS1L HARBI1 SLC39A1 TBC1D17 MTPN 

CBFB ARMC1 CDK17 ANKS1B INPP5B CEP72 FAM13C FEZ2 

ZNF365 RHOB IL6ST PTBP2 CRIM1 KIAA1841 ABCD4 CYB5A 

NLRP3 TMEM143 ATP7A RASA1 C8orf22 DUSP10 CLEC14A CLDN8 

FBXO8 TWF1 HSP90B1 LMO2 TOX PRDM1 USP16 SEPT6 

ACSL3 DCAF12 FBXW7 ATP10D NPY1R NUP210 C6orf136 ECT2 

Table 4.3 – Validated targets of miR–223–3p The validated targets of miR–223–3p were identified from the 
miRTarBase database and are listed in the table with those also identified as Predicted Targets being highlighted. 

Validated Targets 
     

     

FBXW7 SLC2A4 NFIX NFIA CHUK SP3 ARTN EPB41L3 

FOXO1 HSP90B1 SCARB1 PARP1 E2F1 RHOB LIF IGF1R 

MEF2C STMN1 LMO2      

 

4.5.2.2 MicroRNA target identification overview 

The results for target identification for miR–223–3p were representative of the number of 

targets and percentage of shared targets seen across all of the microRNA (Table 4.4). On average 

each microRNA had 80 consistently identified targets but this represented a range from 3 to 169 

and on average 18% of the targets identified in each database were also found in the other two 

databases but this ranged from 0.88% to 100%, suggesting significant variation in the overlap. 

MiR–126–3p presented difficulties (highlighted in Table 4.4) as there was no evidence for targets 

in the microRNA.org and TargetScan databases, therefore the predicted targets for this 

microRNA were determined solely by those found in the miRDB database. 

On average each microRNA yielded 18 validated targets from miRTarBase with only miR–28–5p 

having no validated targets. The number of validated targets was always lower than the number 

of predicted targets with the exceptions of; miR–301a–5p, miR–155–5p and miR–21–5p, where 

the number of validated targets exceeded the number of predicted targets by 4, 68 and 20 

respectively.  Overall the process of target identification for the 45 consistently expressed 

microRNA found 3592 predicted and 811 validated microRNA–mRNA interactions. These data 

were utilised for network generation, pathway analysis and Gene Ontology analysis.  
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Table 4.4 – Number of targets identified for each pdEV microRNA Each of the 45 pdEV microRNA found consistently 
in all samples was submitted to analyses to identify Validated AND Predicted targets as previously describe. This table 
shows the number of targets identified for each microRNA, the overlap between the different prediction databases 
and also the total number of Validated AND Predicted targets. 

microRNA ID 

Predicted targets Validated 
targets 

microRNA.org TargetScan miRDB Shared 
(%) 

shared 
let–7d–5p 237 786 438 75 15.40 4 

let–7e–5p 251 786 435 76 15.49 4 

let–7g–5p 257 786 434 75 15.23 9 

miR–106a–5p 628 394 860 149 23.75 13 

miR–106b–5p 594 394 855 150 24.42 18 

miR–126–3p 0 90 0 90 100.00 23 

miR–126–5p 1594 133 644 31 3.92 5 

miR–139–5p 318 224 313 66 23.16 2 

miR–140–5p 304 325 263 41 13.79 9 

miR–142–3p 301 284 192 52 20.08 3 

miR–145–5p 527 479 495 84 16.79 81 

miR–146a–5p 337 261 224 34 12.41 25 

miR–146b–5p 339 261 224 34 12.38 5 

miR–150–5p 221 192 224 27 12.72 10 

miR–155–5p 662 286 311 62 14.77 130 

miR–15b–5p 577 916 1086 164 19.08 7 

miR–16–5p 591 916 1088 162 18.73 27 

miR–17–5p 628 394 860 149 23.75 39 

miR–186–5p 1242 66 886 19 2.60 4 

miR–18a–5p 219 379 250 56 19.81 9 

miR–18b–5p 238 379 250 56 19.38 2 

miR–191–5p 95 152 55 7 6.95 6 

miR–195–5p 577 916 1089 161 18.71 18 

miR–199a–3p 334 306 287 66 21.36 6 

miR–19a–3p 714 559 788 169 24.60 22 

miR–19b–3p 651 559 786 166 24.95 12 

miR–20a–5p 638 394 847 147 23.47 25 

miR–20b–5p 612 394 849 149 24.10 13 

miR–21–5p 444 188 240 53 18.23 73 

miR–221–3p 426 318 316 70 19.81 16 

miR–222–3p 337 318 320 70 21.54 30 

miR–223–3p 407 339 242 56 17.00 21 

miR–24–3p 163 535 552 58 13.92 19 

miR–26a–5p 707 211 515 67 14.03 38 

miR–26b–5p 785 211 518 68 13.47 27 

miR–28–3p 177 429 281 21 7.10 6 

miR–28–5p 268 124 135 17 9.68 0 

miR–301a–5p 694 116 216 3 0.88 7 

miR–30b–5p 921 455 849 159 21.44 5 

miR–30c–5p 943 455 849 158 21.09 5 

miR–320a 473 216 581 58 13.70 8 

miR–328–3p 87 425 235 17 6.83 7 

miR–374a–5p 1746 94 677 36 4.29 5 

miR–451a 831 101 23 6 1.88 3 

miR–92a–3p 457 389 496 158 35.32 10 

  Average 79.8 18.0 18.0 

  Total targets 3592 N/A 811 
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4.5.2.3 Predicted targets 

4.5.2.3.1 Predicted microRNA–target interactions network generation 

Figure 4.6 shows the predicted targets of pdEV microRNA visualised into an interaction network. 

The network shows all of the microRNA (red diamond nodes) and their predicted targets (white 

square nodes). The size of the target nodes was determined by the number of microRNA 

interacting with the target, the larger the node the more predicted microRNA interactions.  

 

Figure 4.6 – Predicted targets of pdEV microRNA mapped into an interaction network MicroRNA–target interactions 
identified through the microRNA.org, TargetScan and miRDB databases for the 45 microRNA consistently found in 
pdEV were mapped into an interaction network using Cytoscape 2.8.3. MicroRNA were mapped to red diamond source 
nodes and targets to white square target nodes. These were linked by edges (dashed black line) to indicate predicted 
interactions. The network was laid out according to a force-directed layout resulting in the clustering of microRNA 
with similar targets. High resolution image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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All of the microRNA except for miR–301a–5p integrated into the network, indicating that they 

all share targets with other microRNA. Atypically miR–301a–5p, had only three targets (EIF2S2 

[Eukaryotic Translation Initiation Factor 2 Subunit Beta], HHEX [Haematopoietically Expressed 

Homeobox] and GLRX5 [Glutaredoxin 5]) and they were all unique to this microRNA. MiR–301a–

5p is one of the lowest expressed microRNA (35th, Table 4.1) and so its effects are likely to be 

minimal. Of the 44 microRNA integrated into the network, many sat alone on the borders of the 

network due to the majority of their targets being unique.  

There were several microRNA clusters within the network and these were visualised in the 

network’s microRNA map, Figure 4.7. There were four small clusters of microRNA; miR–146a & 

miR–146b (cluster A), miR–26a & miR–26b (B), miR–19a & miR–19b (C) and miR–30c & miR–30b 

(D), all of which, as their naming suggests, had closely related sequences (one or two bases 

difference) (Ambros et al., 2003). In addition to these clusters, there were four larger clusters; 

the let–7 family of microRNA (E), miR–221/2/3 (F), the miR–15 family (G) and the microRNA 

associated with the miR–17/92 cluster (H). The three let–7 family microRNA, 7d/e/g, had 75, 76 

and 75 predicted targets respectively, with 75  of these being identical across all three (100%, 

98.6% and 100% of targets respectively) and only LRRC17 being an additional target for let–7e–

5p. This was unsurprising as these three microRNA have >90% sequence homology. The next 

cluster comprised miR–221–3p, miR–222–3p and miR–223–3p. MiR–221–3p and miR–222–3p 

both had the same 70 predicted microRNA due to their similar sequences, however the 

clustering of miR–223–3p was unexpected as only two of the predicted targets for miR–221–3p 

and miR–222–3p are shared with miR–223–3p. This suggests that the closeness of miR–223–3p 

to miR–221–3p and miR–222–3p was caused through similar relationships with secondary 

microRNA nodes. The third cluster was miR-15b–5p, miR–16–5p and miR–195–5p which are all 

part of the miR–15 family and share 158 targets which represented 96.3%, 97.5% and 98.1% of 

their total targets respectively.   
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Figure 4.7 – Predicted microRNA targets microRNA map depicting microRNA force–directed layout clustering An 
enhanced view of the predicted target network with the targets removed to allow visualisation of microRNA clustering. 
Clusters identified A) miR–146 family, B) miR–26 family, C) miR–19 family, D) miR–30 family, E) let–7 family, F) miR–
221/2/3 family, G) miR–15 family and H) the miR–17/92 cluster. High resolution image available at 
http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

The final and largest cluster of the network was comprised of seven microRNA which were all 

part of the miR–17/92 cluster and its paralogues (miR–106a and miR–106b). The seven 

microRNA in this cluster were miR–106b–5p, miR–106a–5p, miR–18b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–

20a–5p, miR–20b–5p and miR–18a–5p. Seven of the ten miR–17/92 cluster that were expressed, 

and miR–19a and miR–19b were grouped just outside the main cluster but miR–92a was located 

separately. In total this cluster of seven microRNA had 201 predicted targets and 147 of these 

were targeted by five or more of them. The network in Figure 4.6 showed that this cluster was 

integral to the predicted targets of the 45 microRNA and this is explored further in Figure 4.8. 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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Figure 4.8 – Zoomed section of the predicted target network showing the miR–17 family clustering Focusing on the 
miR–17/92 cluster section of the predicted target network. Seven of the ten microRNA from the cluster are shown 
(miR–17–5p, miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p, miR–18a–5p and miR–18b–5p). The targets of 
these microRNA (white nodes) have increased size in this section as there size is directly proportional to the number 
of microRNA they interact with. High resolution image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

Figure 4.8 shows the zoomed section of the overall predicted target network (Figure 4.6) 

focusing on the miR–17/92 cluster microRNA (cluster H). It was clear that five of the miR–17/92 

cluster shared similar predicted targets and this was confirmed by their sequence homology, 

with only three (or four in the case of miR–106b–5p), nucleotides being different (Figure 4.9). 

This also explained why miR–18a/b localised slightly apart from the rest of the cluster as they 

are six nucleotides different. The size of all target nodes in Figure 4.8 was increased due to them 

being targets of multiple microRNA. Several stood out due to their node size e.g. CDC37L1 [Cell 

Division Cycle 37–Like 1], USP3 [Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 3], REEP3 [Receptor Accessory Protein 3] 

and ZFPM2 [Zinc Finger Protein FOG Family Member 2] which are targeted by nine or ten microRNA 

making them four of the most commonly targeted transcripts.  

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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Figure 4.9 – Sequence homology between seven members of the miR–17/92 cluster Alignment of the seven 
microRNA from the miR–17/92 cluster that group together in the predicted target network. The top five microRNA 
cluster tightly and have between one and four nucleotides difference in their sequences with miR–106a–5p and miR–
17–5p being identical except for the first nucleotide. MiR–18a and miR–18b share slightly less of their sequence with 
the rest of the cluster but still show strong homology. Green highlighting indicates the base is found in all of the five 
that cluster tightly and then the other colours show individual bases conserved across the group. 

Table 4.5 provides information on the most interesting targets from the analysis of predicted 

microRNA targets. The targets have predicted interactions with multiple microRNA, often from 

the miR–17/92 cluster and they have been highlighted because these multiple interactions 

suggest the target was more likely to be affected by the microRNA in pdEV. In addition to the 

number of microRNA interacting with a target, the expression level of the microRNA was also 

important. Targets of miR–223–3p were absent from Table 4.5, yet it was the most highly 

expressed microRNA in pdEV with relative expression levels 14-fold greater than any other 

microRNA. Therefore the 56 targets in Table 4.2 are potentially as interesting as the targets in 

Table 4.5. Together the targets from Table 4.2 and Table 4.5 make up 88 potential targets but at 

this stage there is not enough information to make an informed decision on the best targets for 

future work. Despite this, this is often as far as researchers go to identify targets of their 

microRNA of interest. The next step was to identify validated targets of the 45 microRNA and 

see if they provided any further insight. 
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Table 4.5 – Predicted targets targeted by multiple microRNA The targets with seven or more interacting microRNA are listed in this table alongside the microRNA that they have been 
predicted to interact with. Targets are ordered based on the number of interacting microRNA and the microRNA were ordered numerically. 

Target 
Number of 
microRNA Interacting microRNA IDs 

CDC37L1 10 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–30b–5p miR–30c–5p 

ZNF367 10 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–24–3p miR–26a–5p miR–26b–5p 

RAP2C 10 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–146a–5p miR–146b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p 

USP3 10 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–21–5p 

EIF4G2 9 let–7d–5p let–7e–5p let–7g–5p miR–139–5p miR–140–5p miR–146a–5p miR–146b–5p miR–26a–5p miR–26b–5p  

HMBOX1 9 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p  

PBX3 9 let–7d–5p let–7e–5p let–7g–5p miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–320a  

REEP3 9 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–30b–5p miR–30c–5p  

ZFPM2 9 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p  

ADAM9 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–126–3p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–26a–5p miR–26b–5p   

BTG3 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–139–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

E2F5 8 let–7d–5p let–7e–5p let–7g–5p miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

HBP1 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–155–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

KIF23 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

KIF5A 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

PLSCR4 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

PTH 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

PTHLH 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

ZBTB4 8 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–150–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p   

ATG16L1 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

CHRM2 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

CLIP4 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

CNOT7 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

COX8C 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

ELK3 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

FRMD6 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–30b–5p miR–30c–5p    

LHX8 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–30b–5p miR–30c–5p    

NKIRAS1 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

NPAS2 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    

PPP3R1 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p    

RAP1B 7 miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–24–3p miR–28–5p miR–30b–5p miR–30c–5p miR–92a–3p    

TGFBR2 7 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p    
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4.5.2.4 Validated Targets 

4.5.2.4.1 Validated microRNA–target interactions network generation 

Simultaneous to the identification of predicted microRNA–target interactions, validated 

interactions were identified using miRTarBase. The interactions were loaded into Cytoscape and 

a network was generated containing 811 microRNA targets (Figure 4.10). Each microRNA had an 

average of 18 validated targets, but only 44 microRNA were shown in the network; miR–28–5p 

was absent as it had no validated targets in the database. All of the present microRNA were 

integrated into the network through shared targets except for miR–142–3p, which was separate 

due to its three unique targets; RAC1 [Ras–Related C3 Botulinum Toxin Substrate 1], ARNTL [Aryl 

Hydrocarbon Receptor Nuclear Translocator–Like] and PROM1 [Prominin 1].  

There were fewer microRNA on the periphery of the validated target network with 23 microRNA 

located in the core of the network. This was perhaps due to the lower number of targets for 

each microRNA, the force-directed layout brought more microRNA towards the centre of the 

network due to a higher percentage of shared targets. Three microRNA shared a low percentage 

of their targets with other microRNA; miR–145–5p, miR–155–5p and miR–21–5p share 17.3%, 

13.0% and 26% of their targets respectively which was low compared with the average of 44.1%. 

They also had significantly more validated targets than the other microRNA and this was likely 

to be responsible for the low percentage overlap with other microRNA. These microRNA 

highlighted a key issue with identifying targets using validated interaction databases; the 

information is heavily biased by microRNA or targets that are of interest to specific researchers. 

The high number of targets for these three microRNA suggested that they had been of interest 

to researchers in the past and so had been subjected to more extensive investigation. 

This phenomenon also affected the clustering of microRNA within the network (Figure 4.11). 

When analysing predicted targets the clustering was predominantly based upon sequence 

homology, it now appears to be determined by the targets previously selected for validation. 

The previous microRNA clusters miR–30b/c, miR–26a/b, miR–146a/b, let–7d/e/g, miR–

15b/16/195 and miR–221/222/223–3p no longer form, sharing zero (0%), four (13.8%), three 

(11.5%), one (6.7%), three (6.5%) and zero (0%) targets between all microRNA in the cluster, 

respectively. Although many of these microRNA still appear close to each other, this was likely 

due to increased tightness of the network caused by the reduced number of targets. 
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Figure 4.10 – Validated targets of pdEV microRNA mapped into an interaction network Validated microRNA–target 
interactions in miRTarBase for the 45 microRNA consistently found in pdEV were mapped into an interaction network 
using Cytoscape 2.8.3. MicroRNA were mapped to red diamond source nodes and targets to green circle target nodes. 
These were linked by edges (double blue lines) to indicate validated interactions. The network was laid out according 
to a force-directed layout resulting in the clustering of microRNA with similar targets. High resolution image available 
at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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Figure 4.11 – Validated microRNA targets microRNA map depicting microRNA force–directed layout clustering 
Target nodes were removed from the network to leave just the microRNA to clearly demonstrate clustering of 
microRNA. The microRNA nodes were increased in size so only clusters that appear in the actual network are 
highlighted using the same annotations as previously; Cluster C) miR–19 family, Cluster H) miR–17/92 cluster. High 
resolution image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

Only two clear clusters remained from the predicted target network; miR–19a/b (Cluster C) and 

the miR–17/92 cluster (H). With the miR–19a/b cluster there were now only eight (30.7%) 

shared microRNA between them, whereas the overlap was 97.1% of predicted targets. The miR–

17/92 cluster remained the largest and dominant cluster in the network. In the predicted 

network it contained seven of the ten miR–17/92 microRNA, but this was reduced to five, with 

miR–18a and miR–18b no longer present. The five microRNA (miR–17–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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20b–5p, miR–106a–5p and miR–106b–5p) only had two (3.3%) targets that were targeted by all 

five, but there were 25 (37.3%) targets interacting with two or more of the cluster. This cluster 

was well researched and it is likely that targets of multiple microRNA within the cluster have 

been researched together, resulting in this cluster remaining (Bonauer et al., 2009, Fontana et 

al., 2007, Mogilyansky and Rigoutsos, 2013). 

 

Figure 4.12 – Zoomed section of the predicted target network showing the miR–17/92 family clustering The clearest 
cluster in the validated target network was the miR–17/92 cluster. To focus on this network the figure shows a zoomed 
section of the network containing seven of the miR–17/92 cluster of microRNA. MiR–17–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–
5p, miR–106a–5p and miR–106b–5p are shown alongside miR–19a–3p and miR–19b–3p with their interacting targets. 
Many of these targets demonstrate increased node size due to their multiple interacting microRNA. High resolution 
image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

The five microRNA from the miR–17/92 cluster that remained clustered in the validated target 

network are shown in detail in Figure 4.12. From the figure it was clear that there were fewer 

validated targets than predicted targets (Figure 4.8) associated with the miR–17/92 cluster. But 

as before, many of these targets interacted with multiple microRNA (indicated by increased 

node size). Figure 4.12 contained many of the most frequently targeted mRNA due to the 

influence of the miR–17/92 cluster on these targets. This figure suggested at several potentially 

important targets; CDKN1A [Cyclin–Dependent Kinase Inhibitor 1A], PTEN [Phosphatase and Tensin 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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Homolog], E2F1 [E2F Transcription Factor 1], BCL2 [B–Cell CLL/Lymphoma 2] and CCND1 [Cyclin D1], 

and the most frequently validated targets are listed in Table 4.6. The table listed fewer mRNA 

with multiple interacting microRNA, but this reflected the lower number of targets identified for 

each microRNA. Of the targets in Table 4.6 many of them have been frequently researched and 

have roles in well–known processes such as the cell cycle, demonstrating further evidence of 

bias in this identification process. 

From Table 4.6 it was clear that VEGFA [Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A] had the most 

validated microRNA–target interactions, with 13 evidence based microRNA interactions. These 

13 included the five microRNA from the miR–17/92 cluster and three from the miR–15 family 

alongside five other microRNA. Despite VEGFA having validated interactions with 13 microRNA 

from this dataset, the summed expression level of these 13 was still significantly below the 

expression of miR–223–3p. MiR–223–3p was 5.7 times more abundant and this further 

illustrated the importance of utilising microRNA expression levels. Of the targets with multiple 

microRNA interactions shown in Table 4.6, miR–223–3p only interacted with one, E2F1 [E2F 

transcription factor 1], meaning that alongside VEGFA, E2F1 is potentially another important 

target. 

The targets identified through the analysis miRTarBase present many potential targets for 

further analysis e.g. VEGFA and E2F1. However, as has been alluded to, this approach had several 

weaknesses in identifying microRNA from databases of information biased by other researchers. 

Therefore to increase the robustness of the target identification process and to prevent 

important targets being missed the next step was to merge the Validated AND Predicted target 

information. 
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Table 4.6 – Validated targets targeted by multiple microRNA The targets with the most validated microRNA interactions are shown in this table, they have been ordered so that microRNA 
with more interactions appear at the top. The microRNA are ordered numerically to allow patterns to be seen. 

Target 

Number 
of 

microRNA microRNA IDs 

VEGFA 13 
miR–106a–5p 
miR–195–5p 

miR–106b–5p 
miR–20a–5p 

miR–126–3p 
miR–20b–5p 

miR–140–5p 
miR–21–5p 

miR–145–5p miR–150–5p miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p 

PTEN 9 miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20a–5p miR–21–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p miR–26a–5p 

ESR1 8 miR–18a–5p miR–18b–5p miR–19a–3p miR–19b–3p miR–20b–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p miR–26a–5p  

BCL2 7 miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p miR–21–5p miR–451a   

CCND1 6 miR–106b–5p miR–16–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–19a–3p miR–20a–5p    

CDKN1A 6 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–20b–5p miR–28–5p    

E2F1 6 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–21–5p miR–223–3p    

MYC 6 let–7g–5p miR–145–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–24–3p miR–451a    

CCNE1 5 miR–15b–5p miR–16–5p miR–195–5p miR–26a–5p miR–26b–5p     

CDK6 5 miR–16–5p miR–191–5p miR–195–5p miR–26a–5p miR–26b–5p     

DICER1 5 let–7d–5p miR–18a–5p miR–221–3p miR–222–3p miR–374a–5p     

RB1 5 miR–106a–5p miR–106b–5p miR–17–5p miR–20a–5p miR–26a–5p     

WEE1 5 miR–106b–5p miR–155–5p miR–17–5p miR–195–5p miR–20a–5p     
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4.5.2.5 Merging Validated AND Predicted targets 

4.5.2.5.1 Validated PLUS Predicted microRNA–target interactions network 

 

Figure 4.13 – A combination microRNA–target interaction network of the Validated PLUS Predicted microRNA 
targets Validated PLUS Predicted microRNA–target interactions from the earlier networks were mapped into an 
interaction network using Cytoscape 2.8.3. MicroRNA were mapped to red diamond source nodes and targets to green 
circle target nodes (at least one validated interaction) or white squares (predicted interactions only). These were linked 
by edges; double blue lines (validated interactions) and black dashed lines (predicted interactions). The network was 
laid out according to a force-directed layout resulting in the clustering of microRNA with similar targets. High 
resolution image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

As discussed earlier (4.4.1) the Validated AND Predicted target information was merged to 

create two new networks; predicted targets were added to validated targets to form a network 

containing all targets (Figure 4.13). Secondly, microRNA–target interactions that were both 

Validated AND predicted were identified (Figure 4.15). The Validated PLUS Predicted target 

network shown in Figure 4.13 incorporating all of the information gathered on all targets. The 

network contains all 45 microRNA and has 2084 target nodes, as before node size indicated the 

number of interacting microRNA. The node colour indicated the type of interactions; white – 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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predicted only and green – at least one validated interaction. The edge style showed which 

microRNA interactions were predicted (black lines) or validated (blue lines).  

Again, the most frequently targeted mRNA (larger nodes) were central to the network with close 

links to the miR–17/92 cluster which contained five of the ten microRNA from the cluster (miR–

17–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p, miR–106a–5p and miR–106b–5p). The strength of its 

influence on the network was shown in the list of most frequently targeted mRNA (Table 4.7). 

Only one target (EIF4G2) is not targeted by five or more microRNA from the miR–17/92 cluster 

(miR–17/92 microRNA are underlined).  

The network in Figure 4.13 showed that the predicted targets were predominant for most 

microRNA but there were two notable exceptions; miR–155–5p (62 predicted targets and 130 

validated targets) and miR–21–5p (53 predicted and 73 validated). These microRNA have 1252 

and 2175 references in PubMed, demonstrating further evidence of the bias in the validated 

target databases. Despite the abundance of validated targets only fifteen (miR–155–5p) and 

nine (miR–21–5p) of these were Validated AND Predicted.  

 

Figure 4.14 – Venn diagrams showing the overlap between the Validated AND Predicted target interactions The 
interactions between microRNA and the identified Validated AND Predicted targets were analysed for overlap using 
Venn diagram software. In A) all of the unique targets from the Validated AND Predicted datasets were analysed to 
show overlap. In B) this analysis was taken further to look at each microRNA to target interaction separately and 
identify where there was overlap between specific interactions. 

The lack of similarity between predicted and validated targets for each microRNA was evident 

throughout the network and this was analysed in Figure 4.14. Of the 578 validated targets, only 

153 (26.5%) were also identified using the predicted target databases. If instead of analysing the 

presence of a target in both networks we looked at the individual microRNA–mRNA interactions 
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the overlap is further reduced. There were 811 validated microRNA–target interactions and only 

109 (13.4%) were also identified by the predicted databases. ADAM9 [ADAM Metallopeptidase 

Domain 9] is an example of this; it had two validated targets (miR–126–3p and miR–126–5p) and 

seven predicted interactions (with miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–

20b–5p, miR–26a–5p and miR–26b–5p). There was no overlap at all between the validated and 

predicted interactions with this mRNA. Whilst an interaction which is both validated and 

predicted provided high confidence that it would produce a real effect, the low overlap between 

the Validated AND Predicted target lists justified the need for the PLUS network alongside the 

AND network.  

By overlapping the networks, mRNA that were targeted by multiple pdEV microRNA in either a 

predicted or validated interaction could be identified. Table 4.7 showed the targets with the 

greatest number of microRNA interactions and indicated whether these were predicted, 

validated or both (highlighted in red). Two targets that showed strong evidence for further 

investigation at this stage were VEGFA and PTEN, there was validated evidence for more than 

ten microRNA targeting each and three of these were also predicted for VEGFA and five for 

PTEN. This approach helped to identify targets with strong evidence for microRNA interactions 

and prioritised the list of >3000 targets. However there was still not enough information to use 

these targets within the platelet to monocyte transfer model. To make the data relevant to the 

effects in monocytes following pdEV microRNA transfer, incorporation of monocyte gene 

expression data was required. To do this the datasets outlined in 4.3.1.1 (monocyte gene 

expression changes after 4hour incubation with CRP–XL activated platelets) and 4.3.1.2 

(monocyte gene expression changes following incubation with platelet-releasate) were added 

to the networks. 
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Table 4.7 – Validated PLUS Predicted targets targeted by multiple microRNA Targets with the most microRNA interactions, including both Validated AND Predicted interactions, are 
shown ordered by the number of interactions. The microRNA are separated into two sections to denote whether their interaction is validated (left column) or predicted (right). If the 
interaction was identified as both then it appears in both columns and to show the dominance of the miR–17/92 cluster of microRNA, microRNA species from that cluster are underlined. 

Target 
# 

microRNA 

microRNA IDs 

Validated Predicted 

VEGFA 13 
miR–15b–5p, miR–16–5p, miR–195–5p, miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p,  

miR–126–3p,miR–140–5p, miR–145–5p, miR–150–5p, miR–17–5p, 
miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p,miR–21–5p 

miR–15b–5p, miR–16–5p, miR–195–5p 

PTEN 11 
miR–19a–3p, miR–19b–3p, miR–26a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p,  
miR–20a–5p, miR–21–5p, miR–221–3p, miR–222–3p, miR–26b–5p,  

miR–92a–3p 
miR–19a–3p, miR–19b–3p, miR–26a–5p, miR–26b–5p, miR–92a–3p 

CDC37L1 10  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–15b–5p, miR–16–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–195–5p, 

miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p, miR–30b–5p, miR–30c–5p 

RAP2C 10  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–19a–3p, miR–19b–3p, miR–20a–5p, 

miR–20b–5p, miR–24–3p, miR–26a–5p, miR–26b–5p 

USP3 10  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–146a–5p, miR–146b–5p, miR–15b–5p, miR–16–5p,  

miR–17–5p, miR–195–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p 

ZNF367 10  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–18a–5p, miR–18b–5p, miR–19a–3p, 

miR–19b–3p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p, miR–21–5p 

ADAM9 9 miR–126–3p, miR–126–5p 
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–20a–5p, miR–20b–5p, miR–26a–5p, 

miR–26b–5p 

EIF4G2 9  
let–7d–5p, let–7e–5p, let–7g–5p, miR–139–5p, miR–140–5p, miR–146a–5p, miR–146b–5p, 

miR–26a–5p,miR–26b–5p 

HMBOX1 9  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–18a–5p, miR–18b–5p, miR–20a–5p, 

miR–20b–5p, miR–221–3p, miR–222–3p 

PBX3 9  
let–7d–5p, let–7e–5p, let–7g–5p, miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–20a–5p, 

miR–20b–5p, miR–320a 

REEP3 9  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–19a–3p, miR–19b–3p, miR–20a–5p, 

miR–20b–5p, miR–30b–5p, miR–30c–5p 

ZFPM2 9  
miR–106a–5p, miR–106b–5p, miR–17–5p, miR–19a–3p, miR–19b–3p, miR–20a–5p, 

miR–20b–5p, miR–221–3p, miR–222–3p 
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4.5.2.5.2 Overlaying monocyte expression data onto Validated PLUS Predicted target 

network 

With the addition of baseline monocyte gene expression data from 4.3.1.1, the network shown 

in Figure 4.15 reduced in size whilst providing greater information. The reduction was caused by 

the removal of targets not expressed in baseline monocytes (4.3.1.1) which resulted in the 

removal of 934 (44.89%) targets from the network. The attributes linked to node size and colour 

were changed for Figure 4.15; node size showed the level of gene expression in baseline 

monocytes and node colour provided the Log fold change (LogFC) in expression following 4hour 

incubation with CRP–XL activated platelets, as described in 4.3.1.1. 

Overall the network appeared similar to previous iterations; the microRNA with predominantly 

unique targets localised at the edge of the network and those working together clustered 

towards the centre. The miR–17/92 cluster was at the heart of the network, which 

demonstrated that it remained relevant when the data was focused on the platelet–monocyte 

interaction. The removal of 934 targets due to their lack of expression in monocytes had a 

significant effect on many of the previously highlighted targets (Table 4.5, Table 4.6 and Table 

4.7). The list of removed targets included; VEGFA, ZNF367 [Zinc Finger Protein 367], REEP3, ZFPM2, 

E2F5 [E2F Transcription Factor 5], ESR1 [Estrogen Receptor 1], KIF5A [Kinesin Family Member 5A], 

PLSCR4 [Phospholipid Scramblase 4], PTH [Parathyroid Hormone], PTHLH [Parathyroid Hormone–Like 

Hormone] and E2F1 [E2F Transcription Factor 1], all of which had six or more validated and/or 

predicted microRNA interactions. Based on the previous network (Figure 4.13), VEGFA was a 

leading target with 13 validated microRNA interactions, three of which were also predicted by 

all databases. Table 4.8 detailed the top 48 targets ordered based upon their level of expression 

in monocytes and the summed expression of all interacting microRNA (predicted or validated). 

Therefore targets with high gene expression and multiple highly expressed interacting microRNA 

were prioritised. To guide the decision on which targets to investigate further Table 4.8 included 

all target attributes from Figure 4.15 and a column for ‘LogFC after incubation with releasate’. 

This column used information from the second platelet–monocyte interaction dataset, as 

described in 4.3.1.2, where monocyte gene expression was measured before and after 

incubation with platelet-releasate. The sample used to treat monocytes in this second dataset 

again contained the pdEV microRNA but removed the complication of direct platelet interaction, 

seen with the first dataset (4.3.1.1) meaning that the responses were perhaps more relevant to 

the microRNA stimulus. 

Ordering the targets in Table 4.8 by their microRNA and target gene expression highlighted the 

targets of abundant microRNA, such as miR–223–3p. Four targets of miR–223–3p were EPB41L3 
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[Erythrocyte Membrane Protein Band 4.1–Like 3], HSP90B1 [Heat Shock Protein 90kDa Beta Member 1], 

DCAF12 [DDB1 and CUL4 Associated Factor 12] and CBFB [Core–Binding Factor, Beta Subunit] and 

these were the top 4 targets in Table 4.8. The gene expression changes of these four targets 

following monocyte incubation with activated platelets indicated either an increase or no 

change. However their response to platelet-releasate showed EPB41L3 and HSP90B1 with 

increased expression, a small decrease with CBFB and a decrease with DCAF12. This would 

suggest that CBFB and particularly DCAF12 were strong targets for future analysis. However, it 

is important to consider that there is no information on whether these targets are expressed as 

proteins or whether the effect of microRNA would be significant as their inclusion is solely reliant 

on information from the literature. 

 

Figure 4.15 – Validated PLUS Predicted microRNA–target interaction network with monocyte gene expression 
overlay The Validated PLUS Predicted network was filtered to show only targets which were found to be expressed in 
monocytes at rest. MicroRNA appear as red diamond source nodes and targets as squares. The target node squares 
are scaled based on their level of expression in monocytes and coloured to demonstrate the LogFC following 
interaction with platelets. The microRNA nodes are linked by edges to their targets with no differentiation between 
validated and predicted targets. The network was laid out according to a force-directed layout. High resolution image 
available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

  

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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Table 4.8 – MicroRNA–targets expressed in monocytes showing expression levels and expression change following 
monocyte interaction with platelets/platelet-releasate Targets from the Validated PLUS Predicted network are 
displayed alongside information on the number of interacting microRNA, the total expression of these microRNA, the 
target genes expression in monocytes and the target genes LogFC following incubation with platelets or platelet-
releasate. Targets were prioritised for this table based on their expression in monocytes and the sum of their 
interacting microRNAs expression. (FC colour code (yellow = upregulated/white = no change/blue = downregulated)). 
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Despite the filtering, prioritising and increase in target attributes, the pool of targets was still 

large making it difficult to identify ideal candidates for further analysis, especially as the list of 

targets which were Validated AND Predicted, analysed in 4.5.2.5.4 were yet to be added to the 

targets in Table 4.8. Therefore further steps to narrow the pool of targets were required and the 

identification of biological roles was one way to do this. A pathway analysis was carried out to 

see if microRNA were working in concert on specific pathways, which would strengthen the case 

for targets within that pathway. 

4.5.2.5.3 Pathway analysis of Validated PLUS Predicted targets found in monocytes 

The list of mRNA targets from the network in Figure 4.15 were analysed using pathway 

identification software as described in section 4.4.3. The output identified 413 pathways 

containing ten or more of the networks targets and with a p–value ≤0.05, Table 4.9 contains the 

top 33 pathways. These were mainly signalling pathways including those for MAPK, TGF–β, TNF 

and EGF, many of which appear multiple times. The duplication is due to the use of multiple 

pathway databases containing similar pathways defined in slightly different ways and containing 

variations. For example pathways associated with EGF appear three times from the SignalLink, 

NetPath and WikiPathways databases. By removing exact pathway duplicates but leaving similar 

pathways there is no bias towards a single database and it highlighted pathways that were 

significantly altered in a variety of iterations. 

The analysis identified the MAPK signalling pathway as the most significantly altered by pdEV 

microRNA. In the WikiPathways entry, 54 (32.3%) of the 178 genes in the pathway were positive 

for microRNA–target interactions yielding a p–value of 1.62x10–22 and a q–value of 4.63x10–20. 

These values provide information on the probability of the pathway being affected by chance by 

the targets from the network and are calculated using hyper-geometric distribution (p–value) 

and then adjusted for multiple comparisons using FDR (q–value). The MAPK signalling pathway, 

appeared in Table 4.9 twice more (from the KEGG and BioCarta databases) both of which show 

significant effects; p=1.32x10–13 and p=1.25x10–12 respectively. The TGF–β and TNF–α pathways 

displayed similar changes to the MAPK signalling pathway with 55 (31.8%) and 57 (24.4%) of 

their genes being affected in the most significantly altered versions of the pathways. In addition 

to signalling pathways there were three further groups of pathway in Table 4.9; direct miR–

targeted gene pathways, apoptosis and cell cycle pathways and a large group of 

inflammatory/immune related pathways. The two miR–targeted gene pathways from the 

Wikipathways database were likely to have been generated following a similar process to that 

in this chapter. Whilst they were targeting lymphocytes and muscle cells and not monocytes it 

suggests the pdEV microRNA have been shown to have effects in other cell types. It should be 
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noted that there were no entries for miR–targeted genes in monocytes in the Wikipathways 

database. There were six pathways associated with apoptosis and the cell cycle, suggesting this 

could be an important area for further investigation particularly as the output for these can be 

measured. The inflammatory/immune related pathways listed in Table 4.9 were extensive, with 

18 of the 33 pathways containing clear links to the inflammatory process. This suggested that 

inflammatory outcomes, including single key genes, such as NLRP3 and IL8 could play a key role 

in future experimental work. Therefore when selecting individual targets, those involved in 

inflammation were of high interest. 
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Table 4.9 – Pathways involving multiple pdEV microRNA targets filtered for genes expressed in monocytes All of the targets from the Validated PLUS Predicted network were subjected 
to a pathway analysis using the CPDB. The pathways were filtered so that each pathway contained ≥10 targets and had a p–value ≤0.05. Exact duplicates were removed from the resulting 
list of pathways and then the 32 pathways which were most significantly affected (as determined by p–value) were displayed below alongside information detailing the number of genes 
in that pathway, the number of validated targets within that pathway genes, the significance of the effect (p–value), the significance after correction for FDR and the database the 
pathway was sourced from. 

Pathway name #Genes in pathway #Validated targets p–value q–value (FDR) Pathway source 

MAPK Signalling Pathway 168 54 (32.3%) 1.62X10–22 4.63X10–20 Wikipathways 

TGF_beta_Receptor 174 55 (31.8%) 1.63X10–22 4.63X10–20 NetPath 

Hepatitis B – Homo sapiens (human) 146 47 (32.2%) 1.18X10–19 2.24X10–17 KEGG 

TGF beta Signalling Pathway 132 44 (33.3%) 3.86X10–19 5.48X10–17 Wikipathways 

Regulation of nuclear SMAD2/3 signalling 78 33 (42.9%) 1.62X10–18 1.83X10–16 PID 

EGF–Core 105 37 (35.6%) 2.32X10–17 2.19X10–15 Signalink 

TNFalpha 234 57 (24.4%) 3.46X10–17 2.81X10–15 NetPath 

Pathways in cancer – Homo sapiens (human) 398 75 (18.8%) 1.56X10–15 1.11X10–13 KEGG 

FoxO signalling pathway – Homo sapiens (human) 134 39 (29.3%) 5.50X10–15 3.47X10–13 KEGG 

miR–targeted genes in lymphocytes – TarBase 480 83 (17.3%) 7.83X10–15 4.23X10–13 Wikipathways 

TNF signalling pathway – Homo sapiens (human) 110 35 (31.8%) 8.87X10–15 4.23X10–13 KEGG 

AGE–RAGE pathway 66 27 (40.9%) 8.94X10–15 4.23X10–13 Wikipathways 

EGF–EGFR Signalling Pathway 162 43 (26.5%) 1.13X10–14 4.92X10–13 Wikipathways 

Structural Pathway of Interleukin 1 (IL–1) 44 22 (50.0%) 1.63X10–14 6.59X10–13 Wikipathways 

IL1 55 24 (43.6%) 4.90X10–14 1.74X10–12 NetPath 

EGFR1 453 78 (17.3%) 6.08X10–14 2.03X10–12 NetPath 

MAPK signalling pathway – Homo sapiens (human) 257 54 (21.2%) 1.32X10–13 4.17X10–12 KEGG 

Chronic myeloid leukaemia – Homo sapiens (human) 73 27 (37.0%) 1.69X10–13 5.05X10–12 KEGG 

Measles – Homo sapiens (human) 134 37 (27.6%) 2.21X10–13 6.26X10–12 KEGG 

Activated TLR4 signalling 110 33 (30.0%) 3.43X10–13 9.26X10–12 Reactome 

Chagas disease (American trypanosomiasis) – Homo sapiens (human) 104 32 (30.8%) 3.60X10–13 9.29X10–12 KEGG 

miR–targeted genes in muscle cell – TarBase 394 69 (17.5%) 9.23X10–13 2.28X10–11 Wikipathways 

EPO signalling 185 43 (23.5%) 1.10X10–12 2.61X10–11 INOH 

Apoptosis 84 28 (33.3%) 1.20X10–12 2.62X10–11 Wikipathways 

Direct p53 effectors 141 37 (26.2%) 1.22X10–12 2.62X10–11 PID 

mapkinase signalling pathway 57 23 (40.4%) 1.25X10–12 2.62X10–11 BioCarta 

Integrated Pancreatic Cancer Pathway 170 41 (24.1%) 1.51X10–12 3.05X10–11 Wikipathways 

Epstein–Barr virus infection – Homo sapiens (human) 201 45 (22.5%) 1.66X10–12 3.25X10–11 KEGG 

IL6 74 26 (35.1%) 1.92X10–12 3.62X10–11 NetPath 

DNA Damage Response (only ATM dependent) 110 32 (29.1%) 2.00X10–12 3.65X10–11 Wikipathways 

Regulation of retinoblastoma protein 64 24 (37.5%) 2.68X10–12 4.75X10–11 PID 

Toll Like Receptor 4 (TLR4) Cascade 119 33 (27.7%) 3.91X10–12 6.72X10–11 Reactome 
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4.5.2.5.4 Validated AND Predicted microRNA–target interactions network 

Focussing on a network containing only Validated AND Predicted microRNA–target interactions 

significantly reduced the network size; only 31 of the 45 microRNA were present and these had 

109 interactions with 86 different targets. Of the 31 microRNA, ten only had one target and 

twelve only had targets unique to themselves. Clustering in this network was non–existent but 

there were instead some sub–networks. Three of the miR–17/92 cluster were linked but only 

shared a couple of targets and three of the miR–15 family were also linked. Only fifteen targets 

interacted with multiple microRNA, of which only four had three interactions; RBL2 

[Retinoblastoma–Like 2], VEGFA, PTEN and CCNE1 [Cyclin E1]. These significantly reduced numbers 

were a reflection of the smaller network and as these interactions were both validated and 

predicted they were the strongest candidates for further analysis. The next step was to overlay 

the monocyte gene expression data. 

 

Figure 4.16 – A microRNA–target interaction network of the Validated AND Predicted microRNA targets Validated 
microRNA–target interactions from miRTarBase that were also predicted in the microRNA.org, TargetScan and miRDB 
databases for the 45 microRNA consistently found in pdEV were mapped into an interaction network using Cytoscape 
2.8.3. MicroRNA were mapped to red diamond source nodes and targets to green circle target nodes, node size 
indicates the number of microRNA with either predicted or validated interactions to the target but only interactions 
which are both Validated AND Predicted are shown with links. MicroRNA are linked to targets by edges (double blue 
lines) to indicate interactions which were both validated AND predicted and the network was laid out according to a 
force-directed layout. High resolution image available at http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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4.5.2.5.5 Overlaying monocyte expression data onto Validated AND Predicted target 

network 

The result of incorporating the monocyte gene expression data into the Validated AND Predicted 

network can be seen in Figure 4.17. This was the most selective network produced and included 

information to demonstrate the level of each genes expression (node size) and the LogFC 

following 4hour incubation with stimulated platelets (node colour). 

 

Figure 4.17 – A network showing Validated AND Predicted microRNA–target interactions overlaid with monocyte 
gene expression data The Validated AND Predicted microRNA–target network was filtered for targets with monocyte 
gene expression. MicroRNA were mapped to red diamond source nodes and targets to coloured circle nodes. The size 
of the node was determined by the level of that genes expression in resting monocytes and the colour indicated the 
change in gene expression following interaction with platelets. The network was laid out according to a force-directed 
layout resulting in the clustering of microRNA with similar targets. High resolution image available at 
http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose. 

The network consisted of 27 microRNA targeting 54 unique mRNA through 69 interactions. To 

create this network, 32 (37.21%) of the targets in the Validated AND Predicted network (Figure 

4.16) were removed due to absence of expression in monocytes. The new network contained 

nine targets with two interacting microRNA and only two that interacted with three microRNA; 

PTEN and RBL2. Both PTEN and RBL2 mRNA showed down regulation after incubation with 

stimulated platelets or platelet-releasate and of all 56 targets; 20 in monocytes stimulated by 

intact platelets and 31 induced by incubation with platelet-releasate showed a decrease, albeit 

with only three and four of these decreasing by >50%. These subtle changes in expression are 

http://tinyurl.com/ashleyambrose
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consistent with the known function of microRNA in fine tuning expression rather than causing 

complete inhibition. 

Both PTEN and RBL2 stood out from the above network because they had the most interacting 

microRNA, but it was important not to overlook the targets of miR–223–3p due to the 

abundance of this microRNA. In the Validated AND Predicted network overlaid with monocyte 

expression, miR–223–3p had four unique targets; HSP90B1, LMO2 [LIM Domain Only 2], FBXW7 

[F–Box and WD Repeat Domain Containing 7] and RHOB [Ras Homolog Family Member B]. LMO2 mRNA 

was downregulated after incubation with platelets and with platelet-releasate while RHOB was 

down regulated only after incubation with releasate. Table 4.10 lists all of the targets from the 

Validated AND Predicted network (Figure 4.17) and is weighted to highlight targets with high 

gene expression in monocytes and high abundance of interacting microRNA, an analysis that 

results in all of the miR–223–3p targets moving to the top of the list. 

All of the targets in Table 4.10 were both Validated AND Predicted and expressed in monocytes 

so had strong cases for further study.  Additional information on the FC of gene expression 

following stimulation of monocytes with platelets was then used to narrow the list down to a 

manageable number of potential targets. Additional information was added through a pathway 

analysis of the targets (4.5.2.5.6) to identify important target themes and then the remaining 

targets were filtered to form a final list (4.5.2.6).  
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Table 4.10 – Validated AND Predicted targets of pdEV microRNA expressed in monocytes Targets from the Validated 
AND Predicted network which had been filtered for genes expressed in monocytes at rest are shown. They are 
alongside data detailing the number of microRNA targeting the gene, the sum of the expression of those microRNA, 
the genes expression in monocytes and the genes LogFC following 4hour incubation with activated platelets or the 
releasate from platelets. Genes are ordered to prioritise targets of highly expressed microRNA with high gene 
expression in monocytes. (FC  colour coding (yellow = upregulated/white = no change/blue = downregulated)). 
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4.5.2.5.6 Pathway analysis of Validated PLUS Predicted targets found in monocytes 

The pathway analysis of the Validated AND Predicted targets was carried out as previously 

described and the results are shown in Table 4.11. As there were only 56 targets and the 

threshold for the number of targets genes in a pathway was >10 (as detailed in 4.4.3) the list of 

identified pathways was small. The four pathways that were identified retained two of the 

previous themes from Table 4.9; two pathways fell into the miR–targeted genes group and two 

into the inflammation/immune system grouping. In this instance the effect of the microRNA 

were deemed more significant on the miR–targeted pathways although the overall percentage 

of genes involved was low; 2.9% and 3.4%. This pattern was the same for the 

inflammatory/immune pathways and was likely caused by the large overall size of these 

pathways along with the small target pool. The overlap with the previous pathway analysis 

suggested immune and inflammatory related genes were good targets, whilst the inclusion of 

the miR targeted pathways did not provide much information as the analysis was based on 

microRNA targeted genes.   

Table 4.11 – Pathways affected by targets in the Validated AND Predicted network that are expressed in monocytes  
Targets from the Validated AND Predicted network which had expression in monocytes at rest were analysed using 
the CPDB pathway analysis tool. The pathways which involved 10 or more of the targets and had a p–value ≤0.05 are 
displayed in the table below with information on the number of genes in the pathway, the number of those genes that 
are Validated AND Predicted targets, the significance of the association with the pathway (p–value), the significance 
following correction for false discovery (q–value) and finally the database where that pathway originated. 

Pathway name #Genes in 
pathway 

#Validated 
targets 

p–value q–value 
(FDR) 

Pathway 
source 

miR–targeted genes 
in lymphocytes – 

TarBase 
480 14 (2.9%) 5.46x10–9 2.73x10–8 Wikipathway 

MicroRNAs in cancer 
– Homo sapiens 

(human) 
297 10 (3.4%) 3.22x10–7 8.05x10–7 KEGG 

Innate Immune 
System 

709 11 (1.6%) 0.000123 0.000205 Reactome 

Immune System 1174 13 (1.1%) 0.000757 0.000947 Reactome 
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4.5.2.6 Key targets of pdEV microRNA 

This chapter started with 45 microRNA and aimed to identify their potential targets following 

their transfer via pdEV from platelets to monocytes. The processes described in this chapter led 

to the identification of 4403 potential targets, which following target filtering, generated two 

networks made up of 2084 and 86 potential targets. These targets were identified as having 

either predicted or validated interactions with the 45 microRNA and were also expressed in 

monocytes. The flowchart in Figure 4.18 shows the steps taken to narrow these down to a final 

list from which targets for future work were selected. 

The workflow shown in Figure 4.18 demonstrated how the targets from the PLUS and AND 

networks shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.16 were combined with monocyte gene expression 

data to give the 34 targets in Table 4.12. The nine steps were; i) Generation of networks from 

the predicted and the validated microRNA targets ii) Filtering of networks to remove genes not 

expressed in monocytes (Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.17) iii) Prioritising of Targets in Figure 4.15 to 

select targets with the high gene expression and abundant interacting microRNA; iv) Lists from 

the PLUS and AND network were merged and duplicates identified, highlighted (bold in Table 

4.12) and then removed; v) Genes then had their protein function characterised and any with 

uncharacterised protein functions were removed; vi) For the observable change in the target to 

be viable it required the level of microRNA acting on the target to be significant. Therefore any 

targets where the sum of microRNA expression (AU) was below a value of ‘2’ were removed. vii) 

The same process was applied to the level of target gene expression (AU) in monocytes; here a 

cut–off of ‘500’ was applied. iix) A ratio of the sum of microRNA expression (AU) to the target 

gene expression (AU) was calculated, any target where the ratio was less than 0.01 (1%) was 

removed, thereby removing any targets where the microRNA was likely to be insufficient to elicit 

an effect. ix) A final list of 34 targets, shown in Table 4.12, was generated. This list was small 

enough to work through manually to identify definitive candidates for future investigation. 

In Table 4.12 the remaining targets were ordered based upon their LogFC following incubation 

with platelet-releasate (the closest stimulus to pdEV microRNA available). They were displayed 

with gene names and the protein functions alongside the information on microRNA number, 

microRNA expression, mRNA expression in monocytes and the ratio of expression. Any targets 

from both the PLUS network and the AND network appear in bold as there was clearly strong 

evidence for these targets. In this list 16 (47%) were targeted by miR–223–3p and nine by five 

or more of the miR–17/92 cluster reflecting the continually emphasised importance of these 

microRNA, in addition over half had predicted or validated interactions with multiple microRNA. 
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When we looked at the gene expression of these targets following monocyte incubation with 

platelet-releasate 24 were downregulated which would correlate with the decrease in gene 

expression that microRNA frequently, but not always, cause (Baek et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 4.18 – Flowchart showing the selection of a final list of targets for future experiments Following the 
identification of targets that are strong candidate from the Validated PLUS Predicted network and all of the targets 
from the Validated AND Predicted network they were filtered and sorted to provide a final list of targets. Initially the 
Validated PLUS Predicted targets were prioritised using the sum of microRNA and monocyte gene expression. These 
targets were then amalgamated with those which were Validated AND Predicted; overlap between the two groups 
was identified and the duplicate removed. Protein functions were identified and any uncharacterised proteins were 
removed, the minimum sum of interacting microRNA expression was then set at two and the minimum monocyte 
expression was set at 500. Once targets that did not meet these thresholds were removed a final filtration step, 
utilising the microRNA:mRNA expression ratio was set. Any target with a ratio <0.01 was also removed. 
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Almost all of the targets in Table 4.12 would have made sensible targets for future work but 

through manual examination SCARB1 and LMO2 were selected as the first two targets to 

investigate: 

SCARB1 [Scavenger Receptor Class B Member 1] – Was a validated target of miR–223–3p which 

was featured frequently in networks and top target tables throughout the chapter (Figure 4.10, 

Figure 4.13, Figure 4.15, Table 4.3 and Figure 4.8. In this analysis a predicted interaction was not 

identified, however, there are predicted interactions for miR–223–3p with SCARB1 in both the 

microRNA.org and TargetScan databases but these fall below the thresholds used to identify 

targets and there was no predicted target in miRDB. The validated interaction corresponded to 

entry ‘MIRT035551’ in miRTarBase which detailed the regulation of SCARB1 (referred to as SR–

B1 in the article) by miR–223–3p in HepG2 cells (a human liver carcinoma line). The evidence for 

this interaction in the paper was a ~55% decrease in SCARB1 mRNA, a ~15% decrease in cell 

surface expression accompanied by a decrease in overall protein expression following HepG2 

incubation with a miR–223–3p mimic. The authors also briefly investigated the effects of this 

microRNA on SCARB1 mRNA expression in PMA stimulated THP–1 cells and found a slight 

decrease (Wang et al., 2013).  

In addition to the evidence from the literature the evidence for this interaction from the analysis 

in this chapter was very strong. MiR–223–3p was the most abundant microRNA in pdEV making 

targets of this miRNA strong candidates. The level of SCARB1 gene expression in monocytes was 

above the gene expression threshold of 500, but had one of the lowest expression levels of the 

remaining targets. This significantly improved the ratio of microRNA to mRNA but also meant 

there was likely to be small amounts of protein. Another factor favouring SCARB1 as a target 

was that the gene expression decreased following monocyte incubation with either CRP–XL 

activated platelets or platelet-releasate.  Taken together, these factors made SCARB1 a logical 

and strong target. In addition, its function in taking up cholesterol from HDL-cholesterol (HDL-

C) and its known presence in atherosclerotic plaques made it of biological and clinical relevance 

(Hirano et al., 1999, Chinetti et al., 2000). 

LMO2 [LIM Domain Only 2] – Is another target of miR–223–3p with both validated and predicted 

interactions. The evidence for a validated interaction (MIRT000130) came from two separate 

papers, both of which had shown the direct interaction of miR–223–3p with LMO2 via a variety 

of techniques. Yuan et al. demonstrated a significant reduction in LMO2 protein and mRNA (up 

to 80%) in K562 cells following enforced expression of miR–223–3p and a 50% reduction in 

luciferase activity from a vector containing the 3’–UTR of LMO2 co–transfected into NIH–3T3 
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cells with pre–miR–223. Felli et al. found that LMO2 and miR–223–3p expression were inversely 

correlated in a variety of haematopoietic cell lineages, including monocytes. During monocytic 

differentiation there was a marked decrease in LMO2 but the authors did not follow this up, so 

a direct link with miR–223–3p in this cell type was not established. They did however identify 

the direct interaction between miR–223–3p and LMO2 with a Luciferase assay in HeLa cells, 

observing a 50% reduction in activity (Felli et al., 2009, Yuan et al., 2009).  

As with SCARB1 the evidence for LMO2 as a target in this chapter was strong. Table 4.12 showed 

that the expression of the interacting microRNA was high, the level of gene expression in 

monocytes was high and the ratio of microRNA to mRNA was suggestive that a strong effect 

could be observed. The LogFC in LMO2 gene expression of –1.53 and –0.63 following stimulation 

of monocytes with platelets or releasate respectively was strongly suggestive of a potential 

interaction. Finally the central role of this target in haematopoietic cell development indicated 

that it may be relevant in the interaction between platelets and monocytes. 
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4.5.3 Gene Ontology Analysis Comparison  

The targets from the predicted targets (Figure 4.6), validated targets (Figure 4.10), Validated 

PLUS Predicted targets with monocyte expression (Figure 4.15) and Validated AND Predicted 

targets with monocyte expression (Figure 4.17) networks were subjected to a GO analysis. This 

aimed to identify the functions, processes and cellular components within the networks and to 

compare these across the networks to identify changes occurring to the changing list of targets. 

The GO analysis was split into three sections; Molecular function (MF), biological processes (BP) 

and cellular components (CC). All four of the networks resulting from the selection described 

above were analysed for GO terms linked to each. The GO database annotations are extensive, 

therefore the analysis only looked at GO terms directly linked to the searched ontology section 

e.g. MF. The results are shown in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21; pie charts for each 

network show the distribution of GO terms and the bar charts provided direct comparisons 

between the networks. 

4.5.3.1 Gene Ontology – Molecular Function 

Figure 4.19 investigated the MF GO terms; overall the pie charts for each network were closely 

matched and this was confirmed in the bar graph. When the GO terms were ranked by 

percentage (high to low) then all networks, except the Validated AND Predicted with monocyte 

expression network had the same order. There was little variation between each network within 

the individual terms with the biggest difference in the ‘Binding’ term where the predicted 

network had 20.9% less than the Validated AND Predicted with monocyte expression network. 

The only other notable difference was that the ‘protein binding transcription factor activity’, 

‘channel regulator activity’ and ‘antioxidant activity’ GO terms were all lost from the Validated 

AND Predicted with monocyte expression network. This was only a minor change as they only 

represented 1.2%, 0.2% and 0.3% at their peak in the other networks. Despite these small 

differences the overall trend remained consistent between the networks regardless of the 

various stages of data manipulation. In addition to assessing correlation between networks, the 

GO terms provided information on the roles of the targets. The majority of MF terms involved 

interacting with another molecule (‘binding’) and then exerting an effect e.g. enzyme catalysis 

or nucleic transcription factors. 
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Figure 4.19 – Comparison of Gene Ontology Annotations for Molecular Function between microRNA–target 
networks A Gene Ontology analysis was completed for the targets in the Predicted, Validated, Validated PLUS 
Predicted filtered for monocyte genes and the Validated AND Predicted filtered for monocyte genes networks. All the 
targets from each network were input into the PANTHER DB GO term analyser and terms directly related to Molecular 
Function were identified. Pie charts were produced showing the distribution of these terms in each network and a bar 
chart to allow for direct comparisons between the four networks.  
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4.5.3.2 Gene Ontology – Biological Processes 

In Figure 4.20 the BP family of GO terms was explored and the pattern of expression between 

the different networks was similar again despite small changes in the order. The largest single 

percentage difference was in the ‘biological regulation’ term where the highest and lowest 

varied by 16.5%. The GO terms mapped to this sections targets were predominantly general cell 

processes such as metabolism and movement. This suggested that the microRNA were not 

acting to target specific BP on a large scale. But as these GO terms were broad there may be 

secondary GO terms which provide more insight into the effects of pdEV microRNA on 

monocytes. 
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Figure 4.20 – Comparison of Gene Ontology Annotations for Biological Processes between microRNA–target 
networks A Gene Ontology analysis was completed for the targets in the Predicted, Validated, Validated PLUS 
Predicted filtered for monocyte genes and the Validated AND Predicted filtered for monocyte genes networks. All the 
targets from each network were input into the PANTHER DB GO term analyser and terms directly related to Biological 
Processes were identified. Pie charts were produced showing the distribution of these terms in each network and a 
bar chart to allow for direct comparisons between the four networks. 
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4.5.3.3 Gene Ontology – Cellular Components 

The trend of consistency between the networks continued for the CC sub–section of GO terms. 

Six of the eight terms identified from the networks were found in all four and these six were 

consistently in the same order of abundance. The ‘cell junction’ and ‘synapse’ terms were lost 

from the validated network, but these had the lowest abundance and only represented the loss 

of two targets. It was again the case that the individual GO terms could not describe specific 

effects of pdEV microRNA and whether they were likely to be targeting a precise part of the cell, 

but the components of the membrane and extracellular regions appeared less targeted than 

those of intracellular parts or organelles. This may suggest that the microRNA were internalised, 

rather than acting directly at the membrane. 
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Figure 4.21 – Comparison of Gene Ontology Annotations for Cellular Component between microRNA–target 
networks A Gene Ontology analysis was completed for the targets in the Predicted, Validated, Validated PLUS 
Predicted filtered for monocyte genes and the Validated AND Predicted filtered for monocyte genes networks. All the 
targets from each network were input into the PANTHER DB GO term analyser and terms directly related to the Cellular 
Component for each target were identified. Pie charts were produced showing the distribution of these terms in each 
network and a bar chart to allow for direct comparisons between the four networks. 
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4.6 Discussion 

The ability of microRNA to regulate protein expression through post-transcriptional control of 

mRNA is a highly conserved mechanism that effects up to 60% of vertebrate mRNA (Bartel, 2004, 

Friedman et al., 2009, Mendell and Olson, 2012). The binding of microRNA to complimentary 

target sequences within the 3’-UTRs of mRNA leads to a reduction in translation and in some 

cases complete mRNA degradation (Zhang et al., 2012). These interactions cause a fine-tuning 

of protein expression instead of complete inhibition and this modulatory rather than all-or-

nothing response makes understanding and utilising microRNA for therapeutic applications an 

intensive area of research (Ambros et al., 2003, Lee and Ambros, 2001). The first microRNAs are 

currently undergoing clinical trials such as a miR-103/107 inhibitor (AZD4076) in phase I trials 

for the treatment of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis in diabetics and pre-diabetics (Trajkovski et 

al., 2011, ClinicalTrials.gov, 2016). 

Whilst microRNA are clearly showing therapeutic potential, our knowledge of their specific 

function is still limited and elucidating their precise effects has proved challenging due to the 

ability of individual microRNA to target several hundred mRNA and the identification of >1000 

separate microRNA species (Witkos et al., 2011, Ritchie and Rasko, 2014, Afonso-Grunz and 

Muller, 2015, Krek et al., 2005). Each microRNA is ~22 nucleotides long and this is made up of a 

seed region of between 6 and 8 nucleotides at the 5’ end and a secondary binding site between 

nucleotides 13 and 16 in the non-seed region (Lai, 2002, Lewis et al., 2005). The seed region 

requires almost 100% complementarity and is critical to the determination of targets and so the 

sequence of this region of microRNA is used as the basis for predicting microRNA targets (Baek 

et al., 2008, Selbach et al., 2008). 

Target identification utilises patterns identified from the results of previous experiments that 

have used high-throughput techniques to characterise microRNA-mRNA interactions (Ritchie 

and Rasko, 2014). These patterns are then applied to microRNA which have not been 

experimentally investigated to identify their potential targets. This has resulted in the availability 

of a multitude of microRNA prediction databases that use a variety of features in addition to the 

seed region complementarity to generate predicted targets. These extra features include, but 

are not limited to, sequence conservation across species which demonstrates an evolution-

driven requirement for that binding site (Friedman et al., 2009), the thermodynamic stability of 

the microRNA-mRNA interaction (Betel et al., 2010), the availability of the microRNAs binding 

site based on knowledge of the mRNAs secondary structure (Grimson et al., 2007) and the 

number of target sites for a microRNA within the 3’-UTR of an mRNA (Betel et al., 2008). 
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Current techniques often result in the prediction of false positives and are readily applied across 

all cell types and experimental systems, regardless of where the initial data was validated 

(Ritchie and Rasko, 2014, Seitz, 2009). This results in wasted time and money investigating 

interactions which may not have observable functional outcomes. For this reason we 

investigated the targets of multiple microRNA using data from a variety of target databases and 

incorporated information from platelet-monocyte interaction datasets to identify targets which 

we had high confidence could be validated in proceeding experiments. 

4.6.1 microRNA target prediction 

The analysis carried out in this chapter utilised a range of resources resulting in the identification 

of a list of 34 targets. There were strong cases to suggest that pdEV microRNA could significantly 

influence the protein expression of each target in monocytes. The final list contained 16 targets 

of miR-223-3p, reflecting the strong influence of the most abundant pdEV microRNA, and also 

contained 9 targets of the miR-17/92 cluster. Two targets, LMO2 and SCARB1 were selected for 

validation and further analysis as they were both targeted by miR-223-3p and experimental data 

showed that interactions with platelets caused downregulation of their gene expression. In 

addition the interactions were predicted to be based upon a match of 8 nucleotides in the 

microRNAs seed region with conservation across a wide variety of species. 

The strength of the microRNAs seed complementarity and the conservation of the binding site 

across species are 2 of the strongest indicators of likely microRNA-mRNA interactions and form 

the basis for prediction software. In plants, target prediction is straightforward with almost all 

interactions being based on perfect complementarity between the microRNA and mRNA 

(Voinnet, 2009). However the interactions in vertebrates have been shown to be significantly 

more complex and so target prediction must utilise far more than just seed complementarity 

(Sethupathy et al., 2006), and this has led to the development of a multitude of microRNA target 

prediction databases (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2014, Wong and Wang, 2015, Betel et al., 

2008). Unfortunately these are designed based on differing original datasets and so prioritise 

different interaction characteristics leading to the prediction of inconsistent targets for the same 

microRNA. In addition these databases produce extensive lists of potential targets with very little 

indication of any potential impacts on the interaction in an environment different to that where 

the pattern of interaction was determined. 

Understanding each of these limitations lead to the development of the method used for 

microRNA target identification in the present study. Whilst the individual databases are 

extremely useful tools they are often built upon potentially erroneous concepts that used 
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indirect experimental data to extrapolate patterns of interaction. For example the 

overexpression of a specific microRNA followed by observations of the effects on gene or protein 

expression with high-throughput mass spectrometry or microarrays. However, this frequently 

only involves a single time point, in a specific cell type (often cultured cells) and cannot account 

for the secondary and indirect effects on genes and proteins downstream of the actual target 

(Linsley et al., 2007, Wang, 2010, Loeb et al., 2012). The databases then assimilate data for 

multiple experiments and use machine learning to identify the patterns and whilst the 

predictions are not based upon single datasets it is still difficult to apply the findings ubiquitously 

and leads to the identification of many false positives (Witkos et al., 2011). 

Due to the large number of false positives caused by the differential approaches to target 

prediction there is low overlap between target lists generated by different databases. A study 

by Sethupathy et al. found that some databases only predicted 10% of the known, 

experimentally validated interactions, and no algorithm was able to identify more than 50% of 

the experimentally validated targets, demonstrating that these databases produce large 

numbers of potential targets with many false positives, but also miss many real targets 

(Sethupathy et al., 2006). This suggests that no single target prediction system can successfully 

identify all of the true targets and a contributing factor is the specific milieu in which the 

microRNA is acting (Baek et al., 2008, Alexiou et al., 2009, Seitz, 2009, Morozova et al., 2012).   

For these reasons we elected to use three databases; miRDB, microRNA.org (miRanda) and 

TargetScan to identify predicted targets of pdEV microRNA. These three databases used 

different target prediction approaches, as described in 4.4.1.1, and by only retaining targets 

present in all databases this provided a stringent target identification analysis. The overlap from 

these three databases clearly demonstrated the disparity caused by the separate approaches. 

Here we found that on average there was only 18% intersection between all three approaches 

and this dropped as low as 0.88% for the low abundance miR-301a-5p. This did lead to 

significantly reduced numbers of potential targets with 3592 targets carried forward from the 

initial analysis which yielded 62328 potential microRNA-target interactions (Table 4.4). This 

demonstrates that this approach was able to simply and effectively reduce the number of 

potential targets, even beyond that which a single database approach would have yielded 

(~20000) whilst avoiding bias from using a single prediction algorithm. This is an approach that 

has been used successfully before (Pandey et al., 2011) but the analysis here incorporated 

further data to improve the likelihood of predicting a strong target. 
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The next inclusion was of microRNA-target interactions which had been validated with strong, 

direct experimental evidence such as reporter assays and western blotting. The ability to utilise 

this approach has only recently become truly useful. 10 years ago this database only contained 

130 microRNA-target interactions for mammals and only 84 of these were for experiments 

where strong evidence had been found (Sethupathy et al., 2006). However this database now 

contains over 300000 microRNA-target interactions. The addition of data from miRTarBase 

significantly reduced the number of targets, but again demonstrated the disparity between 

prediction and validation with only ~2.5% of the combined predicted and validated microRNA-

mRNA interactions being both validated and predicted (Hsu et al., 2014). This did however mean 

that the targets we were analysing had significant evidence for their interaction. 

Whilst miRTarBase offered a method of significantly narrowing the analysis and simultaneously 

increasing the evidence for each remaining target, the information from this database must be 

used with caution. Entries into this database are based on literature mining and so the microRNA 

and mRNA which are investigated are heavily biased by research focuses, such as cancer biology. 

This results in lots of entries for some microRNA and very little information on others, meaning 

that this approach is suitable when used in tandem with others as steps needed to be taken to 

explore the full potential of a microRNAs targets without solely relying on previously 

investigated microRNA-mRNA interactions (Hsu et al., 2014). 

4.6.2 Alternative target identification approaches 

In-silico approaches were utilised to identify potential targets but as shown above even the 

stringent analysis used here could not produce a list of targets that showed significant overlap 

with the experimentally validated targets. The utilisation of multiple datasets did however allow 

for the identification of microRNA-mRNA interactions that were backed by substantial evidence. 

However, there are alternatives to computational approaches for the identification of microRNA 

targets such as the use of immunoprecipitation and quantitative proteomics (Thomson et al., 

2011). 

The RISC is a ribonucleoprotein which incorporates microRNA and then recognises and binds 

their complementary mRNA (Winter et al., 2009). Several elements of the RISC have been 

utilised in immunoprecipitation experiments to pull out bound mRNA transcripts. In these 

studies cells were transfected with epitope tagged components of RISC and following incubation 

or stimulation of the cells RNA was cross-linked to RNA-binding proteins, such as Ago2, using UV 

irradiation. The cells were then lysed and the complexes immunoprecipitated and the mRNA 

within the transcripts was analysed allowing for the precise identification of the mRNA 
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sequences that are being targeted by microRNA seed regions (Moore et al., 2014). Interestingly 

this approach has identified microRNA binding sites in the coding regions and 5’-UTR of mRNAs 

(Chi et al., 2009). The most advanced version of this method is called photoactivatable-

ribonucleoside-enhanced crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP); this has been used 

alongside the transfection of microRNA mimics to enhance the identification of a specific 

microRNAs targets by overloading the system with a single microRNA which will displace other 

microRNA from the RISC complex (Thomson et al., 2011, Hafner et al., 2010, Hafner et al., 2012). 

A further variation is the use of biotin tagged microRNA where cells are transfected with 

biotinylated microRNA. Following incubation the cells are lysed and the microRNA with target 

mRNA bound is pulled out using streptavidin and then the mRNA is sequenced to identify the 

targets of the specifically biotinylated microRNA (Orom and Lund, 2007).  

In addition to the immunoprecipitation approaches, quantitative proteomics has been widely 

used. As microRNA have greater effects on protein, measuring proteins rather than genes 

provides a more precise analysis of the effects of a microRNA. One proteomics approach that 

could be used is stable isotope labelling with amino-acids in cell culture (SILAC) (Schwanhausser 

et al., 2009). In this technique cells are transfected with a specific microRNA and simultaneously 

a stable isotope labelled amino acid is added to the cultures. This means that de novo 

synthesised proteins will incorporate the labelled amino acid and the exact effects of the 

microRNA on protein synthesis can then be analysed in these new, isotope labelled proteins 

compared to a control (Selbach et al., 2008, Kaller et al., 2014). There is however limitations with 

the depth of coverage of proteomics compared to genomics approaches and all potential targets 

would still require individual variation as it is impossible to distinguish the direct effects of the 

microRNA from secondary outcomes (Thomson et al., 2011, Alexiou et al., 2009).  

These experimental approaches enable the investigation of microRNA of interest in the 

investigators cell or model of interest. However the cell needs to be capable of being transfected 

with high efficiency to generate measurable changes. In addition the effects of labelling the 

components involved in the microRNA-mRNA interaction are unclear and may cause 

modifications to the interactions suggesting that the results should be interpreted with care 

(Easow et al., 2007). In addition, only a single microRNA can be investigated in each experiment 

so researchers must be certain of which microRNA they want to investigate. These techniques 

require detailed knowledge of the biology involved which makes them challenging and they also 

generate lots of data which then involves an analysis at least as complex as using an in-silico 

approach (Alexiou et al., 2009).  
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The large databases of microRNA targets that are currently available provide powerful tools for 

researchers attempting to identify microRNA targets. They can be utilised to interpret the 

targets of sets of microRNA and provide a good starting point for future work. Up to this point 

many researchers have often looked at only one database, but approaches similar to that used 

here and by Pandey et al. demonstrate that a more detailed approach can yield better results. 

Experimental approaches can also produce good results but all of the caveats listed above must 

be considered when deciding which approach is best. For the work here, it is clear that a 

computational approach was superior due to the number of microRNA involved and the 

difficulty of using monocytes for the techniques. 

4.6.3 Incorporation of platelet-monocyte interaction gene expression 

datasets 

In addition to using both validated and predicted microRNA targets from multiple databases this 

analysis also utilised gene expression microarrays to further refine the microRNA targets. Online 

microRNA-mRNA interaction databases simply list all of the possible combinations found using 

their algorithm (Wang, 2008, Wong and Wang, 2015) and this does not take into consideration 

that no single cell simultaneously expresses all of the genes in the human genome and so only a 

portion of the identified targets are therefore possible within the cell of interest. Here we 

explored the effects of the pdEV microRNA on monocytes and so monocyte gene expression 

arrays were used to filter the total list of microRNA targets.  

This analysis resulted in the removal of ~45% of the potential targets because they weren’t 

expressed in monocytes, demonstrating that this step was extremely valuable in the narrowing 

of the list of potential targets. In addition, the datasets added to the analysis provided 

information on the changes in these genes following incubation with platelets and platelet-

releasate and detailed the relative amounts of each mRNA which could be targeted by the 

microRNA. Both of these mRNA attributes were informative and focused the target search onto 

the most promising targets. 

The mRNA expression at baseline in the platelet-monocyte interaction dataset was used to filter 

the targets and determine relative ratios of microRNA to mRNA expected in experiments. This 

helped to determine whether a specific microRNA was present in sufficient abundance to exert 

an effect on a target mRNA, with low abundance mRNA targeted by abundant microRNA being 

more likely to be significantly affected (Mukherji et al., 2011). Analysing the relative levels of 

microRNA and mRNA as a ratio to determine the potential strength of a target is a technique 

which, to my knowledge, has not previously been used. Due to the two datasets (microRNA and 
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mRNA) being generated separately it is unlikely that the ratio reflects the true relationship 

between them in monocytes. However it did function as an effective bioinformatic tool and 

experimental validation of this approach could be utilised for the development of better 

microRNA target prediction algorithms. 

The level of a targets expression within a cell has been a commonly overlooked factor in 

microRNA target analysis and it has been suggested that this is the critical feature causing the 

discrepancy between predicted targets and the experimentally observed microRNA-mRNA 

interactions (Seitz, 2009). Seitz suggests that many microRNA target sites simply act to bind 

excess microRNA and that the small changes in protein expression this causes are below the 

level of functional significance. Therefore identifying targets that are susceptible to small change 

in an environment, where the microRNA of interest is not sequestered and therefore remains in 

high enough quantities to have an effect, is critical to the identification of true targets. In 

addition there are non-coding circular RNA, which act as “microRNA sponges” which would have 

a similar effect to that of the mRNA in Seitz’s theory (Hansen et al., 2013, Memczak et al., 2013). 

This hypothesis is yet to be proven, and to determine its actual effects would require detailed 

study, so whilst it is a potentially important factor it was not considered here but may well prove 

valid as part of microRNA target identification workflows in the future.  

As well as utilising the platelet-monocyte interaction datasets for the analysis of which genes 

were or were not present to be targets, the monocyte genes FC from baseline following co-

incubation with platelet or platelet-releasate were used to inform target selection. When 

microRNA interact with mRNA they lead to downregulation and sometimes degradation of 

mRNA meaning that changes in gene expression can be indicative of microRNA function (Wang 

and Wang, 2006, Bagga et al., 2005). Therefore genes that were downregulated following 

platelet/platelet-releasate interaction were prioritised as potential targets.  

This step in the workflow helped to streamline the list of targets but was carried out with several 

caveats. Firstly that the changes used were in gene expression and not the ultimate microRNA 

target, protein expression. But there is strong evidence to suggest that changes in mRNA 

expression can be caused by microRNA and are therefore potentially good indicators of 

microRNA function (Bagga et al., 2005, Baek et al., 2008, Ruike et al., 2008). Secondly, the change 

in gene expression was measured at a single time point, 4hours in both datasets, so this data 

must be interpreted with caution as the time taken for pdEV to transfer microRNA to monocytes 

and trigger changes was not yet known. Thirdly the stimulus used was not identical as neither 

was looking at either an isolated population of pdEV or just the effects of microRNA. Therefore 
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there was a lot of opportunity for the observed changes to have been caused by alternatives 

such as direct cell contact, soluble mediators or the direct transfer of mRNA.  

Despite these caveats these datasets helped to identify potential targets and the inclusion of 

this data was beneficial for this analysis. If the datasets had been acquired from a single model 

then this would have significantly enhanced their contribution to the analysis and these co-

expression profiles have previously been used to good effect for target identification (Landgraf 

et al., 2007, Girardi et al., 2012, Nagalla et al., 2011, Simon et al., 2014). Alongside the addition 

of the genomic dataset, the use of proteomics in a pdEV treated monocyte system, to observe 

the expected changes caused by microRNA would have proved extremely useful. 

4.6.4 Analysis of affected pathways and identification of associated GO 

terms 

As part of this analysis the effect of the group of pdEV microRNA on common cellular pathways 

was tested and the GO terms of the target genes was analysed. Pathway analysis has been an 

integral part of the in-silico analysis of microRNA targets in many studies due to its ability to 

incorporate multiple microRNA and look at how they may work synergistically (Afonso-Grunz 

and Muller, 2015, Wang, 2010, Mogilyansky and Rigoutsos, 2013, Stather et al., 2013). The 

pathway analysis carried out here did not provide significant levels of information with which 

the list of targets could be further enhanced. Godard and van Eyll investigated the effect of using 

random sets of microRNA on the output from miRPath and found that several pathways, 

especially those related to cancer, almost always appeared in the results suggesting that this 

approach lacks specificity and demonstrates clear bias (Godard and van Eyll, 2015, Bleazard et 

al., 2015).  

This bias could be due to the wealth of research on cancer pathways as the pathway databases 

were only able to provide information on the research that had been carried out, so the results 

are heavily biased by the curation of the pathways within the database (Mork et al., 2014). For 

example, the Predicted PLUS Validated dataset contained 98 proteins that map to the GO term 

‘Endocytosis’ (data not shown) such as TSG101 and several of the Vacuolar Protein Sorting (VPS) 

proteins e.g. VPS4A/B, VPS13 and VPS18 but the endocytosis pathway does not appear in the 

list of targeted pathways (Hislop et al., 2004). In addition to this the pathway analysis does not 

provide information on whether the overall effect on the pathway will be up or down regulation, 

whether it is relevant in your cell of interest or what is the most suitable point to measure the 

effect on the pathway. It is also impossible to tell whether there is redundancy in the pathway 

to prevent any functional effect and the analysis treats every microRNA as equal despite their 
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differential expression (Godard and van Eyll, 2015, Khatri et al., 2012). Taken together this 

suggests that the current pathway analysis tools do not suit the needs of microRNA and so their 

results do not significantly enhance our ability to select targets (Bleazard et al., 2015).  

Alongside the pathway analysis the GO terms of the microRNA targets were analysed at each 

stage of the target identification process. This was predominantly to demonstrate that there 

was no bias in the filtering steps resulting in the removal of specific subsets of targets associated 

with specific GO terms. However this was a simple analysis of overarching GO terms and it is 

possible that a more in-depth analysis may have provided further detail which the pathway 

analysis was not able to offer (Roubelakis et al., 2009). 

4.6.5 Specific target identification 

The overall aim of the work in this chapter was to identify targets of pdEV microRNA in 

monocytes that could be investigated experimentally. From the analysis it was determined that 

LMO2 and SCARB1 were the strongest potential targets and that the effect of miR-223-3p on 

their expression in monocytes would be investigated. Interestingly both of these targets were 

identified at the very beginning of the analysis (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) by simply using the 

predicted and validated targets of miR-223-3p. However at this stage there was no evidence 

demonstrating their expression in monocytes, no indication that they would be modulated by 

interactions with platelets, no suggestion of how strong this interaction would be or whether 

other microRNA targeted these mRNA. Therefore the subsequent analyses confirmed their 

potential as targets of interest to study.  

Both of the selected targets are associated with miR-223-3p, and whilst the analysis looked at 

all 45 consistently expressed microRNA the strongest targets were likely to interact with miR-

223-3p due to its significantly greater abundance. The delivery of miR-223-3p has been shown 

before; from platelets to the A549 lung cancer cell line (Liang et al., 2015), from platelets to 

endothelial cells (Pan et al., 2014) and between macrophages (Ismail et al., 2012). In addition it 

has been implicated in a variety of cellular processes including reducing the inflammatory 

response of macrophages (Zhuang et al., 2012), the regulation of haematopoietic stem cell fate 

(Yuan et al., 2009) and as a biomarker of platelet reactivity (Zhang et al., 2013, Shi et al., 2013). 

Taken together this evidence shows that miR-223-3p has many roles in the circulation and its 

abundance in platelets positions them as a central controller of this activity, potentially via pdEV. 

Alongside miR-223-3p this analysis was dominated by microRNA from the miR-17/92 cluster. 

This cluster of microRNA has important roles including monocytopoiesis (Fontana et al., 2007) 
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and angiogenesis (Sato, 2013, Mogilyansky and Rigoutsos, 2013) but none of the targets 

associated with this cluster were selected for further analysis. This was due to the lower 

abundance of these microRNA, even when their expression was combined, and experimental 

difficulties in attempting to look at the effects of multiple microRNA simultaneously. The 

drawbacks of the miR-17/92 cluster strengthened the case for using miR-223-3p targets and 

ultimately led to the selection of LMO2 and SCARB1. 

The interaction of both of these targets with miR-223-3p has previously been validated 

experimentally. Wang et al. observed that miR-223-3p significantly reduced SCARB1 protein and 

gene expression in the HEPG2 hepatocyte cell line but not in the monocytic/macrophage THP-1 

cell line. It is possible that the mRNA environment in these 2 cell types caused the differential 

effects or that the high endogenous expression of miR-223-3p generated in THP-1 cells treated 

with high doses of PMA (as used in their study) rendered any further effects of additional miR-

223-3p added to the cells undetectable. Transformation of THP-1 cells with PMA induces a 

macrophage-like phenotype (Daigneault et al., 2010) and this analysis focuses on monocytes 

that have lower endogenous levels of miR-223-3p, which would potentially allow for pdEV 

delivered miR-223-3p to cause reduced SCARB1 expression. Direct interactions have been 

shown between miR-223-3p and LMO2 in the K562 erythroleukaemia cell line but so far this link 

has only been inferred in monocytes using indirect correlation of LMO2 protein western blotting 

and RT-PCR quantification of miR-223-3p expression (Felli et al., 2009). The role of LMO2 in 

haematopoiesis is well documented but the function of its continued expression in circulating 

monocytes is unclear. However its downregulation following interaction with platelets suggests 

that it may have roles to play beyond haematopoiesis. 

Overall the bioinformatic analysis in this chapter has yielded several promising targets of pdEV 

microRNA in monocytes and helped to tease apart the roles which pdEV microRNA may play in 

monocyte function. The process utilised all of the available resources to provide a workflow 

which conducted a comprehensive analysis of multiple microRNA. It suggests that an online 

algorithm that also contains information on gene expression in specific cell types would prove 

useful for microRNA prediction and a particularly useful advancement would be to understand 

the role the mRNA environment of a cell plays on microRNA function. Therefore a microRNA 

target prediction platform which contained details on the transcriptome of baseline mRNA, or 

the ability to input baseline mRNA data, with a method of calculating the effects of all the targets 

on a microRNA to help determine the truly important targets would be a powerful tool for the 

furthering of microRNA research. Ultimately the success of the work in this chapter will not be 

quantified until experiments into the identified interactions have been carried out.  
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5 Functional effects of platelet-derived extracellular 

vesicles 

5.1 Introduction 

A number of studies have now demonstrated intercellular communication via EVs (Montecalvo 

et al., 2012, Cabrera-Fuentes et al., 2015, Cai et al., 2015, Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012), including 

the transfer of nucleic acids (Cismasiu and Popescu, 2015, Hulsmans and Holvoet, 2013, 

Mittelbrunn et al., 2011) and proteins (Losche et al., 2004) as well as observing genetic (Valadi 

et al., 2007, Yanez-Mo et al., 2015) and phenotypic changes (Cabrera-Fuentes et al., 2015, 

Kapustin et al., 2015, Dalli et al., 2013, Ismail et al., 2012). These intercellular EV interactions 

work alongside and supplement other cell communication methods and provide clear evidence 

that EV have a role to play in cell-cell communication, and demonstrate that understanding their 

function could be beneficial for the development of therapeutic targets (Kosaka et al., 2013b, 

Tushuizen et al., 2011, Record et al., 2011).  

The ability of EV to enter other cells makes them an attractive part of the intercellular 

communication pathway to study. They are an important component of the complex 

intercellular signalling networks that occur in the circulation and offer the opportunity for 

targeted bulk cargo delivery (Kwekkeboom et al., 2014). The makeup of the EV membranes 

could play a critical role in their targeting to specific cell types and studies are currently 

underway to elucidate EV uptake, release and cargo selection mechanisms. Current evidence 

suggests that EV are actively taken up through endocytic mechanisms and that their cargo, such 

as microRNA are specifically selected (Duchez et al., 2015, Bolukbasi et al., 2012, Kosaka et al., 

2013a, Kosaka et al., 2010, Mulcahy et al., 2014). There is likely to be significant undiscovered 

complexity to the EV signalling network due to the potential separation of EV beyond simply 

microvesicles or exosomes (Smith et al., 2015). 

It is known that exosomes are enriched for tetraspanins such as CD63 and CD81 although this 

varies from cell-to-cell and not all exosomes from a specific cell with have the same tetraspanin 

characteristics (Belov et al., 2016). Tetraspanins are fusogenic proteins that have been shown to 

play roles in phagocytosis, oocyte-spermatozoa fusion and cellular entry by viruses (Rubinstein 

et al., 2006a, Takeda et al., 2003, Li et al., 2014). The abundance of tetraspanins on exosomes 

suggests their importance in the transfer of messages between cells, and the specific make-up 

of these may play a role in the specific targeting of the EV. As well as variation in the membrane, 

the cargo of EVs has been shown to vary significantly (Diehl et al., 2012) and paired with the 
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knowledge that even the EV subtypes; exosomes and microvesicles, have their own distinct 

subsets containing disparate cargoes suggests that each EV may be released for a specific 

function (Ohshima et al., 2010, Bolukbasi et al., 2012). The targeting of EV is poorly understood; 

many studies have investigated the relationship between EV populations from a single cell 

interacting with a specific cell in isolation, whilst others have added EV to an animal model 

where uptake measurement resolution was insufficient to provide specifics, other than to 

identify the target organ (Rana et al., 2012, Zech et al., 2012). These studies have therefore been 

unable to provide much new information beyond demonstrating a cells ability to take up EV and 

their cargo. 

Due to the abundance of pdEV in the circulation and their significant influence on the circulating 

profile of microRNA their role in intercellular communication has been widely investigated 

(Arraud et al., 2014, Willeit et al., 2013). PdEV have been shown to deliver microRNA to 

endothelial cells and reduce expression of FBXW7 protein (Laffont et al., 2013) and transfer 

mRNA, such as that for the γ-globulins HGB1/2 to THP-1 cells (Risitano et al., 2012). The 

relationship between platelets and leukocytes is of particular interest due to the known role of 

platelets in the progression of atherosclerosis and the interactions of these cells in inflammation 

(Kaplan and Jackson, 2011, Koyama and Nishizawa, 2005, Gawaz et al., 2005, Gawaz et al., 2008, 

Linden and Jackson, 2010).  

Platelets interact with leukocytes in a variety of ways (Li et al., 2000) and these interactions have 

been shown to be important for monocyte recruitment into thrombi (von Bruhl et al., 2012, 

Freedman and Loscalzo, 2002, Kirchhofer et al., 1997) and recruitment to sites of inflammation 

(Alard et al., 2015, Vieira-de-Abreu et al., 2012, Langer et al., 2007). Direct contact between the 

cells initially occurs through P-selectin/PSGL-1 interactions (Cerletti et al., 1999) and this leads 

to the formation of further attachments, signals are also sent via chemokines and cytokines, 

such as PF4 which is released from platelet granules (Baltus et al., 2005, Coppinger et al., 2004). 

Indirect effects of pdEV on monocytes have been observed, with microvesicles recruiting 

monocytes to the endothelium through the transfer of RANTES to endothelial cells (Mause et 

al., 2005, Barry et al., 1998). However, there is limited direct work on interactions between pdEV 

and monocytes and the current body of work has mainly been carried out using cell lines.  

pdEV uptake has been observed in the monocytic cell line, THP-1, but a question remains over 

primary human monocytes (PriMo) as THP-1 cells do not precisely reflect their primary 

counterparts, particularly when treated with PMA which induces a macrophage-like rather than 

a monocyte-like phenotype (Risitano et al., 2012, Daigneault et al., 2010, Maess et al., 2014). 
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Studies have also shown that pdEV induce differential gene expression in the monocytic cell line 

MonoMac6, with clear changes in the mRNA and activity levels of sphingosine kinase 1 (Setzer 

et al., 2006). Risitano et al. looked at the effects of pdEV on PBMCs gene expression in a mouse 

model and observed an increase in multiple genes which they believed had been transferred 

from pdEV. However, the controls in the experiment did not preclude the option for the RNA 

transfer to be an artefact of leukocyte-platelet aggregates in the circulation which occur 

following activation, as observed in their study (Risitano et al., 2012, Barnard et al., 2003, 

Furman et al., 1998). Investigations in cell lines do not consider the competitive, multicellular 

environment of the circulation which leaves many unknown factors about this interaction. 

However, these experiments do suggest that pdEV have an important role to play in platelet-

leukocyte crosstalk that is yet to be fully elucidated. 

In the previous chapter the microRNA content of pdEV was investigated to identify potential 

targets using an in-depth bioinformatics approach. From this analysis we identified several 

promising targets, that led to the effects of miR-223-3p on LMO2 and SCARB1 expression in 

PriMo and THP-1 cells being investigated in this final chapter. 

5.2 Aim 

To identify whether pdEV are taken up by primary monocytes in an ex-vivo whole blood system, 

and by cultured THP-1 cells. To determine whether pdEV uptake by these cells allows the 

transfer of the pdEVs microRNA cargo and to explore the effects of miR-223-3p on LMO2 and 

SCARB1 gene and protein expression.  
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5.3 Materials and methods 

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated. 

5.3.1 Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 

Blood was collected into citrated tubes, as previously described (2.3.1) and centrifuged at 160g 

for 20minutes to isolate PRP (2.3.5). The remaining isolation steps were carried out under sterile 

conditions, in a Class II cabinet. PRP was carefully removed and either retained to isolate 

platelets or discarded. The remaining blood was then mixed with sterile PBS/EDTA (0.01M 

phosphate buffer and 0.154M sodium chloride with 5mM EDTA) to make it back to the original 

blood volume. All samples were then pooled into 50mL falcons and diluted 1:1 with sterile 

PBS/EDTA.  

Separately, 50mL falcon tubes were prepared containing 15mL of lymphoprep (9.1% w/v Sodium 

diatrizoate, 5.7% w/v polysaccharide, Axis-Shield, Dundee, UK)) and 22.5mL of the blood with 

sterile PBS/EDTA mixture was carefully overlaid on top of the lymphoprep. This was then 

centrifuged at 800g for 30minutes at RT, with a slow brake, to separate the PBMCs from the rest 

of the blood. The PBMCs were carefully aspirated using a Pasteur pipette into a new 50mL falcon 

and the volume was made up to 50mL with sterile PBS/EDTA. The tubes were centrifuged at 

200g for 15minutes (RT), the supernatant was discarded and the pellet re-suspended in 30mL 

PBS/EDTA. The cells were then pelleted again (200g-15minutes (RT)) and re-suspended in 2mL 

PBS/EDTA. The number of PBMCs was counted using an Ac·T diff automated cell counter 

(Beckmann Coulter) and 13mL of PBS/EDTA was added to the PBMCs, which were re-pelleted at 

400g for 15minutes. 

The supernatant was discarded and the cells re-suspended in a volume that produced a 

concentration of 1.25x108 PBMCs/mL. To this CD61 microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch 

Gladbach, Germany) were added at a ratio of 20µL per 1x107 PBMCs, followed by an incubation 

at 4oC for 15minutes. The mixture was then diluted with 1mL of PBS/EDTA and magnetic 

separation was performed using an AutoMACS Pro (Miltenyi Biotec) using the “depletes” 

programme which produced a CD61+ve fraction (platelets) and a CD61-ve platelet-free PBMC 

preparation. The PBMCs were then pelleted by centrifugation at 400g for 10minutes and re-

suspended in RPMI-1640 for culture (Sterile media with L-glutamine (0.3g/L), phenol red 

(0.0053g/L) and sodium bicarbonate (2g/L)).  
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5.3.2 Cell Culture 

5.3.2.1 THP-1 cells 

THP-1 cells are a human monocyte cell line derived from an acute monocytic leukaemia patient 

(American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, Virginia, USA). These cells were cultured in T75 

flasks in an incubator at 37oC with 5% CO2 in RPMI-1640 media supplemented with 10% Foetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Penicillin-streptomycin (Penicillin-100IU 

(base/mL) / streptomycin-100µg/mL, PAA laboratories ltd, Yeovil, UK). The cells were cultured 

in ~50mL of media that was changed 3 times a week; 50% of the medium was removed and 

exchanged for an equal volume of pre-heated fresh medium. Cells were counted at each 

passage; 10µL of sample was mixed with 10µL of 0.4% Trypan blue and then 10µL of the total 

mix was pipetted under the coverslip of a haemocytometer. Four large grids of 16 squares on 

the haemocytometer were counted and an average calculated, this value was multiplied by 

20000 to give the number of cells/mL. Cultures were maintained at a density of between 

2.0x105/mL and 6.0x105/mL and when the density exceeded this the cells were passaged. 

Aliquots of early passage cells were stored in liquid nitrogen, cells were counted and 

concentrated by centrifugation at 1000rpm for 7minutes to produce a pellet containing between 

3-5x106 cells/mL. This pellet was then re-suspended in 1mL of freezing media (8mL normal media 

supplemented with 1mL DMSO and 1mL FBS), placed inside a cool cell at -80oC overnight and 

then transferred to liquid nitrogen. To bring cultures from liquid nitrogen, the cells were rapidly 

defrosted in a 37oC water bath and then added to 9mL of pre-warmed RPMI-1640. This mixture 

was then centrifuged at 1000rpm for 7minutes to pellet the cells, the supernatant was aspirated 

and the cells re-suspended in 20mL of pre-warmed RPMI-1640 and cultured until the cells were 

at ~2x106/mL.  

THP-1 cells required differentiation to obtain monocyte-like characteristics. To achieve this THP-

1 cells were cultured with either Phorbol 12-Myristate 13-Acetate (PMA) or 1α,25-

Dihydroxyvitamin-D3 (VitaminD3), optimisation of this process is shown in the results (5.4.1). 

5.3.2.2 Primary human monocytes 

Following isolation of platelet-depleted PBMCs (5.3.1) the cells were plated in 24 well plates at 

a density of 1x106 cells/well in 1mL of un-supplemented RPMI-1640. These plates were 

incubated at 37oC in 5% CO2 for 2hours, during which time the PriMo become adherent. The 

cells were then washed twice with pre-heated RPMI-1640 and then incubated in RPMI-1640 at 

37oC in 5% CO2 for experimental use. 
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5.3.3 Staining of extracellular vesicles 

To generate stained EV, isolated platelets were treated with the general lipid membrane 

fluorescent cell linker dye, PKH67 (excitation (ex)-490nm and emission (em)-502nm) and then 

stimulated to release EV which were isolated as previously described (2.3.8.1). To stain platelets 

with PKH67, PGI2 (200ng/mL) was added to isolated platelets which were then pelleted at 600g 

for 5minutes at RT. This pellet was then re-suspended in 250µL diluent C (iso-osmotic labelling 

vehicle) and was added to a solution of 246µL diluent C with 4µL PKH67 dye. The samples were 

incubated at 37oC on a rotating mixer for 5minutes and then 50µL of 10% Bovine Serum Albumin 

(BSA) (Fisher Scientific–10450141) was added and incubated for 5minutes in the dark at RT. 

Samples were then supplemented with PGI2 to a final concentration of (200ng/mL) and washed 

twice by centrifugation at 600g for 5minutes at RT, removal of the supernatant and then re-

suspension in 1mL HBS. The cells were pelleted again at 600g for 5minutes at RT and re-

suspended in 500µL HBS.Ca. The platelets were left at RT for 20minutes to allow the effects of 

the PGI2 to decay and then the platelets were activated with PAR1-AP (10µM) for 10minutes at 

37oC to generate EV, which were isolated as previously described (2.3.8.1). Stained EV were then 

added to THP-1 cells, PriMo cultures or whole blood at a concentration that reflected the ratio 

of platelets used to generate the EV to PriMo found in whole blood (~1000 platelets:1 PriMo 

/µL). 

5.3.4 Microscopy 

Fluorescence and confocal microscopy was used to observe pdEV transfer to, and transfection 

of, THP-1 cells and PriMo. 

5.3.4.1 Microscopy preparation for observing EV transfer 

Single wells of a 24 well plate containing 1x106 THP-1 cells that had been incubated for 20hours 

with PKH67-stained, or unstained, pdEV were aspirated into Eppendorf tubes and then 

centrifuged at 600g for 5minutes to pellet the cells. The cells were washed once with HBS and 

pelleted at 600g for 5minutes. Simultaneously a solution of 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) (4g PFA 

in 100mL PBS) with 300nM 4’,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole (DAPI) (ex-[357/44]/em-[447/60]) 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for nuclear staining and 5µg/mL Wheat Germ Agglutinin (WGA), Texas 

Red-X conjugate [ex-595nm/em-615nm] (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for cell membrane staining 

was prepared. The supernatant was discarded and the pelleted cells were re-suspended in 

500µL 4% PFA + 300nM DAPI + 5µg/mL WGA and incubated in the dark for 60minutes. The cells 

were then centrifuged at 600g for 5minutes and the pellet re-suspended in 500µL 0.2%FS. 

Aliquots (100µL) of the THP-1 suspension was loaded into Cytospin funnels (Fisher Scientific) 
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and centrifuged at 600rpm for 2minutes. The Cytospin apparatus was disassembled and Prolong 

AntiFade Gold (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the slides, which were sealed with a 

coverslip.  

For PriMo, 1x106 PBMCs were seeded in a single well of a Nunc™ Lab-Tek™ II CC2™ 8 well 

Chamber Slide System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in serum free RPMI-1640 which resulted in 

~2x105/well PriMo after washing to remove lymphocytes (5.3.1). The cells were incubated with 

PKH67-stained or unstained pdEV for 20hours. The media was aspirated, the cells were washed 

with 200µL HBS and then incubated in 200µL 4% PFA with 300nM DAPI + 5µg/mL WGA for 1hour. 

The solution was then aspirated and the cells washed with 200µL HBS, which was then aspirated. 

The Chamber slides were disassembled and Prolong AntiFade Gold was added to the slides, 

followed by a coverslip.  

Prepared slides were imaged on either an EVOS FL imaging system microscope using separate 

filters for DAPI (nucleus staining - ex-[357/44]/em-[447/60]), GFP (for PKH67 stained pdEV - 

ex-[470/22]/em-[510/42]) and RFP (for WGA membrane staining - ex-[531/40]/em-[593/40]) or 

using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope (4 lasers and 5 separate detectors for imaging 

fluorescence and 3D z-stacks). Confocal microscopy was carried out in the Advanced Imaging 

Facility with the assistance of Dr Kees Straatman (University of Leicester, Leicester) and images 

were processed using FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012). 

5.3.4.2 Microscopy preparation for observation of transfection 

To observe transfection of PriMo, the medium was aspirated from transfected cells in 24 well 

plates, which were washed once with 500µL HBS and then 500µL 4% PFA was added. The plate 

was then imaged directly on the EVOS FL imaging system microscope. 

To observe transfection of THP-1 cells, the cells were aspirated from the well, pelleted via 

centrifugation at 600g for 5minutes at RT and the supernatant was discarded. The cells were re-

suspended in 500µL PBS and then centrifuged again at 600g for 5minutes followed by re-

suspension in 300µL 4% PFA and then Cytospin slides were prepared (5.3.4.1) for imaging on the 

EVOS FL imaging system microscope. 

5.3.5 Flow cytometry 

Flow cytometry experiments were carried out essentially as described previously (2.3.9). 

However the specific protocols for preparing the THP-1/PriMo for analysis of CD14, CD68, LMO2 

and SCARB1 are described below. 
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5.3.5.1 Detection of CD14 and CD68 on THP-1 cells 

Cells from 1 well of a 24 well plate (1x106 cells) were aspirated and centrifuged at 600g for 

5minutes. Cells were then re-suspended in 400µL of HBS and 50µL was added to a tube 

containing 2µL CD14-VioBlue (Miltenyi Biotec) [130-098-05 – Clone: TÜK4], 3µL of CD68-FITC 

(Miltenyi Biotec) [130-100-299 – Clone: Y1/82A] and 45µL HBS and then incubated at RT in the 

dark for 20minutes. For control experiments the samples were incubated with isotype 

antibodies Mouse IgG2a-VioBlue (Miltenyi Biotec) [130-098-898 - Clone: S43.10] and Mouse 

IgG2b-FITC isotype (Miltenyi Biotec) [130-099-119 – Cloe: IS6-11E5.11]. The samples were then 

diluted with 200µL 0.2%FS (v/v) and incubated at RT in the dark for a further 20minutes before 

analysis with the Gallios Flow Cytometer. 

5.3.5.2 Measuring pdEV uptake into cells 

Uptake of pdEV into THP-1 cells was measured using flow cytometry, following co-incubation of 

THP-1 cells with PKH67 stained pdEV for up to 24hours the cells were washed twice by pelleting 

at 600g for 5minutes and then re-suspending in 500µL HBS. After the second wash 50µL of the 

solution was added to a separate tube and 2µL of CD14-VioBlue was added and incubated for 

30minutes at RT. The solution was then diluted with 450µL of 0.2%FS and pdEV uptake was 

measured by gating THP-1 cells and measuring the PKH67 fluorescence in the FL1 channel.  

PdEV uptake was also measured in leukocytes in whole blood using flow cytometry; pKH67 

stained pdEV were co-incubated with whole blood at 37oC on a rotor for up to 24hours. 10µL 

aliquots were added to 38µL of HBS and 2µL of CD14-VioBlue and incubated at RT for 30minutes. 

The sample was then diluted with 1mL of VersaLyse (Beckmann Coulter) to lyse the red blood 

cells, briefly vortexed and incubated at RT for 30minutes. The samples were analysed on the 

flow cytometer; lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils were separated using FSc vs. CD14 

plot and the uptake of pdEV into each separate population was measured on the FL1 channel. 

5.3.5.3 Flow cytometric analysis of LMO2 and SCARB1 in THP-1 cells 

Cells from 1 well of a 6 well plate (1x106 cells) were aspirated and pelleted at 600g for 5minutes 

(RT). The supernatant was discarded and the cells were re-suspended in 500µL 4% PFA and 

incubated at RT for 10minutes. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 600g for 5minutes 

(RT) and the supernatant discarded, and the cells re-suspended in 500µL 0.2% PBS-tween (PBS 

with 0.2% Tween-20) and incubated for 20minutes. The sample was then centrifuged at 600g 

for 5minutes (RT) and the supernatant removed followed by re-suspension in 200µL flow buffer  

(PBS + 10% goat serum + 0.3M Glycine) and addition of 1µL of Rabbit monoclonal primary 

antibodies, either Anti-LMO2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) [ab91652 – Clone: EP3257, 1.26µg/mL] 
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or Anti-Scavenging Receptor SR-B1 (Abcam) [ab52629 - clone: EP1556Y, 1.155µg/mL] and was 

then incubated in the dark for 30minutes. 1µL of the goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody 

(Abcam) [ab150079, 0.975µg/mL] was added and incubated for 30minutes in the dark; control 

samples only contained the secondary antibody. The final sample was then centrifuged at 600g 

for 5minutes (RT) and the pellet re-suspended in 400µL PBS and run on the Gallios flow 

cytometer. 

5.3.5.4 Flow cytometric analysis of LMO2 and SCARB1 in PriMo 

These incubations were carried out as described above, except the cells remained attached to 

the bottom of the wells of a 6 well plate throughout staining, therefore any centrifugation steps 

were replaced with simply aspirating the solution from the well and adding the next solution. 

Once the cells were in the flow buffer they were scraped using the rubber plunger from a sterile 

2mL syringe and then the cell suspension was aspirated. Antibodies were then added and 

incubated in an eppendorf tube prior to centrifugation and re-suspension in PBS. 

5.3.6 RT-PCR 

RT-PCR for microRNA was carried out as previously described (3.3.4) using the primers in Table 

5.1. Actinomycin-D (10nM) was used in RT-PCR experiment sample preparation as a control to 

inhibit de novo transcription. Cells were treated with Actinomycin-D for 5minutes prior to 

treatment with pdEV. MiR-125b was used to normalise data as it was unaffected by addition of 

pdEV to samples, due to its absence from platelets or by addition of Actinomycin-D, as shown in 

Figure 5.1. 

Table 5.1 – RT-PCR microRNA primers Details, including sequences of primers used for the detection of miR-126-3p 
and miR-125b-3p. 

microRNA Mature targets sequence 
Chromosomal 

location 

Product 

code 

Megaplex 

primer pool 

hsa-miR-126-3p UCGUACCGUGAGUAAUAAUGC 

Chr .9:  

136670602-

136670686 [+] 

4427975 

- 000450 
A 

hsa-miR-125b-5p UCCCUGAGACCCUAACUUGUGA 

Chr.11:  

121970465 – 

121970552 [-] 

4427975 

- 000449 
A 
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Figure 5.1 – Stability of miR-125b in monocyte and THP-1 samples MiR-125b was used to normalise PCR results, this 
shows that its Ct values were stable across a variety of sample types and cell types (n=5±SD).  

 

5.3.7 Transfection 

Both THP-1 cells and PriMo were transfected in culture using a forward transfection protocol 

with Viromer GREEN (Lipocalyx, Halle (Saale), Germany). Cells were transfected with either 

microRNA mimics or transfection controls, as detailed in Table 5.2. Mimics and transfection 

controls were purchased from Dharmacon (Dharmacon Inc., Lafayette, Colorado, USA) and were 

reconstituted in microRNA mimic buffer (300mM KCl, 30mM HEPES and 1.2mM MgCl2) at 20µM 

(verified by Nanodrop). 

Table 5.2 – MicroRNA mimics and microRNA mimic controls Details of the microRNA mimics and controls transfected 
into THP-1 cells and PriMo. 

microRNA Oligo sequence Product code 

miRIDIAN microRNA 

mimic hsa-miR-223-3p 
UGUCAGUUUGUCAAAUACCCCA C-300580-07-0002  

miRIDIAN microRNA 

Mimic Negative 

Control 1 

UCACAACCUCCUAGAAAGAGUAGA CN-001000-01-05 

SiGlo Green 

(Transfection control 

labelled with a FAM 

dye)  

UCACAACCUCCUAGAAAGAGUAGA D-001630-01-05 
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To transfect the cells they were seeded in 6 well plates in 2mL serum free RPMI-1640 media at 

either ~2.5x106 PBMCs to yield 5x105 PriMo, or 2.5x106 THP-1 cells. PriMo were transfected 

immediately following their isolation (5.3.1) while THP-1 cells were first transformed with 50nM 

VitaminD3 for 60hours prior to transfection (5.4.1).  

Two separate transfection solutions were prepared (volumes are per well); i) 8.4µL of 20µM 

microRNA mimic/scrambled control and/or transfection control was diluted in 51.6µL buffer 

GREEN (pH7.2 solution) to provide a total RNA concentration of 75nM/well, and mixed by 

pipetting and ii) 6µL of Viromer GREEN was diluted with 540µL of buffer GREEN and then 

vortexed for 5seconds. The solution containing Viromer GREEN was then added to the 

microRNA/transfection control solution, mixed by pipetting, and then incubated for 15minutes 

in the dark at RT. 550µL of the transfection solution was then added to each well and incubated 

for 24hours at 37oC and 5% CO2 in the dark.  

Experiments were carried out to optimise the transfection of PriMo and THP-1 cells. The 

optimisation experiments looked at the effects of cell density, volume of media, transfection 

time and oligonucleotide concentration. Figure 5.2 shows the final optimisation step which 

investigated the effects of transfecting with increasing doses of SiGlo. A concentration of 75nM 

was optimal for both THP-1 cells and PriMo, although the THP-1 cells transfected with 

significantly greater efficiency (95% vs. 36%). Figure 5.2 also shows the appearance of the 

positively transfected cells in the flow cytometer. Due to the low transfection efficiency of the 

PriMo in experiments using the microRNA mimic the mimic was co-transfected with the SiGlo to 

allow for selection of transfected cells via this gating strategy. 
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Figure 5.2 – Optimising the transfection of THP-1 cells and PriMo Cells were transfected with SiGlo using Viromer 
GREEN transfection reagents and then cultured at 37oC in 5% CO2 for 24hours before transfection efficiency was tested 
using flow cytometry. Cells were either left untransfected or transfected with SiGlo to produce final concentrations of 
25nM, 50nM or 75nM. A) Histograms showing the level of transfection in untransfected or transfected THP-1 cells at 
24hours, B) the percentage of transfected THP-1 cells (n=3). C) Histogram of untransfected and transfected PriMo and 
D) the percentage of positively transfected PriMo in each condition (n=3). 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Transformation of THP-1 cells 

THP-1 cells are an acute monocytic leukaemia cell line that has been used widely in research 

into monocytes and macrophages. PriMo are challenging to extract in large quantities, undergo 

phenotypic changes  and do not survive for more than a week in culture, unlike the THP-1 cell 

line which provides researchers with more consistent responses. Normally THP-1 cells exhibit 

pre-monocytic characteristics and therefore require differentiation before they exhibit 

monocytic characteristics (Daigneault et al., 2010, Maess et al., 2014). Both PMA and VitaminD3 

have been widely used to differentiate THP-1 cells to macrophage and monocytic cell states 

respectively, but the specific use of these agents to transform the cells is not universal. 

Therefore guided by the work of Daigneault et al. we tested varying doses of these agents, to 

observe the differentiation of THP-1 cells to monocytes and macrophages.  

It was expected that monocytes would express CD14, remain in suspension and have a rounded 

morphology lacking granules, whereas macrophages would be CD68 positive, adhere to the 

culture plate, have an increased cytoplasm relative to the nucleus and greater granularity. THP-

1 cells were therefore cultured with PMA and VitaminD3 for 4 days and the levels of CD14 and 

CD68 were measured by flow cytometry every 12hours (5.3.5.1) (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4), 

morphology and adherence was observed every 24hours (Figure 5.5) using microscopy. 

Figure 5.3 shows that prior to treatment the THP-1 cells did not express CD14 and that following 

24hours there was no change in CD14 expression with either treatment. After 36hours ~30% of 

THP-1 cells treated with VitaminD3 (50nM or 100nM) displayed a significant increase in CD14 

(p=<0.0001). At consecutive time points there was a steady increase in CD14 following 

treatment with VitaminD3 which peaked at 80% after 60hours and decreased to ~50% by 

72hours; possibly caused by exhaustion of the medium. THP-1 cells that were either untreated, 

or treated with PMA (50, 100 and 150nM) displayed no change in CD14 expression over the 4 

days. 

The expression of CD68 showed a very different pattern to that of CD14 (Figure 5.4), VitaminD3 

caused no change in CD68 expression over the 4days and matched the untreated control. 

However, treatment with PMA induced a significant increase in CD68 expression after 36hours 

compared to the control and VitaminD3 samples (p=<0.01). This increase continued throughout 

the 4days with a maximal CD68 expression of ~12% with both 100nM and 150nM PMA at 

96hours (p=<0.0001). 
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Figure 5.3 – CD14 expression changes on transformed THP-1 cells THP-1 cells were cultured for 4days after treatment 
with VitaminD3 (50nM and 100nM) and PMA (50nM, 100nM and 150nM). Levels of CD14 expression were tested using 
flow cytometry every 12hours (n=3±SD, Repeated measures 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test, each 
VitaminD3 condition vs. control and all PMA conditions). 

 

Figure 5.4 – CD68 expression on transformed THP-1 cells THP-1 cells were cultured for 4days after treatment with 
VitaminD3 (50nM and 100nM) and PMA (50nM, 100nM and 150nM). Levels of CD68 expression were tested using 
flow cytometry every 12hours (n=3±SD, Repeated measures 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test, each 
PMA condition vs. control and all VitaminD3 conditions). 

The morphological changes observed by microscopy showed that the cells treated with 

VitaminD3 (50/100nM) were not significantly different to the untreated control whereas the 
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cells treated with PMA (50/100/150nM) were larger, more granular and overgrew each other 

(Figure 5.5). In addition while THP-1 cells treated with VitaminD3 displayed similar adherence to 

the untreated control almost all cells treated with PMA became adherent, this is shown in the 

zoomed sections of Figure 5.5, where the VitaminD3 cells clearly appear more rounded and 

detached compared to the flattened morphology of the cells treated with PMA.  

 

Figure 5.5 – THP-1 cell morphology following treatment THP-1 cells were imaged using a light microscope with a 40x 
objective every 24hours. Images are representative of multiple images from 3 separate repeats (scale bars represent 
100µm). 

 

Taken together these experiments showed that without treatment THP-1 cells were pre-

monocytic but treatment with VitaminD3 (50/100nM) resulted in a monocytic phenotype with 
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the cells being rounded, non-granular and non-adherent and expressing CD14 but not CD68. 

However following treatment with PMA (50/100/150nM) the cells became more granular and 

adherent, did not express CD14 but became positive for CD68, consistent with a macrophage-

like phenotype. These changes were reproducible as shown by the close correlation between 

the data from different experiments. Since the aim of the experiments in this chapter was to 

investigate the interactions of pdEV with monocytes, treatment of THP-1 with 50nM VitaminD3 

for 60hours was selected as producing the most monocytic-like phenotype; the higher 

concentration (100nM) of VitaminD3 gave no greater effect and the expression of CD14 peaked 

at 60hours. 

5.4.2 Transfer of pdEV to monocytes 

5.4.2.1 Generation of fluorescent pdEV 

Platelets were stained with PKH67 and then activated to generate pdEV with fluorescent 

membranes (5.3.3). Figure 5.6 demonstrates PKH67-stained platelets observed with the EVOS 

FL imaging system, the stained pdEV that they release and an image of unstained pdEV. These 

samples were then analysed using the Gallios flow cytometer to determine their relative 

fluorescence. The histogram in Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the platelets were effectively 

stained with PKH67 and that all of the detectable pdEV they released were also fluorescent. The 

lower level of fluorescence of the pdEVs probably reflects their smaller size. 
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Figure 5.6 – Staining of pdEV with PKH67 To observe transfer of pdEV they were stained with PKH67. Platelets were 
treated with PKH67 and then stimulated to trigger pdEV release, followed by centrifugation to isolate them. The 
images show the fluorescence of unstained pdEV, PKH67 stained platelets and PKH67 stained pdEV viewed through a 
60x objective (scale bars represent 50µm). The fluorescence from unstained pdEV (red), stained platelets (blue) and 
stained pdEV (green) was also detected using flow cytometry on the FL1 channel.  

 

5.4.2.2 Microscopy to analyse pdEV uptake into THP-1 cells and PriMo 

Fluorescent pdEV were incubated with THP-1 cells or PriMo for 16-24hours and uptake was 

observed using the EVOS FL Imaging system (Figure 5.7) and an Olympus FV1000 confocal 

microscope (Figure 5.8/Figure 5.9/Figure 5.10). PdEV were added to cells at a ratio that reflected 

that of platelets and monocytes in peripheral blood (~1000 platelets:1 monocyte). The images 

from the EVOS FL imaging system (Figure 5.7) showed that the pdEV were associated with the 

THP-1 cells. However, what was not clear was whether the pdEV were inside the cells or attached 

to the outside, therefore higher resolution confocal microscopy was employed to investigate 

the positioning of the pdEV. Cells were co-stained with DAPI and WGA-Texas red to identify the 

cell nuclei and membrane respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 – PdEV uptake into THP-1 cells THP-1 cells transformed with 50nM VitaminD3 for 60hours were incubated 
with pdEV stained with PKH67 for 16hours and then stained with DAPI and WGA and then imaged using an EVOS FL 
imaging system microscope using a 60x objective. A) DAPI stained cells, B) WGA staining, C) PKH67 staining and D) an 
overlay of the other 3 fluorescent images (scale bar represents 50µM). 
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Figure 5.8 – Confocal microscopy orthogonal slices of THP-1 cells supplemented with unstained pdEV THP-1 cells 
were incubated with unstained pdEV for 16hours, cells were then washed, fixed and stained with DAPI and WGA 
(Texas-red) and microscopy slides were prepared by cytospinning the fixed cells. Z stacks of the sample were obtained 
using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope and a single Z-axis slice of the XY stack is shown alongside orthogonal 
slices in the YZ (right) and XZ (bottom) axis. Images were taken on a 60x objective with 4x zoom.  

The confocal microscopy images showed that there was no detection of pdEV within THP-1 cells 

in the control when unstained pdEV were added (Figure 5.8). In the images taken with stained 

pdEV (Figure 5.9) it was clear that the pdEV were located within the cell cytoplasm. The Figure 

5.9 YZ-orthogonal slice clearly showed the presence of pdEV within the cytoplasm of 5 separate 

cells and the same was seen for 3 cells on the XZ-orthogonal slice. These experiments were 

repeated in PriMo (Figure 5.10) which demonstrated that the PriMo internalised pdEV in a 

similar pattern to the THP-1 cells. 
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Figure 5.9 – Confocal microscopy orthogonal slices of THP-1 cells supplemented with PKH67 stained pdEV THP-1 
cells were incubated with PKH67 stained pdEV for 16hours, cells were then washed, fixed and stained with DAPI and 
WGA (Texas-red). Microscopy slides were prepared by cytospinning the fixed cells and Z stacks of the sample were 
obtained using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope and a single Z-axis slice of the XY stack is shown alongside 
orthogonal slices in the YZ (right) and XZ (bottom) axis. Images were taken on a 60x objective with 4x zoom. 

 

Figure 5.10 – Confocal microscopy orthogonal slices of PriMo treated with pdEV PriMo were incubated with A) 
unstained pdEV or B) PKH67 stained pdEV for 16hours on cell culture chamber slides. Cells were then washed, fixed 
and stained with DAPI and WGA (Texas-red) and then Z stacks of the sample were obtained using an Olympus FV1000 
confocal microscope and a single Z-axis slice of the XY stack is shown alongside orthogonal slices in the YZ (right) and 
XZ (bottom) axis. Images were taken on a 60x objective with 4x zoom. 
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5.4.2.3 Measurement of pdEV uptake into THP-1 cells and whole blood leukocytes 

The confocal images provided visual confirmation that pdEV were being taken up by monocytes, 

however this was in culture and only a few cells could be imaged at a time. Therefore flow 

cytometry was used to observe the uptake of fluorescent pdEV in whole blood and THP-1 cells. 

Cells were treated with pdEV, again maintaining the platelet:monocyte ratio of peripheral blood, 

for 24hours and pdEV uptake was assessed every 4hours.  

In THP-1 cells the uptake steadily increased over 24hours with pdEV being detected in ~85% of 

cells after 24hours (Figure 5.11A). In whole blood the monocytes were labelled with CD14, 

which, when combined with FSc allowed for their discrimination from the other leukocyte 

populations (Figure 5.11B). The fluorescence was then measured in the lymphocyte, monocyte 

and neutrophil populations at each time point (Figure 5.11C). There were lower levels of uptake 

over the first 2hours, but after 4hours the uptake was in monocytes significantly greater than 

both neutrophils and lymphocytes (p=<0.0001) and this difference continued over the 24hours 

with peak uptake being observed at ~80% after 20hours. The uptake in both neutrophils and 

lymphocytes, was limited, suggesting that monocytes were the main target for pdEV. When the 

uptake profile of THP-1 cells was compared to whole blood monocytes (Figure 5.11D) the 

pattern was almost identical, apart from PriMo showing a slight and insignificant increase in 

uptake after 4hours. 
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Figure 5.11 – PKH67 stained pdEV uptake into THP-1 cells and whole blood  Cells were incubated with PKH67 stained 
pdEV for 24hours and uptake was observed at 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24hours using flow cytometry. A) Uptake in 
THP-1 cell cultures (n=3±SD), B) The gating strategy used on the flow cytometer for separating the leukocyte 
populations in whole blood, the blood was incubated with a CD14 antibody to allow for the separation of monocytes 
and the other populations were selected based on FSc C) Uptake in whole blood, comparing monocytes, lymphocytes 
and neutrophils (n=3±SD, 2 way ANOVA with Tukey’s Multiple comparison test) and C) uptake comparison between 
THP-1 cells in culture and monocytes in whole blood (n=3±SD, Multiple t-tests with Holm-Sidak multiple correction). 
Histograms showing the increase in uptake at 0hours, 4hours, 12hours and 24hours are shown from E) neutrophils, F) 
monocytes and G) lymphocytes. 

  

5.4.2.4 Transfer of pdEV microRNA to monocytes 

PriMo and THP-1 cells were co-incubated with pdEV for 16hours, with and without Actinomycin-

D, to prevent results being confounded by de-novo transcription. The cells were washed twice 
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with PBS and lysed with Qiazol, the RNA was extracted using the miRNeasy kit (3.3.1.1) and 

reverse transcribed (3.3.2). MiR-223-3p, miR-126-3p and miR-125b were measured by RT-PCR; 

miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p were analysed to determine their transfer between the cells in 

pdEV and miR-125b was used as a control due to its absence from pdEV and stability following 

cellular treatment with Actinomycin-D as shown previously (Figure 5.1) (Laffont et al., 2015). 

5.4.2.4.1 PdEV microRNA transfer to THP-1 cells 

Figure 5.12 shows the transfer of miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p to THP-1 cells via pdEV with the 

relative expression calculated using the 2-∆∆Ct method (3.3.6.3), and relative FC, calculated for 

each individual sample compared to the HBS control. THP-1 cells showed increased relative 

expression of miR-223-3p following treatment with pdEV, and this increase was not affected by 

the addition of Actinomycin-D, demonstrating that the increase was due to transfer rather than 

de-novo transcription. The increase in miR-223-3p was clearer when assessed by relative FC, 

showing a ~1.8-fold increase (p=0.0490) which was more significant in the presence of 

Actinomycin-D (p=0.0051). 

 

Figure 5.12 – Transfer of microRNA to THP-1 cells from platelets via pdEV THP-1 cells were incubated with HBS or 
pdEV in the presence or absence of Actinomycin-D for 16hours, the cells were washed, harvested and the RNA 
extracted. MiR-223-3p and hsa-miR-126-3p were measured in all samples and normalised using hsa-miR-125b. A) 
Shows the change in relative expression of hsa-miR-223-3p and B) Shows the change in relative expression of 
hsa-miR-126-3p (n=5±SD paired t-tests). C) Shows the relative FC compared to the control HBS samples for each 
replicate for hsa-miR-223-3p and D) Shows the relative FC for hsa-miR-126-3p (n=5±SD ratio paired t-test). 
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The results also showed an increase in miR-126-3p in THP-1 cells treated with pdEV; the relative 

expression showed consistent increases, and this was statistically significant in the presence of 

Actinomycin-D (p=0.02). The significance was greater when the relative FC was assessed, with 

~2-fold changes being seen in both sets of conditions (p=0.0178 without Actinomycin-D and 

p=0.0032 with Actinomycin-D). Both these sets of results provide strong evidence that pdEV 

shuttle microRNA to THP-1 cells. 

5.4.2.4.2 pdEV microRNA transfer to PriMo 

The same experiment was repeated using PriMo in place of THP-1 cells. The relative expression 

results for miR-223-3p showed that following incubation with pdEV the PriMo also showed 

increased expression that was significant in the presence of Actinomycin-D (p=0.0163), however 

when the relative FC was analysed these results did not quite reach statistical significance; a 

reflection of the greater variability in the change between donors compared to the variability 

between experiments with the THP-1 cells (p=0.0651 without Actinomycin-D and p=0.0581 with 

Actinomycin-D). The results for miR-126-3p again showed stronger changes, with relative 

expression increases being significant both in the presence and absence of Actinomycin-D 

(p=0.0056 and p=0.0161 respectively). The significance of this increase was best shown by 

looking at the relative FC, where a ~4-fold change was observed in the absence of Actinomycin-

D (p=0.0054) and a ~3-fold change was observed in PriMo treated with Actinomycin-D 

(p=0.0022). Overall these results demonstrate that pdEV were able to transfer microRNA to 

PriMo in culture and that there was a significant increase in both miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p.  
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Figure 5.13 – Transfer of microRNA to PriMo from platelets via pdEV PriMo were incubated with HBS or pdEV in the 
presence or absence of Actinomycin-D for 16hours, the cells were washed, harvested and the RNA extracted. MiR-223-
3p and hsa-miR-126-3p were measured in all samples and normalised using hsa-miR-125b. A) Shows the change in 
relative expression of hsa-miR-223-3p and B) Shows the change in relative expression of hsa-miR-126-3p (n=5±SD 
paired t-tests). C) Shows the relative FC compared to the control HBS samples for each replicate for hsa-miR-223-3p 
and D) Shows the relative FC for hsa-miR-126-3p (n=5±SD ratio paired t-test). 
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5.4.3 Effect of miR-223-3p on SCARB1 and LMO2 

Due to the low transfection efficiency in PriMo, as shown earlier (Figure 5.2) microRNA mimics 

were co-transfected with SiGlo to allow for the selection of positively transfected cells. While 

the earlier experiments optimised the transfection protocol they did not indicate the optimal 

conditions for causing and observing functional effects of miR-223-3p following transfection into 

cells. Therefore the time period (Figure 5.14) and dosage required (Figure 5.15) to trigger LMO2 

and SCARB1 protein expression changes were investigated.  

5.4.3.1 Effect of miR-223-3p on SCARB1 and LMO2 - Timecourse 

THP-1 cells were simultaneously transfected with SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p 

mimic/Scrambled control (37.5nM) and then incubated for 24/48hours at 37oC in 5% CO2 (5.3.7). 

The cells were then fixed, permeabilised and stained with antibodies for SCARB1 and LMO2 

according to the protocol outlined in 5.3.5.3. 

The time course demonstrated that 24hours was the optimal time point for changes in both 

proteins in THP-1 cells. The percentage of LMO2+ve cells (Figure 5.14A) and the median 

fluorescence intensity (MFI) (Figure 5.14C) was reduced by miR-223-3p after 24hours compared 

to the scrambled microRNA control. However, after 48hours the LMO2 expression in response 

to the miR-223-3p mimic was above that of the control, perhaps suggesting a compensation for 

the earlier reduction. SCARB1 expression was reduced at both 24 and 48hours by the miR-223-

3p mimic compared to the scrambled control, this change was evident looking at both the 

percentage of positive cells (Figure 5.14B) and the median fluorescence intensity (Figure 5.14D). 

Therefore 24hours was selected as the optimal time period for further examination of the 

effects of miR-223-3p on LMO2 and SCARB1 protein expression. 
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Figure 5.14 – Optimisation of time point for detecting effects of miR-223-3p mimic 2.5x106 THP-1 cells were plated 
into 6 well tissue culture dish and transfected with a mixture of SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p mimic/scrambled 
microRNA control (37.5nM) and then incubated for 24 or 48hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then fixed, 
permeabilised and stained with antibodies for LMO2 and SCARB1 and protein expression detected using flow 
cytometry, cells were gated for positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then LMO2 and SCARB1 expression 
was measured in the positively transfected population (Alex Fluor 647). The percentage of LMO2 (A) and SCARB1 (B) 
positive cells and the median fluorescence intensity of LMO2 (C) and SCARB1 (D) was measured after 24 and 48hours 
in all conditions (n=2). 
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5.4.3.2 Effect of miR-223-3p on SCARB1 and LMO2 – Dose response 

The concentration of miR-223-3p mimic added was also varied to determine if this would 

increase the change in protein expression after 24hours. THP-1 cells were prepared as before 

and transfected with 30, 60 or 90nM of the miR-223-3p mimic or 90nM of the scrambled control 

and the effect on LMO2 and SCARB1 expression at 24hours was analysed as before. The results 

in Figure 5.15 demonstrate that for LMO2 there was no clear effect of increasing the dose, with 

the percentage of positive cells reducing by similar amounts with all three mimic concentrations. 

The changes in MFI were varied but had no pattern to suggest a dose dependent response. With 

SCARB1 the increase in microRNA mimic surprisingly resulted in an increase in the number of 

positive cells and MFI. Therefore for subsequent experiments the mimics were used at a dose 

of 37.5nM and the SiGlo concentration was also set at 37.5nM. For both LMO2 and SCARB1 the 

level of expression was unaffected by the presence of the Scrambled miR control or miR-223-3p 

mimic (data not shown). 

 

Figure 5.15 – Optimisation of miR-223-3p concentration 2.5x106 THP-1 cells were plated into 6 well tissue culture 
dish and transfected with a mixture of SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p mimic (30/60/90nM) or scrambled microRNA 
control (90nM) and then incubated for 24hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then fixed, permeabilised and stained 
with antibodies for LMO2 and SCARB1 and protein expression detected using flow cytometry, cells were gated for 
positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then LMO2 and SCARB1 expression was measured in the positively 
transfected population (Alex Fluor 647). The percentage of LMO2 (A) and SCARB1 (B) positive cells and the median 
fluorescence intensity of LMO2 (C) and SCARB1 (D) was measured after 24 and 48hours in all conditions (n=2). 
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5.4.3.3 Effect of miR-223-3p on SCARB1 and LMO2 in THP-1 cells 

Following the optimisation of the miR-223-3p mimic the experiment was repeated using the 

optimal conditions in five separate THP-1 cultures and the effect on both LMO2 and SCARB1 was 

measured. Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 indicate that miR-223-3p was able to trigger the 

downregulation of both LMO2 and SCARB1. The relative amount of cells positive for LMO2 

expression was significantly decreased by ~10% by the miR-223-3p mimic (p=0.0043) (Figure 

5.16A) and a decrease was also observed in MFI (p=0.1169) (Figure 5.16B). Figure 5.16  shows 

the shift in the cell populations fluorescence caused by the miR-223-3p mimic observed on the 

flow cytometer (C) and the localisation of LMO2 staining within the cell (D). 

 

Figure 5.16 – LMO2 expression changes in response to miR-223-3p mimic in THP-1 cells 2.5x106 THP-1 cells were 
plated into 6 well tissue culture dish and transfected with a mixture of SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p 
mimic/scrambled microRNA control (37.5nM) and then incubated for 24hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then fixed, 
permeabilised and stained with antibodies for LMO2 and protein expression detected using flow cytometry. Cells were 
gated for positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then LMO2 expression was measured in the positively 
transfected population (Alex Fluor 647). A) The number of cells positive for LMO2 following treatment with miR-223-
3p compared to the scrambled control (n=5±SD paired t-test). B) The change in MFI following treatment with miR-
223-3p compared to the scrambled control (n=5±SD paired t-test). C) An example of overlaid histogram traces from a 
signal donor and D) an example of LMO2 staining in a single THP-1 cell using fluorescence microscopy (60x objective). 
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Figure 5.17 shows the effects of the miR-223-3p mimic on SCARB1 expression, there was a 

significant reduction in cells positive for SCARB1 and this was quantified as a decrease of 46% 

(p=0.0085) (Figure 5.17A) and the MFI was also significantly reduced by ~25% (p=0.0317) (Figure 

5.17B). An example histogram is shown in (C) which demonstrates the changes in MFI and 

percentage positive and D shows the localisation of SCARB1 in THP-1 cells. The microscopy 

image corresponds to its known localisation to caveolae which are small invaginated lipid rafts 

in cellular plasma membranes (Babitt et al., 1997). Whilst there was a significant decrease in the 

amount of SCARB1 expression, only ~40% of THP-1 cells positively expressed the protein. 

However, taken together, the results in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 indicate that miR-223-3p can 

control the protein levels of both LMO2 and SCARB1 in THP-1 cells. 

 

Figure 5.17 – SCARB1 expression changes in response to miR-223-3p mimic in THP-1 cells 2.5x106 THP-1 cells were 
plated into 6 well tissue culture dish and transfected with a mixture of SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p 
mimic/scrambled microRNA control (37.5nM) and then incubated for 24hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then fixed, 
permeabilised and stained with antibodies for SCARB1 and protein expression detected using flow cytometry, cells 
were gated for positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then SCARB1 was measured in the positively transfected 
population (Alex Fluor 647). A) The change in cells positive for SCARB1 following treatment with miR-223-3p compared 
to the scrambled control (n=5±SD paired t-test). B) The change in MFI following treatment with miR-223-3p compared 
to the scrambled control (n=5±SD paired t-test). C) An example of overlaid histogram traces from a signal donor and 
D) an example of LMO2 staining in a THP-1 cell using a fluorescent microscope using a 60x objective.  
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5.4.3.4 Effect of miR-223-3p on SCARB1 and LMO2 in PriMo 

The previous experiment (5.4.3.3) was repeated in PriMo; the results in Figure 5.18 show that 

the miR-223-3p mimic caused a 100% increase in the number of cells positively expressing LMO2 

(A) and a significant increase in the MFI of LMO2 (B, p=0.0441). However the miR-223-3p mimic 

did decrease the number of SCARB1 positive cells by ~40%, albeit causing no change in MFI. It 

should be noted, however, that only 6% of the PriMo were positive for SCARB1 and 20% for 

LMO2 compared to 40% and 92% of THP-1 cells, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.18 – LMO2 and SCARB1 expression changes in response to miR-223-3p mimic in PriMo 5x105 PriMo were 
plated into 6 well tissue culture dish and transfected with a mixture of SiGlo (37.5nM) and miR-223-3p 
mimic/scrambled microRNA control (37.5nM) and then incubated for 24hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then fixed, 
permeabilised and stained with antibodies for SCARB1 and LMO2 and protein expression detected using flow 
cytometry, cells were gated for positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then LMO2/SCARB1 was measured in 
the positively transfected population (Alex Fluor 647). A) The change in cells positive for LMO2 following treatment 
with miR-223-3p compared to the scrambled control (n=3±SD paired t-test). B) The change in LMO2 MFI following 
treatment with miR-223-3p compared to the scrambled control (n=3±SD paired t-test). C) The change in cells positive 
for SCARB1 following treatment with miR-223-3p compared to the scrambled control (n=3±SD paired t-test). D) The 
change in SCARB1 MFI following treatment with miR-223-3p compared to the scrambled control (n=3±SD paired t-
test). 
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5.4.3.5 Effect of pdEV on SCARB1 and LMO2 in THP-1 cells 

THP-1 cells were incubated with pdEV for 24hours and LMO2 and SCARB1 protein expression 

was measured. Figure 5.19 shows very similar results to Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 with both 

LMO2 and SCARB1 expression decreasing by roughly the same amount as observed with the 

microRNA mimic, LMO2 by ~10% (p=0.0655) and SCARB1 by ~50% (p=0.1592). These results 

demonstrate that the pdEV have a similar functional affect to the direct transfer of miR-223-3p 

which directly targets LMO2 and SCARB1 in THP-1 cells. 

 

Figure 5.19 – LMO2 and SCARB1 expression changes in response to pdEV in THP-1 cells 2.5x106 THP-1 cells were 
plated into 6 well tissue culture dish and then incubated with pdEV for 24hours at 37oC in 5% CO2. Cells were then 
fixed, permeabilised and stained with antibodies for SCARB1 and protein expression detected using flow cytometry, 
cells were gated for positive transfection using the SiGlo (FAM) and then LMO2/SCARB1 was measured (Alex Fluor 
647). A) The change in cells positive for LMO2 following treatment with pdEV compared to HBS (n=4±SD paired t-test). 
B) The change in LMO2 MFI following treatment with pdEV compared to HBS (n=4±SD paired t-test). C) The change in 
cells positive for SCARB1 following treatment with pdEV compared to HBS (n=4±SD paired t-test). D) The change in 
SCARB1 MFI following treatment with pdEV compared to HBS (n=4±SD paired t-test). 
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5.5 Discussion 

The work in Chapters 2 and 3 indicated that platelets release EV containing microRNA and that 

this microRNA has a multitude of targets in monocytes of which LMO2 and SCARB1 were 

selected for further investigation. This was based on information from databases of predicted 

and validated targets as well as changes in gene expression in monocytes treated with platelets 

and platelet-releasate. The aim of the work in this chapter was to observe the transfer of pdEV 

to monocytes, to determine whether the microRNA cargo was delivered and to investigate 

whether this microRNA then affected the protein expression of the selected targets. The pdEV 

used in this chapter were generated using PAR1-AP on the assumption that this would be a 

predominantly exosomal population which would contain the microRNA as suggested by the 

evidence in Chapter 2 and 3. 

The intercellular delivery of cargo via EV has been established as an important mechanism of 

cell-cell communication, and the scale of EV release and uptake in the circulation suggests that 

it has an important role (Loyer et al., 2014, Vickers et al., 2011, Clancy and Freedman, 2013). 

Here the work focused on the interaction between platelets and monocytes which has been 

shown to contribute to thrombus and atherosclerotic plaque development (Freedman and 

Loscalzo, 2002, von Bruhl et al., 2012, Alard et al., 2015). This interaction utilises many 

mechanisms such as direct contact and soluble mediators but the contributions of pdEV are yet 

to be elucidated (Cerletti et al., 1999, Li et al., 2000, Laffont et al., 2015). 

5.5.1 Targeting and uptake of pdEV 

The data in this chapter was able to demonstrate the uptake and internalisation of pdEV into 

THP-1 cells and PriMo and that monocytes were the preferred leukocyte target for pdEV in the 

circulation. The uptake of EV into cells has been widely documented for EV derived from an array 

of different cells to numerous target cells (Montecalvo et al., 2012, Cabrera-Fuentes et al., 2015, 

Cai et al., 2015, Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012). What is not yet clear are the mechanisms by which 

the EV are taken into the cells or what is required for targeted delivery. There are currently many 

theories on the mechanisms of EV uptake and this process can be separated into 2 elements; 

the membrane interactions involved in the triggering and targeting of EV uptake and the 

mechanism by which uptake occurs (Mulcahy et al., 2014). 

Evidence suggests that there are several groups of EV membrane components that could 

contribute to EV uptake including tetraspanins, proteoglycans, integrins and lectins. In 

preliminary investigations we found that interrupting the P-selectin-PSGL-1 interaction between 
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platelets and monocytes in whole blood significantly reduced but did not abolish EV uptake 

(p=0.003) (Figure 5.20B).  

 

Figure 5.20 – Effects of a P-selectin blocking monoclonal antibody on pdEV uptake THP-1 cells and whole blood was 
incubated with the P-selectin blocking antibody 9E1 and then treated with HBS, unstained pdEV and PKH67 stained 
pdEV. Uptake was assessed after 20hours using flow cytometry in THP-1 cells (A) and whole blood monocytes (B) which 
were separated out using CD14 expression and SSc (n=3±SD paired t-test). 

We also observed the expression of the tetraspanin, CD63, in platelet-derived exosomes (Figure 

2.15). Tetraspanins have been shown to play a key role in the fusion of spermatozoa and oocytes 

as well as being important for virus entry and replication within cells (Rubinstein et al., 2006a, 

Rubinstein et al., 2006b, Li et al., 2014, Thali, 2009) and are enriched on exosome membranes. 

Tetraspanins are found in microdomains that have been shown to play a role in cell and vesicular 

fusion (Hemler, 2005). The role of tetraspanins CD9 and CD81 in EV uptake has been explored 

by Morelli et al., using antibodies that block their function, who showed a reduction in bone 

marrow-derived EV uptake into dendritic cells (Morelli et al., 2004).  

Integrins and proteoglycans have also been implicated in EV-cell interactions which lead to 

uptake. For example the interaction between ICAM-1 and the integrin CD11a has been shown 

to be involved in dendritic cell EV uptake, and the T-cell receptor CD28 interacts with lymphocyte 

function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) for EV uptake in naïve T-cells, demonstrating the 

importance of for EV uptake in immune cells (Hwang et al., 2003, Morelli et al., 2004). 

Proteoglycans are used by viral particles and lipoproteins to gain cellular entry and studies that 

blocked the heparin sulphate proteoglycans with heparin sulphate mimics reduced glioblastoma 

cell EV uptake into glioblastoma cells (Shukla et al., 1999, Christianson et al., 2013). A further 

study demonstrated that negatively charged PS may be critical for the uptake of microvesicles 

as blocking with Annexin-V reduced overall EV uptake into macrophages (Yuyama et al., 2012). 

This study suggests that there may potentially be different uptake mechanisms for exosomes 

and microvesicles, which may lead to them having different fate and functions within target 

cells. With so many potential mechanisms all seeming to contribute to EV uptake it appears that 
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it is involves multiple membrane proteins and that these may act simultaneously or function 

individually in different scenarios. 

One important variable in understanding EV uptake are the cell from which the EV have 

originated and the cell they enter. The work here demonstrated that pdEV were predominantly 

interacting with monocytes in the circulation which suggests that there is at least an element of 

specific targeting occurring. Previous studies have shown that certain cell lines more readily take 

up EV, but each cell line was investigated in isolation (Zech et al., 2012). Rana et al. investigated 

selective uptake in rats and found that EV expressing TSPAN8-alpha4 complexes were targeted 

to the endothelium and pancreas (Rana et al., 2012). However, to our knowledge the present 

work was the first study which identified selective EV uptake in the multicellular and competitive 

environment of human blood. A caveat is that the experiment was conducted ex-vivo and so 

uptake into the endothelium was not taken into account. Since this is possibly an important 

target for pdEV (Boulanger et al., 2001, Cai et al., 2015, Diehl et al., 2012, Gambim et al., 2007, 

Mause et al., 2005) there may be competition in-vivo that limits the update by peripheral blood 

leukocytes.  

The mechanism by which the pdEV were targeted to the monocytes is yet to be elucidated but 

the P-selectin/PSGL-1 interaction may play a role in monocytes in whole blood but not THP-1 

cells (Figure 5.20). It is know that platelet microvesicles can express P-selectin, so this could 

contribute to microvesicle uptake into monocytes, although the P-selectin ligand PSGL-1 is 

expressed on a variety of leukocytes so would not necessarily contribute to the preferential 

targeting of pdEV to monocytes (van der Zee et al., 2006, Lok et al., 2007). The pdEV population 

used here was presumed to be predominantly exosomal and the expression of P-selectin on 

exosomes is unknown. It is possible that the reduced uptake caused by blocking P-selectin/PSGL-

1 only targeted microvesicles, but further work would be required to determine whether EV sub-

populations relied on differential uptake mechanisms. 

Flow cytometry indicated that pdEV were mainly associated with monocytes but did not indicate 

whether the EV were simply bound to, or internalised within the cells. However confocal 

microscopy confirmed that pdEV were internalised by both PriMo and THP-1 cells, a control 

experiment using trypsin to dissociate membrane bound pdEV could have been used to further 

demonstrate the internalisation. As with the understanding of the method for EV-cell 

interactions, the mechanism of uptake is keenly debated, and whilst several studies have 

identified endocytosis as a critical mechanism, this is simply an umbrella term which describes 

many separate pathways; macropinocytosis (Fitzner et al., 2011), clathrin-mediated endocytosis 
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(Escrevente et al., 2011), caveolin-dependent endocytosis (Nanbo et al., 2013) and phagocytosis 

(Feng et al., 2010), all of which have been implicated in endocytic EV uptake.  

Another alternative is cell membrane fusion, whereby the EV contents are released directly into 

the cytoplasm and the pdEV membrane becomes part of the cells membrane (Montecalvo et al., 

2012). The data here suggests that this mechanism is unlikely, as the pdEV membranes were 

stained and the PKH67 staining was identified within the monocytes rather than becoming 

incorporated as part of the plasma membranes of the target cells. However since this 

observation was only made at a single time point it is possible that membrane fusion could occur 

within the endosomes following EV endocytosis, resulting in the release of EV cargo into the 

cytosol. Membrane fusion has been associated with the tetraspanins on the membrane of 

exosomes, so has potential as an uptake mechanism but requires further study. Interestingly, it 

was proposed that the PKH67 dye itself could alter uptake mechanisms but many studies have 

used a multitude of fluorescent dyes and seen similar results suggesting that the dye has little if 

any effect (Mulcahy et al., 2014). Establishing whether EV uptake is specifically through one, or 

all of these pathways is challenging due to their overlapping mechanisms, however what has 

been confirmed is that it is not a passive process as it requires calcium (Barres et al., 2010), does 

not occur in fixed cells (Fitzner et al., 2011) and is inhibited by the presence of the metabolic 

inhibitor azide (Simms et al., 2013). 

As monocytes are phagocytes it seems plausible that phagocytosis could be an EV uptake 

mechanism into monocytes, but the lack of uptake in neutrophils would suggest that 

phagocytosis was a selective process for EV uptake. To date the use of inhibitors to block specific 

endocytic pathways has yielded mixed results and it appears that there may be redundancy 

between the different pathways. Due to our inability to resolve the heterogeneity of EV 

populations we are unable to see whether there are separate pathways for EV subtypes and 

specific trans-cellular targeting (Mulcahy et al., 2014). While the work here is unable to 

determine the molecules and pathways involved it does suggest an area for further direction 

and particularly investigating whether there are cell and EV subtype specific pathways.  

In addition to the undetermined targeting and uptake mechanisms it was also unclear where 

the pdEV are localised once inside the cells. The present studies using confocal microscopy 

indicated that they were localised to the cytoplasm but it was impossible to tell whether they 

were associated with internal structures or organelles. If the pdEV were taken up through an 

endocytic pathway then it is likely that they may be located within endosomes, but investigation 

of this would require microscopy with significantly greater resolution. As the delivered 
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microRNA were able to exert an effect on their microRNA targets it suggests that their 

localisation is conducive to their functionality and that they are not simply being degraded.   

5.5.2 Transfer and functional effects of pdEV microRNA 

The transfer of functional microRNA to monocytes via pdEV was shown in both THP-1 cells and 

PriMo with miR-223-3p showing a ~2-fold increase and miR-126-3p showing a 2- to 4-fold 

increase. Transfer of microRNA is a widely studied phenomenon which was first reported by 

Valadi et al. in 2007 , since then the transfer of genetic material via EV has been implicated in a 

wide variety of processes and species (Stoorvogel, 2012, Montecalvo et al., 2012, Diehl et al., 

2012, Guduric-Fuchs et al., 2012, Cai et al., 2015). Establishing the physiological relevance of 

microRNA shuttling is proving to be a complex process but it is generally agreed that the effects 

of pdEV are likely to be important due to their abundance in the circulation and the ability of 

their cargo, such as microRNA, to exert functional effects.  

PdEV uptake has been observed in stimulated HUVECs and THP-1 cells (Risitano et al., 2012) and 

pdEV have been shown to deliver miR-223-3p to HUVECs (Laffont et al., 2013) and miR-126-3p 

to monocyte-derived macrophages (Laffont et al., 2015). Importantly this delivered microRNA 

has then been shown to downregulate mRNA and protein levels of the miR-223-3p targets 

FBXW7 and EFNA1 in HUVECs (Laffont et al., 2013) and mRNA of the miR-126-3p targets, ATP9A 

and RAI14 and both the mRNA and protein of ATF3 and ATP1B1 in monocyte-derived 

macrophages (Laffont et al., 2015). However investigations into these targets did not explore 

whether there were any functional effect on cellular activity. While the study by Laffont et al. 

did observe decreased cytokine and chemokine release in response to pdEV treatment of 

monocyte-derived macrophages (Laffont et al., 2015) it did not establish a direct role of 

microRNA in this response. 

In this chapter we were able to observe the effect of miR-223-3p on its predicted targets LMO2 

and SCARB1 in both THP-1 cells and PriMo. There were contrasting results in the two cell types; 

THP-1 cells exhibited reduced protein expression for both targets in response to the microRNA 

mimic, however in the PriMo only SCARB1 was reduced. This may reflect the levels of expression 

of the targets in the two cells types; ~90% and ~40% of THP-1 cells were positive while only ~20% 

and 6% of PriMo expressed LMO2 and SCARB1 respectively. Until that point the THP-1 cells 

treated with VitaminD3 had appeared to be a good model for PriMo with almost identical EV 

uptake profiles, similar uptake viewed using the confocal microscopy and matching changes in 

microRNA expression following treatment with pdEV. However this potential discrepancy in 

gene expression highlights the challenges of using immortalised cell lines to replicate the 
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responses of primary cells. THP-1 cells have been shown to require specific differentiation 

protocols to mimic monocyte characteristics and these protocols often result in the expression 

of other characteristics which do not reflect monocytes, therefore results in these cells need to 

be validated in primary cells (Daigneault et al., 2010, Qin, 2012). 

The low expression of LMO2 and SCARB1 in PriMo was unexpected as preliminary experiments 

to optimise the flow cytometry protocols for detecting LMO2 and SCARB1 indicated that 

untransfected PriMo expressed the proteins at levels similar to those of THP-1 cells 72% for 

LMO2 and ~19% for SCARB1. Figure 5.21 shows these results, PBMCs were isolated (5.3.1) and 

PriMo selected for by attachment, and then incubated for 24hours in RPMI-1640 medium and 

then probed for LMO2 and SCARB1 as described previously (5.3.5.4) using flow cytometry. 

Therefore this suggests that either these initial experiments yielded incorrect results or that the 

transfection procedure lead to altered protein expression in the PriMo. Unfortunately these 

experiments were unable to be repeated due to time pressures, however preliminary 

investigations suggest that the transfection procedure may lead to increased cell death in the 

PriMo and therefore altered levels of auto-fluorescence and may have altered expression of the 

target proteins.  

 

Figure 5.21 – LMO2 and SCARB1 expression on PriMo in preliminary experiments Isolated PriMo were incubated for 
24hours and then LMO2 and SCARB1 expression was assessed by flow cytometry to determine if the flow cytometry 
protocol was suitable for measuring these proteins. A) The FSc vs SSc plot used to gate the monocytes B) the expression 
of LMO2 and C) expression of SCARB1 (n=1). 

In chapter 4, targets that had low mRNA expression were intentionally selected as this provided 

a stronger microRNA to mRNA ratio, meaning that any microRNA effect observed was likely to 

be greater. However this risked selecting targets that had little or no protein expression; the 

transcriptome array data did not provide information on protein levels, and online databases 

did not provide definitive answers.  

In addition the experimental conditions for evaluating the effect of the microRNA mimic were 

optimised using the THP-1 cells and then applied to experiments using both THP-1 cells and 
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PriMo. This could have resulted in conditions that were sub-optimal for the PriMo. The 

concentration of the microRNA mimic could have been particularly important, as the amount of 

microRNA mimic was the same in all conditions and so could have altered the protein expression 

in all experiments. Because these experiments were conducted with PriMo the number of cells 

treated in the PriMo experiments was only 20% of those in the THP-1 cell experiments and so 

the dose of microRNA mimic each cell received would have been ~5 times higher. This could 

impact on the experiment as high doses of microRNA mimics have been shown to have negative 

effects on cells (Jin et al., 2015). Taken together these factors suggest that the experiments in 

the PriMo need to be repeated and adjusted to determine whether the current results are 

correct or due to experimental issues, with particular care being taken to further optimise 

transfection conditions to prevent cell death and to determine the best experimental conditions 

in PriMo rather than simply using the THP-1 conditions. 

The data shown in Chapter 2 from NTA analysis suggest that platelets stimulated with PAR1-AP 

release ~1EV/platelet (Figure 2.13) and based on the microRNA data from the biomarker 

experiments the copy number of miR-223-3p is ~0.5copies/EV (Figure 3.22). This means that in 

the pdEV experiments each monocyte received a dose of EV that equated to ~500 copies of miR-

223-3p, however in the microRNA mimic experiments the monocytes were treated with 

~200,000 copies per monocyte (calculated by utilising Avogadro’s constant [6.022x1023]). This 

suggests that the level of microRNA mimic is ~4000-fold higher than that found physiologically, 

which would indicate that either the number of mimic copies that could be successfully 

transfected and incorporated into the RISC complex would be very low (<0.025%). It is also 

important to acknowledge that pdEV do not solely deliver microRNA to monocytes and so other 

factors, such as mRNA, proteins and membrane receptors could contribute to the effects on 

LMO2 and SCARB1 in THP-1 cells. 

An experiment that could answer this question would be to transfect the cells with a microRNA 

inhibitor, which would prevent the miR-223-3p from having any effect and then treat them with 

pdEV. This would determine whether the effect of the pdEV was due to the transfer of miR-223-

3p or other factors associated with the pdEV. The use of a microRNA inhibitor would not be 

perfect however, as the inhibitor would also prevent the activity of the endogenous miR-223-3p 

in the cells in addition to the newly delivered miR-223-3p.  

If the results from the THP-1 cells are looked at in isolation, due to the limitations of the studies 

with the PriMo, an important question remains; is the effect on the protein expression of LMO2 

and SCARB1 physiologically relevant? LMO2 is an enigmatic protein, it has been implicated in 
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haematopoietic development (Felli et al., 2009, Yuan et al., 2009), angiogenesis (Yamada et al., 

2002) and oncogenesis (Nam and Rabbitts, 2006) but as a protein which acts as a scaffold for 

protein complexes it has many unknown functions (Chambers and Rabbitts, 2015). In addition, 

the level of effect of miR-223-3p and pdEV on LMO2 expression, while significant, was only small. 

The ~10% decrease suggests that LMO2 is either being slightly fine-tuned, as has been proposed 

for microRNA function, or as suggested by the Seitz and colleagues LMO2 could simply act to 

bind and remove excess miR-223-3p expression within the cell without adversely affecting its 

function (Seitz, 2009). When the full range of functions for LMO2 are revealed it may become a 

target of high importance, but at this point in time it’s regulation by pdEV requires further 

investigation. 

The observed effect on SCARB1 was much greater than on LMO2, which could indicate that the 

interaction is likely to produce a significant and important functional effect. The role of SCARB1 

as a HDL-C uptake receptor is well established (Valacchi et al., 2011, de Villiers and Smart, 1999, 

Van Eck et al., 2003) and its importance in the control of circulating HDL-C levels was recently 

highlighted in humans (Zanoni et al., 2016). Traditionally circulating HDL has been viewed as 

protective in CVD when it is present at a high ratio compared to LDL (Castelli et al., 1992). 

Contrary to this, loss-of-function mutations in SCARB1 are associated with increased circulating 

HDL-C and result in an increased risk of CAD (odds ratio = 1.79) (Zanoni et al., 2016).  

These results match findings in mice where SCARB1 overexpression reduced circulating HDL-C 

and reduced atherosclerosis (Kozarsky et al., 1997) whereas SCARB1 KO increased both 

circulating HDL-C and atherosclerotic burden (Van Eck et al., 2003). However, the mechanism by 

which SCARB1 expression is associated with atherosclerosis is yet to be fully elucidated, 

particularly when analysing the effect on SCARB1 throughout the body as it also has central roles 

in the liver and steroidogenic cells (Connelly and Williams, 2003). Van Eck et al. suggest a 

bimodal response where reduced SCARB1 expression causes cholesterol accumulation in the 

arterial wall whilst causing increased HDL-C accumulation in the circulation due to impaired 

delivery to the liver (Van Eck et al., 2003). 

It has been suggested that reduced SCARB1 expression in macrophages results in less reverse 

cholesterol transport (RCT) from the macrophage (de Villiers and Smart, 1999, Zhang et al., 

2005). This suggests that control of SCARB1 function through pdEV-delivered miR-223-3p could 

be important in controlling monocyte/macrophage RCT and cholesterol efflux, which may lead 

to increased foam cell formation and associated CAD (Rosenson et al., 2012, Van Eck et al., 

2003). Whilst the expression of SCARB1 in PriMo is low, the effect of pdEV on monocytes could 
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potentially trigger reduced SCARB1 expression in monocytes as they mature into macrophages. 

A scenario in which this could happen is outlined in Figure 5.22, briefly, endothelial damage 

attracts platelets which then become activated and released pdEV, and monocytes are then 

recruited and take up the released pdEV. This increases the miR-223-3p expression in 

monocytes, which then reduces SCARB1 expression, and this is sustained in the resultant 

macrophages that mature from the monocytes once they have entered the intima. These 

macrophages may then have impaired RCT, resulting in an imbalance in cholesterol homeostasis 

and thereby enhancing the development of atherosclerosis. 

 

Figure 5.22 – A schematic detailing a potential scenario where pdEV target monocytes and contribute to 
atherosclerotic development Due to endothelial damage (1) platelets are attracted and activated (2) causing the 
release of pdEV (3) which are taken up by the recruited monocytes (4) leading to miR-223-3p delivery and reduced 
SCARB1 expression in monocytes which extravasiate into the vessel wall (5) and become macrophages with impaired 
RCT (6). 

This potential mechanism for the regulation of SCARB1 in monocytes, and the implications of 

this in atherosclerosis, are speculative and would require extensive further investigations to 

determine its importance. Whilst the functional effect on HDL-C uptake and RCT in THP-1 cells 

caused by the downregulation of SCARB1 through pdEV-delivered miR-223-3p was not explored 

in this work, the use of cholesterol uptake and efflux assays could determine the functional 

effects of this interaction. 

Cholesterol uptake and efflux is a process that is important in a variety cells, therefore 

investigating the effects of pdEV delivered miR-223-3p on SCARB1 in macrophages (Chinetti et 

al., 2000), the endothelium (Armstrong et al., 2015) and the liver (Zhang et al., 2005) could 

provide further insights into atherosclerosis. SCARB1 also has roles in LDL transcytosis 

(Armstrong et al., 2015), pathogen recognition (Schafer et al., 2009) and lipid soluble vitamin E 

uptake (Reboul et al., 2006) as well as being implicated in diseases such as chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (Valacchi et al., 2015) and female infertility due to its influence on 

steroidogenesis (Christianson and Yates, 2012). Taken together these factors suggest a complex 
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and multifaceted role for SCARB1 in which pdEV delivered miR-223-3p could play a controlling 

role. For example pdEV are known to communicate with the endothelium (Laffont et al., 2013), 

and in doing so they could directly affect cholesterol uptake and LDL transcytosis, thereby 

contributing to atherosclerosis. Alternatively the pdEV could target the liver, where reduced 

SCARB1 expression has significant implications in the clearance of circulating HDL-C, particularly 

that from macrophage RCT (Zhang et al., 2005, Van Eck et al., 2003).  

These interactions need to be studied in detail, although particular care needs to be taken when 

attempting to transfer findings from mice to humans. The work here has, however, 

demonstrated the concept that pdEV can deliver microRNA that is controlling protein levels, and 

thus function in monocytes, and suggests that SCARB1 may be a target of interest. Further 

experiments, detailed here, could provide greater insights into the relevance of this mechanism. 

In addition, the other targets described in the chapter 4 demonstrate the potential scope of 

platelet-monocyte interactions via EV. 
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6 General discussion 

Research into EV continues to grow, with investigations relating to almost all aspects of health 

and disease. EV have proved to be valuable as biomarkers, functional intercellular signallers and 

are predicted to become pivotal in the development of targeted therapeutics (Kwekkeboom et 

al., 2014, van der Pol et al., 2016, van der Pol et al., 2012a, Danielson and Das, 2014). Their role 

in communication is only just beginning to be unravelled and there are several factors that 

require intensive study, namely their cargo, how the cargo is selected, their functional effects 

once delivered, the mechanisms by which they are taken up and how/if they are specifically 

targeted (Mulcahy et al., 2014). Through the work in this thesis we aimed to characterise the 

EVs released from platelets in terms of their phenotype and cargo of microRNA, demonstrate 

that they were able to transfer this to monocytes and in doing so alter their protein expression.  

6.1 Platelet-derived EV 

We first looked at the profiles of EV released from platelets following stimulation with different 

agonists. This identified 2 clear groups of agonists; CRP-XL which was the most potent agonist 

and triggered the generation of both exosomes and substantial numbers of procoagulant 

microvesicles whilst PAR1-AP, PAR4-AP and ADP stimulated the release of predominantly 

exosomal populations. Interestingly the separation of these agonists matched the difference in 

their PLC signalling pathways; PLC-γ for CRP-XL and PLC–β for the GPCR agonists PAR1-AP, PAR4-

AP and ADP (Jackson and Schoenwaelder, 2003). These agonists are already known to play 

different roles in platelet activation, aggregation and degranulation and the release of different 

EV profiles would complement these differences (Heemskerk et al., 2002, Versteeg et al., 2013).  

These different patterns of EV release are likely to contribute and alter platelet functions; 

therefore it is worth considering how differential release might occur within the architecture of 

a thrombus (Figure 6.1B). Collagen (substituted in experiments here with CRP-XL) is immobile 

and located within the sub-endothelial matrix, thrombin is predominantly generated within the 

thrombus core and is confined by its interactions with its target proteins and inhibitors, whereas 

ADP is freely diffusible within the thrombus (Welsh et al., 2014). Procoagulant microvesicles are 

well known to be important for the rapid development of a thrombus as originally demonstrated 

by Chargaff and West in 1946 who demonstrated slower clotting in microvesicle depleted 

plasma (Chargaff and West, 1946).  
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Figure 6.1 – Procoagulant microvesicle production in thrombi Illustrating the production of microvesicles within a 
thrombus due to the localisation of agonists within specific regions of the thrombus. A) A thrombus formed from 
platelets, B) the localisation of collagen, thrombin and ADP within the thrombus’ architecture and C) the predicted 
localisation of microvesicles and exosomes within the thrombus due to agonist localisation. 

Therefore microvesicle production following stimulation of platelets, through GPVI, by collagen 

directly adjacent to the endothelium, is important for platelet activation and the early growth 

of thrombi (Figure 6.1C). The microvesicles released can diffuse through the thrombus and the 

negatively charged PS on their surface promotes coagulation, supporting the assembly of 

clotting cascade components into the tenase (FVa•FIIa) and prothrombinase (FIXa•FVIIIa) 

complexes (Owens and Mackman, 2011, Heemskerk et al., 2002). The prothrombinase complex 

on microvesicles enables the production of thrombin in the thrombus core and this activates 

adjacent platelets triggering degranulation and the release of a predominantly exosomal 

population of EV. Platelet degranulation within the thrombus causes ADP release from dense 

granules which can diffuse throughout the thrombus. The ADP activates platelets through P2Y 

receptors causing further exosome release from the shell of the thrombus. The released 

exosomes are able to deliver their cargo to, and communicate with cells within the thrombus 

and the vasculature such as monocytes and the endothelium.  

Studies have demonstrated that pdEV increase the adhesiveness of the endothelium through 

the delivery of RANTES and PF4 leading to the recruitment of monocytes and therefore 

triggering pro-inflammatory signalling increasing the development of conditions such as 
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atherosclerosis (Rautou et al., 2011a, Rautou et al., 2011b, Baltus et al., 2005, Mause et al., 2005, 

Nomura et al., 2001).  

Based on this work it has been postulated that the pdEV binding to monocytes could also 

increase the levels of pro-inflammatory platelet-monocyte aggregates in the circulation, which 

are associated with diseases such as CAD, MI and stroke (Furman et al., 1998, Michelson et al., 

2001, Smout et al., 2009, Passacquale et al., 2011). A recent study also suggested that platelet 

activation through thrombin and collagen leads to increased pro-inflammatory cytokine loading 

into pdEV, which could promote the development of atherosclerosis through interactions with 

the endothelium (Goetzl et al., 2016). However, in contrast to these studies there have been 

reports that pdEV trigger an anticoagulant response and reduce platelet aggregation. PdEV 

caused reduced lipid loading and platelet coagulation through reduced macrophage and platelet 

CD36 expression, respectively, due to increased CD36 ubiquitination resulting in its degradation 

(Srikanthan et al., 2014). In addition, Gidlof et al. found that pdEV delivered miR-320 to the 

endothelium, reducing ICAM-1 expression and associated leukocyte infiltration and 

inflammation (Gidlof et al., 2013). Taken together, these studies exhibit opposing views on the 

role of pdEV. It is likely that the conflicting evidence is due to the differential separation of 

microvesicles and exosomes in these studies. But further work would be required to identify 

their separate contributions to pro- and anti-inflammatory responses. 

Due to the differential EV populations seen with the different agonists, our data suggested that 

there could be separate signalling pathways causing the release of exosomes and microvesicles. 

Collagen/CRP-XL has previously been shown to be a potent trigger for procoagulant microvesicle 

production from platelets (Heemskerk et al., 1997, Ilveskero et al., 2001), but the role of the 

other agonists in the mechanisms of pdEV release are less well studied (Aatonen et al., 2014). 

However, due to the involvement of many secondary mediators in platelet signalling and 

activation the individual agonists were unable to provide sufficient specificity to identify 

separate microvesicle and exosome release pathways. Therefore anti-platelet agents were 

utilised to understand the effects of secondary signalling through ADP, thromboxane, thrombin 

and the GPIIb-IIIa receptor. Whilst none of the experiments identified a mechanisms by which 

platelets released only exosomes, they did demonstrate the importance of secondary ADP 

signalling in the production of pdEV. ADP signalling is already known to be critical for the 

propagation of platelet signalling in clot formation and is important for the shape change and 

degranulation associated with platelet activation (Atkinson et al., 2001, Gachet, 2008, 

Murugappa and Kunapuli, 2006). 
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ADP signalling is targeted clinically through the P2Y12 receptor with antagonists such as 

clopidogrel, ticagrelor and prasugrel (Wijeyeratne and Heptinstall, 2011, Jackson and 

Schoenwaelder, 2003). These drugs provide antithrombotic therapy by reducing sustained 

platelet activation and in so doing they will also reduce microvesicle production, which may 

contribute to their antithrombotic effects. Previous work had demonstrated that ADP was 

critical for microvesicle production and through the work here we demonstrated that secondary 

ADP signalling also played a crucial role in exosome release (Heemskerk et al., 2002, Takano et 

al., 2004). Therefore drugs such as clopidogrel and ticagrelor would affect the function of 

platelet-derived exosomes as well as the procoagulant microvesicles. But, to date, no study has 

investigated the direct effect of ADP antagonists on exosome production from platelets and the 

consequences on intercellular communication.  

An indirect study looked at the plasma levels of microRNA, such as miR-223-3p that is released 

in pdEV and found that it was reduced in the circulation of healthy subjects taking clopidogrel 

(Willeit et al., 2013). This reduction could be attributed to reduced exosome release. In addition 

these drugs have been linked with reduced inflammation which may be due to reduced delivery 

of pro-inflammatory signals via pdEV (Nylander and Schulz, 2016, Thomas and Storey, 2015). 

However, as detailed above there is clear evidence for both pro- and anti-inflammatory effects 

of pdEV and so further investigation into the effects of ADP antagonists on pdEV release and the 

associated platelet-monocyte cross-talk are required. These studies would add more detail to 

this mechanism and identify whether there are any side effects of long term treatment with ADP 

antagonists. 

One of the initial aims of the project was to see if it was possible to separate the release of 

microvesicles from exosomes to determine the keenly debated location of microRNA within the 

circulation. As detailed above, the use of agonists and inhibitors was insufficient to achieve this 

goal and more traditional techniques such as ultracentrifugation which attempt to separate EV 

subsets have problems with aggregates and determining suitable centrifugal forces to allow for 

the differential fractionation of microvesicles and exosomes (Linares et al., 2015, Lane et al., 

2015, Lobb et al., 2015). Alternative approaches could be exploited in future experiments to 

isolate pdEV, such as immune selection and size exclusion chromatography. However both of 

these techniques come with significant caveats; size exclusion chromatography can separate EV 

from contaminants but it does not have the ability to distinguish microvesicles from exosomes 

and has been shown to lose EV smaller than 75nm (Boing et al., 2014, van der Pol et al., 2016). 

While, immune selection requires the selection of an exosomal marker but to date no single 

universal marker has been identified therefore the use of a single marker may only isolate a 
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fraction of all exosomes (Zlotogorski-Hurvitz et al., 2015, Koga et al., 2005b). However, immune-

selection represents the best opportunity for specific separation of EV subsets but further work 

is needed to identify suitable EV markers. The identification of markers which can discriminate 

the subsets is the biggest challenge facing the field of EV research at this time.  

The main metric used to differentiate microvesicles and exosomes in this thesis was the known 

procoagulant activity of microvesicles, which occurs due to the surface exposure of negatively-

charged plasma membrane phospholipids, predominantly PS (Aye et al., 2009, Pegtel, 2014). 

However, comparing this data to previous work in the field is challenging due to the variety of 

characteristics used to define the EV subsets and the inconsistent application of terminology 

(van der Pol et al., 2016, van der Pol et al., 2012a). Based on the issues with isolation, 

characterisation and changeable nomenclature there has been a call to simply use the umbrella 

term ‘extracellular vesicles’ (EV) to describe total populations of exosomes and microvesicles 

where there is no clear evidence of subset isolation.  

This appears to be a sensible way forward until a consensus is reached, however, this may in 

fact slow progress in the field. Even with the current confusion it is clear that there are separate 

roles for exosomes and microvesicles (Raposo and Stoorvogel, 2013, Andreu and Yanez-Mo, 

2015). In addition, data now suggests that there are likely to be several different populations of 

exosomes with differential enrichment for specific tetraspanins and surface receptors (Smith et 

al., 2015, Bobrie et al., 2012). These differences would provide a potential mechanism for 

exosome targeting to recipient cells and the loading of specific cargo, although it is not yet clear 

whether there are distinct subsets or a spectrum of exosomes with different surface protein and 

cargo expression (Andreu and Yanez-Mo, 2015, Mulcahy et al., 2014). Together, these factors 

demonstrate that further studies into the diversity and characteristics of EV are required to 

uncover the complexity of this intercellular communication network. 

6.2 Platelet-derived microRNA 

Following characterisation of pdEV and the effects of various inhibitors on their production we 

profiled the pdEV microRNA content. The intercellular shuttling of EV cargo has been widely 

investigated as a method of targeted cell-cell communication and the identification of microRNA 

in these vesicles provided a direct method by which the EV could control the protein function of 

target cells (Lee and Ambros, 2001, Valadi et al., 2007). Our research indicated that platelets 

released their most abundant microRNA into EV and that the profile of this microRNA was 

remarkably stable between the different agonists used to generate the EV. The stable microRNA 
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profiles suggest that the microRNA are released through a consistent mechanism, which we 

postulated to be exosomes.  

Whilst not definitive, this hypothesis was generated for three reasons; firstly, exosomes were 

identified at comparable levels in all of the agonist-generated pdEV samples, which matched the 

consistent microRNA profiles and this clear correlation was strongly suggestive that the 

exosomes carried the microRNA. Secondly, the microRNA require protection from RNAse in the 

circulation and the other widely reported mechanism of protection, HDL, was not present in this 

experimental system. Thirdly, there is now a growing body of evidence in the literature which 

demonstrates exosomes as a microRNA transport vehicle with multiple mechanisms shown to 

load microRNA into exosomes (Kosaka et al., 2013a, Bolukbasi et al., 2012, Cheng et al., 2014, 

Zhang et al., 2015a, Mittelbrunn et al., 2011, Gallo et al., 2012). While the evidence here 

suggests that exosomes were the primary release mechanism for microRNA from platelets in 

these experiments, this may not be applicable in all cells or reflect platelets in the circulation 

where the contribution of interacting cells and factors in the blood could play a role. 

With respect to the experiments carried out here, the localisation of microRNA released from 

platelets is not the most significant factor. If the microRNA in our samples was present in 

microvesicles or attached to HDL it would not change the fact that it was delivered to monocytes 

and altered protein expression. However, understanding the localisation of microRNA would be 

beneficial for understanding the mechanisms which control selective microRNA release and how 

the released microRNA interacts with target cells (Raposo and Stoorvogel, 2013, Weber, 2013). 

It has been demonstrated that in conditions such as CAD the profile of microRNA in the 

circulation associated with EV, HDL and other factors changes, and that this significantly reduces 

the ability of circulating microRNA to be delivered to endothelial cells (Finn et al., 2013). Whilst 

the separation of these fractions from the circulation still presents technical challenges, there is 

significant evidence for microRNA transport in EV, HDL and other mechanisms, suggesting that 

microRNA is transported via multiple pathways simultaneously (Boon and Vickers, 2013). If this 

is the case, then questions remain over the relative contribution of different cell types to the 

separate mechanisms, how microRNA are selectively incorporated into the different complexes 

and what is the fate of the microRNA within the different transport mechanisms  

These different mechanisms present opportunities for differential targeting and functions for 

the microRNA. But determining the importance of each mechanism and the triggers for their 

release is essential to furthering our understanding of the complexities of intercellular microRNA 

signalling and for the identification of potential therapeutic targets in disease. These therapies 
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could target the transport mechanisms, if, for example, EV transported microRNA were 

determined to specifically contribute to a disease or target the effects of a particular microRNA 

associated with pathology progression. The targeting of specific microRNA is a strategy that is 

already being used for the treatment of conditions such as non-alcoholic steatohepatitis in 

diabetics (Trajkovski et al., 2011, ClinicalTrials.gov, 2016). Alongside these mechanisms being 

targetable by therapeutics, attempts are also being made to exploit them for therapeutic 

delivery, and this is another area which would benefit from greater understanding of the 

intricacies of the loading and targeting of microRNA transport mechanisms (Ailawadi et al., 2015, 

Kwekkeboom et al., 2014).  

6.3 MicroRNA biomarkers 

An area of circulating microRNA research which has progressed at a much faster rate is the 

identification of disease biomarkers. Circulating microRNA present an opportunity for readily 

accessible, sensitive and specific biomarkers. Most work has focused on the identification of 

biomarkers from the total RNA within the circulation, but the evidence above suggests that 

assessment of the different microRNA transport mechanisms may offer a more sensitive metric 

(Finn et al., 2013, Jakobsen et al., 2015, Quinn et al., 2015). However, this increases the 

challenges of applying a biomarker within the clinical setting as it would significantly increase 

the complexity of the assessment. As demonstrated by several studies, slight variations in the 

preparation of microRNA for assessment or as demonstrated here, the technique used to 

quantify the microRNA have a significant impact on the identification and quantification of a 

microRNA (Page et al., 2013, Jensen et al., 2011, Grasedieck et al., 2013). Therefore for 

microRNA biomarkers to be applied in a clinical setting there would need to be rigorous protocol 

standardisation. 

Here we attempted to identify a biomarker of platelet activation; miR-223-3p, miR-146a-5p and 

miR-106a-5p were selected for assessment, because when compared to a variety of tissues from 

throughout the body they were determined to have a significant association with platelets and 

the microRNA they release into the circulation following activation. The results here indicated 

that they were not suitable as markers of acute platelet activation as there expression was not 

significantly raised in response to a variety of agonists. However, this assessment was in a very 

specific, ex-vivo experiment and required rapid accumulation of the biomarker. A more realistic 

test would be to investigate the effect of sustained platelet activation, and the subsequent long 

term accumulation of these microRNA in-vivo. Conversely, the effect of dual anti-platelet 

therapy (aspirin and clopidogrel) on these three microRNA found that all three were significantly 
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reduced in PPP after 48hours (miR-223-3p p=<0.001, miR-146a-5p p=0.025 and miR-106a-5p 

p=0.008) (Willeit et al., 2013). This work suggests that microRNA could act as a robust 

biomarkers for the assessment of anti-platelet treatment in patients, particularly as platelets 

make such a significant contribution to the microRNA content of the plasma (Willeit et al., 2013, 

Kaudewitz et al., 2016).  

Whilst the work here was unable to identify a biomarker of platelet activation, the overall 

consensus is that microRNA show promise as biomarkers of the activation state of platelets. 

However, further work is needed to determine the best markers, and to develop methods that 

provide a simple indication of an individual’s platelet activity and reactivity to therapy. In 

addition, investigations into the long-term implications of reduced circulating platelet microRNA 

are needed as many patients are on long-term dual anti-platelet therapy (Kaudewitz et al., 2016, 

Thomas and Storey, 2015). 

6.4 MicroRNA target identification 

Following the profiling of platelet and pdEV microRNA, the targets of pdEV microRNA were 

identified using a detailed and novel bioinformatic approach. The majority of current target 

identification methods are relatively simple; selecting a single microRNA of interest, searching 

online databases for its targets and then investigating whether overexpression of the microRNA 

has any effect on the predicted targets (Ritchie and Rasko, 2014, Thomson et al., 2011). However 

this fails to take into account factors such as the abundance of the mRNA target and the ratio of 

this to the microRNAs expression. Studies frequently use a single target prediction database, 

resulting in a biased approach with many false positives due to the specific algorithm which does 

not take into account the specific environment where the microRNA is expressed (Seitz, 2009). 

In addition the incorporation of mRNA expression changes following interactions with stimuli 

that include pdEV in our analysis enabled a more targeted approach. Ultimately the success of 

this approach was dependent on the results from experiments trying to validate the identified 

targets.  

Based on the data in chapter 4, the identification of LMO2 and SCARB1 as targets of miR-223-3p 

was validated in THP-1 cells. Simultaneous experiments in PriMo lead to inconclusive results; 

LMO2 expression increased after treatment with a miR-223-3p mimic and SCARB1 expression 

was reduced but overall protein expression was at significantly lower levels than expected in all 

conditions. Further examination of these experiments suggests this may have been due to 

reduced cell viability in response to transfection with Viromer GREEN. Alongside LMO2 and 

SCARB1 the microRNA target analysis also identified a large number of potential targets, many 
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of which could be investigated in future work. For example the myosin regulatory light chain 

interacting protein (MYLIP) that has been shown to be involved in LDL receptor degradation or 

N-Acetylglucosamine Kinase (NAGK) that was predicted to be targeted by 5 separate pdEV 

microRNA. The successful validation of both LMO2 and SCARB1 as targets for miR-223-3p 

demonstrated that a more incorporated approach was superior to traditional techniques for the 

identification of functional microRNA-mRNA interactions. The wealth of data included in the 

target identification process enabled the selection of targets which not only met the criteria of 

the prediction algorithms, but also matched with gene expression from relative datasets and 

therefore were targets relevant in the pdEV to monocyte transfer scenario explored in this 

study. In addition the process ensured that the microRNA were weighted based on their relative 

expression, ensuring that targets of microRNA with greater abundance were assessed to have 

greater significance. 

Due to publication bias, meaning negative data is often not reported, it is impossible to know 

how frequently predicted microRNA targets are unable to be validated. However, large scale 

experiments that have been conducted suggest ~50% of the targets in microRNA target 

prediction databases do not translate to functional interactions (Sethupathy et al., 2006, Wang, 

2010, Witkos et al., 2011). Therefore an online resource which allows researchers to utilise freely 

available datasets to approach microRNA target identification using the same process as here 

would allow researchers to approach microRNA research with greater confidence of identifying 

important functional interactions. This could be achieved through the incorporation of data 

from multiple prediction algorithms, utilisation of online repositories of baseline cellular gene 

expression data and through allowing inclusion of the researchers own genetic or proteomic 

data whilst weighting the targets based on microRNA abundance. 

Whilst work on improving microRNA target prediction algorithms continues, greater 

collaboration between laboratory-based and in-silico approaches is required to further the 

development of these resources (Agarwal et al., 2015). The computer algorithms can readily be 

modified to improve sensitivity and specificity by 1 or 2% in response to new findings but there 

are still fundamental elements of microRNA-mRNA interactions that are poorly understood and 

this results in falsely predicted targets. The idea outlined by Seitz, that some microRNA targets 

act to mop-up excess microRNA expression without a significant effect on function has merit 

and deserves further investigation (Seitz, 2009). In addition to this, data has suggested cell-

specific functions for some microRNA and so furthering our understanding of the effects of 

specific cellular and mRNA environments is needed to improve target prediction (Liu and 

Abraham, 2013). 
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6.5 Platelet-derived EV communication with monocytes 

Incubation of pdEV with THP-1 cells and PriMo resulted in the transfer of miR-223-3p and miR-

126-3p with the expression of both increasing ~2-fold. What was not clear from these results 

was whether these microRNA were delivered to the same cells or whether some cells 

experienced significant increases in just miR-223-3p, miR-126-3p, both or neither of the 

microRNA. Fluorescent tracking of these 2 microRNA could reveal whether they are delivered 

together or separately and this may work in combination with specific EV subsets, revealing 

further information on intercellular targeting. 

The 2-fold change observed is small compared to the large gene expression changes that can 

occur in cells following stimulation and suggests that functional changes caused by the 

microRNAs transfer are likely to fit with the described ‘fine-tuning’ role of microRNA (Baek et 

al., 2008). As both miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p were already expressed in monocytes the 

observed effect on SCARB1 and LMO2 may have been limited (Bidzhekov et al., 2012). The 

monocytes endogenous miR-223-3p and miR-126-3p are likely to have already been suppressing 

expression of LMO2 and SCARB1 and so the pdEV delivered microRNA could only supplement 

this effect. Therefore, future investigations could take this factor into account and look at targets 

of pdEV microRNA which are not expressed in the target cells, or microRNA which would see a 

large increase in expression. This information could also be incorporated into bioinformatic 

analyses of targets to provide further evidence for microRNA-mRNA interactions. 

One of the most surprising findings of this body of work was the clear difference in pdEV uptake 

between leukocyte subsets. The data convincingly demonstrated that monocytes preferentially 

take up pdEV compared to lymphocytes and neutrophils, suggesting that there may be a 

mechanism by which pdEV are targeted to monocytes. Although, as explained in the discussion 

to chapter 5, very little is known about the mechanisms of targeting and there are likely to be 

multiple targets of EV from a single cell type. The tetraspanin and receptor rich membranes of 

EV provide the opportunity for specific targeting and the likely heterogeneity of EVs from a single 

source suggests that there is an integrated network of EV communication that must be teased 

apart to further our understanding of its role in health and disease (Zhang et al., 2015a). 

The changes that were observed in LMO2 and SCARB1 suggested that microRNA from pdEV are 

able to reduce the expression of these proteins in monocytes, and that communication between 

platelets and monocytes via EV has a functional significance which is worth exploring further. In 

particular, the interaction of miR-223-3p with SCARB1 appears significant and could have 

implications in cholesterol homeostasis. This leads to questions over whether pdEV are able to 
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deliver miR-223-3p and influence SCARB1 expression in other cell types where cholesterol 

balance is important in health and disease. For example, reduced SCARB1 in the liver of mice 

results in increased circulating HDL-C and has been associated with increased incidence of 

atherosclerosis and patients with loss-of-function mutations in this gene also have increased risk 

of CAD (Zanoni et al., 2016, Van Eck et al., 2003). Therefore platelet activation and the 

subsequent release of miR-223-3p containing pdEV could play an important role in global 

SCARB1 expression, with implications for cholesterol homeostasis and associated cardiovascular 

pathologies.  

Whilst the evidence presented here strongly infers that pdEV delivery of miR-223-3p to 

monocytes triggers the down-regulation of SCARB1 and LMO2, the mechanism has not been 

definitively proven. Alongside their microRNA cargo pdEV are known to transport a variety of 

other protein and RNA which could potentially exert these functional effects. EV have been 

shown to cause functional changes in other cells, through interactions with membrane 

receptors. For example, breast cancer tumour-derived exosomes triggered pro-inflammatory 

activity in macrophages through activation of the NF-κB pathway by interacting with the TLR4 

receptor on the cells surface (Chow et al., 2014). Work with microRNA inhibitors could 

demonstrate that the effect on LMO2 and SCARB1 was due to the delivery of miR-223-3p. 

An interesting observation from the experiments looking at the effects of miR-223-3p on LMO2 

and SCARB1 was that transfection of a microRNA mimic at levels 4000x higher than those found 

in pdEV did not have a greater effect. This suggests that whilst transfection is frequently an 

inefficient technique, the pdEV are able to deliver large concentrations of microRNA to target 

cells. Whilst this could be partially explained by the existence of unmeasured miR-223-3p 

precursor in the pdEV it still suggests that pdEV are an extremely efficient delivery mechanism 

for their cargo. This efficiency suggests that the considerable interest in applying EV as delivery 

vehicles for therapeutics is justifiable. However, as already discussed, there are many questions 

which need to be addressed before EV can be utilised for drug delivery. Many of these problems 

have been outlined here and include; cargo selection, as well as de-selection to prevent transfer 

of unwanted EV contents, EV targeting and generation of methods for large-scale production of 

EV. 

Whilst the work here supports a role for microRNA in the control of protein expression, the 

importance of this role was unclear and requires characterisation of the functional effects of the 

reduced expression of these proteins. However, the global significance of microRNA is still 

unclear. MicroRNA knockouts in C. elegans demonstrated that less than 10% of microRNA 
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caused embryonic lethality or obvious phenotypes and even specifically knocking out microRNA 

with known functions in mice has led to no observable phenotype (Park et al., 2010, Miska et 

al., 2007, Jin et al., 2009). For example, miR-223-3p has been demonstrated to play an important 

role in haematopoietic development and is the most abundant microRNA in megakaryocytes 

and platelets, yet without it platelets function normally and there are only minor effects on their 

production (Leierseder et al., 2013). This suggests that due to the numerous different microRNA 

species and their ability to target an array of different mRNA that there is a significant level of 

redundancy in the microRNA network. This increases the challenge that researchers face to 

identify the roles of microRNA and suggests that the function of individual microRNA may only 

be important under the stressful conditions induced by disease. 

6.6 Future work 

The work here has been able to demonstrate the targeted intercellular transfer of microRNA 

from platelets to monocytes, resulting in the modulation of identified target protein expression. 

However, it has left several questions unanswered, which recent advances in EV-associated 

techniques may present an opportunity to investigate further. 

Firstly, by what method is EV released from platelets? Here the evidence suggested that 

exosomes were the predominant release strategy for microRNA from platelets but the results 

were not definitive. The use of techniques such as size-exclusion chromatography to separate 

EV from contaminants (e.g. proteins and lipoproteins) followed by immune-selection to isolate 

exosomes and microvesicles and possibly subsets of these populations would enable the 

separation of fractions capable of transporting the microRNA. These fractions could then 

undergo extensive characterisation to determine their precise separation from the other 

fractions. The microRNA content of these samples could then be profiled using techniques with 

greater sensitivity than the RT-PCR arrays used here such as microRNA sequencing. Answering 

this question using platelets would provide significant insight into the situation in the circulation 

due to the contribution platelets make to the circulating microRNA profile. 

In conjunction with the above work, the detailed characterisation of EV subsets released from 

platelets and other cells is required. It is clear that platelets release both microvesicles and 

exosomes, but it is not known whether they release a single homogenous population of 

microvesicles and a single population of exosomes. Answering this question is still very 

challenging using current techniques as it is not possible to resolve the expression of markers 

on a single EV. To carry out this work would require further advancement of technologies, e.g. 

improving flow cytometry to allow EV as small as 30-40nm to be viewed, although this would be 
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extremely challenging. Alternatively, the simultaneous visualisation of multiple fluorescent 

markers on individual EV through improved NTA instrumentation or the application of 

techniques such as single-cell proteomics to individual EV may prove suitable. Resolving EV on a 

single vesicle basis is essential to unravelling the complexities of EV functions and will become 

possible as technology advances.  

A further key area of investigation is understanding how EV are targeted and taken up by specific 

cells. The work here identified a clear directional transfer of EV from platelets to monocytes and 

demonstrated that the P-selectin/PSGL-1 interaction may play a role. Further work in this area 

could be carried out using a variety of inhibitors to cell-surface receptors on EV and their cells 

to block interactions. This approach could be guided by the further characterisation of EV 

detailed previously. In addition, detailed investigations into the fate of EV in more complex 

scenarios, such as whole animal models, or experiments which flow whole blood over cultured 

endothelial cells could identify whether monocytes are the sole target of pdEV. In addition, 

specific tagging of EV, using fluorescent proteins such as CD63, P-selectin, CD81 etc. could reveal 

whether all EV are targeted together. Testing EV from other cells in this scenario would also 

prove useful to see if the monocytes are specifically targeted by pdEV or simply acting in a 

clearance capacity, whereby they phagocytose circulating EV.  

Finally, the interaction of pdEV with monocytes needs to be explored further. This work has 

suggested that the transferred microRNA may have an important influence on monocyte protein 

expression, but this mechanism of control needs to be proven with microRNA inhibitors to 

demonstrate its specificity. If the interaction proves to be specific, then identifying the 

functional implications through investigations into the effects on cholesterol homeostasis are 

essential. Further to this, demonstrating its importance in a physiological setting could be critical 

for the development of therapies to slow the progression of atherosclerosis.  

At present, research into EV takes a broad view of their role in intercellular communication. The 

recommendations to treat EV as a single population rather than separating microvesicles and 

exosomes may provide clarity in future literature. However, this is likely to slow research into 

the specific functions of EV subsets, particularly as it appears that microvesicles and exosomes 

may work antagonistically in situations such as inflammation. EV and their cargo form part of a 

highly complex and integrated intercellular communication network and studies have only just 

begun to unravel the breadth of its function. Current EV isolation approaches only allow us to 

measure the total effect of all EV or crude isolations of microvesicles or exosomes which are 

frequently contaminated with other EV populations, protein aggregates and lipoproteins. 
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Combination techniques such as size-exclusion chromatography with immune-selection provide 

an opportunity to assess the roles of precise sub-populations. This approach could help dissect 

the EV signalling networks and identify the roles of distinct subsets of exosomes and/or 

microvesicles, the messages they convey and whether this represents clinically targetable 

processes. Investigations into the utilisation of EV as delivery vehicles for therapeutics is a 

rapidly expanding area, but considerations need to be made as to how best to utilise this 

mechanism and whether there are any significant implications for adding therapeutics alongside 

other cargo with unknown functional effects. 
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